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ABSTRAC'J' 

This report presents the results'of a national study of the impact 

of collective bargaining, the availability of interest arbitration, and 

the use of arbitration upon police salaries, fringe benefits, and union 

contract provisions, and upon police department employment, reported 

crime rates, and clearance rates during the 1971-81 period. The researchers 

found that both collective bargaining and the availability of interest 

arbitration are clearly associated with higher salaries, higher fringe 

benefits, and contracts which are more favorable to the union. However, 

the results are somewhat less clear about whether bargaining and especially 

arbitration actually caused these higher salaries, fringes, and more 

favorable contracts. The results do show that, controlling for the 

availability of arbitration, the actual use of arbitration does not lead 

to any long term union (or enployer) advantage compared to those unions 

(or employers) who did not use the procedure. The evidence also indicates 

that, after controlling for other influences, bargaining is associated 

with the employment of fewer sworn officers and more civilians in police 

departments but that arbitration has exactly the opposite effect (more 

officers and fewer civilians). In addition, bargaining is associated 

with lower reported crime rates, but this association disappears in 

arbitration states. Further, both bargaining and arbitrat~on are 

associated with higher levels of total police department expenditures. 

However, as with the other f~ndings, the results are less clear about 

whether bargaining and arbitration actually caused these changes in 

employment levels, crime rates, and total expenditures. 
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OfAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION AND EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Managers usually hate it, unions usually love it, arbitrators (and 

arbitration researchers) naturally benefit from it, and the public knows 

little about it. "It," of course, is the compulsory arbitration of 

negotiating disputes between public employers and public employee unions. 

Compulsory arbitration is seldom used in private industry, but it has 

been widely adopted in the public sector. As a result, the absence or 

presence of this dispute resolution technique is one of the most sub

stantial differences between private and public sector labor relations. 

Howev~r, research about arbitration has lagged behind practice with it, 

and thus we have relatively limited systematic knowledge of interest 

arbi tration' s impacts. In this report we attempt to (partly) remedy 

this information gap by analyzing some of arbitration's impacts on the 

police service. Because our report is rather long, we use this opening 

chapter to provide an executive summary of our research methods and 

findings. 

BACKGROUND 

Before we summarize, though, we need to describe compulsory arbi

tration's place in American labor rellations. Compulsory interest 

arbitration seeks to provide "labor peace" between unions and employers 

by substituting a quasi-judicial examination and resolution of disputed 

negotiating issues by a neutral third party in place of the strikes (and 

strike threats) which are frequently used to settle negotiating disputes. 

Instead of the strike vote and picket line, arbitration's hallmarks are 

the hearing room and written award. 

-----~---
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more states passed compulsory arbitration laws of one kind or another 

(however, three of these laws -- in Massachusetts, South Dakota, and 

Utah -- are no longer on the books). Although a few of these laws apply 

to several public employee groups (Connecticut, Iowa, Nebraska, Wisconsin), 

most apply either only to firefighters (Hawaii, Montana, Nevada, Wyoming) 

or to firefighters and police officers (Alaska, Maine, Massachusetts, 

Michigan, Minnesota, New Jersey, New York, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode 

Island, Washington). This experimentation is continuing; as this report 

was being ~~itten in 1983, Ohio implemented a compulsory arbitration 

statute covering police officers and firefighters. These laws have been 

implemented because the unions of the covered ernployees have lobbied 

vigorously and skillfully in their state legislatures and governors' 

chambers. In addition, most of this pro-arbitration lobbying has been 

done in the face of considerable anti-arbitration lobbying by municipal 

management groups. 

Public employee unions have pressed for these arbitration laws for 

two key reasons. First, without the legal right to strike, they see 

themselves as being on the short end of a bargaining power imbalance 

when negotiating with management. They perceive that a compulsory 

arbitration arrangement would eliminate this power llribalance and enable 

them to sit at the negotiating table in a position of equal strength 

with managernent (i.e., they believe they can get more with arbitration 

available than without it). Second, public ernployee unions long have 

recognized that they can mount illegal strikes. Yet. they also have 

recognized that these strikes, especially in the public safety services, 

can be risky: although tilese strikes may generate lots of pressure to 
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states which have not yet had their arbitration laws judicially tested, 

but the information in this table represents the constitutional status 

of state arbitration laws as of June 1983.* 

The information in Table I-I indicates that a properly drafted state 

arbitration law will pass constitutional muster with little difficulty. 

Fourteen of these 18 statutes have been upheld, three have been struck 

down, and one law is in effect but in a sort of constitutional Itmbo 

(Connecticut). We emphasize state laws because local arbitration laws 

have fared less well when judicially reviewed. Courts in california, 

Colorado, Kentucky, and Maryland have declared particular local arbitration 

laws to be unconstitutional, although courts in califor~ia, New York, 

and Texas have allowed other local arbitration arrangements to stand 

{i.e., in california, charter (or home rule) cities apparently can adopt 

arbitration but general law cities cannot). It appears, then, that 

state appellate courts are generally willing to defer to a state legisla-

ture's decision to delegate decision-making authority to arbitrators, 

but they are much less deferential to local decisions to install arbitra-

tion. 

The Table I-I listing of a lopsided constitutional batting average 

in favor of state arbitration laws indicates that the threshold issue of 

arbitration's compatibility with the American form of government has 

been rather decisively answered in the affirmative. This conclusion is 

reinforced by the fact that no state arbitration law has ever been 

directly repealed (although the Massachusetts statute was indirectly 

*We are grateful to Karen Elwell for supplying us with this information • 
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Private Sector 

Interest arbitration has been available for the resolution of 

negotiating disputes ever since the nineteenth century, but it became 

widely known primarily during World War II. Since then, compulsory 

interest arbitration has been the source of a considerable divergence of 

opinion in the American labor relations community and especially among 

U.S. unions. On the one hand, private sector unionists and managers 

have been unalterably opposed to compulsory arbitration, primarily 

because it \ .... ould involve the government determination of the terms and 

conditions of employment which unions and employers have been free to 

decide for themselves (Northrup, 1966; Phelps, 1964). There is con-

siderable private sector support for voluntary interest arbitration 

(Stieber, 1970), for these voluntary arrangements -- such as the now-

expired Experimental Negotiating Agreement in the steel industry --

reflect the mutual decisions of unions and employers to replace a strike 

threat negotiating system with a quasi-judicial arbitration threat 

system (though relatively few.unions and employers have done so). 

Further, voluntary arbitration agreements continue only as long as the 

parties want them to continue. However, this willingness to consider 

the voluntary U5e of arbitration has not eroded the longstanding private 

sector opposition to compulsory arbitration. 

Public Sector 

On the other hand, the public sector has been the scene of con-

siderable experimentation with compulsory interest arbitration. Wyoming 

passed a firefighters arbitration law in 1965; since then, at least 21 
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settle the dispute on favorable (to the union) terms, these strikes also 

may create considerable ill will which public officials can use against 

the unions. However, an arbitration procedure el~inates the need to 

mount a strike, and thus arbitration provides a mechanism to obtain 

satisfactory terms without the uncertainty and downside risk that a 

strike entails. 

Constitutionality. Ever since the first public se~tor arbitration 

law was passed, practitioners, policy makers, and scholars have been 

debating whether such laws are constitutionally permissible within the 

American form of representative democracy. These debates tend to have a 

highly normative flavor, as the partisans on both sides of the arbitration 

fenc~ argue strongly about whether or not compulsory interest arbitration 

should exist (for one example, see the exchange of views in Horton; 

1975; Krislov, 1977; and Horton, 1977). The front line in this debate 

consists of the courtrooms in state courts around the country where the 

constitutionality of these arbitration statutes has been litigated. 

Table I-I presents a list of constitutional challenge cases decided 

in t,e appellate courts of 18 states (usually by the state's highest 

court). This table specifies the state, the case, whether or not the 

arbitration law was found constitutional, and the arguments raised 

against these laws. Because most le<;Jal challenges to arbitration 

statutes involve some sort of illegal delegation of legislative authority 

reasoning, we listed numerous specific arguments in addition to "illegal 

delegation" (see Grodin (1979) for a more detailed discussion of some of 

these arguments). There are a few lower court decisions which currently 

are working their way up the appellate ladder, and there are a few 

-~~-.-----
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repealed in November 1980 by being attached to an enormously popular 

property tax llinitation referendum measure). Accordingly, we believe 

that normative assessments of arbitration are no longer usefully made on 

the basis of constitutional issues. Instead, as others have noted (A. 

Anderson, 1981), they are more appropriately made on the basis of how 

well or poorly arbitration works in practice. Expressed another way, 

conclusions about the costs and benefits of arbitration are more usefully 

based on how the procedure affects public employees, public manag~rs, 

and the public than on how the form of arbitration continues to comport 

with ever more refined legal abstractions. 

Previous research. The role of the strike in collective bargaining 

has contributed to the primary research focus upon compulsory arbitration 

which has occurred to date: what linpact has compulsory arbitration had 

on union and management bargaining incentives? Labor relations observers 

have theorized that because the costs of using arbitration are so low 

(compared to the costs of striking) arbitration may have a "chilling 

effect" on the parties' incentives to negotiate, and over time it may 

have a "narcotic effect" as the unions and employers adopt it as a 

habit-forming method of resolving their disagreements. Accordingly, 

during the past ten or so years labor relations scholars have performed 

a comparatively large amount of research on arbitration's influence on 

the public sector negotiating process. 

In contrast, there have been relatively fewer investigations of 

arbitration's influence upon the terms of the employment relationship 

between the public employers and employees covered by arbitration 

procedures. Taken together, these studies indicate that the availability 
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of arbitration enables public employee unl'ons t o secure moderately 

higher wages, but that the actual use of arbitration procedures (measured 

by the issuance of arbitration awards) produces no net wage advantage 

(i.e., there is no statistically signficant difference between arbitrated 

and negotiated wage settlements in the same jurisdiction). 

These impact studies provide us with useful information about 

arbitration, but the generalizability of each study's findings is 

limited. In addition, none of these studies attempted to examine any 

service delivery influences that arbitration might have. Consequently, 

we simply do not know how arbitration might have affected a wide range 

of employment and service delivery conditions across a large sample of 

cities over a long period of time. 

In our research, we have attempted to overcome some of the limitations 

of these earlier studies by performing an extensive and intensive 

examination of how arbitration has affected police officers, police 

unions, and municipal managers. In the next section we describe our 

researcb effort. 

THE RESEARCH EFFORT 

Research Objectives 

In keeping with the interests of the National Institute of Justice 

(National Institute of Justice, 1981) and the desires of the researchers 

(Feuille and Hendricks, 1981), our primary objective has been to isolate 

what impact, if any, compulsory interest arbitration has had on a 

variety of police employment conditions. These employment conditions, 
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or outcomes variables, include salaries, frjnge benefits, a wide variety 

of work rules, police employment levels, re~orted crimes, and crimes 

cleared by arrests (clearances). In an attempt to fully analyze arbitra

tion'S possible impacts, we have collected data for the 1971-81 period, 

and in particular we have emphasized the 1975-80 period. As a result, 

we have been able to perform longitudinal as well as cross-sectional 

analyses. 

Bargaining vs. arbitration. In our analyses, one key objective has 

been to differentiate between any impacts that police unionism or 

collective bargaining has had versus any impacts that arbitration has 

had. Some previous research on police unionism (usually dealing with 

the unions' impacts on wages; see Bartel and Lewin, 1981; Victor, 1980) 

has differentiated only between union and nonunion police deparunents 

(usually measured by the presence or absence of a collective bargaining 

agreement). To the extent that some of the unionized cities exist in 

states with interest arbitration laws, and to the extent that arbitration 

has had an impact on such things as police wages, this research may have 

overestimated the impact that police collective bargaining by itself has 

had. As a result, we have taken care to differentiate among cities 

where police are nonunion and do not bargain at all, are unionized and 

bargain but without access to arbitration, and are unionized and bargain 

with guaranteed access to arbitration. 

Arbitration availability vs. arbitration use. Most of the existing 

research on arbitration has focussed either on the impact of arbitration's 

availability (Delaney and Feuil1e, 1ge3; Kochan and Wheeler, 1975; 

Olson, 1980) or on the impact of actually using arbitration (Ashenfelter 

--~----"--~-- -"---
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and Bloom, 1983; Bloom, 1981; KochaN, et. al., 1979; Stern, et. al., 

1975; Somers, 1977). In contrast, very few studies have attempted to 

simultaneously measure the bnpact of arbitration's availability and use 

(Delaney, 1983a, 1983b). This dual measurement is crucial, however, for 

arbitration's availability may have different effects from the actual 

use of arbitration (Kochan, et. al., 1979). In fact, there are theoretical 

and empirical reasons to expect that, within an arbitration state, 

arbitrated outcomes will not differ from negotiated outcomes (Farber and 

Katz, 1979; Bloom, 1981). However, the mere existence of an arbitrat:>n 

procedure may have an bnpact on police ernployment conditions. As a 

result, we have taken great care to separately measure the availability 

and use of arbitration. 

Our analyses, then, are designed to isolate and measure the separate 

impacts that collective bargaining, the availability of arbitration, and 

the use of arbitration have had upon a variety of police characteristics. 

These objectives can be seen in Figure I-I: 

FIGURE I-I 

City 1 Police 
Characteristics--------------------------------~~-----+ Characteristics: 

\ Police 2 7 :i!~k:~t, 
Collective fringes, 
Bargaining Arbitration Use 3 nonwage terms, 

t clearances, etc. 
Arbitration Availability 

State r 
Characteristics 

What are the impacts of 2, 3, and 4 in the presence of I? 

Multivariate analyses. We know from previous research that there 

are many factors, or variables, which affect police employment conditions 

(e.g., city size, location, wealth, etc.), and we also know that many of 
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these variables have nothing directly to do with collective bargaining 

or interest arbitration. As a result, in our analyses we must control 

for as many of these other influences as possible in order to isolate 

whatever impacts may be attributable to collective bargaining, or to 

arbitration's availability, or to arbitration's use. In turn, this need 

for mUltivariate analyses means that we have relied heavily on multiple 

regression statistical techniques. However, no one needs to be a 

statistician to understand the results presented in this report. 

What we have not done. The summary in this chapter provides an 

accurate portrait of the subjects we have covered in our research; here 

we make explictly clear what topics we did not include in our investiga

tions. 

(1) Arbitration's impact on the process of collective bar-gaining. 

Other researchers have performed many studies of arbitration's 

process impacts (for two reviews, see J. Anderson, 1981a; and 

Feuille, 1979); we have not attempted to replicate any of those 

efforts here. 

(2) Arbitration's impact on strikes. We know from previous research 

that the presence of arbitration substantially reduces strikes 

(Ichniowski, 1982; Olson, et. al., 1981; Wheeler, 1975). Therefore, 

we have not attempted to reinvent this particular wheel. 

(3) How arbitrators make decisions. We have not attempted to peer into 

the minds of arbitrators to determine why tl1ey made particular 

awards. However, some of our arbitration use findings may shed some 

light on how arbitrators respond to various bargaining issues and 

environmental forces when making particular awards. 
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(4) How arbitration laws were passed. The legislative histories of 

arbitration statutes have been inadequately researched (for one 

exception, see Kochan, 1978), and we have not attempted to correct 

this situation. However, our findings do help explain why police 

unions seek such laws and why managements resist them. 

(5) Handling an arbitration case. Union advocates, management advocates, 

state arbitration administrators, and arbitrators interested in the 

nuts-and-bolts details of processing arbitration cases must look 

elsewhere for guidance. We have not attempted to collect such 

information because (a) most of it is highly state-specific and 

hence of limited value elsewhere and (b) the existing collective 

wisdom of arbitration practitioners far exceeds what we could say in 

this report. 

Data Collection 

We collected data on as many as 1,015 cities for varying years 

during the 1971-1981 period with particular emphasis on the 1975-80 

years. These data include city characteristics (such as population, 

density, per capita income, reported crimes, region, etc.), relevant 

bargaining and arbitration characteristics (police bargaining law, 

mandatory scope of bargaining, police arbitration law, etc.), police 

characteristics (police department expenditures, number o~ police 

employees, clearances, etc.), numerous police employment terms (minimum 

salaries, maximum salaries, fringe benefits, generic contractual provisions 

such as grievance procedures, police-specific contractual provisions 

such as weapons rules), and the police collective bargaining contracts 
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and arbitration a\'lards which are the source of many of these employment 

terms. 

Our key method of collecting data was a mail survey we conducted 

during January-July 1982 of almost all U.S. cities over 25,000 population. 

We used this mail survey to ask a respondent in each city (1) to fill 

out and return a questionnaire (see Appendix I-l of the full report) 

which asked if the city bargains with a police union, how long a bargaining 

relationship has existed, if interest arbitration exists, how many 

contracts have been negotiated and arbitration awards issued, and if 

(and when) any police strikes have occurred; (2) to return police 

collective bargaining agreements covering the 1975-81 period; and (3) to 

return police interest arbitration awards covering the 1975-81 period. 

Most of these surveys were completed and returned (along with any 

contracts and awards) by city management personnel, and a few survey 

forms, contracts, and a~drds were returned by police union representatives. 

However, no management or union organization or individuals exercised 

any influence or control over the research effort, nor was any of our 

research performed on behalf of any advocate groups. We received 731 
" 

usable responses to our mail sUDrey requests (which consisted of the 

original mailing plus one follow-up request to nonrespondents). We also 

collected infor~mation about the bargaining status of 284 additional 

cities from other sources, including Mr. Casey Ichniowski at the National 

Bureau of Economic Research, various state public employment relations 

boards (PERBs) , and selected state leagues of cities. In addition, in 

late 1982 we made field visits to the state PERBs in nine arbitration 

states (Iowa, Minnesota, Wisconsin, Michigan, New York, New Jersey, 

. 
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Connecticut, Rhode Island, and Massachusetts) to collect additional 

contracts and awards. 

We collected a total of 1,963 contracts and 348 awards via our mail 

survey and field visits. Table 1-2 describes the results of our primary 

data collection in more detail. Because we exercised extra collection 

efforts in the nine selected arbitration states, our sample of contracts 

is not a random representation of all the police contracts negotiated in 

the u.s. Instead, we have collected a purposive sample of contracts 

(and awards) so that we may more fully measure the impacts of arbitration. 

Table 1-3 describes the police bargaining and interest arbitration 

status of the cities in our sample. The figures in this table show that 

the number of cities in which the police ba~)ain collectively more than 

doubled during the 1971-81 period, that the number of cities covered by 

an arbitration statute almost quadrupled during the same period, and Ii 
II 

that police bargaining and arbitration increasingly coexist. Table 1-3 

clearly shows, then, that (1) collective bargaining is quite widespread 

in the police service, (2) interest arbitration is hardly a transitory 

phenomenon confined to the periphery of police union-management 

relations, and (3) police union impacts can be accurately researched 

only by examining the effects of both collective bargaining and interest 
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A disproportionate amount of the data we collected came from selected 

states. This data distribution means that the labor relations experiences 

in some states will be especially influential in the analyses presented 
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in subsequent chapters. Accordingly, in Table 1-4 we have provided a 

state-by-state breakdown of the salary, fringe benefit, and contract 
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TABLE 1-2 

POLICE CONTRACTS AND AWARDS 

u.S. cities over 25,000 population witg own police forcea 

Number of cities in our sample in 1981 
Number of bargaining cities 
Number of nonbargaining cities 

Cities whose 1981 police bargaining status is unknown 

Number of contracts collectedc 
Number of contract-years includedc 
Number of cities which supplied all 1975-81 contract data 
Number of cities which supplied at least one contract 

Number of cities in arbitration states in 1981 
Number of cities in nonarbitration states in 1981 

Number of arbitration a\.;ards collected 
Number of cities which supplied at least one award 

Source: Mail survey and field visits by the researchers • 

1,077 
1,015 

703 
312 
62 

1,963 
3,325 

354 
534 

413 
664 

348 
205 

aTO be included, a city needed a popUlation of 25,000 at least once during 
the 1970-80 period and needed to have its own police force (i.e., cities 
which contract out for police services were excluded) • 

bThis is the total number of cities whose bargaining status we have identified. 
Because of missing data, the actual number of cities included in particular 
analyses in subsequent chapters will be fewer than 1,015. 

c Sorne of these contracts apply to years before 1975 or after 1981, and some 
apply to superior officer bargaining units. As a result, the number of 
contracts analyzed in later chapters will be smaller than reported here. 

~--~-- -----"-- -- ~ 
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r TABLE 1-3 

BARGAINING AND ARBITRATION STATUS OF CITIES 

Bargaining Nu~r (Percent) 
Number of Number (Percent) of Number of Cities Covered By of Covered Cities 
Cities in Ci ties ~Vhich Bargain Cities in b Arbitration Law That Used 

Year Sarnplea with Police Arbitration States State Localc Arbitrationd 

1971 944 332 (35.2%) 106 (82) 65 2 

1972 949 394 (41.5) 133 (108) 90 4 

1973 958 447 (46.7) 187 (162) 135 5 

1974 972 512 (52.7) 291 (243) 218 5 

1975 988 576 (58.3) 328 (290) 271 9 41 (14.6%) 

197p 994 620 (62.4) 347 (314) 293 9 59 (19.5) 

1977 1,002 654 (65.3) 412 (376) 363 9 64 (17.2) 

1978 1,002 667 (66.6) 412 (376) 367 11 90 (23.8) . 
1979 1,008 682 (67.7) 412 (382) 376 15 69 (17.6) 

1980 1,013 690 (68.1) 413 (386) 380 16 76 (19.2) 

1981 1,015 703 (69.3) 413 (388) 382 17 79 (19.8) 

Source: Mail survey and field visits by the researchers. 

aTo be included in this column a city needed to have a population of 25,000 at least once during the 1970-80 period, 
needed to have its own police force, and needed to have its police bargaining status identified. 

~rhe first figure describes the total number of cities in arbitration states, and the figures in parentheses describe 
the cities whose bargaining status we have identified. Our analyses in subsequent chapters are based on the numbers 
in parentheses. For example, in 1981 there were 413 cities in arbitration states: 382 bargained with the police, 
six did not bargain, and the bargaining status of 25 cities was unknown. 

cThe cities in this column are located in nonarbitration states. 

dThese are the reported numbers of police interest arbitration awards issued in each year, as identified through our 
mail survey and field visits. Because of missing data, the actual yearly tocals will be larger. 
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'1rIPLE I-4 

~ CITY ~ BY SIME 

N.nter of N.nter of NJri::er of Cities W1idl .9.wlie:1: 
Cities in 
~ Salary Fr~ MiCE 

E:d1 statea cata cata ChltIa±s 
Alci:ara 16 2 10 9 1 
Alaska (A) 3 2 2 2 2 
Ari:zrm 8 2 8 8 2 
Arkans3s 10 0 6 7 0 
Chlifomia 142 133 116 11t 85 

.i~ 
CbIora):) 18 4 13 13 4 
Cl::rn:ct:ic.ut (A) 37 37 23 2l 15 
re.:J.a.are 3 3 2 2 2 
District of CbIutbia (A) 1 1 0 0 1 
I'lorid:l 49 30 39 39 2l 
G:orgia 14 0 8 8 0 

i 
H3v.aii 1 1 1 1 1 

I Ida1"o 5 ! J. ... 2 4 4 1 
Illirois 72 37 43 41 22 ...... 

r Irrliara 25 10 11 9 8 i 
~:.: 

Ia-a (A) 19 19 12 12 15 ," 
!tI ~ 11 4 9 8 2 

'~ :1; .... 
~ 9 2 6 6 2 

F r:ruisicn:l 12 2 8 8 1 
UI M:lire 3 3 1 1 2 

M:lrylaU 6 2 4 6 2 n ~ ,l' M3ssrlJ..Eet:ts (A) 65 60 27 18 37 U~ 

Midligcn (A) 55 41 33 29 26 
H 1: Mim:sJta (A) 28 28 23 22 19 tic 

Mississiwi 9 1 4 4 0 
Ij ~ Miss::mi 18 1 11 10 0 '\ I, ,I 
II ti Mnt:ara 5 5 2 3 4 

'!It N:Draska (A) 5 4 5 5 1 !l' 

Ui NavaJa 5 4 4 4 4 c;.. 

,.,'", ~ H:np:;hire 4 2 0 0 1 

1 
(J 
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'mB[E I-4 (ant.) 

~ CITY CMA BY SIroE 

N..nter of N.ni:Er of l'Uri::Er of CitiE,s Vhidl &Wlie:]: 
Cities in 
~ SllaI:y Eti~ Rllica 

Each stat:EF Lata Lata 0:J1lla:ts --
N:w ks:!y (A) 65 63 3) 25 '37 
N:w M:xim 8 2 3 3 1 
N:w York (A) 39 36 19 17 3) 

N:Jrth C3rolirE. 19 0 16 16 0 
N::rth D:lkota 4 0 4 3 0 
Chio 55 31 39 39 19 
adah:na 15 10 12 12 6 
Q:egoo (A) 7 7 5 5 5 
8:msylvaria (A) 34 31 21 19 18 
Ihile I.slard (A) 12 II 6 6 7 
S:::uth C3rolirE. 10 0 8 8 0 
.9Jut:h D:lkota 3 2 0 0 1 
~ 13 2 6 5 1 
Texas 54 8 41 39 5 
Utah 6 0 3 3 0 
vemmt 1 1 0 0 1 
Virginia 21 0 18 17 0 
vashin;Jtxn (A) 19 17 12 II 9 
vest Virginia 7 2 4 4 1 
Nis::x:nsin (A) 24 24 19 19 13 
V¥min3 3 1 2 2 1 

1,CJT7 690 703 668 436 
(A) in::1icates arbi tratioo state. 

~ are i::h:,I1l1i::er of citie; CM:!r 25,(XXJ r:q:ulatioo in e:d1 state wuch ra~ 
tl:"eir a.n p:>l1ce fort:E. 'liE cdlal ~ of cities 0\Ie:' 25,(XXJ in SJre stat:e3 
~ially in California ern N:w York, Will b:! lal:get" dE tD t:h: antra:t:irg rut 
of p::>lica s=rvices. 

~ are iie cities (as jtEt d:firm) in erll state vhlch l:::ergain with t:ha r:olica 
~ for :ron v.e kn:w iie ,i93r arlll:mgainirg startaJ. B3::aEe of in::x:rcplete 
infomatioo, tiE a::b.:Bl n.ni::er of l:mgainirg cities in s:rre statEs will b:! l.atger:. 
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score data we collected for 1980. This distribution indicates that the 

bargaining and arbitration experiences in about 15 states will be the 

key determinants of our analytical results. (See Appendix I-2 of the 

full report for a complete list of our data sources.) 

Data manipulation. In general, we processed our huge amount of 

information via the canputer. In particular, we had to transform our 

hundreds of police contracts and awards from written documents into 

computer-usable formats. We did this during the July 1982 - May 1983 

period by scoring the contracts with our Kochan-type contract scoring 

index (Kochan and Wheeler, 1975; Kochan and Block, 1977; Kochan, ~t. 

al., 1979; see Appendix I-3 of the full report for the scoring index). 

In addition f we also developed an arbitration award scoring procedure 

(see Appendix I-4) which we used in conjunction with the contract 

scoring index. This procedure allowed us to precisely measure those 

contract provisions which were rulel upon by arbitrators and how these 

provisions were changed by the arbitral rulings. In turn, these scores 

allowed us to determine if the actual use of arbitration yields specific 

benefits to unions or employers. In addition, these contract and award 

scores allowed us to assess bargaining and arbitration's impacts on a 

wide variety of wage and nonwage employment terms. It is to a sumnary 

of these impacts that we now turn. 

SUMMARY 

Chapter II: Arbitration Awards 

In this chapter we describe and analyze key characteristics of the 
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arbitration awards we collected. 

Arbitrators. Of the 343 awards we obtained which apply to the 

patrol officers' bargaining unit, 60 percent were issued via a conventional 

arbitration procedure (which gives the arbitrator considerable discretion 

to fashion appropriate rulings), 15 percent were issued via a final 

offer by issue arbitration procedure (the arbitrator's discretion is 

limited to selecting a union or employer final offer on each separate 

issue), 11 percent were issued via a final offer by package arbitration 

procedure (these arbitrators have the least discretion, for they make 

only one all-or-nothing selection decision of one side's package of 

final offers on all the disputed issues), and the remaining 14 percent 

of the awards were issued through a mixture of decision m~hanisms (such 

as conventional arbitration on some issues and final offer by issue 

arbitration on others). Consequently, the arbitrators who issued most 

of these awards had considerable discretion to tailor their rulings to 

fit the circumstances of each case. 

These 343 awards were issued by 208 different arbit~ators, and 143 

individuals issued only a single award. Only two persons issued more 

than ten awards (the most prolific arbitrator in our sample wrote 15 

awards). This dispersion suggests that nobody relies upon interest 

arbitration work as the mainstay of his or her dispute settlement 

practice. 

Number of issues. The number of issues decided in each of these 

awards ranged from one to 57, with a median of ten issues and a ~ of 

13 issues per award. The fact that more than one-fifth of the awards 

included more than 20 issues strongly suggests that same of the unions 
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and employers have used arbitration as much more than a dispute settlement 

procedure of last resort. Instead, some of the parties seem to be using 

a "let's take these issues to arbitration and see what happens" approach 

to the process. 

We also found that final offer arbitration with package selection, 

especially as it is practiced in Wisconsin, appears to encourage the 

parties to settle more issues during negotiations and hence bring fewer 

issues to the arbitral hearing room than do the other two kinds of 

arbi tratiotl. 

Types of issues. The vast majority of the issues placed before 

arbitrators are economic. Specifically, 78 percent of the issues 

decided in these awards involved salaries, pay supplements, or fringe 

benefits, and all of the ten most frequently arbitrated. specific issues 

fell into these three categories (patrol officer maximum salary was the 

most arbitrated specific issue). Issues with direct law enforcement 

implications, such as the number of officers in a squad car or the type 

of ammunition used, were infrequently taken to arbitration. Similarly, 

issues which affected management's ability to deploy and assign officers, 

such as shift assignment and transfer provisions, rarely appeared in 

these awards. However, monetary provisions which put price tags on 

these practices, s~ch as court appearance pay, special assignment pay, 

and pay for out of title work, are regularly arbitrated. 

Proposals and responses. On nonsalary issues taken to arbitration, 

unions propose most of the departures from the status quo, but on salary 

issues both sides propose changes. The arbitrators who issued these 

awards appeared reluctant to order wholesale revisions in the parties' 
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contracts. Only 14 percent of their rulings on nonsalary issues resultej 

in the inclusion of new issues in the contracts, and only 21 percent of 

these nonsalary rulings resulted in clear and significant contractual 

nnprovements for the unions. In short, police interest arbitrators seem 

to view their role in a conservative rather than innovative manner. 

Chapter III: Salaries 

In this chapter we demonstrate that collective bargaining, the 

availability of arbitration, and the use of arbitration have different 

nnpacts on police salaries. In addition, these nnpacts vary according 

to the research methods we used to assess them. 

Collective bargaining. After controlling for the influences of 

other factors, in our aggregate analysis we found that police minimum 

and maximum salaries are 4-10 percent higher in bargaining ci.ties than 

in nonbargaining cities. However, when an arbitration variable is added 

to the measurement equation, the magnitude of the bargaining effect 

declines. It remains positive (in the 3-8 percent range) and statistically 

significant, but this decline in magnitude means that arbitration 

supplied some o~ the bargaining effect~ This comparison indicates that 

any union wage impact study performed upon public sector occupations or 

jurisdictions covered by arbitration must also measure the influence of 

arbitration separately from the influence of bargaining; failure to do 

so means that any impact attributed to collective bargaining by itself 

might be overstated. 

The availability of arbitration. Some of our analyses show that the 

availability of arbitration has strongly positive effects on salaries, 
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while other analyses show little or no effect. For example, our aggregate 

cross section analyses of 600-700 cities (i.e., lilhen all the cities are 

grouped together and each year is examined in isolation from other 

years) show that the presence of a state arbitration law covering the 

police is associated with salaries which are 3-9 percent higher than 

they would be otherwise, ceteris paribus. Not only do these effects 

vary year by year, they become stronger during the 1980-81 years (i.e., 

minimum salaries are six percent higher in arbitration cities during 

those years, and maxnnum salaries are nine percent higher). In 1981, 

maximum annual salaries in arbitration cities were $1,674 higher because 

of the availability of arbitration, ceteris paribus. 

However, our disaggregated cross section analyses tell a very 

different story. When we contr.ol for the length of time that arbitration 

statutes have been on the books, our results show some large year by 

year changes. Then, when we disaggregate our cities and group them on a 

state by state basis for several arbitration states, we see that three 

of the states which paid high salaries after arbitration's arrival 

(Minnesota, New York, New Jersey) also paid high salaries before arbitration 

came along. The only clear exception to this pattern occurred in 

Washington, where salaries became noticeably higher after arbitration 

compared to the "before" years. (Salaries in Michigan and Pennsylvania 

were consistently higher than in most other states during the 1971-81 

years, but because these two states acquired arbitration laws in 1969 

and 1968, respectively, we were unable to do any before and after 

compari sons.) Salad es in Connecticut, Rhode Island, Massachusetts, 

Wisconsin, and Iowa did not become consistently higher after arbitration 
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arrived in those states. As a result, these state by state before and 

after analyses indicate that (1) arbitration's impact may vary substantially 

from state to state and that (2) arbitration is associated with high 

salaries in some states but did not cause these high salaries. 

Our time series analyses pre/vide still different results. These 

analyses tracked salaries over the 1971:-81 years, and each year's 

results were grouped with the results of the other years. The time 

series results produced by ordinary least squares (OLS) and by generalized 

least squares (GLS) multiple regression analysis showed that, on average 

during the 1971-81 pariod, salary levels were somewhat higher in ar!:>i tration 

cities than elsewhere. However, these time series arbitration coefficients 

were in the 1.4-4 percent range, and that is considerably smaller than 

the 3-9 percent arbitration coefficients produced in the aggregate 

cross section analyses. 

These disparate and sometimes inconsistent results may be annoying 

to those whO prefer less rather than more anbiguity. However, all of 

these results appear to be accurate products of the different sample 

sizes and different calculation techniques used in these various analyses, 

and there is no precise formula for determining which of these results 

to accept and which to reject. When all of these findings are considered 

together, the weight of the evidence indicates that the availability of 

arbitration does have an independent and positive association with 

police salaries but that arbitration probably is not the cause of these 

higher salaries. In addition, arbitration's impacts also appaar to vary 

on a state by state basis. 

The use of arbitration. In contrast to the variability of our 
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arbi tration availability resu, ~.:s, _ 1 Ol.lr arbitration use findings consistently 

indicate that the actual use of an arbitration procedure does not have 

l ' Thl' S is true for minimum and any significant impact on sa arles. 

maximum salaries, for different samples of ci:l:ies, and for current use 

('the use of arbi tration in the year being examin(;d) and prior use l.e. , 

the use of arbitration in years prior to the year being examined). (i.e. , 

In other words, our results show that when we control for the influence 

of bargaining, arbitration availability, and city characteristics, 

arbitrated salaries are not significantly different in any year from 

negotiated salaries. 

This finding is very plausible, for it says that there is no long 

term net advantage which accrues to police unions (or to cities) from 

't' s If this were not the case actually using the arbltra lon proces • 

(i.e., if arbitrated salaries were significantly higher than negotiated 

salaries), we would expect to find that every police union in every 

arbitration state in every year had gone to arbitration. Instead,. we 

f 'fth of the unions in our sample actually found that only about one- 1 

actually used arbitration in any year • 

The combination of our arbitration availability and arbitration use 

t the hypothesis advanced by Farber and Katz results strongly suppor 

presence of an arbitration statute in a state (1979), namely, that the 

may significantly altBr the entire negotiating environment, but the 

actual use of arbitration will not lead to higher salaries than those 

t t Our arbitration availability results negotiated in the same s a e. 

arbl'tration statute may exert upward pressure on all the suggest that an 

police salaries in the state, but arbitrated 3alaries will show no 
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consistent advantage over negotiated salaries in that state. 

However, this conclusion does not mean that there is no connection 

between arbitration's availability, arbitration's use, and salaries. 

Obviously, for arbitration to have any impact on anything it must be 

used from time to time. In that sense, it is very similar to the strike 

threat and strike use system. Most private sector unions in most 

negotiations do not go on strike; instead, they use the threat of a 

strike to obtain their goals. However, some strikes must occur some of 

the time for the strike threat to have any credence. Similarly, in each 

police negotiating round in each arbitration state, some police unions 

need to use the arbitration procedure so that it will retain whatever 

impact it has on the negotiation environment. 

Levelling effects. Our data shm.; that there is much natural 

dispersion of police salaries: large cities pay more than small ones, 

wealthy cities pay more than poor on€!s, and so on. Labor relations 

observers have predicted that the ar.bitration pr.ocess' emphasis on 

comparability W?uld cause arbitration to become the "visible hand" 

whereby salaries would become less: dispersed or more levelled over time. 

We examined our salary data to see if this levelling effect had 

occurred, and we gave particular attention to the larger arbitration 

states. We found that arbitration caused very little levelling to 

occur, at least on a statewide basis (i.e., the possibility remains that 

arbitration might have caused salaries in a specific cluster of cities 

wi thin a state to have become more similar). In p:lrticular, we found 

that minimum salaries remained about equally dispersed over time. 

Maximum salaries have become somewhat less dispersed over time, but our 
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results suggest that arbitration may not have contributed much to this 

modest levelling: we found that among 11 arbitration states, maximum 

salaries became less dispersed in four states, remained equally dispersed 

in two states, and. became more dispersed in five states. It appears, 

then, that there are some unmeas~red state characteristics which have 

more impact than arbitration on the dispersion of police salaries within 

states. 

Implications. An examination of our arbitration states shows that 

most of them are located in what has come to be known as the Frost Belt" 

These are the states that are the net losers in the migration of people, 

jobs, and. concomitant economic growth to the Sun Belt. In turn, this 

migration suggests a relative erosion of the tax base in Frost Belt 

states, which implies that cities in those states should be hard-pressed 

to maintain the same relative salary levels that they experienced in the 

early 1970s. However, our disaggregated cross section results show 

little or no diminution of these state-specific salary levels by 1981, 

and our time series results show that salaries have increased faster in 

arbitration cities than in others. These results suggest that arbitration's 

greatest benefit for police officers may be the protection it provides 

against management attempts to hold down the rate of increase in 

salaries. 

Having concluded that arbitration matters, we also emphasize that 

''market'' factors appear to matter more. For example, a Southern location 

systematically and relentlessly exerts very strong downward pressure on 

salaries. Along this same geographical dimension, police in western 

states are paid very well simply by virtue of their location, and police 
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in cities outside of metropolitan areas are paid noticeably less than 

police in metropolitan areas. Similarly, larger cities, cities with 

higher crime rates, and city manager cities pay more than smaller 

cities, low crbne rate cities, and cities headed by mayors. Rather 

unsurprisingly, wealthier cities and cities which have high.manufacturing 

wages pay more than poorer cities and those with low ~,ufacturing 

wages. In other words, collective bargaining and interest arbitration 

appear to have independent and positive effects on police salaries, but 

there are a host of other factors which also influence these salaries, 

and many of these other factors may be even more bnportant than police 

labor relations arrangements. 

Research methods. Finally, the analyses in this chapter have shown 

thel tit is inappropriate to test arbi tration' s impacts by simply canparing 

arbitrated and negotiated outcomes in the same state. Consequently, we 

hope that this report, even if it does nothing else, will eliminate 

statements of the following type: "During the past year in this arbitration 

l;itate, arbitrated wages increased an average of 6.7 percent while 

negotiated wages increased 6.8 percent; therefore, arbitration had no 

effect on wages during this past year." 

Chapter IV: Fringe Benefits and Total Canpensation 

Using the same analytical model that we used to analyze salaries, we 

also analyzed the llnpacts of collective bargaining and interest arbitration 

on fringe benefits paid to sworn police officers and on total compensation 

paid to police department enployees. Fringes are defined as ci ty 

contributions to retirement and insurance plans, while total compensation 
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includes salaries, fringes, and any other monetary payments made to 

enp10yees. 

Our results indicate that police collective bargaining has much 

larger and stronger associations with fringes than with salary or total 

compensation, which suggests that police unions may be systenatica1ly 

influencing cities to contribute larger amounts of money to fringes than 

these cities would contribute otherwise. Our results indicate that 

fringe benefit expenditures are one-fifth to one-third (20-33 percent) 

higher in bargaining cities than in nonbargaining cities, ceteris 

paribus. Because 80-90 percent of our fringe benefit measure is composed 

of retirement contributlbns (with the balance consisting of various 

insurance contributions), our results strongly suggest that unionized 

police officers prefer that a larger share of t~eir total compensation 

package be devoted to retirenent and insurance benefits than would occur 

in the absence of police unions. This finding is very consistent with 

the results of studies which have investigated the bnpacts of private 

sector unions (Freeman, 1981) and firefighter unions (Ichniowski, 1980) 

on the wage and fringe components of the total canpensation package. In 

turn, our results are quite consistent with the "median voter" explanation 

of union behavior, namely, that police unions enphasize the compensation 

preferences of the more senior (or median) police officers more than 

would occur in a nonunion situation with its individual bargaining •. 

Second, our analyses show that collective bargaining increases the 

total cost of employing a police officer. During the 1971-80 years, 

bargaining cities paid 8-12 percent more in total compensation per 

police department enp10yee than nonbargaining cities paid, ceteris paribus. 
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This difference disappeared in our 1981 data, which may indicate that 

(a) unionized cities no longer pay more due to unionis:n by itself, or 

(b) such a large proportion of all police departments have become 

unionized that spillover effects have made accurate union-nonunion 

comparisons rather difficult, or (c) that the small sample size of total 

compensation information for 1981 somehow affected the results. Considering 

that the bargaining coefficients in the 1981 maximum salary analyses in 

Chapter III also were not significant, item (a) seems to be the most 

likely explanation. 

Third, our analyses of arbitration's availability contain results 

which will please both arbitration proponents and opponents. Our 

aggregated data show that the availability of arbitrati0n had a substantial 

positive impact on fringe benefits (i.e., 20-30 percent) during the 

1974-79 years but had little or no effect on fringes either before or 

after those years, and that the availability of arbitration had an 8-12 

percent positive nnpact on total compensation during the 1974-81 period. 

However, our disaggregated fringe-by-fringe and state-by-state analyses 

showed that arbitration seemed to be unequivocally associated with 

higher fringe benefits only in New York and Wisconsin cities and 

in Michigan cities, and that arbitration seemed to be unequivocally 

associated with larger total compensation packages only in New York 

ssibly 

cities and possibly in Michigan cities. In other words, our fringe-by-

fringe and state-by-state results strongly suggest that in most states 

arbitration has had little effect on ~~e general levels of fringe 

benefits and total compensation or on specific fringe benefits, and this 

conclusion is very similar to the conclusion suggested by the state-by-
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state analyses of salaries in Chapter III. 

Fourth, our analyses of the use of arbitration (defined as using the 

arbitration procedure to receive an award on any issue) indicate that 

neither the current use nor the prior use of arbitration has had systematic 

and consistent association with the level of total fringe benefits, 

specific fringes, or the level of total compensation. These nonimpacts 

are very similar to the nonnnpact of the use of arbitration on salaries 

discovered in Chapter III. 

Fifth, our contract analyses showed that there was a much greater 

prevalence of fringe benefits and pay supplement provisions in police 

contracts in arbitration states compared to nonarbitration states, 

especially during the 1975-79 years. This result is consistent with the 

resul ts of the aggregated dol.tar analyses of fringe benefits and total 

compensation, and it also is consistent with the results of our complete 

contract index analyses presented in Chapter V. However,.comparisons 

between our dollar analyses and contract analyses should be made 

carefully, for our contract index may not yield much useful information 

about the actual dollar cost of various retirement and insurance contract 

provisions. 

Sixth, our focus in this cha~ter on bargaining, arbitration availability, 

~ arbitration use should not obscure the fact that, as with salaries, 

police fringes and total compensation are inf~uenCed by a wide variety 

of "market" variables. Our results show, for example, that fringe 

benefit and total compensation levels are significantly higher, during 

most years of the 1971-81 period, in larger cities, in wealthier cities, 

in cities with higher reported crime rates, in cities with a city 
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manager form of government, and in cities located in North Central 

states. In particular, our analyses showed that there are some strong 

regional effects on total compensation and especially on fringe benefits: 

North Central cities tended to pay the highest fringes and total com

pensation, and Southern cities generally paid the lowest. Combined with 

our salary results from Chapter III, our findings suggest that small 

nonunion police departments in the South pay the lowest salaries, 

fringes, and total compensation in the nation. 

Finally, we saw that police salaries and fringes are positively 

correlated all across the country. However, this correlation is much 

stronger among cities which do not have access to arbitration than it is 

among those who do. 

Chapter V: Contracts 

In this chapter we present the results of our police contract 

analyses. We developed a contract scoring index containing 130 provisions 

which might be found in police contracts. The options which each 

provision could take (such as open shop, maintenance of membership, 

agency shop, and union shop on the compulsory membership provision) were 

ranked on a favorableness to the union scale. We then scored our 

collected contracts with our contract index. Contracts which received 

higher scores were judged to be more favorable to the union than contracts 

which received lower scores. Not only did we calculate a score for the 

overall contract, we also calculated separate scores for each of several 

subindices included in our total index. These indices include fringe 

benefits, pay supplements (these two subindices were ~nalyze:l in Chapter 
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IV), working conditions, individual security, union security, equity, 

and intrusion into managerial prerogatives. As this list implies, these 

subindex scores indicate how favorable or unfavorable (to the union) are 

the particular types of provisions included in police contracts. 

In Chapters III and IV arbitration's impact upon salaries and fringe 

benefits depended, at least in part, on tlle research methods used to 

make the assessments. No such arnbigui ty exists in this chapter, however, 

for arbitration is associated with higher contract scores no matter what 

research methods are used. 

For instance, our descriptive statistics show that total contract 

scores in arbitration states regularly average more than 100 points 

higher than contract scores in other states. Our cross section analyses 

show that, after controlling for the influences of other factors, total 

contract scores are 18-40 percent higher in arbitration states than 

elsewhere among our larger sample, and our time series analysis shows 

that the scores are about 80 percent higher in arbitration states among 

our smaller sample of cities. Similarly, grievance procedures in police 

contracts are much more fully developed in arbitration states than 

elsewhere, and, in particular, grievance arbitration almost always 

exists in police contracts where interest arbitration exists but is much 

spottier elsewhere. Further, most of our subindex scores are larger in 

arbitration states t~n in other states, and our intrusion into managerial 

prerogatives subindex is much stronger in arbitration states than 

elsewhere. As a result, police unions in arbitration states are in a 

much stronger position to challenge or appeal managerial decisions than 

police unions in other states. 
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An especially interesting finding is that police unions in cities 

where arbitration is available do not need to trade off high salaries to 

get good contracts (or vice versa) as police unions in other cities 

sometimes appear to do. In other words, police unions in arbitration 

cities apparently are able to obtain both favorable contracts and 

adequate salaries to a much greater extent than police unions in other 

cities. 

OUr arbitration use analyses confirm the results obtained in the two 

preceding chapters: the actual use of arbitration in any particular 

year does not produce better (to the union) contracts than are produced 

via the negotiation process. In fact, some of our arbitration use 

results suggest that over time the actual users of arbitration tend to 

be those unions with less favorable contracts who apparently are using 

arbitration to catch up to the provisions obtained by their peers in 

other cities. 

After having emphasized how much more favorable to the unions these 

contracts are in arbitration states, it is important to note that the 

favorableness of police contracts is increasing at a faster rate in 

nonarbitration states than where arbitration is available. If the 1976-

81 trends we identified in our time series analysis continue into the 

future, our results imply that eventually police contracts in all states 

will be equally favorable to the unions. However, given the huge 

absolute advantage that presently favors contracts in arbitration 

states, "eventually" is many years away. 

In sum, police contracts in cities where arbitration is available 

are much more favorable to the unions than where arbitration is aosent. 
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Due to the limited size of our sample of contracts, we have been unable 

to do the kind of "before" and "after" analyses we performed on salaries 

, f't As a result, it is possible that the favorable and frInge bene 1 s. 

contracts in arbitration states might have occu~red in any case (i.e., 

even if arbitration had never come along). We believe this occurrence 

is unlikely, however, for the ~~ most likely explanations for such a 

result __ the increasing age of the bargaining relationship and the 

increasing favorableness of bargaining legislation -- were much less 

useful in explaining why high contract scores existed than was the 

availability of arbitration. 

Finally, we have emphasized that the more fully developed contracts 

in arbitration cities have enabled police unions in those cities to 

challenges t o police management than unions in other mount stronger 

cities ostensibly can do. We also emphasize, though, that we have 

presented any data about the day-to-day interactions 
neither collected nor _ 

. d I' ers Consequently, the analyses between pol ice unlOns an po Ice manag • 

and results in this chapter cannot be used as evidence that police 

unions in arbitration states actually have challenged, obstructed, or 

interfered with police management's ability to manage any more than have 

, ' th ' t 'es However, we have assessed the impacts of police unIons In 0 er Cl 1 • 

unionization and arbitration on police employment (of both sworn officers 

and civilians), total police costs, crime rates, and clearance rates. 

We review these assessments next. 

Chapter VI: Productivity 

Given all the problems associated with measuring police productivity 
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and the (sometimes) conflicting results which we have obtained, we 

should emphasize that our conclusions in this chapter are very tentative. 

However, we did discover some consistent patterns which in turn suggest 

some tentative conclusions. 

We found that both bargaining and arbitration are typically associated 

with increased costs in operating a police department. This result is 

consistent with our earlier findings of their bnpacts on salaries and 

fringe benefits. We also found that, after controlling for other 

influences, bargaining departments employ fewer sworn police officers 

and more civilian employees than nonunion departments, but that bargaining 

departments in arbitration states do exactly the opposite: they employ 

more officers and fewer civilians. Although these two effects partially 

offset each other in bargaining cities in arbitration states, the net 

effect shows that arbit~ation cities employ more police 'employees than 

nonarbitration cities, ceteris paribus. If we assume that the total 

amount of work to be performed in a department either stays the same or 

increases over time (i.e., does not decline), our results imply that 

police bargaining is associated with more productive officers and less 

productive civilian employees but that arbitration is associated with 

less productive officers and more productive civilians. 

In addition, we found that, after controllin9 for other influences, 

crime rates for rape, robbery, assau , urg , It b "lary and auto theft frequently 

are lower in bargaining cities than in nonbargaining cities, but that 

the presence of arbitration seems to negate this bargaining influence. 

Further, we found that bargaining and arbitration exerted no consistent 

influence on clearance rates (i.e., crimes cleared by arrests) • Conse-
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guently, when we measure police productivity with crime rates we find 

that bargaining is associated with increased productivity (i.e., lower 

crime rates) but th~t arbitration is associated with decreased productivity 

(i.e., higher crime rates), and when we measure police productivity with 

clearance rates we find that neither bargaining nor arbitration has any 

consistent effect. 

These results suggest that management reacts to the increasing costs 

brought on by bargaining by substituting less expersive civilians (and 

possibly capital goods such as cars and other equipment) for more 

expensive sworn officers. This substitution leads to increased productivity 

for sworn officers, eitber because there are fewer of them to perform 

the same amount of work or because they are assigned in a more effective 

manner (i.e., to street jobs rather than desk jobs). However, for some 

reason managements in cities in arbitration states do not make these 

substitutions. We cannot be certain if arbitration prevents these 

substitutions or if arbitration is an unwitting proxy for some unmeasured 

state or city characteristics. If arbitration in fact does have this 

direct bnpact, it may occur because arbitration enables police unions in 

arbitration states to resist trading off higher salaries and benefits 

for more efficient staffing practices as police unions in nonarbitration 

states may have done. 

Similarly, we are unsure why our measurements of bargaining and 

arbitration's associations with crbne rates differ from each other and 

why these associations vary so much from year to year. Bargaining 

by itself is associated with substantially fewer rapes, robberies, 

assaults, burglaries, and auto thefts, but these decreased crime rates 
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are not observed when bargaining is combined with arbitration. On the 

one hand, bargaining may contribute to a more effective police response 

against crime (or at least against certain types of crimes), while 

arbitration may cancel this effect. On the other hand, bargaining by 

itself somehow may be associated with lower crime rates for reasons 

beyond those examined in this research, while arbitration similarly may 

not have such an association. 

Finally, it is important to note that our research focus on "pro-

ductivity" has been a very limited .::>ne. We have not examined actual 

work practices (deployment, patrolling, response times, arrest and 

arrest processing methods, report writing, breaks, and so on), and we 

have not examined any data representing the non-law enforcement work 

(traffic control, order maintenance, social services, etc.) which 

constitutes the heavy majority of the average police officer's work 

time. When this narrow focus is combined with the data interpretation 

vmrnings offered earlier, the conclusions we have reached in this 

chapter are tentative indeed. 

Chapter VII: Discussion, Conclusions, and Recomnendations 

Constitutional form vs. practical application. The judicial survey 

presented earlier indicates that state supreme courts have rather 

decisively answered in the affirmative the threshold issue of whether or 

not state arbitration laws are compatible with the American form of 

government. Accordingly, we believe that normative assessments of 

arbitration should be made on the basis of how arbitration works in 

practice. In othe~ words, conclusions about the costs and benefits of 
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arbitration are more usefully based on how the procedure affects public 

enployees, public managers, and the public than on how the form of 

arbitration fits with legal abstractions. 

Costs and benefits. Using earlier research and the results of this 

research, we can identify three sets of tangible (i.e, measurable) 

benefi ts which arbitration has had and two sets of costs it has imposed. 

Examining benefits first, the available evidence indicates that 

~. 

d, 

i 
arbitration has reduced the number of police strikes which otherwise 

J .. 
would occur. Second, it has increased the practice of collective 

bargaining by giving police officclrs a very strong incentiye to bargain 

(i.e., only police who bargain collectively are eligible to use the 
"'" 
i 

.L arbitration process). Our data show that among the citi~s whose bargaining 

I 
status we have identified, almost all the police in arbitration states 

are unionized but only about half of the cities in other states have 

I police unions. Third, our results snow that arbitration has done a good 

job of guarding the en~loyment interests of police officers. Police. 

I salaries, fringe benefits, and contract provisions are positively 

T 
""" 

associated with the presence of an arbitration statute (although arbitration 

may not have caused these favorable outcomes). These positive associations 

I indicate that police officers have a stronger voice in police department 

affairs where arbitration exists than where it does not. 

I In contrast, arbitration imposes two sets of tangible costs. As 

shown in previous research, the first cost is its tendency in some 

I jurisdictions to weaken the incentives to negotiate (though, in general, 

..,.. collective bargaining remains a very viable process in the presence of 

arbitration). The second -- which is tile focus of our study -- is its 
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apparent bnpact on the costs of delivering police services. Arbitration 

is positively associated with higher salaries, higher fringe benefits, 

increased police employment, and increased police department total 

expenses. As a result, arbitration is clearly associated with increases 

in the monetary costs of delivering a given bundle of police services to 

the community. It is the policymakers' task to decide if arbitration's 

benefits outweigh its costs. 

In addition, police contracts in arhitration states contain much 

more favorable language (to the unions) than do contracts in other 

states. We collected no police operations data, though, S~ we cannot 

translate these contract provisions into a precise bnpact upon management's 

ability to manage the police department on a day-to-day basis. However, 

we did find that bargaining in nonarbitration states is associated with 

lower reported rates of rape, robbery, assault, burglary, and auto 

theft, but that this bnpact is not evident in arbitration states. 

Do these significant associations indicate that bargaining somehow 

causes police managers to deliver police services in a more effective 

manner but that ~rbitration somehow inhibits this managerial response to 

bargaining? Alternatively, do bargaining and arbitration somehow serve 

as unwitting proxies for some unmeasured city characteristics which 

actually influence crimes? We speculate in this chapter about how 

bargaining and arbitration could have opposing bnpacts on the reported 

crbne rates via their opposing bnpacts on the effectiveness of police 

service delivery, and these speculations are based upon the changes in 

the sworn officer/civilian employment mix identified in Chapter VI and 

the favorable contract language identified in Chapter. V. However, we 
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have been unable to directly examine the actual mechanisms or processes 

connecting bargaining, arbitration, police management decisions, police 

work practices, and the reporting of crbnes. Accordingly, at this point 

it is much safer to conclude that bargaining and arbitration are somehow 

associated with unmeasured city characteristics which exert the actual 

influences upon crime rates. 

Recommendations for future research. Methodologically, we believe 

that our research has demonstrated (a) the value of performing longitudinal 

analyses of union bnpacts and (b) the value of pErforming aggregated and 

disaggregated analyses across and within different jurisdictions. As a 

result, we hope that future researchers will also be able to analyze 

other public sector union bnpacts in a sh~ilar manner. 

Substantively, our research indicates the need to examine arbitration'S 

bnpacts within particular states on a more complete and intensive basis 

than we have been able to do. These kinds of analyses are necessary to 

conclusively determine if arbitration is a monolithic process which has 

the same ur similar bnpacts everywhere or is a variable process which 

has different bnpacts in different jurisdictions. 

OUr research also offers a very intriguing set of topics for future 

investigation: the actual connections among bargaining, arbitration, 

contract language, the sworn officer/civilian employment mix, the 

deployment and assignment of police employees, the street-level delivery 

of police services, crime rates, and clearance rates. Our results 

suggest that some connections may exist among these things, but our data 

are insufficient to precisely specify why these connections exist. We 

hope that future research will be more illuminating. 
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CHAPTER II 

ARBITRATION MvARDS 

In our opening chapter we described how we collected our data and we 

offered a summary of our main findings, and in the following chapters we 

present the details of our analyses and results. In this chapter we 

describe various characteristics of the interest arbitration process and 

awards, and we place particular emphasis on the issues taken to arbitration. 

THE AWARDS SAMPLE 

We collected 343 usable arbitration awards applying to ~~e patrol 

officers' bargaining unit. These awards covered 525 award-years (i.e., 

an award with a duration of two years covers two award-years), so the 

"typical" award in our sample covere:l one and a half years. These 343 

awards were in effect at various points in time during the 1970-83 

period, with the vast majority (90 percent) effective during the 1975-82 

years. We collected these awards from cities in 16 different states, 

though as we shall see, ten of the~e states accounted for almost all the 

awards. We were unable to calculate precisely how many police awards 

were issued in these states during the 1975-82 years, so we have no way 

of knowing what percentage of "the total we have obtained. However, we 

believe this multi-state sample of awards is the largest such sample 

ever collected, in part ,because more police bargaining units are covered 

by arbitration laws than the bargaining units of any other occupational 

group. If we assume that these 343 awards are ~easonably representative of 

all awards, our findings allow us to offer some useful conclusions about 

various characteristics of the public sector interest arbitration process. 
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THE ARBITRATION PROCEDURES 

Type of decision mechanism. One widely used criterion for differentia-

ting among arbitration procedures is the amount of discretion arbitrators 

are allowed when fashioning their rulings. Conventional arbitration 

allows arbitrators the widest discretion, for such a procedure places no 

official limits on how an arbitrator rules, and the practical limits are 

established only by the parties' positions at arbitration. Final offer 

arbitration with package selecticn gives arbitrators the least discretion, 

for such a procedure requires that the arbitrator select - as a single 

package - either the employer's or the union's offer, without alteration, 

on all the disputed issues (i.e., the arbitrator will make only one 

selection decision to settle the dispute no matter how many issues are 

on the agenda). In between is final offer arbitration with issue 

selection. Such a procedure requires the arbitrator to select either 

the union's or employer's final offer, but these selection decisions are 

to be made separately on each disputed issue. In addition, a few states 

have hybrid or mixed procedures: Michigan, for example, requires final 

offer by issue arbitration on economic issues and conventional arbitration 

on noneconomic issues, while New Jersey specifies final offer by package 

arbitration on economic issues and final offer by issue arbitration on 

noneconomic issues - except that the parties may agree to use conventional 

arbitration. Further, Iowa specifies final offer by issue arbitration 

and also specifies that arbitrators may select the fact-finder's recornmen-

dation on each issue rather than the employer's or union's final offer. 

Table II-I shows that most of the awards in our sample were issued 

urrler conventional arbitration procedures: 60 percent of the awards 
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TABLE II-I 

TYPES OF ARBITRATION PROCEDURES 

Type of Decision Mechanism: 

Conventional 
Final Offer 
By Issue 

Final Offer 
By Package 

Used on all issues in award 
Used on some issues in award 
(These numbers will not total 
involved in hybrid awards.) 

Type of Panel: 

Single Arbitrator 
Tripartite Panel 

207 52 37 
15 45 27 

343 because of the double counting 

136 
207 

I 
----------------,~------~~----------------------~~--------------~--~-
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involved conventional arbitration, 15 percent were final offer by issue 

awards, and 11 percent were final offer by package awards. The remaining 
{I 

14 percent involved a mixture of decision mechanisms. These data ~ -

indicate that interest arbitrators in police disputes have considerable IT 
" 

discretion to shape their awards to fit the circumstances of each case. 
ii u 

Expressed another way, relatively few police unions and municipal 

employers negotiate with the truly all-or-nothing sword of final offer 

by package arbitration hanging over their heads. 

Another criterion for differentiating among arbitration procedures 

is whether the award is issued by a single neutral arbitrator or a 

tripartite panel (union representative, employer.representative, and 

neutral chairperson). As Table II-l shows, 60 percent of our awards 

were issued by tripartite panels. We were unable to tell from examining 

these awards how many of these panels existed because the law required 

them and how many of these panels were used (instead of the single 

arbitrator format) because the parties preferred the tripartite arrangement. 

In any case, the tripartite format is much more common in interest 

arbitration than in grievance arbitration. 

Number of arbitrators. For years the conventional wisdom in the 

labor relations community has said that the grievance arbitration 

process has been dominated by a relatively small number of "mainline" 

arbitrators who handle most of the cases (Sinicropi, 1982). We have no 
r 
/I 

data to test the accuracy of this assertion regarding grievance disputes, 

but we did record the names of the arbitrators (either single arbitrators 

or the chairpersons of the tripartite panels) in our awards sample to 

see if this same phenomenon was occurring in interest disputes. tvith a 
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very few exceptions, we found that it was not. 

Our 343 awards were issued by 208 different individuals: 143 

persons wrote one award, 32 people wrote two awards, and 15 individuals 

w.cote three awards. In other words, the modal arbitrator in this sample 

wrote a single award. At the other extrane, one arbitrator issued 15 

awards, another issued 13, a third person issued nine, a fourth issued 

seven, and two arbitrators each issued six awards. NObody else issued 

more than five awards. This distribution of arbitration cases across a 

large number of persons has occurred for many reasons, including the 

preferences of unions, employers, and state arbitration administrative 

agencies to use arbitrators who are residents of the same state in which 

the arbitration case is located. Whatever the reasons, our data' show 

that, with few exceptions, a small number of mainline arbitrators does 

not appear to be dominating the police interest arbitration process. 

THE DISPUTED ISSUES 

As the data in this section will show, the typical interest arbitration 

case involves a large number of disputed issues, primarily over money, 

in which the unions propose most of the changes. However, our data 

suggest that arbitrators generally are reluctant to w~ite new issues 

into the parties' contracts. 

Number of issues. Unlike grievance arbitration, our data show that 

interest arbitration cases involve large numbers of disputed issues. As 

the top part of Table 11-2 shows, the number of issues handled in our 

343 awards ranged from one to 57, with a median of 10 issues and a mean 
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of 13 issues per award. We saw above that most of the awards are either 

conventional or final offer by issue awards, and thus the arbitrators in 

these cases were required to make numerous rulings. (They did so in 

awards which ranged in length from one to 159 pclges, with a median 

length of 13 pclges and a ~ length of 18 pclges.) The large number of 

issues per award, and in pclrticular the fact that more than one-fifth of 

the awards involved more than 20 issues, strongly suggest that same of 

the unions and employers in this sample have used arbitration as much 

more than a dispute settlement procedure of last resort. Instead, it 

appears that some of the parties are practicing a "let's take this to 

arbi tration and see what happens" approach to the process. 

Although our study was not designed to examine the effects of 

arbitration on the collective bargaining process, we were able to 

conduct a rough test of the impact of the type of arbitral decision 

mechanism upon the number of issues taken to arbitration. In particular, 

we were able to examine the conventional wisdom that final offer arbitra-

tion, with the greater risks it poses for those pclrties who fail to 

agree in negotiations, will induce the pclrties to settle more issues 

during negotiations than will conventional arbitration (Feuille, 1975a). 

If this conventional wisdom is valid, there should be fewer issues per 

award in final offer arbitration states than in conventional arbitration 

states, and further, there should be fewer issues per award under final 

offer arbitration with pclckage selection than under issue selection. 

In the bottom half of Table 1I-2 we have grouped the arbitration 

awards on a state-by-state basis, and we have calculated the mean or 

average number of issues per' award. These data provide moderate support 
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All Awards: 

Number of Issues 
Per Award 

1-5 issues 
6-10 
11-15 
16-20 
21 or more 
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TABLE rr-2 

NUMBER OF ISSUES PER AWARD 

Number (Percent) 
of Awards 

86 (25.1%) 
98 (28.5) 
51 (14.9) 
31 ( 9.1) 
77 (22.4) 

state-By-State Distribution: 

State and Type of 
Arbitration procedurea 

Rhode Island (CON) 
Minnesota (FOAl) 
Connecticut (FOAl) 
pennsylvania (CON) 
New York (CON) 
Michigan (FOAl +CON) 
Massachusetts (FOAP) 
New Jersey (FOAP+FOAI) 
Iowa (FOAl) 
Washington (CON) 
Oregon (CON) 
Wisconsin (FOAP)c 

Notes: 

Mean Number of 
Issues Per Award 

21.5 
17.2 
15.9 
15.2 
13.7 
11.8 
10.9 
10.5 
8.9 
8.2 
3.5 
2.5 

Other 
Characteristics 

Range: 1-57 issues 
Median: 9.7 issues 
Mean: 13.0 issues 
Mode: 6 issues (26 awards) 

Standard 
Deviation 

12.8 
9.0 
8.0 
8.7 

13.4 
7.9 

11.2 
8.5 
6.9 
4.8 
3.0 
1.6 

Nuinber 0B 
Awards 

21 
44 
12 
44 
47 
33 
19 
66 
20 

6 
4 

19 

aCON = conventional arbitration, ~I = final offer arbitration with 
issue selection, FOAP = final offer arbitration with pclckage 
selection. These are the types of arbitral decision mechanisms . 
specified in the state statutes, but many statutes allow the partles 
to mutually agree to use another type of procedure. 

bThe state-by-state distribution excludes four awards, each from 
Alaska, California, Nebraska, and Montana. 

cThe Wisconsin results exclude four Milwaukee police awards i:sued 
under a sepclrate conventional arbitration statute for that Clty, 
and these four Milwaukee awards averaged 28 issues per award. 

,.,,"-' -~--------------~-~-----"--
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for the idea that final offer arbitration with package selection will 

encourage the parties to settle more issues in negotiation and thereby 

bring fewer issues to arbitration than will the other two kinds of 

arbitration. In particular, Wisconsin appears to be the most visible 

final offer success story to date, for the average number of issues per 

award in that state is well below the average in other states. However, 

these results provide almost no support for the notion that final offer 

arbitration with issue selection will encourage the parties to hold down 

the number of issues they place before the arbitrators. In addition, 

the very wide variation in the state averages, and the rather large 

star~ard deviations within each state, suggest that other factors are 

more bnportant than the type of arbitration procedure as deteoninants of 

the nt.lI1lD r of arbi tra ted issues. 

Categories or types of issues. As mentioned in Chapter I and as 

will be explained in more detail in Chapter V, we developed a contract 

scoring index which we used to eValuate or score the contracts and 

awards we collected. This index contained 130 separate i terns (exclusive 

of salaries) which our research showed could exist in police contracts 

and awards. In addition, we grouped all of these 130 items into one of 

six subindex categories: working conditions (such as scheduling and 

equipment issues) I individual securi~ (examples include promotion, 

transfer, and layoff provisions), union security (this includes membership 

requi rements I dues checkoff, time for union bus iness, and so on), equity 

(all grievance procedure and disciplinary provisions belong here), fringe 

benefits (all kinds of insurances, leaves, vacation, etc.), and ~ 

supplements (this category includes all pay items, such ·as overtime pay 
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and clothing allowances, over and above basic salaries). A complete 

listing of these items and their subindex groupings can be seen in 

Appendix 1-3. In addition, we recorded (in dollars) as many as eight 

different annual salaries (patrol officer minimum, patrol officer 

maxbnlITl 1 corporal, sergeant, lieutenant, captain, dispatcher, and 

parking enforcers). 

In these 343 awards arbitrators decided 4,444 separate issues 

(covering a total of 6,833 issue-years). We were able to score 3,586 

(or 81 percent) of these issues with our scoring index (i.e., the 

remaining 19 percent of the disputed issues were not included in our 

index I so we were unable to score them). 

Table 11-3 indicates the frequ~ncy with which various issues occurred 

in these awards. Using the 3,586 issues evaluated with our scoring 

index, the first half of the table shows how frequently the various 

types of issues were placed on the arbitral agenda, and the secooo half 

of the table lists the ten most frequently arbitrated specific issues. 

Taken together, these data indicate that economic issues are much more 

frequent in our awards than are noneconomic issues. If we consider that 

fringe benefi ts, pay supplements, and salaries are economic issues aoo 

the rest are nonecondrnic I Table II-3 shows that more than three-fourths 

of the arbitral rulings which we were able to score involved economic 

issues (this conclusion might change scxnewhat if our scoring index were 

lengthy enough to evaluate 100 percent of the items in these awards). 

Further, all of the ten most arbitrated specific issues are economic in 

nature: three are salary issues, three involve pay supplements, and the 

other four involve various fringe benefits. In addition, Table 11-3 
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TABLE II-3 

TYPES OF ISSUES IN DISPUTE 

Percent of Awards 
wi th At Least 

Type of Issue One Issue in Category 

Economic: 
Salaries 
Pay Supplements 
Fringe Benefits 

Noneconomic: 
Union Security 
Working Conditions 
Individual Security 
Equity 

Ten Most Arbitrated 
Specific Issues 

Patrol Officer Maxbnum Salary 
Patrol Officer Minimum Salary 
Longevity Pay 
Annual Clothing Allowance 
Maximum Amount of Vacation 
Additional Insurance Protection 
Number of Holidays 
Shift Differential Pay 
Sergeant Salary 
Dental Insurance (En\ployeg) 

91.0% 
75.5 
72.6 

46.1 
34.4 
33.2 
22.7 

Numbel.'" (Percent) 
of Awards 

311 (90.7%) 
151 (44.0) 
129 (37.5) 
127 (37.0) 

98 (28.7) 
92 (26.8) 
91 (26.6) 
90 (26.2) 
88 (25.7) 
81 (23.6) 

Number of 
Arbitrated Issues 

in Category 

2,823 

763 

716 
978 

1129 

248 
165 
179 
171 

Number (Percent) of 
Contracts with This Issue

a 

819 (90.7%) 
800 (88.6) 
761 (84.3) 
795 (88.0) 
801 (88.7) 
415 (46.0) 
874 (96.8) 
365 (40.4) 
510 (56.5) 
326 (36.1) 

aea1culated from the 903 contracts we collected from arbitration states. 
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also shows that these t~n most arbitrated issues frequently appear in 

police contracts in arbitration states. 

These findings are reinforced by our investigation of the ability to 

pay question. Municipal officials frequently object to interest 

arbitration because they clabn that arbitrators often give short shrift 

to municipal fiscal pressures, and most arbitration statutes require 

arbitrators to use tile employer's ability to pay as one of the criteria 

involved in fashioning their awards. We evaluated each award to determine, 

from the arbitrator's language, if the employer's ability to pay was in 

question in each dispute. We found that the arbitrators explicitly 

indicated that the employer's ability to pay was involved in 198 cases, 

that arbitrators said nothing about ability to pay in 127 instances, and 

in 18 awards we were unable to determine from the arbitrator's language 

whether or not ability to pay was involved. These results show that a 

clear majority of these 343 arbitration cases involved the employer's 

ability to pay, which in tur.n suggests a key reason why many of these 

disputes went to arbitration. In addition, ability to pay may be even 

more important than these nl.l1lbers irrlicate, for the absence of this 

criterion from 127 awards may mean only that same of these arbitrators 

chose not to discuss this criterion even though it may have been introduced 

at the hearing by the employer and/or the union. 

Law enforcement issues. Many of the 130 issues in our scoring index 

have direct law enfor,catlE".nt connections or bnplications: court appearance 

pay and false arrest insurance can affect officers' incentives to make 

arrests, residency requirements reflect political judgments about the 

relationships between officers and the citizens with wham they interact 
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and also reflect operational judgments about the speed with which 

officers can respond to emergency calls to report for work, and so on. 

In Table 11-4 we have listed 15 specific law enforcement issues 

contained in our scoring index. All of these issues are unique (or 

almost unique) to the police service, and thus they would rarely be 

found in the contracts of other occupational groups. Table 11-4 also 

contains the number of tnnes that arbitrators ruled on these issues. 

These data confirm the findings just discussed by showing that law 

enforcement issues are rarely placed before arbitrators. In addition, 

the three most frequently appearing issues in Table 11-4 are economic 

issues which can have a direct nnpact on the material well-being of 

police officers. In other words, these results show that arbitrators 

very rarely have a direct nnpact upon such things as a police.department's 

weapons policy or internal investigations policy. 

Personnel allocation issues. However, management's ability to 

assign or deploy officers to particular shifts, activities, or beats 

also may have a direct impact on a police department's effecti veness in 

delivering law enforcement services. We are unable to establish a 

direct link between arbitration awards and law enforcement effectiveness, 

but we are able to examine hotll often arbitrators rule on personnel 

allocation issues. As the figures in the bottom half of Table 4 indicate, 

these kinds of issues also are infrequently taken to arbitration. 

Further, 180 of the 301 arbitral rulings on these 14 issues involved 

requests for extra pay for particular assignments rather than direct 

restrictions on assignment practices. In other words, our results 

indicate that, just as management has almost no reason to fear that 
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TABLE II-4 

LruN ENFORCEMENT ISSUES AT ARBITRATION 

Issue 

Court Appearance Pay 
False Arrest Insurance 
Court Appearance Pay Rate 
Special Equipnent 
Residency Requirement 
Officer Bill of Rights 

Number (Percent) 
of A~'1ards 

Containing This Issue 

Officer Rights in Citizen Complaints 
Off Duty Armament 

42 (12.2%) 
33 ( 9.7) 
27 ( 7.8) 
24 ( 7.0) 
20 ( 5.8) 
15 ( 4.4) 

9 ( 2.6) 
9 ( 2.6) 
4 ( 1. 2) 
2 ( 0.6) 
2 ( 0.6) 
1 ( 0.3) 
o 

Firearm Qualification 
Armament in Squad Cars 
Type of A~unition Used 
Type of Sidearm Carried 
Firearm Review Board 
Use of Arms/Deadly Force 
Use of Less than Deadly Force 

o 
o 

Number (Percent) 
of Contracts 

Containing This Issuea 

696 (77.1%) 
370 (41.0) 
728 (80.6) 
279 (30.9) 
170 (18.8) 
353 (39.1) 
396 (43.9) 

51 ( 5.6) 
125 (13.8) 

27 ( 3.0) 
84 ( 9.3) 

102 (11.3) 
7 ( 0.8) 
9 ( 1.0) 
9 ( 1.0) 

PERSONNEL ALLOCATION ISSUES AT ARBITRATION 

Issue 

Special Assignment Pay 
Pay For Out of Title WOrk 
VacancieS/Promotion Procedure 
OVertime Pay 
Staffing Provision 
Standby Pay 
Call-in Pay 
Shift Assignment 
Voluntary Transfer 

Number (Percent) 
of Awards 

Containing This Issue 

Choice of OVertime Payor Time Off 
Involuntary Transfer 

50 (14.6%) 
44 (12.8) 
30 ( 8.7) 
29 ( 8.5) 
24 ( 7.0) 
22 ( 6.4) 
21 ( 6.1) 
18 ( 5.2) 
15 ( 4.4) 
14 ( 4.1) 
13 ( 3.8) 
11 ( 3.2) Shift Exchange 

Subcontracting 
Job Posting and Bidding 

7 ( 2.1) 
3 ( 0.9) 

Number (Percent) 
of Contracts 

Containing This Issuea 

380 (42.1%) 
480 (53.2) 
467 (51.7) 
851 (94.2) 
150 (16.6) 
222 (24.6) 
740 (81.9) 
472 (52.3) 
319 (35.3) 
171 (18.9) 
267 (29.6) 
278 (30.8) 
327 (36Q2) 
224 (24.8) 

aealculated from the 903 contracts we collected from arbitration states. 
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arbitrators will attempt to write law enforcement policies for police 

departments, so management has little reason to worry that arbitrators 

will tell them how to deploy their officers (though arbitrators may tell 

management how much particular deployment practices will cost). 

In sum, the information in Tables 11-3 and 11-4 indicates that it is 

disputes over money rather than management's ability to manage which are 

the primary grist for the police interest arbitration mill. 

Who proposes changes? Except in rare cases, interest arbitration 

involves disputes over the negotiation of existing contracts. The 

arbi tral conventional wisdcm says that in these disputes it is the 

unions who propose changes in the contracts and it is the employers who 

propose to continue the status quo. We examined this conventional 

wisdom by recording which party proposed a change from the status quO on 

each arbitrated issue. 

Table 11-5 indicates that this view is applicable to nonsalary 

issues but not to salaries. ~ne figures in the table indicate that 

unions propose most of the changes in the nonsalary portions of the 

contract but that both parties propose changes in salary issues. These 

results are not particularly surprising, for managements have little 

incentive to place nonsalary items in the contract while ,the unions see 

such items as protection for their manbers. In contrast, both sides 

have a strong incentive to influence the size of salary increases, for 

the perennial question in this era of the annual pay raise is not "if" 

but "how much?" Further, we believe these change-proposing tendencies 

would be even more pronounced if we could accurately classify the issues 

in the "unable to determine" category. This designation means that we 

Party Proposing 
Changes 

Union Only 
Management Only 
Both Parties 
Unable to Determine* 
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TABLE II-5 

THE PARTIES PROPOSING CHANGES IN 
ISSUES AT ARBITRATION 

Number (Percent) 
of Nonsalary Issues 

1,725 (60.1%) 
271 (9.4) 
229 ( 8.0) 
646 (22.5) 

2,871 issues 

Number (Percent) 
of Salary Issues 

94 (13.1%) 
1 (0.0) 

455 (63.5) 
166 (23.2) 
716 issues 

*For tilese 812 issues the information in the awards did not identify who 
proposed changes. 
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were unable to determine from the language in the award precisely who 

proposed changes in the contract. 

Arbitrator responses. How do arbitrators respond to these change 

proposals? In particular, how do arbitrators respond to proposals for 

nnprovements in 'existing contractual items and the insertion of new 

items into the contract? The conventional wisdom. has portrayed interest 

arbitration as a conservative rather than innovative process, with 

arbitrators being generally reluctant to rewrite substantial portions of 

the parties' contracts. 

We p~ve an excellent opportunity to test the accuracy of this 

assessment. We collected several years' worth of police awards and 

contrac:::s frcm numerous cities, and by examining these documents plus 

the language iIi the awards, we were able to determine when arbitrators 

placed new nonsalary issues in the parties' contracts (for those issues 

in our scoring index). In addition, we were able to determine how 

often arbitrators ordered nnprovements in existing contractual items. 

In this context, "nnprovement" means changing an item so that it is 

noticeably more favorable to the union than formerly. For example, a 

change from a 40-hour workweek to a 38-hour workweek qualifies as an 

"nnprovanent" in the length of ~rkweek item in our scoring index (see 

Appeooix r-3), but rewriting the existing workweek languaqe - even in a 

manner sought by the union - would not qual ify as an improvanent as long 

as the workweek remained at 40 hours. In other words, our scoring index 

is constructed in such a way that it records only clear and unambiguous 

changes in existing items and excludes minor rewriting of existing 

language. 
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Table II-6 indicates that inter!est arbitration iooeed is a conservative 

rather than innovative process. Arbitrators do not appear eager to add 

new items to the contract, as only 400 of their 2,871 rulings on nonsalary 

issues (or 13.9 percent) resulted in the addition of new issues. (It 

would be informative to know how many new issue requests arbitrators 

received, but we were unable to collect this information.) Similarly, 

arbi trators do not appear eager to award "nnprovements" in nonsalary 

items to the unions, at least as we have defined that term. We counted 

a total of 603 improvements out of the 2,871 rulings (21.0 percent), and 

that figure includes the new items just discussed. These results 

suggest that unions should not look to arbitrators for major revisions 

in the nonsalary portions of their contracts. 

This conclusion is subject to several caveats. First, 19 percent of 

the arbi trated nonsalary issues were not scored on our iooex, and many 

of these may have involved new items or improvements in ex isting i terns. 

Second, our stringent definition of "improvements" uoooubtedly has 

omitted numerous changes sought by the unions and which the employers 

and unions would agree have been to the unions' advantage. Third, the 

data in this chapter do not permit us to say anything about the availability 

effect that arbitration may have had (i.e., the union might seek and the 

employer might agree to new items during negotiations simply because 

both sides are aware of arbitration's availability). As we shall see in 

Chapter V, police contracts in arbitration states earn much higher 

scores on our scoring index than do poliue contracts in other states, 

and same part of this difference may be attributable to the availability 

(rather than use) of arbitration. Finally, the data in Table II-6 say 
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TABLE II-6 

CHANGES IN NONSALARY ISSUES ORDERED 
BY ARBITRATORS 

New Issues Added 
by Arbitrators: 

Number of Number 
New Issues (Percent) 
Per Award of Awards 

None 179 (52.2%) 
One 80 (23.3) 
Two 30 ( 8.7) 
Three 27 ( 7.9) 
Four 9 ( 2.6) 
Five 5 ( 1.5) 
Six or More 13 ( 3.8) 

343 

Range: 0-23 new issues 
Median: 0.5 new issues 
Mean: 1.2 new issues 
Mode: 0 new issues 
Total: 400 new issues 

Dmprovements (Including 
New Issues) Ordered 

by Arbitrators: 

Number of 
Dmprovanents 
Per Award 

None 
One 
Two 
Three 
Fom: 
Five 
Six or More 

0-23 
1.0 
1.8 

o 
603 

improvanents 
improvanents 
improvements 
irnprovanents 
improvanents 

Ntmlber 
(Percent) 
of Awards 

131 (38.2%) 
78 (22.7) 
40 (11.7) 
43 (12.5) 
19 ( 5.5) 
11 ( 3.2) 
21 ( 4.7) 

343 
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nothing about how arbitrators have resolved salary issues. 

Even wi th these caveats, however, we believe that our Table II-6 

results indicate that interest arbitrators are generally reluctant to 

order wholesale changes in nonsalary sections of police contracts. Less 

than one-seventh of their nonsalary rulings inserted new issues into 

these contracts, and about four-fifths of these rulings resulted in no 

significant improvanents in these nonsalary itans. with a few exceptions, 

then, our data imply that interest arbitrators define their role in a 

conservative rather than innovative manner. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The data in this chapter have told us several things about the 

"typical" police interest arbitration case and resulting award. As long 

as observers realize that there are many, many exceptions to the "typical" 

case, this information provides an improved understanding of how the 

police interest arbitration process ~unctions. 

First, these results show that interest arbitrators usually have 

considerable discretion to fashion the rulings they dean appropriate. 

More than four-fifths of the awards occur under conventional or final offer 

by issue arbitration procedures, and thus the ~ll-or-nothing quality of 

final offer by package arbitration is present only a small part of the 

time. In the exercise of this discretion, three-fifths of the awards 

were produced by neutral arbitrators with the assistance of the advocate 

arbitrator members of the tripartite panels, and only two-fifths of the 

awards were written ,by neutrals working in a single arbitrator capacity. 
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This heavy reliance upon tripartite panels is one of the key procedural 

differences between the interest and grievance arbitration processes. 

Our results also suggest that the exercise of this discretion may not 

lead to recurring work as an interest arbitrator, for more than two-

thirds of the neutral arbi trators in this sample produced only a single 

award. Of course, these same arbi trators may have rendered other 

interest arbitration awards which we did not ,collect, and a few individuals 

in this sample were used over and over again. However, our data strongly 

suggest that nobody has full-time work as an interest arbitrator. 

Second, the number of issues decided in each award indicates that 

the typical interest arbitration case is more complex than the typical 

grievance arbitration case. Half of our awards involved fewer than ten 

issues, but half involved more, and some awards involved many more. 

Further, our state-by-state distribution of awards suggests that final 

offer arbitration has been only moderately successf:ul in reducing the 

number of issues fJer arbitration case. Final offer arbitration with 

package selection is associated with a lower than average number of 

issues per award, but final offer arbitration with issue selection is 

not. Our state-by-state results imply that factors other than the type 

of arbitration procedure are the key determinants of the number of 

issues taken to arbitration in police negotiating disputes. 

Third, the number of issues decided in these awards indicates that 

same unions and employers are burdening the interest arbitration process 

with more issues than the process was designed to handle. There is no 

such thing as an optimql number of issues per arbitration case. However, 

above all else, compulsory interest arbitration is a process designed to 
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settle negotiating disputes without strikes. This purpose clearly 

implies that the issues taken to arbitration should be those which - if 

not settled - would lead to a union decision to call a strike or an 

employer decision to take a strike. However, observers properly may be 

skeptical that 20, 30, 40, or 57 strike issues actually existed in some 

of the arbitration cases examined here. Expressed another way, our 

results imply that some police unions and employers view interest 

arbitration as a very low-risk method for seeking favorable contract 

terms, and thus the procedure plays host to a larger number of issues 

than would a high-risk procedure. Further, this conclusion is supported 

by the Wisconsin results. The average number of issues Pf~r award in 

that state is well below the national average, and final offer by 

package arbitration as practiced there is a truly high-dsk, all-or

nothing procedure (final offers, once certified, cannot be individually 

modified; the arbitrator first attempts to mediate a settlement; and 

there are no factfiooer recarmendations in which to seek refuge). In 

other words, our results suggest that conventional arbitration and final 

offer by issue arbitration may be susceptible to a sort of "issue 

inflation ll by some users of these procedures • 

Fourth, most of the issues taken to arbitration are economic,. Spec i-

fically, 78 percent of ,the issues we evaluated with our scoring index were 

economic issues involving salaries, pay supplements, or fringe benefits. 

Further, all of the ten most arbitrated specific issues in these 343 

awards were economic iSSUE:!s, and arbitrators specifically indica.ted in 

198 awards that the employer's ability to pay was in question. In 

addition, law enforcement-type issues are rarely taken to arbiO::ation. 
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Fifth, the unions proposed most of the changes in the nonsalary 

provisions taken to arbitration, but both employers and unions proposed 

changes in the salary items. 

Finally, arbitrators appear reluctant to engage in the wholesale 

rewriting of police contracts. Only 400 of the 2,871 arbitral rulings 

on nonsalary issues included in our scoring index resulted in the . 

insertion of new issues into the parties' contracts. Further, only 603 

of these 2,871 rulings resulted in significant improvements for the 

police unions who participated in these cases (though our definition of 

"improvements" is a stringent one which probably far exceeds what unions 

and employers consider to be contractual improvements). As a result, 

our data suggest that interest arbitrators conceive of themselves as 

conservative adjusters of police contracts rather than as innovative 

molders of police union-rranagement relationships. 

It is important to keep in mind that the data in this chapter 

describe only those police negotiating disputes which ended in an 

arbi tration award. In order to properly examine the impacts that 

interest arbitration may have had on police employment conditions, 

though, we must investigate the impact of both the availability and the 

use of arbitration. It is to these impact investigations that we now 

proceed. 
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CHAPTER III 

SALARIES 

The primary connection between an employer and an employee is pay 

for services rendered (or what economists call the wage-effort bargain). 

we are unable to measure services or effort particularly well (though we 

will partially do so in Chapter VI), but we can measure pay with great 

precision and accuracy. Accordingly, in this chapter we examine how 

collective bargaining, the availability of interest arbitration, and the 

use of arbitration have affected police salaries throughout the United 

States • 

COLLECTIVE BARGAINING 

By the late 1970s police officers in most medium and large cities 

collectively bargained their wages with their municipal employers. As 

Table III-l shows, during the 1971-81 period the number of ci ties which 

bargained with police unions steadily expanded while the number of 

nonbargaining cities steadily declined. 

Table III-l presents a superficially persuasive reason why police 

officers would prefer collective bargaining: police salaries are 

noticeably higher in bargaining cities. By 1981 the average annual top 

step patrol officer salary in bargaining cities was more than $2,200 

higher than in nonbargaining cities. 

Similarly, the figures in Table III-2 indicate why police officers 

and their unions might prefer to have acces', to arbitration: the 

average maximum patrol officer salary is generally higher in stltes with 

arbitration laws. For example, eleven of the thirteen arbitration 
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states in this list are in the top half of the table, and four arbitration 

states are listed in the first five places. Obviously, arbitration does 

not guarantee high salaries, nor is arbitration necessary to receive 

high pay. Nevertheless, arbitration appears to have a comforting (to 

the unions) presence in several high salary states. 

However, the salary figures in Tables III-l and 1II-2 are incomplete. 

OUr portrayal of these figures in this form implies that only collective 

bargaining and arbitration affect police salaries, and such an implication 

is erroneous. In fact, previous research (Bartel and Lewin, 1981; 

Ehrenberg and Goldstein, 1975; Hall and Vanderporten, 1977; Lewin and 

Keith, 1976; Schrnenner, 1973; and Victor, 1980) has shown that police 

pay responds to a variety of factors which have nothing directly to do 

with bargaining. As a result, we must perform a series of multivariate 

analyses to see if bargaining or arbitration makes any difference after 

controlling for these other factors. 

Model 

OUr multivariate model is based upon previous research. Drawing 

upon these earlier findings, we have included nine city ~haracteristics 

variables and three regional dlllll1Y variables to control for many of the 

forces which affect police pay. For example, we know that municipal 

employee salaries generally are positively correlated with city size, so 

we have included a population variable, and we expect that it will have 

a positive association with police pay. In addition, we have inc1u::1ed 

several variables which may reflect a city' s "tastes," or danand, for 
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TABLE III-1 

AVERAGE POLICE SALARIES 1971-81 

Nonbar9ainin9 Cities Bar9ainin9 Cities 
Year MINSAL MAXSAL MINSAL MAXSAL 

1971 $ 7,277 $ 8,586 $ 8,459 $10,029 
(480) (477) (256) (254) 

1972 7,639 9,116 9,044 10,750 
(412) (410) (283) (282) 

1973 7,967 9,577 9,421 11,235 
(358) (354) (318) (318) 

1974 8,516 10,280 9,898 11,932 
(331) (326) (334) (333) 

1975 9,062 11,099 10,652 12,849 
(304) (296) (394) (392) 

1976 9,558 11,742 11,402 13,823 
(284) (281) (446) (444) 

1977 10,023 12,298 12,084 14,703 
(255) (255) (465) (463) 

1978 10,605 13,223 12,808 15,667 
(257) (255) (472) (472) 

1979 11,461 14,257 13,404 16,446 
(243) (241) (448) (447) 

1980 12,334 15,481 14,472 17,853 
(239) (237) (467) (466) 

1981 13,427 16,771 15,434 18,991 
(226) (226) (440) (440) 

Samples sizes are in parentheses. 

MINSAL is the starting annual patrol officer salary as of January 2 
of each year. 

MAXSAL is the maximum annual patrol officer salary as of January 2 
of each year. 
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TABLE III-2 

1981 MAXIMUM PATROL OFFICER SALARY AVERAGES BY STATE 

State Standard 
- Average Deviation 
(A) Washington (13) $23,195 $1,684 california (113) 22,268 1,712 (A) Minnesota (20) 22,042 2,170 (A) Oregon (3) 22,019· 2,330 (A) Michigan (32) 21,377 1,821 

Illinois (48) 21,099 2,103 Arizona (8) 20,695 1,023 
Nevada (4) 20,504 2,472 
Colorado (14) 20,417 1,315 
Utah (4) 19,935 2,815 (A) Wisconsin (14) 19,602 1,708 

(ll) New Jersey (27) 19,468 1,553 Florida (37) 18,547 2,337 (A) New York (17) 18,539 3,553 Ohio (37) 18,188 1,904 
North Dakota (3) 18,056 635 (A) Pennsylvania (20) 17,789 1,271 
Idaho (5) 17,473 1,322 (A) Iowa (13) 17,021 1,572 (A) Connecticut (15) 16,930 1,356 (A) Nebraska (5) 16,923 2,164 Texas (41) 16,704 2,838 
Missouri (12) 16,588 2,905 (A) Massachusetts (24) 16,410 1,316 Kansas (10) 16,284 2,569 
New Mexico (4) 16,014 3,530 
Montana (4) 15,735 1,180 
Virginia (J.6) 15,734 1,701. 
Maryland (5) 15,276 2,700 
North carolina (16) 15,194 2,052 West Virginia (4) 15,188 1,246 Tennessee (7) 15,100 2,449 (A) Rhode Island (4) 15,001 399 Oklahoma (11) 14,875 1,783 Alabama (11) 14,866 1,175 
Indiana (13) 14,355 1,067 Georgia (8) 14,285 1,626 
Louisiana (8) 14,005 3,747 
Kentucky (6) 13,541 2,079 
South carolina (8) 13,339 1,783 
Mississippi (4) 13,070 1,654 
Arkansas (6) 12,902 2,260 All cities 18,682 3,468 

(A) indicates arbitration state; sample sizes are in parentheses' a state 
needed to re];X>rt at least three salaries to be inclooerl. ' 
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];X>lice services: the crime rate (as reported by the FBI in its annual 

Index Crime Report); density (];X>pulation per square mile)"; the weal th of 

the city's inhabitants (measured by malian per capita incOOlE~ of the 

city's residents and by the median value of residential housing in the 

city); and percentage of city residents who are black. We expect all 

five of these variables to be ];X>sitively associated with police pay, for 

all of these variables reflect ei ther the need for more ];X>lice officers . 

(which in turn puts upward pressure on pay rates) or the city's ability 

to pay for police services. 

We also have included a form of city government variable, namely, a 

dummy variable which measures the presence of the city manager form of 

goverrunent. We are unsure, however, how the city manager form of 

government should influence ];X>lice pay: on the one ham, appointed ci ty 

managers may be more ablfa than elected officials to resist ];X>lice union 

];X>li tical pressures for higher salar ies; on the other ham, however, 

city managers may value a "high quality" (and hence high paid) ];X>lice 

force more than elected officials do. Consequently, we make no prediction 

about how police salaries might be influenced by the form of city 

government. 

In addition, we have included a measure of the non-metro];X>litan 

cities in our sample. These "independent cities" (as we will call than) 

are those cities located outside ,the Standard Metro];X>litan Statistical 

Areas (SMSAs) which dot the country. In other words, these are the 

small and medium size cities which are not central cities or suburbs in 

the metro];X>litan areas. Be:t~use salaries generally are higher in urban 

than in rural areas, we expect location as an independent city to be 
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negatively associated with police salaries. 

Further, we have included an opportuni ty wage var iable which measures 

an alternative wage available to police of-ficers and to persons considering 

police careers. Because police pay must be responsive to the pay rates 

available in non-police jobs (or else cities would be unable to recruit 

police officers), we expect that this oppor tun i ty wage measure (which is 

the 1972 average manufacturing wage in the community) will be positively 

associated with police salaries. 

FinaU.y, we !u";\ve included regional variables to measure a ci ty' s 

location in the Northeast, Nozth Central, West, or South census regions. 

using North Central as the reference caLegory, we expect a city's 

location in the South will be associated with lower police salaries, but 

we are unsure how police salaries in the Northeast and west will compare 

with police pay in the North Central region. 

At the same time that we measure the impacts of these control 

variables on police pay, we also will include a br~gaining variable to 

separate those cities which practice police collective bargaining from 

those which do not. Because previous researchers have found that 

collective bargaining exerts upward pressure on police pay, we expect 

that bargaining will be positively associated with police wages. 

Accordingly, we will test the usefulness of this analytical model 

with an ordinary least squares (OLS) multiple regression equation of the 

following form: 

and + BSlnHOUSE + B6PBLACK + BtcMGR + BaICITY 

lnMAXSAL + B90PPWAGE + B10NEAST + BllSOUTH + B12~1T + B13CBA + e 
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where 

lnMINSAL = log of minimum patrol 9fficer annual salary in each year 

lnMAXSAL = log of maximum patrol officer annual salary in each year 

lnPOP = log of the city's populntion in each year 

lnCRATE = log of the city's crime rate in each year as measured by the 
nl.111ber of "index" crimes reported to the EBI (murder, 
manslaughter, rape, robbery, aggravated assault, burglary, 
larceny, and motor vehicle theft; arson was added to the 
index in 1979 but is not included in our data) 

DENSITY = density of the city in each year (number of inhabitants per 
square mile) 

lnPCI = log of the per capita income of city residents in each year 

lnHOUSE = log of the median value of residential housing in each city 
in each year 

PBLACK = percentage of city residents who are black in each year 

G1GR = form of government dlllmlY variable = 1 for ci ty manager form 
and 0 for all other forms 

ICITY = a dummy variable = 1 for each city located outside an SMSA 
and 0 for each SMSA city 

OPPWAGE = 
NEAST 
SOUTH 
WEST 

CBA 

e 

the average manufacturing wage in the city in 1972 

= regional dummy variables for Norti1east, South, and west 
(North Central is the reference category) 

= presence of a written police collective bargaining agreement 
in each year 

= error term 

As discussed above, we hypothesize that Bl , B21 B3, B4, BS' B6, 

B9, and B13 will be positive, Ba and Bll will be negative, and B7, 

BlO ' and B12 will be indeterminate. 

OUr model is ~xcgenous; that is, it assumes that collective bargaining 

influences salaries rather than the reverse. Alternatively, we could 

have used an endogenous model which is based on the assumption that 

.. ""----------------------
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police bargaining and police ;salaries may have been jointly determined, 

and thus sala~y levels may have influenced the existence of coUeGHve 

bargaining as well as vice versa. Studies of private sector unionism 

which have merleled unionization a~~ endogenously determined have generally 

found smaller union impacts than when unionism is assumed to be exogenous 

(though sanetimes larger impacts emerge). However, Freeman aOO Medoff 

(1981) have shown that the results from sane of these endogenous analyses 

have been rather implausible and also extremely sensitive to the specifica

tion of the analytical merlel. The one previous study of police salaries 

and collective bargaining which used both exogenous and endogenous 

analyses found that the endogenous measurements produced larger estimates 

of the police union im~ct than the exogenous measurements (Bartel and 

Lewin, 1981). 

We believe that an exogenous merlel is much more appropriate in the 

law enforcement case. In the private sector unions appear to choose 

particular targets to organize, presumably to defend their prbnary 

domains (particular industries or crafts). They appear to- make these 

choices based on the characteristics of various targets, and one relevant 

characteristic is the wage or salary levels of the employees involved 

(e.g., the airline unions representing blue collar ground employees 

frequently have attempted to organize white collar ground employees 

who already receive high pay; similarly, unions representing grocery 

clerks concentrate their organizing efforts on the high-wage chain 

stores rather than the low-wage mem-ana-pop stores). In contrast, 

police unionism is a highly localized phenomenon (Juris and Feuille, 

1973), which implies that officers in individual departments are the 

" 
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main imfetus for organization. These officers mayor may not decide to 

unionize, but there is no evidence to indicate that police unions choose 

among cities for organizing targets. In addition, we believe that 

police officers in low-wage, medium-wage, and high-wage cities should 

have similar incentives to unionize and bargain: police in high-wage 

cities will want to protect their favored ~~atus, while police in 

medimn- and low-wage cities will want to improve their situation. 

Late]: in this chapter we will also treat arbitration as exogenously 

detelimined. OUr primary justification for doing so is that arbitration's 

availability is determined at the state level while police salaries are 

determined at the city level. Thus, arbitration's availability should 

be treated as part of the external enviroIltlent (i .e., as exogenous) in 

analyses of bargaining between individual police organizations and 

individual cities. 

Finally, most of our analyses use annual salary levels rather than 

year-to-year sal~ry changes. we realize that each year police salaries 

are incrementally rather than zero-based adjusted (i.e.; salaries are 

increased by same amount Dver ~1e prior year's salary rather than 

determined from zero). However, our data are reported as salary levels 

rather than as changes, and we minimize the risk of error by using them 

as such (we have used the minimum and maximtm patrol officer salaries 

reported by u.s. cities each year to the International City Management 

Association). Similarly, police officers are paid an annual salary 

rather than a salary change, and thus salary levels rather than salary 

changes represent a more accurate portrayal of a city's cost of employing 

a police officer and of the standard of living a police officer may 
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enjoy. Perhaps most bnportant, we have reasonably good data representing 

the long run factors (such as city size, location, private sector wage 

levels) , but we have very little data representing the short run forces 

(such as city budget changes, personalities, negotiating tactics) which 

shape year-to-year changes in police salaries. Our longitudinal analyses 

later in this chapter will examine the annual rate of salary increase, 

but the cross-sectional analyses throughout most of this chapter are 

based on salary levels. 

Results 

Table 111-3 presents the percentage bnpact that police collective 

Pargaining had on ~inimUffi and maxbnUffi patrol officer salaries during the 

1971-81 period. These figures show that police salaries were 4-10 

percent higher in cities where the police bargained collectively with 

city hall than where they did not; clearly, it paid to unionize. These 

figures also show that the monetary payoff from bargaining increased 

during most of this period, reached its peak in 1978, and declined 

somewhat during the 1979-81 period. 

The complete results of these analyses are found in Appendices 111-1 

and III-2 in the back of this report. The figures in these a~ndices 

show that police pay indeed is strongly influencaJ by a variety of 

factors which have nothing directly to do with bargaining. For instance, 

these coefficients show that police salaries are consistently higher in 

larger rather than smaller cities, in more dense rather than less dense 

cities, in wealthier rather than poorer cities, and in city manager 

rather than mayoral cities. Compared to police pay in North Central 
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cities, salaries are lower in Southern cities and higher in western 

cities. In addition, cities located outside of,metropo1itan areas pay 

lower salaries than cities within SMSAs. 

In contrast, there are some city characteristics which were associated 

with police pay levels during the early and middle years of our time 

period but no longer exerted any influence by the end of our period. 

FOr example, police salaries were positively and strongly associated 

with manufacturing wages through 1976, but since then the strength of 

this association has faded into insignificance. Similarly, police pay 

was positively associated with the reported crbne rate through 1976, but 

since then there has been no systematic association between police 

salaries and reported crbnes. Further, maxbnLml police pay was positively 

associated with the proportion of city residents who are black, but this 

relationship disappeared after 1978-79. 

Each of the particular findings reported in Table III-3 and in 

Appendices 111-1 and 111-2 are subject, of course, to the ceteris paribus 

constraint, or "all other things being equal." This means, for example, 

that the impact of col.Lecti ve bargaining on maximl.lln pa.trol officer 

salaries in 1981 was 3.5 percent after controlling for the influences of 

the other variables included in the equation. 

These, results are highly plausible for three reasons. First, they 

are Consistent with the results obtained in Bartel and Lewin's (1981) 

and Victor's (1980) studies of police pay. Second, most of the variables 

in our model are statistically significant, and the overall equations 

are highly significffilt (see the significance levels reported in Appendices 

111-1 and 111-2). This pattern of results suggests that we have correctly 
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TABLE 1II-3 

PERCENTAGE IMPACT OF BARGAINING ON 
POLICE SALARIESa 

(not controlling for arbitration) 

Year lnMINSAL lnMAXSAL N 
1971 5.33*** 5.17*** 603 

(5.06) (4.90) 

1972 6.90*** 5.93*** 551 
(6.02) (5.18) 

6.82*** 5.77*** 551 
1973 

(6.22) (5.29) 

5.42*** 552 
1974 5.53*** 

(5.08) (4.82) 

595 
1975 7.22*** 6.37*** 

(6.51) (5.80) 

1976 8.64*** 6.78*** 646 
(7.42) (5.97) 

1977 10.33*** 9.66*** 716 
(8.88) (8.39) 

1978 10.54*** 8.96*** 725 
(8.74) (7.98) 

1979 6.62*** 5.57*** 688 
(5.65) (4.87) 

1980 7.02*** 4.66*** 616 
(5.41) (3.64) 

1981 5.92** 3.50*** 573 (4.40) (2.70) 

aThe percentage llnpacts are calculated using the formula: % L~pact = eB _ 1, 
where B is the OLS log coefficient. 

N = sample size 

t-statistics are in parentheses. 

***Significant at the .01 level; 
**Significant at the .05 level; 
*Significant at the .10 level (two-tailed tests). 
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specified many of the factors which influence police pay levels. Third, 

ou~ sample size is quite large; as a result, our findings should accurately 

portray the influences on police pay in most American cities. 

So, when we divide American cities into those with union and nonunion 

police departments, and when we control for many of the "market" forces 

which affect police pay, we see that police unionization for the purpose 

of collective bargaining yielded financial gains for police officers 

during the 1971-81 period. 

THE AVAILABILITY OF ARBITRATION 

Having just touted our unionization results, we now retreat fran 

them in order to include arbitration in OUT. analyses. Specifically, the 

results in Table III-3 are valid only if we pretend that police interest 

arbitration does not exist. SUch pretense is unrealistic, of course, 

for we know that by 1981 police interest arbitration was available to 

several hundred cities in fifteen states. However, we did not include 

an arbitration variable in the model specified earlier. As a result, 

any police salary llnpact due to arbitration would not be identified as 

such. Instead, if any such llnpact existed it would be picked up by the 

collective bargaining variable. If this happened, the bargaining llnpact 

resul ts reportej in Table III-3 would be misleading, for these results 

would not be due solely to collective bargaining by itself but partly to 

the presence of a police interest arbitration law (in addition to 

bargaining). 
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Model 

Is there any reason to expect that the availability of interest 

arbitration will have any effect on police salaries (and on other police 

bargaining outcomes)? A quick and easy "yes" answer is based on the 

fact that police unions would not lobby vigorously for such statutes 

(and municipal managenents would not lobby vigorously against then) 

unless arbitration worked to the unions' advantage. A second quick and 

easy "yes" answer is based on the enpirical results of two prior studies 

which found that the availability of interest arbitration was associated 

with higher pay for police officers and firefighters (Delaney and 

Feuille, 1983; Olson, 1980). 

These two quick answers tend to beg the question, however, of why 

arbitration might provide police unions with more favorable bargaining 

outcomes than they could obtain otherwise. A fuller understanding of 

how arbitration affects bargaining power depends upon how arbitration 

affects uni.on and enployer costs of disagreement with each other's 

demands. 

PoliCE: officers cannot legally strike. As a result, a police union 

has no readily available mechanism to manipulate managenent's costs of 

disagreeing with (i .e., saying "no" to) enployee demands. Consequently, 

managenent is in a posi tion to implement its own demands up to the point 

where police officers will respond with resignations or an illegal 

strike (i.e., the enployer can unilaterally deteonine the terms of 

enployment I but the union cannot). In other words, the enploYf:.'lr can 

insist on its own favorable terms (up to the limits of the "market") 

1::ecause the union has no feasible way to make such enployer insistence 
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costly. Further, the availability of mediation and factfinding do not 

really change this scenario, for enployers can ignore the non~binding 

recommendations of mediators and factfinders. Consequently, when the 

police have no right to strike, the balance of bargaining power tends to 

favor managenent. 

In addition to striking, police unions may be able to forge political 

alliances with elected officials or otherwise acquire sufficient political 

influence that they can persuade the municipal enployer to accede to 

union denands. However, union political influence may be elusive and 

ineffective when faced with a stringent city budget constraint. For 

example, even mayors and city council members elected with police union 

support may not be able to meet union bargaining denands when city 

expenses already exceed city revenues. Further, a favorable (to the 

union) city 'administration may be voted out of office and replaced by a 

less responsive administration. In other words, police unions may have 

more power than simply the ability to conduct a strike, but union 

political influence may be too.uncertain to alter the balance of bargaining 

power in the union's favor. 

The availability of compulsory interest arbitration changes this 

distribution of bargaining power by eliminating the enployer's ability 

to insist on its own terli1s and say "no" to union denands. When arbitration 

is available, ~ police union may respond to such an enployer posture by 

invoking the arbitration procedure. If arbitration is used, the arbitrator 

must be responsive to the enployer and union denaoos, for three reasons. 

First, state arbitration laws invariably require arbitrators to apply 

several evaluative criteria -- such as the rate of inflation, comparability, 
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ability to pay, and bargaining history -- to the disputed issues when 

making their decisions. These decision criteria requirements pennit 

employers and unions to submit evidence supporting their positions on 

these issues and ensure that arbitrators consider the evidence from both 

sides. Second, the adjudicator in any adversarial proceeding must 

provide a full and fair hear ing to both sides. Third, both sides have 

the ability to influence the availability of future work opportunities 

for the arbitrator by informing other unions and employers of the 

arbitrator's perceived fairness and canpetence. If we assmne that 

arbitrators want to continue working as arbitrators, these three 

characteristics 0f the arbitration procedure will cause arbitrators to 

issue "fair" aW(~rds which are responsive to the demands arrl concerns put 

forth by both sides. In practice, this means that an arbitrator usually 

will not award the employer as favorable a set of outcanes as the 

employer could have imposed in the absence of arbitration. It is also 

true that the arbitrator usually will not award the union its most 

preferred terms, either. However, in the absence of arbitration, the 

union is not in a position to impose its preferred terms while the 

employer is. Consequently, arbitration increases the cost to management 

of saying "no" to union dernarrls. 

This reasoning suggests that arbitration increases union bargaining 

power only when unions declare impasse, invoke the arbitration procedure, 

put their demands in front of an arbitrator, am receive an award which 

is more favorable to the union than the terms offered by the employer 

during negotiations. This scenario happens from time to time, especially 

as unions and e:-Ilployers "test" each other. However, our Table 1-2 
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results in the first chapter and previous research have shown that most 

unions and employers do not use arbitration when it is available; 

instead, they negotiate their own agreements most of the time even 

though they could have received arbitration awards (Anderson and Kochan, 

1977; Feuille~ 1975, 1977; Gallagher and Pegnetter, 1979; Kochan and 

Baderschneider, 1978; Lipsky and Barocci, 1978; Stern, et. al., 1975; 

Wheeler, 1975). In turn, the fact that most unions arrl employers 

negotiate rather than arbitrate does not mean that arbitration has no 

impact upon the terms of these negotiated agreements, for nei ther the 

unions nor the employers will agree to n8gotiated teons which are less 

favorable than the terms they could expect to obtain via arbitration. 

In addition, we must assmne that employers and unions can use the 

negotiation and arbitration experiences in their states to anticipate 

what will happen if they use arbitration (this assmnption simply says 

that employers and unions have positively sloped learning curves). As a 

result, unions arrl employers will be able to modify their negotiating 

posi tions to anticipate what they believe would happen if they actually 

placed their situation in the hands of an arbitrator. 

If we assume that employers and unions are rational (i.e., they seek 

ravorable terms) and risk-averse or ~isk-neutral (i.e., they are cautious 

enough to prefer a particular outcome with certainty rather than gamble 

on a more favorable outcome which mayor may not occur), this anticipatory 

knowledge means that the employer will offer more concessions to the 

union when arbitration is available than when it is not. Both the 

employer and the union can anticipate what an arbitrator is likely to 

award, and the rational and risk-neutral employer will offer concessions 
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to the union which are equal (or almost equal) in value to the expected 

value of the arbitral award in order to save the arbitration transaction 

costs (time, money) and avoid the risk of an award which is more costly 

than anticipated. Similarly, no rational aoo risk-neutral union will 

negotiate an agreement with tenmz which are significantly less advantageous 

In than what the union expects it could obtain from an arbitrator. 

other words, the availability of arbitration will alter union and 

employer negotiating behavior in a direction which will yield unions 

more favorable outcomes than when arbitration is unavailable. 

Results: aross Section 

As a result of the above reasoning, we includa:3 an arbitration 

availabili ty (ARB) variable in our salary determination mooe1. 'Ibis is 

a dummy variable with a value of one for each city which is locata:3 in 

an arbitration state aoo zero for each city locata:3 in a state with no 

police arbitration law. The inclusion of this ARB variable will enable 

\~ to identirJ salary differences among police forces which do not 

bargain, which bargain without access to arbitration, and which bargain 

with access to arbitration. If the availability of arbitration contributes 

to union bargaining power as hypothesiza:3, the ARB coefficients will be 

significantly posi ti ve. It is important to note, however, that this 

analysis does ~measure the impact of actually using the arbitration 

procedure. 

Bargaining vs. arbitration. Table 1II-4 shows the percentage 

impacts that bargaining and the availability of arbitration had on 

minimum and maximun pitrol officer salaries in each year of the 1971-81 
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period. These figures show that arbitration had a strong and positive 
. 

impact on salaries throughout most of this perioo, especially during the 

1977-81 years. These impacts were in the 4-9 percent range during these 

final five years of our measuranent period, and these arbi tration 

impacts grew larger during this recent time period while the bargaining 

impacts became smaller. In fact, during the 1980-81 years arbitration 

had a six percent impact on entry salaries and a nine percenL impact on 

top step salaries, while bargaining by itself had a five percent impact 

on entry salaries am almost no impact on maximlltl pay. Thus, these data 

show that the existence of a compulsory arbitration statute enables 

police unions to obtain higher wages than they ~~uld negotiate otherwise. 

In addition, the Table III-4 results also show that the Table lII-3 

resu1 ts are SCf['lewhat misleading. Specifically, the CBA figure$ in Table 

III-4 are smaller than the CBA figures in Table 111-3 (by 1-2 percentage 

points in each year). In other words, the Table 111-4 results danonstrate 

that the Table 111-3 results were pulled upward by the availability of 

arbitration in many of the cities in the sample, and thus Table 111-3 

overstates the salary impact of bargaining ~ itself. In turn, the 

fimings in these two tables anphasize the importance of measuring the 

impact of both bargaining and arbitration in public sector wage impact 

research. 

Perhaps the most interesting Table IIl~4 result is that bargaining and 

arbi tration seem to have somewhat different effects over time on entry and 

top step salaries. For example, bargaining's impact peaka:3 during 1977-78, 

ar.d by 1981 bargaining no longer had an impact on maxi~um salaries but 

still contributa:3 about five percentage. points on entry salaries (compared 

_________ ~ _____________ ~_~ ___________ ~ _______ ~~2__ __ ""__'_ ~,--
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TABLE 1II-4 

PERCENTAGE IMPACTS OF BARGAINING AND 
ARBITRATION'S AVAILABILITY ON POLICE SALARIESa 

InMINSAL InMAXSAL 
Year CBA ARB N CBA ARB 

1971 5.19*** L36 603 4.75*** 3.08* (4.78) (0.79) (4.42) (1.80) 
1972 6.32*** 2.78* 551 4.84*** 5.36*** (5.30) (L66) (4.11) (3.18) 
1973 6.13*** 2.23 551 4.31** 4.85*** (5.26) ~L64) (3.77) (3.56) 
1974 4.62*** 2.87** 552 3.98*** 4.62*** (3.99) (2.12) (3.35) (3.28) 
1975 6.45*** 2.86** 595 5.65*** 2.73** (5.59) (2.11) (4.93) (2.02) 
1976 7.93*** 2.89** 646 5.90*** 3.64*** (6.61) (2.15) (5.06) (2.76) 
1977 9.17*** 3.81*** 716 7.76*** 6.43*** (7.49) (2.66) (6.48) (4.51) 
1978 8.83*** 5.75*** 725 7.44*** 5.15*** 

(7.10) (4.25) (6.42) (4.07) 
1979 5.16*** 5.24*** 688 4.34*** 4.39*** (-4.27) (3.93) (3.67) (3.37) 
1980 5.54*** 6.09*** 616 2.51* 9.21*** (4.14) (3.54) (1.93) (5.35) 
1981 4.78*** 5.92*** 573 1.77 9.39*** (3.50), (3.44) (1.37) (5.59) 

aThe percentage bnpacts reported were calculated from the OLS coefficients using the formula: % impact = eB _ 1, where B is the OLS log coefficient. 

Absolute values of t-statistics are in parentheses. 

***Significant at the .01 level; **Significant at the .05 level; *Significant at the .10 level (two-tailed tests). 
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to nonunion depa~bnents). In contrast, by 1980-81 arbitration had a 

comparatively hefty nine percent impact on maximum salaries and a six 

percent impact on minimum rates, and these were arbitration's largest 

impacts during the entire eleven year period. 

The pattern of results in Table 111-4 strongly suggests that arbitra

tion helps police unions resist municipal fiscal pressures much better 

than bargaining by itself does. As seen in the table, bargaining's 

coefficients peaked during 1977-78 and declined considerably thereafter, 

while arbitration's coefficients increased. The 1978-81 period also saw 

the energence of fiscal pressures on local goverl'lllents caused by "taxpayer 

revol ts" and the national economic recession. TabI.e III-4 suggests that 

by 1981 police unions which bargained without access to arbitration were 

not able to resist these fiscal pressures very well. In contrast, by 

1981 arbitration enabled police unions to obtain a substantial salary 

advantage over their p:!ers who did not have access to a:r.bi tration. In 

other words, these results suggest that arbitration's greatest attraction 

for police unions may be its ability to help then resist enployer 

denarrls for "less" during periods of fiscal restraint. 

OUr supplenentary data in Appendices 1II-3 and III-4 show that the 

dollar magnitude of arbitration's impact has become substantial in 

recent years. For example, arbitration's 3.6 percent impact on 1976 

maximum salaries translated into an annual dollar increase of $525. By 

1981, arbitration boosted top step annual pay by $1,674 (or 9.4 percent) 

compared to cities in nonarbitration states. This is a hefty pay 

advantage, and it must appear especially attractive to police officers 

during a period of tight city finances. 

d 
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Caveats. There are four caveats to keep in mind when interpreting the 

Table 111-4 results. First , these coefficients are the result of cross 

sectional analyses of salary levels, which means that each year is examined 

in isolation from all other years. Consequently, Table 111-4 enables us 

to say little about the cumulative impacts over time of bargaining and 

arbitration (though we will perform such longitudinal analyses later). 

Secom, our analytical model is an exogenous one; that is, we have 

assumed that bargaining and arbitration are external or environmental 

parameters which influence police wages in the same manner that the 

other external variables in our model do. In other words, we have 

assumed that bargaining, arbitration I am police wages are not jointly 

determined by the other variables in our model. Obviously, discarding 

this assumption might yield results different from those reported here. 

Third, we have presented and discussed our findings as if all cities 

in arbitration states have unionized police deparbments. This comition 

is almost completely accurate, for we saw in Chapter II that there 

are very few nonunion police departments in arbitration states. However, 

our Table 1II-4 analyses treat all cities in arbitration states, union 

and nonunion alike, as belonging in the: Am3 category. Because this is 

slightly misleading (for nonunion police do not have access to the 

arbitration procecll.lre), we included a bargaining-arbitration interaction 

term (CBA·ARB) in an alternate set of equations. This term measures 

only the unionized cities in arbitration states (the few nonunion 

cities in arbitration states are sorted into the overall nonunion 

category). These CBA·ARB coefficients (reported in Appendices 111-3 

and 111-4) are almost the same as the ARB coefficients reported in 
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Table 111-4 (in recent years the interaction terms are about one percent 

smaller than the ARB coefficients). This finding indicates that arbitra

tion's availability tends to push up wages in nonunion police departments 

at least as much as in unionized departments (but only in those states 

where arbitration exists, of course), which in turn confirms the results 

reported in Table 111-4. 

Fourth, our focus on the bargaining and arbitration coefficients in 

Table II1-4 should not obscure the fact that, as noted earlier, there 

are several ''market'' fc\rces which affect police pay but which have 

nothing directly to do with bargaining or arbitration. As shown in 

Appendices 111-3 and 111-4, police pay is higher in larger cities, in 

high density cities, in wealthy cities, in Western cities, and :n cities 

with a city manager form of government. In contrast, police pay is 

lower in nonrnetropolitan cities (e.g., small and medium size cities 

located outside the large urban areas). Further, same of these market 

forces had strong effects on police pay. For example, in 1981 location 

outside a metropolitan area was associated with a decrease in minim~ 

and maximum salaries of $1,117 and $1,242, respectively, compared to 

cities located in s-1SAs; a Southern location was associated with entry 

and top step salaries which were $1,580 and $1,814 lower than cities in 

North Central states; and cities with a city manager form of government 

paid entry and top step salaries which were $497 and $1,232 higher than 

cities with mayor or commission forms of government. For comparison 

plrposes, the availability of arbitration in 1981 was associated with 

minimum and maximum salaries which were $890 and $1,674 higher than 

where arbitration was not available. So, arbitration's strong influence 
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on police p5y should not hide the fact that many other factors also 

strongly affect police salaries. 

Age of the bargaining relationship. As noted above, our cross 

sectional analyses contain no direct measure of the length of time that 

the police have bargained with city hall; instead, in each year all the 

unionized cities a~e treated the same regardless of how long police 

collective bargaining has existed in each city. However, it may be 

possible that police unions have negotiated more favorable wage rates as 

they accumulate increased opportunities to do so. Alternatively, it may 

be possible that police unions have an initial IIshock effectll on management 

which then disappears over time as management becomes more adept at 

bargaining. Consequently, we have included a variable (CBAGE) which 

measures the length or age (in years) of the bargaining relationship. 

The data used to construct this variable were supplied by the 

respondents to our questionnaire survey, who indicated the first year 

that each city signed a written agreement with a police union. In these 

analyses, we have aSSUffial that police collective bargaining has existed 

continuously in each city since the year it began. Further, these 

analyses use only the unionized portion of our sample (i.e., all nonu:1ion 

cities are excluded) because of the computational difficulty which would 

exist if both the CBA and csAGE terms were includErl in the same equation. 

Because both of these terms measure bargaining status, they overlap 

considerably, and thus their simUltaneous inclusion would pr.ovide 

confusing results. Consequently, the results reported next are derival 

from the unionized cities. 

Table III-5 presents the CBAGE and ARB coefficients on minimum and 
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maxlinum salaries for each year during the 1971-81 period. These coeffi-

cients were calculated from the unionized cities using the same model 

presented earlier in this chapter; the only change was the substitution 

of the CBAGE term (i.e., length of bargaining relationship in years) for 

the CBA term (i.e., bargaining or nonbargaining status). The Table 

III-5 results show that arbitration's linpact on both minlinum and maxlinum. 

salaries is almost the same as reported in Table III-4; the ARB coeffi

cients in the two tables are usually wi thin one percentage point of each 

other. This result is encouraging, for it indicates that arbitration's 

observal linpact on police wages is not highly sensitive to al ternati ve 

specifications of our model. 

The Table III-5 results also show that the age of the bargaining 

relationship had almost no linpact during the 1971-76 period but has had 

a posi ti ve linpact on police pay during the 1977-81 period. The coeffi

cients in the table indicate that police pay in unionized cities is 

about three-tenths to four-tenths of a percentage point higher for each 

year that police collective bargaining has e~isted, controlling for 

other influences. For example, in 1981 maximum salaries were 3.7 

percent higher in unionized cities which had bargainal for ten years 

compared to unionizal cities which had just started bargaining in 1981, 

after controlling for the influence of the other factors in our model. 

In other words, bargaining seems to have a greater impact on police pay 

when it has been in place for several years than when it is new. 

Length of arbitration's availability. The fact that the length of 

the bargaining relationship is positively correlated with salaries 

suggests that the length of time that arbitration has been available in 
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TABLE III-5 

PERCENTAGE IMPACTS OF BARGAINING AGE AND 
ARBITRATION'S AVAILABILITY ON POLICE SALARIES

a 

InMINSAL lnMAXSAL 

CBAGE ARB N CBAGE ARB 
Year 

-0.05 1.21 223 -0.25 3.14* 
1971 (1.43) (1.95) 

(0.24) (0.62) 

0.04 3.78** 244 ~0.45** 6.43*** 
1972 (2.31) (3.66) 

(0.20) (2.01) 

0.01 1.19 271 0.13 2.84* 
1973 (0.72) (1. 85) 

(0.08) (0.73) 

0.15 5.47*** 283 -0.06 6.22*** 
1974 (0.34) (4.14) 

(0.82) (3.53) 

0.03 3.87** 341 -0.08 3.16** 
1975 (0.49) (2.14) 

(0.16) (2.57) 

0.20 3.79** 396 0.23 3.61** 
1976 (1.43) (2.45) 

(1.16) (2.45) 

0.41*** 4.22*** 462 0.18 7.57*** 
1977 (1.30) (5.14) 

(2.66) (2.63) 

0.38** 5.17*** 471 0.33** 4.43*** 
1978 (2.28) (3.33) 

(2.42) (3.54) 

3.52*** 0.24* 0.34** 4.92*** 447 1979 (2.58) (1. 73) (2.35) (3.36) 

0.38** 6.31*** 417 0.29* 8.62*** 
1980 

(2.40) (3.32) (1.91) (4.64) 

6.40*** 387 0.37*** 9.31*** 
1981 0.47*** (2.74) (5.49) 

(3.17) (3.56) 

from the OLS coefficients ~e percentage impacts reported were calculated 
using the formula: % impact = eB - 1, where B is the OLS log coefficient. 

Absolute values of t-statistics are in parentheses. 

* ' 'f' t t the .05 level; *Significant ***Significant at the .01 level; *Slgnl lcan a 
at the .10 level (t'WO-tailed tests). 
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a particular state also may have an effect on police pay. Up to this 

point we have used only a crude measure of arbitration's availability, 

namely, the presence or absence of an arbitration statute (ARB). This 

rneasurl9 says nothing about how long an arbi tration law has existed, with 

the result that in our 1978 figures, for example, New Jers€,y am Michigan 

cities are treated alike even though New Jersey had had arbitration for 

one year and Michigan had had arbitration for nine years. 

We remedy this problen in two ways. First I we will replace the 

arbi tration availability term (ARB) with a length of arbitration avail-

abili ty term (ARBAGE) (0 ARBAGE is a continuous variable whkh measures the 

number Clf years that an arbitration statute has existed in l=ach arbitration 

state. Second, in an alternative equation we will replace 1:he ARB term 

wi th fou:r durrrny variables representing four different lengths of time 

that arbitration has existed: A12 for cities covered by an arbitration 

law for only one or two years; A35 for cities covered by an arbitration 

law for three, four, or five years f A68 for cities covered by arbitration 

for six, Sleven, or eight years; and A9+ for cities covererl by arbitration 

for nine o:r more years. Because 1968 was the first year any police 

arbi tratior.l statute existerl, some of these dunmy variables will'~ not' 

become operative until the more recent years of our measureneint period. 

In addition,. these length of time variables have been inclooed in the 

estimation e:;IUations along with the other independent variablE~s specified 

in the analytical model at the beginning of this chapter. 

Table III-6 presents the results from these two alternativl9 specifica-

tions of the length of arbi tration' s availability. Both speci1:ications 

indicate that there are substantial dollar payoffs for police officers 
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IEN3lH CF JIffi:rIW\TICN'S A\.1AIT1BIT..IT'i CN fCLIQ; SAI:.ARIRf 
(all cities S3lp1.e) 

l.rt1IN.iAL lrM\XSA[, 

Eq:atim 1 Ftp:atim 2 El:p:ltim1 Eq:atim 2 
YEN{ N CPA 1Iffi1'G!: em AU A35 1\68 A9-r 03r\ Amra: em AU A35 1\68 A9-r 
1971 6)3 5.ZJ*Ir* 0.34 5.04*** 3.56 -1.1-=r- '4.84*** 1.09 4.68*** 4.28* 1.67 

(4.87) (0.9) (4.64) (1.52) (0.47) (4.52) (1.60) (4.33) (1.84) (0.67) 

1972 551 6.52*** 0.77 6.34*** 2.19 2.99 5.15*** 1.65*** 4.93*** 2.81 6.3)*** 
(5.58) (1.44) (5.31) (0.76) (1.59) (4.45) (3.07) (4.17) (0.97) (3.31) 

1973 551 6.35*** 0.69* 6.22*** 1.~ 3.47** 4.89*** 1.32*** 4.43*** 3.18* 6.61*** 
(5.67) (1.77) (5.32) (O.62) (1.97) (4.43) (3.40) (3.95) (1.95) (3.74) 

1974 552 5.26*** 0.32 4.45*** 2.~* 5.24*** -2.22 4.75*** 0.82** 3.74*** 3.77** 10.07*** -1.85 
(4.69) (0.92) (3.84) (1.88) (2.27) (O.75) (4.12) (2.29) (3.17) (2.37) (4.17) (0.61) 

1975 595 6.77*** 0.52* 6.35*** 2.10 5.09* 3.02 5.86*** 0.61** 5.64*** 1.98 2.97 3:94** 
(5.99) (1.79) (5.48) (I.])} (1.84) (1.53) (5.23) (2.10) (4.~) (1.23) (1.09) (1.~) 

1976 646 7.99*** 0.60** 7.77*** 0.43 4.17** 3.38* 5.83*** O.~*** 5.56'1<** -1.93 6.9)*** 5.02** 
(6.75) (2.40) (6.46) (0.22) (2.33) (1.69) (5.09) (3.68) (4.00) (l.em (3.68) (2.56) 

l.m 638 8.05*** 0.86*** 9.38*** -4.00* 2.20 6.95*** 4.59 7.2iJ**Ir 1.00*** 7.23*** 1.26 4.52*** 10.48*** 9.04*** \0 

(6.64) (3.95) (6.92) (1.87) (1.34) (2.%) (1.37) (5.96) (4.85) (5.81) (0.55) (2.68) (4.33) (2.62) 
I-' 

1978 646 8.45*** 0.99*** 8.76*** -2.94 3.43* 7.83*** 8.17*** 6.75*** 1.16*** 6.87*** 2.09 5.31*** 4.84* 11.94*** 
(6.47) (4.75) (6.58) (1.17) (1.78) (2.62) (3.66) (5.58) (5.97) {5.SS) (0.95) (2.92) (1.76) (5.62) 

1979 617 4.:&** 0.71*** 4.23*** 3.75 1.22 7.39*** 6.77*** 2.73** 0.95*** 2.71** 9.83*** -0.39 8.69*** 9.99*** 
(3.53) (4.32) (3.42) (1.15) (0.50) (3.85) (3.03) (2.28) (5.38) (2.27) (3.00) (0.17) (4.62) (4.52) 

lSa) 616 5.38*** 0.79*** 5.56*** -o.iU 6.75*** 7.67*** 2.SS** 1.04*** 2.49* 1.91 9.50*** 12.01*** 
(4.00) (4.9) <4.~) (0.29) (3.66) (3.30) (1.99) (5.~) (1.94) (0.79) (5.17) (5.15) 

1$1 573 4.69*** 0.6'1*** 4.74*** 3.05 6.00*** 7.69*** 1.92 0.89*** 1.72 9.00*** 8.46*** 10.9)*** 
(3.47) (4.03) (3.49) (0.12) (2.94) (3.56) (1.9) (5.53) (1.33) (3.49) (4.25) (4.~) 

AU refErs to cities <merErll¥ arbitratim fur less tlB1 3 }e3rs. 
A35 t:efeo3 to cities o::M3:00 l¥ arbitratioo fur at la:Ist: 3 I::ut less tim 6 }Wrs. 
NiB reta:s to cities o::M3:00 l¥ arbitratim fur at le:1St 6 I::ut less tl:an 9 ~s. 
A9+ refurs to cities o::M3:W l¥ arbj,tratim fur 9 ~s or mre. 

Orrle r;a:o:nt:ge inpcls rE{D1;i:aJ w:!re' cala.ll.atEd fran tre a:s aEfficimts usirg t:tE fumula: % :irrp:ct = eB 
- 1, WEre B is tha a:s 103 a:efficimt. 

Ah9:liutE vallES of t-statistics are in pmnt:h:a:s. 

***Signifiant at tre .01 l.eJel; **Significant at tre .05 level; *Significmt at t:tE .10 Jet<.el (t:w>-taileJ tests). 
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the longer that arbitration laws exist. For example, the ~~GE coeffi-

cients indicate that during the 1977-81 period minllnum salaries increased 

about three-fourths of one percent and maxllnum salaries increased about 

one percent for each additional year that an arbitration statute had 

been on the books. Sllnilar1y, the Al2, A35, A68, and A9+ coefficients 

show that there are very ?trong salary effects associated with greater 

arbitration longevity. The strong and highly significant coefficients 

on the A68 and A9+ terms in the more recent years indicate that arbitra-

tion has its greatest salary llnpact many years after an arbitration law 

is passed. For instance, during 1979-81 maxllnum salaries in cities in 

A9+ states were 10-12 percent higher than in cities located in nonarbitra-

tion s~ates, ceteris paribus, and nk~Xllnum salaries in A68 states were 

about nine percent higher. Further, the coefficients in the minimum 

salary equations exhibited a similar pattern but at a somewhat lower 

level of magnitude. 

Because only bargaining cities have access to arbitration, we re-

, analyzed our data for a smaller sample composed only of those cities 

which bargain with police. In this analysis we used the same arbitration 

categories (ARBAGE, Al2, A35, etc.) as in the all cities sample. We 

also included the length of the bargaining relationship variable (CBAGE) 

described earlier to insure that our arbitration variables did not 

accidentally pick up any salary impacts due to bargaining longevity. 

The results from our bargaining cities sample are reported in Table 

111-7. A comparison of the coefficients reported in Tables 111-6 and 

III-7 shows that the results are highly similar across the two samples. 

Both tables indicate that arbitration longevity is strongly associated 
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mnNl'l'iE :IMl¥(!IS <F IWU\1N1N3 lIN) 

J:1!N3IH CF AmrIRl\TIrn'S AVAIIN3ILITY rn RLICE ~ 
(l:argainirg cities snpl.e) 

lrMIl£AL l.rM\}(SA[, 

FQBticn 1 FQBticn 2 E:p:lticn1 FQ13ticn 2 
YEAA N c::PlG: Am'G: c::PlG: Al2 A35 A68 A9t Cl31G: AmTG: c::PlG: Al2 A35 A68 A9t 
1971 223 -{).<Xi 0.15 -{).05 5.85** -2.83 -{).26 0.CJ7 -{).25 6.46*** O.~ 

(0.22) (0.20) (0.25) (2.03) (1.06) (1.45) (1.56) (1.44) (2.68) (0.14) 

1502 244 0.05 1.24** 0.05 -{).35 5.25** -{).45** 2.1']'l.. .* -{).45** -{).26 8.~*** 
(0.22) (2.14) (0.22) (0.22) (2.53) (2.2H) (4.05) (2.31) (\).09) (4.60) 

1973 271 0.01 0.65 -{).02 -1.22 3:37* O.ll 1.09**k 0.00 -{).36 5.69*** 
(0.04) (1. 52} (0.10) (0.61) (1.72) (0.61) (2.76) (0.48) (0.19) (3.13) 

1974 283 0.13 0.77** 0.07 5.26*** 11.66*** -{).62 -{).OO 1.09*** ·-O.V 5.32*** 16.65*** -1.23 
(0.72) (2.00) (0.40) (3.16) (4.15) (0.21) (0.46) (2.93) (1.04) (3.40) (6.15) (0.44) 

1975 341 0.04 0.78** 0.01 2.59 6.33** 5.38** -{).OO 0.75** -{).10 2.29 2.00 5.58** 
(0.25) (2.45) (0.05) (1.52) (2.22) (2.42) (0.46) (2.40) (0.58) (1.37) (1.02) (2.56) 

1976 3% 0.15 0.7)kk* 0.15 1.69 4.41** 5.54** 0.14 1.00*** 0.15 -1.78 6.ll*** 6.02*** 
(0.87) (2.79) (0.89) (0.77) (2.25) (2.39) (0.89) (3.69) (0.93) (O.~) (3.20) (2.00) 

lCJ77 412 0.25 1.<Xi*** 0.22 -2.35 3.80** 9.06*** 6.82* 0.04 1.32*** 0.05 2.66 6.48*** 12.~ 11.67*** 
1.0 
w 

(1.59) (4.40) (1.35) (0.95) (2.00) (3.54) (1.~) (0.25) (5.94) (0.33) (1.17) (3.82) (5.42) (3.45) 

1978 418 0.29* 1.02*** 0.23 -1.~ 3.23 8.34*** 8.~*** 0.25* 1.a>*** 0.29* 3.CJ7 5.:D*** 5.05* 12.77*** 
(1.78) (4.49) (1.33) (0.48) (1.61) (2.71) (3.67) (1.71) (5.87) (1.89) (1.59) (3.00) (1.85) (5.75) 

lCJ79 405 0.23 0.88*** 0.3l** 7.23** 3.CJ7 8.62*** 8.85*** 0.14 1.03*** 0.24* 12.23*** 1.46 9.~ 11.36*** 
(1.56) (4.49) (2.01) (2.01) (1.48) (4.17) (3.64) (0.CJ7) (5.52) (1.69) (3.61) (0.60) (4.86) (5.01) 

~ 417 0.28* 0.00*** 0.25 1.60 6.93*** 8.34*** 0.18 0.95*** 0.16 2.ll 9.03*** 1l.52*** 
(1.75) (4.16) (1.58) (0.06) (3.46) (3.33) (1.14) (5.ll) (1.01) (0.84) (4.62) (4.69) 

1981 387 0.40*** 0.73*** 0.36*** 1.91 6.00*** 8.61*** 0.29** 0.87*** 0.38*** 10.'lJ*** 8.~ lO.12*** 
(2.69) (4.15) (2.~) (0.71) (2.92) (3.78) 

Al2 IEfurs to cities ClJI.IE!:'e:] ty arbitraticn for less tlan 3 }e3rs. 
(2.10) (5.32) (2.65) (3.96) (4.25) (4.75) 

A35 IEfurs to cities CDJe:'Erl ty arbitraticn fur at 1EBS1: 3 b.lt less t:h:n 6 }'EBt's. 
NiB :refErs to cities ~Erl ty arbitraticn for at least: 6 b.lt less t:h3n 9 ~s. 
A9t :refers to cities ClJI.IE!:'Erl ty arbitraticn fur 9 }e3rs or rrore. 

~ [:ErCBlage irrp;ct:s repltiB:1 v.ere calailatal fran tie <IS crefficient:s LEl..rg tie fomula: % :irrp:ct = eB 
- 1, WEre B is tie CIS lOJ crefficia"lt. 

l!b:cl.ut:e vak'S!S of t-statistics are in pmnth=s=s. 

***SignifiCCllt at tie .01 level; **SignifiCCllt at tie .05 le!el.; *Significant at tie .10 level (tw:>-tailErl tEsts). 
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with higher police salaries, especially during the 1979-81 period. In 

other words, the results from these two tables suggest that arbitration 

availability per se may be a less important influence on police salaries 

than the length of time that arbitration is available. In addition, 

these results indicate that arbitration has a cumulative impact on 

salaries over time rather than a one-time "shock effect" shortly after 

an arbitration law is passed, and this finding corroborates Olson's 

(1980) finding of the impact of arbitration's availability on firefighter 

wages during the 1972-77 period. 

state-specific effects. The fact that same of the coefficients in 

Tables 1II-6 and 1II-7 change substantially in size from year to year, 

especially in the Al2 and A35 colmms, indicates that there may be same 

results being reported in these two tables which are specific or unique 

to particular states. For example, in both tables the A35 maximum 

salary coefficient for 1978 reports a positive and significant five 

percent impact, but the A35 coefficients for 1979 are insignificant, and 

Iowa was the only state to move into the A35 category in 1979. 

More generally, arbitration laws came into existence almost continously 

during the 1968-77 period, as seen in the follo~f/ing list. of arbitration 

states and the year each law went into effect: 

Alaska (1972) 
Connecticut (1975) 
District of Columbia (1980) 
Iowa (1976) 
Massachusetts (1974) 
Michigan (1969) 
Minnesota (1973) 
Nebraska (1969) 

New Jersey (1977) 
New York (1974) 
Oregon (1973) 
Pennsylvania (1968) 
Rhode Island (1968) 
Washington (1973) 
Wisconsin (1972) 
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As a result, there is a substantial amount of switching each year 

across the arbitration longevity categories, which in turn makes it 

possible that some of the Table 111-6 and 111-7 coefficients are being 

driven by the results from particular states. Further, these state

specific effects may reflect the existence of arbitration~ they may 

reflect some unmeasured state characteristics which have nothing to do 

with arbitration. For example, police salaries in Iowa may always have 

been low compared to police salaries in other states; alternatively, 

police salaries in some arbitration states may always have been higher 

than elsewhere. 

To test more fully for any state-specific effects, we re-estimated 

arbitration's impact in our all cities sample. However, instead of 

using categorical dlmIlY variables (ARBAGE, Al2, etc.), we used state-

specific dummy variables representing each arbitration state. To insure 

that these state coefficients were not unduly influenced by the results 

from one or two cities in a state, we established a requirement that 

each arbitration state needed to have at least ten cities' worth of 

information in each year to be included in the analysis. As a result, 

we excluded Alaska, District of Columbia, Nebraska, and Oregon from this 

particular analysis because of insufficient sample size in each of those 

jurisdictions. 

The results of our state-specific analyses are reported in Table 

III-8 for maximllTl salaries in the all cities sample. The coefficients 

1n this table enable us to see how arbitration's impact varies across 

states and over time within the same state. In addition, for eight 

states (all but Michigan, Pennsylvania, and Rhode Island) we can canpare 
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police salaries before and after arbitration laws were passed. Keep in 

mind that in this table we are canparing maximum police salaries in 

these eleven arbi cration states to maximum salaries in states which do 

not have arbitration, controlling for bargaining (CBA) and the other 

independent variables in our salary determination model. 

The coefficients in Table 111-8 indicate that the availability of 

arbitration may not have as much of an impact on police salary levels as 

suggested by our preceding aggregate analyses. This conclusion seems 

especially appropriate for the eight states for which we have before and 

after arbitration data. If we look at the coefficients above and below 

the arbitration line drawn through Table 111-8, we see that cities in 

Minnesota, New York, and New Jersey consistently paid higher police 

salaries both before and after the availability of arbitration (compared 

to cities in nonarbitration states), and we see that cities in Wisconsin, 

Massachusetts, and Connecticut have paid police salaries which over time 

are not significantly different from salaries in nonarbitration states. 

In addition, police salaries in Iowa compared even less favorably to 

salaries elsewhere after. that state implemented its arbitration law. 

Cities in Michigan and Pennsylvania paid higher than average salaries 

throughout our time period, but because arbitration took effect in both 

states prior to 1971 we cannot make any before and after comparisons. 

In addition, arbitr.~tion preceded our time period in Rhode Island, and 

salary levels in that state have been similar to salaries in nonarbitration 

states. 

Washington is the only state in which the availability of arbitration 

may have unequivocally pushed up salaries. For a few years before and 
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YEM N em. MI: HI. RI 
1971 tOO 3.66*** 7.49*** ll.62** 1.09 

(3.28) (2.93) (2.13) (0.18) 

]972 SSl 4.19*** ll.75*** 'Zl.71*** 14.30* 
(3.57) (4.31) (4.25) (1.73) 

1973 55l 3.28*** 13.66*** 17.52*** 7.38 
(2.86) (5.43) (2.93) (1.05) 

]974 552 4.04*** ll.37*** 17.00*** 3.24 
(3.38) (4.44) (2.89) (O.:i» 

1975 595 5.30*** 7.84*** 12.76* -2.':f7 
(4.61) (2.85) (1.93) (0.43) 

1976 646 5.62*** 12.65*** 9.33 -5.46 
(4.':f7) (4.89) (1.52) (0.85) 

J!m 638 7.7)}<** ll.94*** al.74*** -1.44 
(6.46) (4.77) (3.49) (0.2) 

m8 646 7.41*** ll.84*** 32.18*** 7.38 
(6.21) (4.66) (4.86) (1.03) 

1979 617 3.19*** 13.83*** 18.76*** -<l.57 
(2.74) (5.53) (2.59) (0.00) 

1900 616 3.17** 15.99*** 22.25* 0.01 
(2.57) (5.76) (1. 76) (0.00) 

1931 573 2.22* ll.85*** 23.43** 1.% 
(1.79) (4.10) (2.:i» (0.2) 

'IN:l[E III-8 

~ ~ EEEK!IS <F 
AffirIRATICN'S AWillllBILl'!"fl 

(all cities s:nple; IfaXlnun s:lial:y ooly) 

WI MJ ~ N'l M\ 
7.76** 13.59*** 1.~ 8.01 7.51 

(2.74) (4.SS) (0.38) (1.51) '(1.48) 

3.89 10.48*** -3.02 28.54*** 22.99*** 
(1.31) (3.63) (0.84) (4.41) (3.72) 

3.02 10.:D*** -2.68 20.33*** D.83** 
(1.13) (3.72) (0.78) (3.38) (2 •. 10) 

-1.12 5.71** -<l.45 'Zl.33*** 16.63·'" 
(0.38) (1.':f7) (~.12) (4.39) (2.85) 

-1.17 5.79k* 1.94 15.36** 2.00 
(0.41) (1.':f7) (0.60) (2.36) (0.48) 

-<l.W ll.~'" • rl 12.56** 5.72 
(0.04) (4.Q!;) ~.:l. I (2.12) (1.04) 

-3.59 1l.1B>-** 13.2)** 7.73 
(1.22) (3.00) \_-"...,5) (2.35) (1.~) 

-<l.33 9.21*** 7.00** 24.38*** 13.30*** 
(0.12) (3.17) (2.05) (3.89) (2.24) 

3.~ 9.59*** 12.14*** 15.65** 5.54 
(1.15) (3.38) (3.32) (2.23) (0.84) 

3.02 13.78*** 13.44*** 2).57 9.06 
(1.03) (4.52) (3.54) (1.63) (0.77) 

5.05 1l.lD*** 18.18*** 15.33* 6.14 
(1.57) (3.61) (4 .. 93) (1.71) (0.73) 

cr IA NJ 
1.45 -5.17 10.72** 
(0.28) (0.17) (1.99) 

15.21** -4~02 'Zl.39*** 
(2.49) (1.25) (4.25) 

8.23 -3.23 19.34*** 
(1.44) (1.09) (3.28) 

7.r.xJ -1.41 21.92*** 
(1.42) (0.44) (3.75) 

-<l.01 -3.95 9.52 
(0.00) (1.25) (1.56) 

-1.'Zl -7.45** ll.34** Mum 
(0.23) (2.24) (2.00) Al:bi tration 

2.14 -7.58** 17.33*** After: 
(0.41) (2.18) (3.ll) Arbitration \0 

-...J 

6.~ -7.46** 19.89*** 
(l.W) (2.21) (3.24) 

0.57 -7.47** 17.09** 
(0.09) (2.38) (2.47) 

2.92 -1l.45*** 16.56 
(0.25) (2.r.xJ) (1.36) 

5.32 -5.2) 2O.~** 
(0.63) (1.45) (2.34) 

C\ne p:!Il::8lta}: fupct:s ~ va:e ca1.aJ1.ata3 fran' t:te CLS crefficialts 15ID:J tie fomula: %:inpct = eB - 1, Were B is t:te CLS leg a:efficialt •. 

lb:ol.ut:E vallES of t-statistics am in pmnt:l"B!:Es. 

***Signifiant at tie .01l.e.el.; **Signifiant at tiE .05 l.e.el.; itSignificrot at tie .10 l.eJel (t»P-tai1a:'i tests). 
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after the passage of arbitration in 1973, Washington cities paid salaries 

comparable to those paid in nonarbitration states. However, during 

1978-81 salaries in Washington cities clllnbed substantially above 

salaries paid elsewhere, reaching an 18 percent differential by 1981. 

Washington is the only state in which such a clear before and after 

effect cocurred. 

Taken together, the coefficients in Table 111-8 suggest that, 

because arbitration emerged in states which already paid relatively high 

salaries (Minnesota, New York, New Jersey, and possibly Michigan and 

Pennsylvania), and because these high salary states contain a dispropor-

tionate number of the cities in our sample, much of arbitration's salary 

impact reported earl ier may not be attributable to arbi tration. Instead, 

some unmeasured state-specific effects may have caused salaries in these 

particular states to be higher than average, and our arbitration term is 

simply reporting these unmeasured effects. 

Having said ~l-}at, it is important to note that arbitration does not 

exist only in high salary states. Table 111-8 shows that cities in 

Rhode Island, Wisconsin, Connecticut, and Iowa pay police salaries 

comparable to (or, in IO\-/a's case, lower than) salaries paid in 

non-arbitration states. 

v.'hen all is said and done, however, the disaggregated state-specific 

results in Table 111-8 cast doubt on the usefulness of the aggregate 

results reported in the preceding four tables. Specifically, arbitration 

is associated with comparatively high salary levels in several states, 

but it appears that these high salary levels may be due to ~ome unmeasured 

state characteristics, or to same unmeasured characteristics of cities 
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in those states, rather than to arbi tration. If this is the case, 

arbitration may be reporting but not causing higher salaries. 

Resul ts: 'l'ime Series Pooling of Data 

Our aggregate year-by-year cross section analyses showed that both 

collective bargaining and the availability of arbitration were positively 

associated with police salary levels during most of the 1971-81 period. 

Our disaggregated cross section analyses confirmed these results for 

bargaining, but the before-and-after portion. of our disaggregated 

analyses indicated that several states which paid high E:..alaries after 

arbitration also paid high salaries before arbitration became available. 

Consequently, our cross section analyses show that arbitration and 

police salary levels are positively associated but that arbitration may 

have done less than is frequently believed to cause higher salaries. 

Another approach to the analysis of these data is to pool all the 

cross-sectional data together for the entire time period. The advantage 

of this approach is that it allows us to obtain statistics which summarize 

the average impact of bargaining and arbitration over the course of this 

eleven year period. l1:)re precise estimates of individual variable 

effects are also possible since the pooling of the data provides much 

larger sample sizes than are available for estimating single year 

coefficients. 

The disadvantage of using a pooled approach is that individual city 

characteristics which are not captured in the model and unique yearly 

effects which influence all observations in each year will tend to lead 

to conditions which violate some of the basic assumptions of ordinary 
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least squares (OLS) regression analysis. In practice this means that 

the estimated OLS coefficients may be inconsistent (i.e., they will not 

tend toward the true population value as the sample size gets larger) 

and the estimated standard errors of these coefficients will tend to be 

underestimated (therefore t-statistics will be too large). Fortunately, 

there are methods which are available to correct for these problens when 

data are pooled. 

The general term for a number of possible approaches to these 

problems is termed lI?Jeneralized least squares ll or GLS. The approach 

which we have used is the so-called IIvariance-cornponents ll model. We 

have assumed that year-specific effects can be captured using individual 

year dummy variables Jwith 1971 as the reference year), and we have 

estimated a two component varl' ance model. F th ' or e renalnder of this 

chapter we will refer to this approach as GLS. 

Analysis of our data revealed that we had canplete (' 1 I.e., e even 

years of) salary information for only 220 cities. We also discovered 

that we had 6588 observations from a total of 915 ci"ties during the 

1971-81 period (i.e., about 0.00 cities per year). In other words, our 

panel of city-specific data contains missing observations in each year. 

This required a slight modification of the usual GLS procedure to 

account for missing observations (see carliner, 1982). 

Results. The OLS and GLS percentage coefficients for CBA and ARB in 

both the minimum and maximum salary time series equations are presented 

in Table III-9 (the complete time series results are presented in Appendix 

III-G). These coefficients indicate that both minimum and maximum 

salaries are positively associated with bargaining and arbitration's 

~ -!~_~ ............ ~~~ ______________________________________________________________________________________________________ ~ __________________ ~ ____________________________________ ~ ______ ~L_ __ __ 
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TABLE III-9 

1971-81 TIME SERIES ANALYSIS OF ARBITRATION'S AVAILABILITya 

OLS GLS 

CBAb ARBc CBAb ARBc 

1nMINSAL 6.41*** 2.53*** 5.09*** 1.73*** 
(17.57) (5.96) (13.48) (4.04) 

InMAXSAL 5.03*** 4.01*** 1.89*** 1.41*** 
(13.97) (9.44) (5.04) (3.34) 

aThese percentage coefficients were calculated with the formula % = eB - 1, 
where B is the log coefficient. 

bOf the 6588 observations, 3797 (57.64 percent) were in CBA cities. 

cOf the 6588 observations, 1616 (24.53 percent) were in ARB cities. 

Absolute values of t-statistics are in parentheses. 

***Significant at the .01 level, (two-tailed test). 
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availabili ty. In the OLB results, minimum salary levels in bargaining 

cities are an average of 6.41 percent higher each year than in cities 

that do not bargain, ceteris paribus, and minimum salaries are an 

average of 2.53 percent higher each year in arbitration cities than in 

cities where arbitration is not available. Similarly, maximum salaries 

are an average of 5.03 percent higher and 4.01 percent higher each year 

in bargaining and arbitration cities respectively after controlling for 

other influences. 

The GLS results exhibit the same pattern as the OLB results but at 

lower levels of magnitude. For example, minimum salaries are an average 

of 5.09 percent higher and 1.73 percent higher each year in bargaining 

and arbitration cities respectively after controlling for the influences 

of other factors. Similarly, maximum salaries are .an average of 1.89 

percent higher and 1.41 percent higher each year in bargaining and 

arbitration cities respectively, ceteris paribus. We believe that these 

GLS results are preferable for the reasons stated above. 

These pooled results are consistent with both the aggregate and 

disaggregate cross section results in Tables III·-4 and III-S. First, 

both sets of results indicate that bargaining has had a stronger influence 

on minimun salaries than on maximun salaries. Second, both sets of 

results indicate that bargaining has had a somewhat stronger influence 

on entry and top step salaries than has arbitration. Third, in both 

sets of results the CBA and ARB coefficients are positive and significant. 

FOurth, the rather modest ARB coefficients in the GLS analysis (i.e., 

less than two percent) are consistent with the state-specific coefficients 

in the Table III-8 cross section analysis which indicated that in most 
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arbitration states arbitration is not the cause of higher salaries. 

In sum, our OLB results indicate that bargaining and arbitration 

have positive associations with police salaries. OUr GLS results also 

indicate significantly positive associations bet~~n bargaining and 

arbitration and our two salary measures, but at noticeably smaller 

levels of magnitude. In other words, our GLS resul ts, when canbineJ 

with our disaggregate OLB cross section results, indicate that 

arbitration's causal influence on higher police salaries may be 

rather modest overall and even nonexistent in several arbitration' 

states. 

Other influences. As noted, the complete pooled results are 

presented in Appendix III-6. These coefficients are consistent with 

the results obtained for our control variables in.the year-by-year 

cross section analyses. For example, in the GLS analyses max~um 

salaries were positively and significantly associated with city size, 

city residents' income, city manufacturing wage rates, the city 

manager form of goverrtnent, city crime rates, and city location in 

western states (compared to North Central cities). Similarly, salaries 

were negatively and significantly lower in cities outside of metropolitan 

areas and in Southern cities. In fact, Southern location was one of 

the very strongest influences on salaries in our GLS tnne series 

analysis; max~um salaries in Southern cities average:1 15 percent 

below those in North Central cities during the 1971-81 years after 

controlling for other factors. 
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THE USE OF ARBITRATION 

Model 

In the preceding section we saw that the existence of an arbitration 

law in a state is associated witil higher police salaries. In addition, 

we saw that the longer an arbitration law remains in effect, the greater 

the ~pact that arbitration's availability seems to have on police pay. 

However, we cannot yet interpret tnese results with great precision, for 

the analyses in the preceding section do not allow us to differentiate 

between those cities which have and have not used the arbitration process 

to determine police salaries. Although we know that in any given year a 

minority of cities actually have their police salaries set by arbitrators, 

it is possible that these arbitration awards could exert a disproportionate 

influence on average police pay levels in arbitration states. As a 

result, it is necessary to simultaneously measure the availability of an 

arbitration proced~e and the use of an arbitration procedure in order 

to determine how thes@ two phenomena have affected police pay. 

In addition, our discussion of the ~pact of arbitration's availability 

in the preceding section may have overemphasized the effect of the 

existence of an arbitration statute and concomitantly underemphasized 

the ~portance of actually using the arbitration prosedu;e. One possible 

interpretation of our previous discussion might have been that police 

unions need never use arbitration to obtain higher salaries; instead, 

they only need an arbitration law on the books in their respective 

states. This interpretation is misleading, for an arbitration procedure 

which is never used would not cause employers to offer the higher 

salaries identified in the preceding section. Further, we know that a 
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certain amount of arbitration use exists in arbitration states every 

year, and thus there is no such thing as arbitration availability 

canpletely divorced from arbitration use. Similarly, enployers and 

unions in arbitration states need at least a few bargaining units to use 

arbitration in order to be able to determine how arbitration changes the 

negotiating environment. Consequently, we need to simultaneously 

measure arbitration's availability and use to insure that the availability 

effects identified earlier are not sanehow masking a. use effect. 

In the analyses which follow, we have used the same salary determination 

model ~ introduced earlier in this chapter, except that we have included 

an arbitration availability variable (ARB) and an arbitration use variable 

(ARBUSE). Bot:h of these are dUllltly variables; ARB has a value of one for 

each city which is located in an arbitration state and zero for each city 

located in a state wi th no pol ice arbi tration law, and ARBUSE has a value 

of one for each city which received an arbitration award covering a 

particular year and zero for:' each city which did not use arbi tration in 

tha t year. As a result, fOl: each year in our time p:!riod the ARB and 

ARBUSE variables will accurately differentiate between those cities which 

had arbitration available but did not use it and those cities which had 

arbi tration available and did use it. In turn, the ccmbined ARB and 

ARBUSE coefficients will enable us to determine the separate impacts that 

arbitration's availability and arbitration's use have had on police salaries. 

In order to be certain of our results, we measure the ARB and ARBUSE 

impacts in several different ways. First, we measure these two impacts 

across all the cities in the sample (for which we have the necessary 

data). Second, because only bargaining cities can use arbitration, we 
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measure these two impacts among only the cities in our sample which 

bargain with police. Third, we attanpt to capture the effects of prior 

arbitration use by measuring ARB and ARBUSE with a prior arbitration use 

variable also included in the measurement equation. This approach will 

enable us to determine if the current use and prior use of arbitration 

have different effects. 

Following Farber and Katz (1979), we hypothesize that the availability 

of arbitration (ARB) will continue to have a positive and si~ ..... lficant 

it-npact on police pay but that the use of arbi ti:ation (ARBUSE) will not 

have a statistically significant impact in either direction. We make 

this prediction because the availability of arbitration determines the 

environment within which cities and police unions negotiate. As a 

result, the availability of arbitration will affect the terms of negotiated 

agreements as much as the terms of arbitration awards, for police unions 

obviously will not agree to negotiated terms which are less favorable 

than what they expect to obtain from arbitrators' awards. Consequently, 

there should be no significant differences between negotiated and 

arbitrated police salaries in those states with arbitration laws. 

Ho~ver, for the reasons explained in the preceding section, the avail

ability of arbitration in certain states will cause the average police 

salaries in those states to be higher than the average salaries in other 

states, ceteris paribuse 

Finally, our 1971-74 arbitration use results should be interpreted 

cautiously. We obt3ined these data from our questionnaire survey form 

(see Appendix II-I), and our insp:!ction of these responses indicates 

that respondents may have been less diligent (or had less perfect 
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memories) when reporting their use of arbitration during 1971-74 than 

during 1975-81. There seems to be no noticeable discontinuities in our 

results between 1971-74 and 1975-81, but nevertheless we have more 

confidence in our arbitration use data during the latter seven years 

than during the first four years. 

Results 

All cities. The first half of Table III-IO presents the results for 

the all cities sample (i.e., all the cities for which we collected the 

necessary data). The results in this part of the table confirm the 

results presented earlier in Table III-4: bargaining by itself (CBA) 

has a posi ti ve impact on police pay, though this impact has faded in 

rec~nt years (especially on maximum salaries); and the availability of 

arbitration (ARB) continues to have a strong and positive impact on 

police pay even after controlling for those cities which actually used 

arbi tration. For e:zample, during 1979-81 ARB had a 5-6 percent impa.ct 

on entry salaries and a 7-9 percent impact on top step salaries, while 

ARBUSE had no .impact. 

Expressed another way, the nonsignificant ARBUSE coefficients 

indicate that there is almost no statistically significant difference in 

any year between police salaries in arbitration states which are negotiated 

and those which are arbitrated. In fact, of the 22 ARBUSE coefficients 

(one for minimum pay and another for maximum pay in each of 11 years), 

13 are negative, 9 are positive, and only two are statistically significant 

at our weakest significance level (0.10). In sum, (1) the mixture of 

positive and negative nonsignificant ARBUSE coefficients indicates that 
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NBrIRATICN AWillllBILI'l'Y, lIN) A1ErIRATICN lS!: CN RJ...ICE ~ 
All Cities B:Irgain:inJ Cities W:i 

lrf1IN:i"lL ~ lrMIN3AL lrM\XSAL -t, 

~ N Cl3t\ AlE ~ Cl3t\ AlE ~ N <::BAG: AlE MUm CBlG: AlE ~ 
1971 586 5.34*** 1.54 1.57 4.85*** 3.33* 0.45 210 ~.U 0.22 4.71 ~.:J) 2.74 3.36 

(4.81) (0.78) (0.38) (4.39) (1.67) (0.11) (0.54) (0.10) (1.15) (1.63) (1.41) (0.97) 

1972 538 6.37*** 3.47* -4.24 4.94*** 5.55*** -2.27 232 0.007 4.75** -5.92 ~.48** 6.83** -3.92 
(5.31) (1.~) (0.92) (4.14) (3.02) \ (0.48) (0.03) (2.27) (1.31) (2.39) (3.47) (0.92) 

1973 535 5.76*** 3.56** -3.15 3.~*** 5.65*** -2.00 256 0.04 2.84* -3.92 0.16 4.00*** -1.88 
(4.92) (2.55) (O.~) (3.45) (3.99) (0.56) (0.22) (1.70) (1.10) (0.91) (2.63) (0.54) 

1974 536 4.29*** 3.56** 1.31 3.'iJ7*** 5.34*** -3.63 268 0.10 5.55**8 3.15 ~.1O 6.5)*** -2.86 
(3.72) (2.53) (0.43) (3.m) (3.59) (1.17) (0.6» (3.62) (1.00) (0.55) (4.22) (1.00) 

1975 578 5.'iJ7*** 4.29*** ~.79 5.42*** 3.51.** -1.40* 326 0.06 4.92*** 0.16 ~.OO 3.56** ~b.3.82 

(5.05) (3.02) (0.32) (4.64) (2.46) (1.77) (0.37) (3.24) (0.06) (0.47) (2.31) (1.58) 

1976 628 7.36*** 3.42** 1.48 5.65*** 3.97*** -1.88 300 0.17 4.04** 1.61 0.27 3.56** -1.~ 

(6.06) (2.40) (0.65) (4.74) (2.81) (0.84) (0.99) (2.54) (0.72) (1.61) (2.34) (0.92) 

1977 611 8.57*** 3.01* -1.69 7.36*** 5.13*** ~.85 385 0.39** 4.97*** -2.TI 0.18 6.93*** -1.19 ~ 

(6.51) (2.95) (O.U) (5.57) (3.~) (0.06) (1.52) (2.76) (O.U) (1.84) (3.19) 
0 

(0.06) OJ 

1978 621 8.83*** 5.04*** 0.25 7.10*** 5.70*** ~.U 393 0.26 4.99*** 0.24 0.29* 5.38*** 0.11 
(6.51) (2.95) (O.U) (5.57) (3.50) (0.06) (1.52) (2.76) (O.U) (1.84) (3.19) (0.06) 

1979 596 3.57*** 6.00*** 3.59* 2.34* 7.U*** 0.11 384 0.27* 7.58*** 3.U 0.29 7.~*** -0.34 
(2.92) (3.86) (1.74) (1.89) (4.48) (0.05) (1.81) (4.44) (1.50) (1.33) (4.76) (0.17) 

1980 592 5.45*** 5.11*** 2.U 2.50* 8.16*** 0.43 393 0.31* 4.~*** 2.10 0.25 7.18*** 0.45 
(4.04) (2.94) (0.91) (1.'iJ7) (4.62) (0.29) (1.95) (2.62) (0.91) (1.53) (3.81) (0. a» 

1$1 553 4.58*** 5.99*** -2.76 1.6> 9.05*** -0.99 367 0.43*** 6.24*** -2.81 0.34** 8.76*** -1.35 
(3.33) (3.TI) (1.22) (1.21) (5.18) (0.45) (2.86) (3.42) (1.27) (2.TI) (5.06) (0.65) 

~}';eron~ :inp.d:s ~ \\ere calollata:l fran tre CIS c:o=fficialts mUg tre fonrula: % :inp:ct = eB 
- 1, WEre B is tre CIS 

IOJ a:e:ticialt. 

N:wlute vallES of t-statistics are in J;BI'alt:il:sas. 

t'**Signifia:nt at tre .01 leJel; **Significcr1t at tn= .05 lsIel; *Signifia:nt at tn= .10 lsIel (tw:>-tail.e::l tests). 

\ 
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there are no consistent differences between negotiated and arbitrated 

entry and top step patrol officer salaries, and (2) the fact that the 

ARB coefficients retain their robustness in the preSGnce of the ARBUSE 

coefficients confirms that it is the availability rather than the use of 

arbitration which exerts the upward pressure on police pay. 

Methodologically, it is important to note that our ARBUSE variable 

measures those cities which received an arbitration award on any issue 

for a particular year. We used this inclusive measure because most 

arbitration awards involve salaries and because we wanted to be sure our 

ARBUSE variable captured any indirect effect on salaries of using 

arbitration on nonsalary issues (e.g., a police union might use all its 

bargaining chips to negotiate to a conclusion on salaries but then go to 

arbitration on other issues). As a result, our inclusive definition of 

ARBUSE should ensure that we have not missed same of ARBUSE's impact by 

defining the term too narrowly. 

Bargaining cities. Because only unionized police forces may use 

arbitration, we re-analyzed our data for a smaller sample composed of 

cities which bargain with the police. In this analysis we used. the 

same arbitration availability (ARB) and arbitration use (ARBUSE) variables 

as in the all cities samplee We also included the length of the bargaining 

relationship variable (CBAGE) described earlier to ensure that our ARB 

and ARBUSE coefficients did not accidently pick up any salary impacts 

due to bargaining longevity. 

The second half of Table I1I-IO presents the results of our bargaining 

cities sample. These results are highly similar to the all cities 

results and confirm that it is the availability rather than the use of 

110 

arbitration which is associ~ted with higher police salaries: in both 

samples the ARB coefficients are about equally robust (and retain the 

robustness identified earlier in Table III-4), while the ARBUSE coeffi-

cients are both positive and negative but almost never significant. In 

addition, the inclusion of the ARBUSE term in the bargaining cities 

sample substantially reduces the strength of the CBAGE coefficients 

cooipared to their magnitude in Table III-s. In recent years the CBAGE 

coefficients in Table III-10 are uniformly positive, but most of them 

have become nonsignificant with the addition of the ARBUSE term. 

The Table I1I-10 results provide strong and convincing support for 

the Farber and Katz (1979) hypothesis that the availability of arbitration 

al ters the negotiating environment in a manner which affects negotiated 

and arbitrated outcomes equally. The multi-year pattern of nonsignificant 

ARBUSE coefficients across a sample of about 600 cities, inclLuing 

almost 400 bargaining cities, allows us to offer this conclusion with 

considerable confidence. 

Current use vs. prior use. The ana1YF3s presented in Table I1I-IO 

examined only the current use of arbitration, i.e.,' were salaries in a 

particular year affected by the use of arbitration in that same year? 

As a result, the Table III-IO results do not permit us to say anything 

about how the use of arbitration in years prior to, say, 1977 might have 

affected 1977 salaries. 

To address this issue we constructed two variables. The first is 

what we call prior arbitration (PARS), and it is a dummy variable with a 

value of one for each city which used arbitration on any issue in any 

year prior to the year in question and a value of zero for each city 
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which had never used arbitration prior to the year in question. As can 

be seen fram this definition, over time more and more cities will fall 

into this PARS category, for once a city has used arbitration it will 

always have a PARS· value of one. As a result, over time the arbitration 

availability (ARB) and prior arbitration (PARB) variables will increasingly 

overlap. To cope with this problem, we constructed a past years of 

arbi tration use variable (PASTUSE), which is a continuous variable which 

measures the number of past years in which a city was covered by arbitration 

awards. Specifically, PASTUSE measures years of arbitral awards coverage 

rather than number of arbitration awards; thus a city with a three-year 

award will be scored the same as another ci ty which received three one

year awards covering those three years. PASTUSE is a much more precise 

measure of previous arbitration use than PARS, for the PASTUSE term 

allows us to identify the salary impact, if any, of each additional year 

of previous arbitral use. In contrast, the PARB durtmy variable cannot 

differentiate among different amounts of previous use. Of course, the 

PARB and PASTUSE terms will be used in separate equations. 

To ensure that the PARB and PAS'ruSE terms do not measure and report 

any other arbitration effects, we have includerl an arbitration longevity 

term (ARBAGE) and a current arbitration use term (ARBUSE) in our regression 

equation. The ARBAGE term is a continuous variable which measures the 

number of years that an arbi tration statute has existed, and we includEii 

't r 1 ~o ensure that the PARS and PASTUSE terms did not pick up and report 

any effects due to the longevity of arbitration's availability. We 

included the ARSUSE term to be able to differentiate any current use and 

prior use effects. In addition, we includerl all the other independent 
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variables identified in our salary determination model earlier in this 

chapter. 

Table III-II presents the results of the all cities sample, and 

Table III-12 presents the results for our bargaining cities sample 

(which reflects the fact that only bargaining cities can use arbitration). 

'!he first half of each table reports the effects on minimml salaries, 

and the second half of each table reports the effects on maximum salaries. 

Because the results across the two samples are so consistent, we will 

examine the 010 tables together. 

The coefficients in both tables show that the length of time that 

arbitration has been available has a much greater impact on police 

salaries than does either current use or previous use. This conclusion 

is most apparent for maximum salaries in both samples: the PARS and 

PASTUSE coefficients are never statistically significa~t, and the ARBUSE 

coefficients are rarely significant. When the ARBUSE coefficients are 

significant (five of 44 times), they are negative, which means that in 

those years the cities which used arbitration paid salaries below the 

salaries paid elsewhere. Most apparen~, though, are the positive and 

highly significant ARBAGE coefficients for each year after 1971. These 

ARBAGE coefficients indicate that each additional year of arbitration's 

availability is associated with an approximate one percent increase in 

max iml.Itl pol ice salaries, ceteris paribus. When combined wi th the 

Current use and previous use coefficients, the results in the two tables 

indicate that the actual use of arbitration has almost no impact on 

maximl.Itl salaries compared to the impact associated with the length of 

arbitration's availability. 
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maNlY(E ll'-HClS CF Aml'IRATI<N AVAIrl\BILl'lY, 
a.e;mr tEE, l>N) ffiIOO ~ <N RLICE ~ 

(all cities scnp1.e) 
l..rt-UNJlIL l.rM'\.'<SIIL 

El}BtiOO 1 Eq..aticn2 El}BtiOO 1 EqBtiOO 2 
~ N l\mrG: lIRlS!: ff\1B Alm:E J'>.l'H.&: 00Il.S!: ~ ~ PAm ~ 1\lRS!! 9\9llS!! 
1971 ~ 0.23 0.71 3.~ O.:;n 0.28 4.39 1.17 1.71 - -2.28 1.15 1.23 -0.93 

(0.29) (0.14) (0.53) (O.~) (0.06) (O.~) (1.47) (0.35) (0.37) (2.44) (0.25) (0.93) 

1972 538 1.06 -5.5) 1.07 0.% -6.19 1.22 1.85*** -2.99 -1.09 1.94*** -1.94 -1.62 
(1.57) (1.03) (0.25) (1.51) (1.15) (0.&1) (2.86) (0.56) (9.~) (3.05) (0.36) (0.00) 

1973 535 1.23*** -2.31 -4.l9 1.21*** -2.13 -2.49 1.68*** -2.Z7 -1.&1 1.74*** -1.49 -2.02 
(2.67) (0.56) (O.~) (2.68) (0.51) (1.02) (3.62) (0.55) (0.38) (3.82) (0.36) (0.82) 

1974 536 0.59 2.19 -3.39 0.&1 2.40 -2.16 1.27*** -3.40 -2.64 1.28*** -3.24 -1.66 
(1.46) (0.71) (0.84) (1.53) (0.78) (1.13) (3.00) (1.05) (0.63) (3.10) (1.00) (0.83) 

1975 578 0.63* -0.99 2.05 0.67* -0.93 0.71 0.91*** -5.28* -1.73 0.88** -5.42** 0.32 
(1.79) (0.37) (0.71) (1.92) (0.35) (0.48) (2.59) (1.95) (0.06) (2.52) (1.99) (0.21) 

1976 628 0.51 0.74 2.&1 0.62* 0873 0.49 1.13*** -3.74 0.21 1. ~*** -3.44 -0.71 
(1.59) (0.31) (1.13) (1.95) (O.~) (0.46) (3.54) (1.58) (0.09) (3.94) (1.44) (0.68) 

l-' 

1977 6ll 0.70*" -4.18** 4.61** 0.84*** -3.63* 1.17 0.99*** -2.00 1.Z7 1.13*** -1.67 -0.31 
l-' 
w 

(2.46) (1.99) (2.18) (2.97) (1.75) (1.33) (3.35) (0.93) (0.59) (3.87) (0.79) (0.34) 

1978 621 0.97*** -0.00 2.~ 0.92*** -0.97 1.31* 1.12*** -0. iU 0.77 1.14*** -0.&1 0.18 
(3.73) (0.39) (1.00) (3.62) (0.47) (1.67) (4.58) (0.36) (0.39) (4.76) (0.31) (0.24) 

1979 596 0.56*** 3.37 2~44 0.61*** 3.89* 0.63 0.83*** 0.40 1.47 0.92*** 1.09 0.00 
(2.63) (1.55) (1.37) (2.88) (1.84) (0.99) (3.00) (0.18) (0.82) (4.~) (0.51.) (O.Ol) 

l$O 59~ 0.48** 0.75 5.39*** 0.52** -0.18 1.72*** 0.92*** -<l.23 1.81 O.!X>*** -<l.79 0.82 
(2.~) (0.33) (3.01) (2.49) (0.00) (2.77) (4.32) (O.lD) (1.02) (4.29) (0.33) (1.31) 

~l 553 0.58*** -2.!j) 2.63 0.55*** -3.34 1.15** 0.00*** -0.59 1.78 0.89"'** -<l.61 O.ll 
(2.74) (1.28) (1.36) (2.71) (1.48) (2.00) (3.85) (0.Z7) (0.95) (4.47) (0.28) (0.21) 

~ ~t::cq: :irrp:cts rE[Drt:Erl W3:e 031ailatal fran t:iB CIS cneft'icients lEirl3 t:iB :fumula: % inp:ct = eB - 1, WEre B is 
tie CIS 103 coofficimt. 

lta:llute vallES of t-statistic.s are in PU:a1~. 

***Significmt at tie .00lelJ'el; **SignifiCSlt at tie .05 leJel; *SignifiCSlt at t:iB .10 leJel (oo-taila3 tEsts) • 
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maNmG: :IM.¥CIS CF Aml'J.Rl\TICN AVAII.lBILI'lY 
CImENl' tm, lW mICR lEE CN RLICE ~ 

(l:mgainirg cities s::nple) 

J.rMn.&L ~ 
Q)Btim 1 EqBtim 2 EqBtim 1 EqBtim 2 

m\R N ~ AlUB!: PAm ~ lIlU.m 9\Sll.S!: .Amra: lIlU.m PAm .Amra: ~ I>A'mm 
1971 210 0.52 3.54 4.94 -0.53 2.70 5.27 0.75 4.84 -1.91 0.74 4.92 -1.60 

(0.85) (0.73) (0.85) (0.59) (0.56) (1.15) (O.~) (1.18) (0.39) (O.~) (1 •. 19) (0.42) 

1972 232 1.53** -8.87* 2.49 1.46** -9.71* 2.00 2.37*** -7.15 1.76 2.55*** -5.87 -0.60 
(2.13) (1.67) (O.fm (2.09) (1.83) (1.00) (3.53) (1.46) (0.46) (3.88) (1.:~:» (0.33) 

1973 256 1.09** -2.99 -4.CJ7 1.04** -2.~ -2.63 1.33*** -2.31 -1.41 1.37*** -1.81 -1.54 
(2.14) (0.74) (1.16) (2.(1) (0.74) (1.09) (2.79) (0.61) (0.36) (2.95) (0.48) (0.69) 

1974 268 1.01** 3.95 -5.04 1.01** 4.24 -2.75 1.57*** -2.83 -3.35 1.56*** -2.64 -1.79 
(2.29) (1.30) (1.36) (2.34) (1.39) (1.46) (3.57) (0.94) (0.85) (3.84) (0.88) (0.%) 

1975 326 0.70* -0.07 2.m 0.76** 0.13 0.43 0.CJ7*** -4.72* -O.:ll 0.95*** -4.78* 0.03 
(1.89) (0.03) (0.00) (2.(1) (0.05) (0.29) (2.62) (1.00) (0.11) (2.58) (1.82) (0.02) 

1976 380 0.55 0.94 1.10 0.69** 0.92 0.61 1.12*** -3.~* 1.01 1.Z7*** -3.00 -0.65 
(1.59) (0.40) (1.9J) (2.01) (0.39) (0.58) (3.37) (1.72) (0.47) (3.~) (1.57) (0.64) 

1977 385 0.92*** -4.37** 4.81** 1.10*** -3.74* 0.CJ7 1.Z7*** -2.09 1.29 1.44*** -1.74 0.49 
(3.05) (2.00) (2.Z7) (3.63) (1.79) (1.10) (4.43) (1.06) (0.65) (5.05) (O.~) (0.59) 

1978 393 0.99*** -0.84 2.53 0.CJ7*** -O.~ 1.21 1.14*** -0.58 0.% 1.19** -0.36 0.03 
(3.71) (0.42) (1.25) (3.68) (0.46) (1.56 (4.00) (0.31) (0.51) (4.87) (0.21) (0.04) . 

1979 384 0.65*** 3.05 2.88 0.72*** 3.81* 0.63 0.89*** 0.04 1.75 0.99*** 0.79 0.06 
(2.~) (1.39) (1.61) (3.19) (1.79) (0.97) (4.01) (0.02) (1.00) (4.47) (0.39) (0.09) 

~ 393 0.44** 0.81 5.93*** 0.52** 0.00 1.66*** 0.00*** -0.17 2.13 0.00*** 0.65 0.00 
(1.CJ7) (0.36) (3.38) (2.35) (0.00) (2.66) (3.00) (0.07) (1.22) (3.63) (0.28) {1.28} 

~1 367 0.58** -2.91 3.m* 0.58*** -3.40 1.16** 0.75*** -1.03 2.22 0.85*1'* -1.(1) 0.22 
(2.64) (1.33) (1.72) (2.79) (1.54) (2.05) (3.62) (0.9J) (1.24) (4.28) (0.53) (0.42) 

~ p:m:Bltcge :inpd:s retnrtm w:!re ca1ail.ata:l fran tie (IS crefficialts u:;irg t:te fonrul.a: % mpct = eB - 1, W"Ere B is 
t:te (IS 103 creffi.cialt. 

1\l:s:l1.ute vallES of t-statistics are in p3rent:i'E:ees. 

***Significa1t at t:te .01 leJel; **Signif:icmt at tIE .05 level; 'ASignifia:nt at t:te .10 leJel (tw>-tai1a:1 tests). 
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The minbnUffi salary coefficients in the two tables s~w a sbnilar 

p3ttern: the ARBAGE coefficients are usually pot~i tive aOO statistically 

significant, the current use (ARBUSE) coefficients are rarely significant 

(and when the ARBUSE term is significant it is usually negative), and 

the previous use coefficients (PARB and PASTUSE) are usually insignificant. 

In other words, the length of arbitration's availability has a much 

stronger effect upon minbnum salaries than does either current use or 

prior use: the ARBAGE coefficients in the two tables indicate that each 

additional year of arbitration's availability is associated with an 

increase in minbnUffi salaries between one-half and one percent, ceteris 

paribus. 

However, the prior use of arbitration appears to have exerted 

somewhat more influence on entry than on top step salaries during the 

1977-81 period. During those years scme of the PARB and PASTUSE coeffi

cients are positive and significant, which indicate that minbnum salaries 

have been affected by using arbitration in prior years. For instance, 

the 1981 results in both tebles indicate that entry salaries are a bit 

more than one percent higher for each additional year that arbitration 

was q~ed during the years prior to 1981. Taken together, these two 

tables present some of the strongest evidence in this report that 

arbitration's availability has a stronger influence on police salaries 

than does arbitration's use. Neither minbnUffi nor maxbnum salaries sean 

to be influenced by current use, maxbnllm salaries are not influenced by 

previous use, and minbnum salaries are only modestly associated with 

. In contrast, both minimum and maxbnllm salaries are prevlous use. 

positively and consistently associated with each additional year that 
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arbitration is available. 

The results in Tables III-II and III-12 also confirm the results in 

Tables III-6 and III-7. 'l'he earlier tables showed that arbitration 

longevity and police salaries are r~sitively ass~iated, and Tables 

III-ll and III-12 show the same thing. All four of these tables suggest 

that arbitration's bnpact on police salaries grows rather than shrinks 

over time. In other words, arbitration's bnpact on salaries may not be 

apparent in the years llnmediately following the passage of an arbitration 

law but may become increasingly apparent as the law acquires increased 

vintage. Olson (1980) found a similar result regarding the bnpact of 

arbitration's availability on firefighter salaries during the 1972-77 

period, and the similari ty between his results and ours enhances the 

plausibility of our findings~ 

THE LEVELLING EFFOCT 

There has been considerable speculation over the years that arbitration 

would cause the salaries in a p3rticular state to become more similar 

over time, or "regress to the mean" (Stern, eta a1., 1975). This 

regression to the mean, or "levelling effect" seaned likely because 

arbitration was a process oy which salaries could be artificially 

manipulated in a manner which would overcome some of the dispersion 

caused by market forces. This manipulation would occur because of the 

anpht:tsis that unions, managanents, and arbitrators give to the principle 

of p3y comp3rability when presenting their salary arguments and salary 

awards. Further, because each city in a state teOOs to use the other 
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cities in that state for comparison purposes, over time these mutual 

comparisons would cause salaries in a state to became more similar. In 

addition, comparability is usually a less contentious salary adjustment 

rationale than either inflation or ability to pay. Accordingly, if 

police salaries in arbitration states actually are adjusted as just 

described, we should firxl that the salary dispersion in arbitration 

states has become sna11er over time when canpare::'1 to the dispersion in 

nonarbitration states. 

One straightforward method for measuring thi§ dispersion over time 

is the computation of coefficients of variation for each state for each 

year. These coefficients are a measure of dispersion around the average 

salary in each state. They are computed by dividing tt)~ state standard 

deviation of salaries for a particular year by the state average salary 

for that year (see the data in Table III-2). As a result, the coefficient 

of variation is a better measure of dispersion than the starxlard deviation, 

for it controls for differences in a~erage salaries across states (e.g., 

a standard deviation of $2,000 around a state average salary of $25,000 

indicates a much narrower dispersion than does an identical $2,000 

standard deviation arourxl a state average salary of $10,000). 

Table III-13 presents the coefficients of variation for minimum and 

maximum salaries for eleven arbitration states plus an average figure 

for the nonarbitration states. Each state neede::'1 salary data from at 

least eight cities to be included in this analysis. The coefficients in 

the rows rnarke::'1 "varies" are those for ei t."1er 1971 or the last year 

prior to the implanentation of arbitration, as noted in the parentheses, 

and these are our "before" coefficients. Our "after" coefficients were 
.. 
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crEEFICIENIS CF VARIATICN 

lO'mbitratioo 
yrnR States M[ m- RI WI t-N ~-A NY ~ cr IA NJ 

MINIM.M~ 

Varies .1038 .l2ill .1234 .C9lO .0054 .0944 .0956 .ll.95 .(g32 .0076 .0652 .1362 

(1971) (1971) (1971) (1971) (1971) (1972) (1972) (1973) (1973) (1974) (1975) (1976) 

1981 • lOll .1239 .1552 .1139 .1186 .1052 .()385 .1456 .0885 .1022 .Cll5O .1367 

M\XIMM~ 

Varies .1262 .1077 .0069 .Ui2.9 .0745 .0004 ;;1008 .l538 .0747 .00IJ7 .0751 .0763 

(1971) (1971) (1971) (1971) (1971) (1972) (1972) (1973) (1973) (1974) (1975) (1976) I-' 
I-' 
co 

1981 .1344 .0052 .0715 .0266 .0071 .1m4 .0726 .1916 .(0)2 .00IJ1 .0024 .0798 

c.v. = S.D. (i.e., tiE c:tEfficialt of variatim is Clll{l.lt:e:l for e:rl1 state bj a:np..rt:irg e:rl1 state's st::arrlatd 
X da'Ji2itim cn:l tim dividirg tiBt starrlatU da'Jiatim bj tre avercge salary in tiBt state). Erl1 state 

rarlerl salary data fran at lffist eight cities tD l:e :ird.tD:rl in this amlysis. 

.. 
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calculated for 1981 in all states. 

These coefficients are easy to interpret. Large coefficients (e.g., 

maxbnum salaries in New York) indicate wide dispersions in salaries 

within the state while small coefficients (e.g., maxbnum salaries in 

Rhode Island) indicate narrow dispersions in salaries across cities in 

the state. As this bnplies, the smaller the coefficient of variation 

the less the dispersion of salaries. 

Looking at minimum salaries, we see that the dispersion in nonarbitra-

tion states essentially remained unchanged over tbne. In the arbitration 

states, only Washington and Massachusetts experienced a non-trivial 

reduction in dispersion, and in nei ther case was the reduction very 

large. In all the other arbitration states, the dispersion of minimum 

salaries remained unchanged (Michigan, Connecticut, New Jersey), increased 

moderately (Minnesota), or increased substantially (pennsylvania, Rhode 

Island, Wisconsin, New York, Iowa). In addition, the 1981 minimum 

salary coeffi~ients in arbitration states were larger than the nonarbitra

tion state a'iTerage in eight of eleven instances. Clearly, there has 

been no levelling effect on minbnum salaries in arbitration states 

during the 1971-81 period. 

Maxbnum salaries tell a similar though sanewhat confusing story. In 

1981, the coefficients in all arbitration states except New York were 

noticeably smaller than the average coefficient across the nonarbitration 

states. However, the same pattern existed in earlier years, so it is 

not clear that any overall trend occurred. It is true that the maxbnum 

salary dis.r;ersion narro~ in Michigan, Pennsylvania, Rhode Islaoo, and 

Washington. However, it remained unchanged in Connecticut am New 

-~- ----~--------
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Jersey, and increased in Wisconsin, Minnesota, Nt·w York, Massachusetts, 

~ Iowa. As a result, it appears that arbitration may have contributed 

to a narrowing of maxbnurn salary dispersion in a few states, but there 

certainly is no uniform trend in this direction across arbitration 

states. 

When we combine the minimum and maxbnum salary results, we are 

tempted to conclude that no overall levelling effect exists, though 

there may be a few state-specific exceptions. However, we believe a 

more refined analysis is necessary before drawing a final conclusion. 

We performed such an analysis by taking the 467 cities for which we had 

1971 and 1981 salary data, computing the percentage difference between 

each city's salary and the statewide average salary in both 1971 am 

1981, and then regressing the 1981 salary percentage difference on the 

1971 salary percentage difference plus various bargaining and arbitration 

terms. More specifically, we perfonned OLS multiple regression analyses 

of the following form: 

MAXDIFF81 = 

where 

MAXDIFF81 

BO + B1MAXDIFF71 + B2CBAYRS + 

B3ARBYRS + B 4MAXDIFF71·CBAYRS 

+ BSMAXDIFF71. ARBYRS + e 

= The percentage difference between a city's 
maximum patrol officer salary am the statewide 
average patrol officer maxbnum salary in 1981, . 
computed as 
1981 CITY MAXSAL - 1981 STATE AVERAGE MAXSAL 

1981 STATE AVERAGE MAXSAL 
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MAXDIFF71 = 

CBAYRS = 

ARBYRS = 

MAXDIFF71·CBAYRS = 

MAXDIFF71· ARBYRS = 
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The percentage difference between a city's 
max~um patrol officer salary and the otatewide 
average patrol officer max~um salar.y in 1971, 
computed in the same manner 

number of years of bargaining in each city 
between 1971 and 1981 

n~r of years a city was covered by an arbitra
tlon statute between 1971 and 1981 

an ~n~era:tion tenn which combines a city's 
posltl~n ln the state salary distribution in 
1971 ~lth the number of years the city has 
bargalned between 1971 and 1981 

an ~n~era~tion tern; which combines a city's 
posltlon ln the state salary distribution in 
1971 with the number of years the city was 
covered by an arbitration statute between 1971 
and 1981 

We also perfonned the same analysis for minimun salaries. 

This type of analysis regresses the 1981 salary dispersion in each 

state on the 1971 salary dispersl'on' tlh t ln a same state, for each city's 

salary position is measured as the percentage difference from the 

average salary in that state. The inclusion of the bargaining and 

arbitration terms allows us to see if either bargaining or arbitration 

are associated with any changes in the dispersion of salaries between 

1971 and 1981. In particular, if bargaining has contributed to a 

reduced or narrowed salary dispersion, one or both of the bargaining 

terms will ha~ve a negative and significant coefficient. The same holds 

true for arbitration. Expressed another way, insignificant coefficients 

on the bargaining and arbitration term will mean that neither bargaining 

nor arbitration has contributed to a statistically significant change in 

the statewide dispersion of police salaries between 1971 and 1981. 

Our levelling effect regression results are presented in Table 
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111-14, and they tell the following story. First, the salaries in these 

467 cities became less dispersed (or more levelled) in general between 

1971 and 1981. specifically, in 1981 there was only 71.21 percent of 

the 1971 dispersion of minimum salaries and only 77.44 percent of the 

1971 dispersion of maximum salaries. (A coefficient of 1.00 (i.e., 100 

percent) on the 1971 dispersion term would mean that in 1981 salaries 

were as far away from the state average salary as they were in 1971; a 

coefficient larger than 1.00 would mean that 1981 salaries were farther 

away from the state average salary in 1981 than they were in 1971; and a 

-~~-.- ---

coefficient less than 1.00 means that in 1981 salaries were less dispersed 

than in 1971). At the same time, however, it is also true that by far 

the largest influence (in o~ model) on the 1981 salary dispersion was 

the 1971 salary dispersion. 

Second, the dispersion of minimum sa1ar ies was not affected by 

bargaining or arbitration. Third, arbitration did not affect maximum 

salar.y dispersion. The bargaining term by itself was not significant, 

but the salary plus bargaining interaction term (MAXDIFF71·CBAYRS) was 

significantly negative. This coefficient means that for each year that 

a city bargained with the police between 1971 and 1981, the maximum 

patrol officer salary in that city became 2.81 percentage points closer 

to the statewide average salary in that state, compared to nonunion 

cities. 

In practice, this means that over time union'ized cities below the 

state average were pulled up toward the average, and unionized cities 

above the average were pulled down toward the average, at a slightly 

faster rate than occurred among nonunion cities. However, arbitration 
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TABLE 1II-14 

1981 CHANGES IN SALARY DISPERSION 

Intercept 

MIN~ 
~SAIDIFF71 

CBAYRS 

MI~~ 
o~ SAillIFF71·CSAYRS 

MAX 

P..RBYRS 

MINi> ~ SAIDIFF71' ARBYRS 

F 

1{2 

N 

MINSAUHFF81 

.0067 
(1.01) 

.7121*** 
(12.04) 

-.0002 
(0.18) 

-.0175 
(1.50) 

-.0004 
(0.28) 

-.0138 
(1.07) 

42.9*** 

.310 

467 

Absolute values of t-statistics are in parentheses. 

***Significant at the .01 level, 
**Significant at the .05 level, 
*Significant at the .10 level (two-tailed tests). 

MAXSALDIFF81 

.0029 
(0.52) 

.7744*** 
(18.27) 

-.000001 
(0.001) 

-.0281*** 
(3.22) 

.0004 
(0.41) 

.0138 
(1.26) 

94.2*** 

.500 

467 
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contributed nothing to this narrowing treoo, at least on an aggregate 

basis across this sample of 467 cities. In addition, before anyone 

concludes that bargaining has had a dampening effect on pay increases, 

it i.J necessary to keep in mind that this Table III-14 analysis focusses 

()nly on the dispersion of salaries wi thin states am says nothing at all 

about how salary levels differ between union and nonunion cities. In 

addition, our aggregate analysis does not allow us to pinpoint any 

dispersion changes in particular states. 

T~ken together, our levelling effect analyses suggest four conclusions. 

·Fi:~st, the overall dispersion of minimlIl1 and maximum salaries did not 

change very much between 1971 and 1981. Secooo, neither bargaining nor 

arbi tration appeared to have an impact on the dispersion of minimum 

salaries. '!bird, arbitration had no overall effect on the dispersion 

of maximum sala::ies, but bargaining contr ibuted to a modest levelling 

effect during the 1971-81 years. Fourth, maximum salaries have become 

mOl::e similar in a few arbitration states and more dispersed in others, 

which suggests that there are same unneasured state characteristics 

which have strong influences on the dispersion of salaries in particular 

staltes. 

To follow up on this last point, compare the maximlIl1 salary coeffi-

ciEmts of variation (in Table III-l3) for New York and Rhode Island. 

OVer time the Rhode Island coefficient shrank while the New York coeffi-

ciEmt grew. When we comiare Rhode Island's geographical and econanic 

~npactness with New York's geographical and e=onomic diversity, these two 

changes make sense. The Rhode Islaoo data suggest that negotiators and 

arbitrators in that state peg the salaries in each Rhode Island city to 
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all the other cities in the state. In contra~t, the New York data suggest 

that there are salary contours across groups 0.E cities in that state 

which have become more (rather than less) divergent over time. Expressed 

another way, it means that negotiators and arbitrators in upstabe cities 

do not peg their salaries to those paid in the downstate cities clustered 

arouOO New York City, and vice 'lJersa. In other words, there may be 

clusters of cities wi thin arbitration states whose police salaries have 

become more similar over time, but salaries across these city clusters 

may have become even more diverse over the years. Consequently, t...'t;! 

level! ing effect may be influenced more by these kinds of unmeasured 

sta te characteristics than by 'the presence of an arbi tra tion stc. tub:t. 

rOCAL ARBITRATION 

So far we have treated only those unionized cities covered by state 

arbitration laws as "arbitration cities." However, as shown in Table 

I-3, our survey responses identified 17 cities which by 1981 were 

covered by a local interest arbitration procedure (usually a city 

ordinance or a city charter provision). The vast majority of these 

ci ties are located in calif.ornia aoo Ohio, for both states have experienced 

considerable police bargaining but have had only modest state regulation 

of this bargaining (the Meyers-Milias-Brown Act in california is a meet

and-confer statute with no mandatory impasse procedures, and until 1983 

Ohio had no state law which directly regulated police ba,rgaining). In 

our analyses up to this point we have treated these cities as unioniz~ 
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but without access to arbitration. We did this because arbitration's 

availability via a state law makes arbitration part of the external 

negotiating environment of the cities in that state (i.e., arbitration 

is exogenous to each city), but when arbitration is available via a 

local procedure it is part of that city's inte~nal characteristics 

(i.e., arbitration is an eooogenous part of that city's union-management 

relationship). In practical terms, this difference means that a city 

has no control over the existence of a state arbitration law but has 

full control over a local arbitration arrangement (i.e., an arbitration 

procedure installed at the local level can be removal at the local 

level). As a result of this treatment, our earlier analyses may have 

produced results which are inaccurate. 

To test this possibility we re-analyzed our 1980 and 1981 aggregate 

salary data in two ways. First, we sorted the local arbitration cities 

into the overall arbitration category (i.e., we sorted both local and 

state m:bitration cities into the ARB category). Second, we sorted the 

local arbitration cities into their own separate category by including a 

local arbitration (LOCARB) dummy variable in the various estimating 

equations (i.e., cities with a local arbitration procedure had a value 

of one, all other cities had a value of zero). 

The results of these analyses are presented in Table III-IS. In 

this table the "local arbitration not considered" results, are the 

comparison figures similar to our earlier analyses where we excluded the 

local arbitration cities from the state arbitration groups; "local and 

state arbitration together" are the results from grouping the local and 

state arbitration cities together; and "local am state arbitration 
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separately" are the results from treating the local and state arbitration 

cities as two separate arbitra£ion samples apart from the other cities. 

These Table III-IS results suggest that local arbitration arrangements 

are not as helpful to police unions as are state laws. In particular, 

the LOCARB coefficients are never statistically significant (though they 

are positive), which indicates that, in general, salary levels in local 

arbitration cities are no different from the salary levels in non-

arbitration cities. However, salary levels in state arbitration cities 

remain just as high in this analysis as they were earlier. 

These results should be interpreted cautiously, primarily because 

the number of local arbitration cities is so small (there were 16 such 

cities in 1980 and 17 in 1981, versus a sample of state arbitration 

cities more than 20 times larger). Further, a more precise analySis 

would compare the salaries in these local arbitration cities to the 

salaries of other non-arbitration cities only in those same states, and 

this precision might yield results which diffier fran the aggregate 

analyses parformed here. Even with these caveats, though, our local 

arbitration analyses indicate that any salary advantages which might 

have accrued to police officers via local arbitration arrangements are 

too small for our statistical analyses to detect. In turn, this finding 

suggests that police unions should continue to lobby for state arbitration 

laws rather than local arbitration ordinances. 
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TABLE III-IS 

PERCENTAGE IMPACTS OF LOCAL ARBITRATION 
ON POLICE SALARIFSa 

(all cities sample) 

lnMINSAL InMAXSAL 

YEAR N CBA ARB LOCARB N CBA ARB LOCARB 

UJCAL ARBITRATION NOT CONSIDERED 

1980 595 4.79*** 2.85 592 2.13 7.49*** 
(3.71) (1.57) (1.63) (3.95) 

1981 560 4.02*** 3.66* 554 1.46 8.48*** 

(3.05) (1.95) (1.13) (4.47) 

UJCAL AND mATE ARBITRATION TOGETHER 

1980 595 4.79*** 2.38 592 2.11 6.43*** 
(3.68) (1.36) (1. 60) (3.52) 

1981 560 3.83*** 3.93** 554 1.24 7.95*** 
(2.89) (2.22) (0.95) (4.41) 

LOCAL AND STATE ARBITRATION SEPARATELY 

1980 595 4.82*** 2.81 0.68 592 2.16 7.45*** 0.68 

(3.70) (1.54) (0.16) (1. 64) (3.89) (0.16) 

1981 560 3.83*** 3.90** 4.06 554 1.30 8.70*** 3.59 

(2.88) (2.07) (1.04) (1.00) (4.55) (0.90) 

aThe percentage bnpacts reported ~re calculated ,from the OLS coeffi7i7nts 
using the formula: % impact = e - l, where B 1S the OLS log coefflclent. 

Absolute values of t-statistics are in r:;e,rentheses. 

***Significant at the .01 level; **Significant at the .05 level; 
*Significant at the .10 level (two-tailed tests). 
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SUMMARy AlID CONCLUSIONS 

This' chapter is overly long, partly because of the weal th of our 

salary information and our concomitant desire to manipulate it, but 

prbrarily to demonstrate that the calculated bnpa~ts of collective 

bargaining and interest arbitration upon police employment conditions 

can be heavily influenced by the research methods used to perform the 

analyses. For exanple, we saw that collective bargaining always appears 

to have a positive effect on salaries (in the 4-10 percent range), but 

the magnitude of this effect declines (by 1-2 percent) when one or more 

arbitration variables are added. Our results indicate, then, that any 

union wage bnpact study performed upon public sector occupations or 

jurisdictions covered by arbitration must control for the influence of 

arbitration; failure to do so means that any bnpact attributed to 

collective bargaining by itself might be overstated. 

Similarly, the bnpact of arbitration's availability upon police 

salaries differs depending upon the degree of aggregation of the available 

data and upon whether cross section or tbne series analyses are used. 

When cross section analyses are performed upon our national sample of 

cities, arbitration has a significant and substantial impact upon 

salaries which became noticeably larger during the 1980-81 years. The 

aggregate bnpacts during these most recent years were six percent on 

entry salaries and nine percent on rnaxbnurn salaries. However, when we 

begin to disaggregate the data with our arbitration longevity dummy 

variables (Al2, A35, etc.) we see that the arbitration coefficients can 

change dramatically in magnitude from one year to the next. And when we 

disaggregate further with our state-specific analyses, we see that 
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arbi tration had a clear upward bnpact on salaries only in Washington and 

possibly in Michigan and Pennsylvania. Most of the states which were 

high salaried states after arbitration was bnplemented also had high 

salaries before arbitration came along. Sarne arbitration states exhibited 

no salary advantage after arbitration's arrival, and one state (IOwa) 

actually demonstrated a salary disadvantage after arbitration arrived. 

These state-specific results indicate that arbitration frequently ~s 

associated with comparatively high police salaries but rarely ca~ses 

these high salaries. As a result, arbitration may help protect high 

police salaries from being eroded, but it is unlikely to enable police 

officers in any state to leapfrog ahead of their peers in nonarbitration 

states on the police salary scale. 

Similarly, our time series results are generally consistent with our 

cross section results, but the magnitude of our time series coefficients 

depends upon whether these coefficients were produced with ordinary 

least squares (OLS) or ge1eralized least squares (GIS) multiple regressio.n 

analysis. In both tbne series analyses the CBA and ARB coefficients are 

positive and significant, but the size of these coefficients is noticeably 

smaller in the GLS analyses. In fact, our time series results indicate 

that over time bargaining has had a stronger influence on salaries than 

has arbitration. Sbnilarly, the arbitration effect in both tbne series 

analyses was smaller than the arbitration effect in the aggregate cross 

section analyses. 

Along the same lines, the levelling effect results also depend . 

partly upon method. The coefficients of variation suggest a levelling 

effect on maximum salaries in only a few arbitration states, while the 

-~ -~ ... - -- ~ ---
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regression analyses indicate that arbitration has had no effect on 

salary dispersion across an aggregate sample. The regression analyses 

also suggest that bargaining by itself may contribute more to the 

levelling of maximum salaries than arbitration. Both the coefficient of 

variation and regression analyses indicate that neither bargaining nor 

arbi tration has affected minimum salary dispersion. When compared with 

the maxbnum salary results, this suggests that negotiators and arbitrators 

may have handled minimum and maxbnum salaries a bit differently in their 

decision processes. Further, our state-specific analyses of the levelling 

effect indicate that unmeasured state characteristics have had much more 

influence upon the distribution of salaries in most states than arbitration 

has. Taken together, our levelling effect results indicate that there 

is little, if any, generic statewide levelling effect upon police 

salaries contributed by arbitration. 

In contrast to this diversity of particular findings when assessing 

arbitration's availability, our analyses of the use of arbitration are 

quite consistent. No matter how we assess arbitration use -- current 

use in the year being examined or past use in prior years, holding 

constant arbitration's availability or arbitration's longevity, looking 

at minimum salaries or maximum salaries, or investigating the entire 

sample of cities or only the bargaining sample -- our analyses show that 

the actual use of arbitration is not systerr2~ica11y associated with 

salary 1evels~ In other words, after controlling for the presence of 

arbitration (and other city and regional characteristics), police 

officers who have their salaries set by arbitrators experience no long run 

net advantage compared to police who negotiate their salaries at the , r 
1 ! -
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bargaining table. In short, our salary analyses strongly confirm the 

prediction (Farber and Katz, 1979) that the presence of arbitration may 

change the negotiating environment, but the actual use of arbitration 

will not lead to higher salaries than those negotiated in the same 

state. 

However, this conclusion does not mean that there is no connection 

between arbitration's availability, arbitration's use, and salaries. 

Obviously, for arbitration to have any impact on anything it must be 

used from time to time. In that sense, it is very similar to the strike 

threat and strike use system. Most unions in most negotiations do not 

go on strike; instead, they use the threat of a strike of obtain their 

goals. However, some strikes must occur some of the time for the strike 

threat to have any credence. Similarly, in each police negotiating 

round in each arbitration state, same police unions need to use the 

arbi tration procedure so that it will retain whatever bnpact it has on 

the negotiation process. 

After having looked at police bargaining and police interest arbitra

tion from several different angles, we conclude that: (a) bargaining 

was associated with a 4-10 percent increase in police salaries during 

the 1971-81 period, but this bargaining effect declined by 1-2 percentage 

points when arbitration was inc100ed in the measurement effort; (b) 

arbitration contributes some modest upward pressure on police salaries 

over and above the effect of bargaining by itself. This pressure ranges 

from a 1.4 percent salary advantage in our GLS tbne series analysis to a 

3-9 percent salary advantage in our aggregate cross section analyses. More 

bnportantly, however, we also conclude that the strength of arbitration's 

.. 
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upward pressure on salaries appears to vary from state to state, 

and although arbitration is associated with comparatively high 

salaries in some states and comparatively moderate salaries in 

other states, arbitration very rarely appears to be the cause of 

these different salary levels. Consequently, arbitration's impact 

on salaries may be less uniform and more diverse than previously 

believerl. 

An examination of our arbitration states shows that most of them are 

located in what has come to be known as the Frost Belt (Massachusetts, 

Connecticut, Rhode Island, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Michigan, 

Wisconsin, Minnesota, and Iowa). These are the states that are the net 

losers in the migration of people, jobs, and concomitant economic growth 

to the Sun Belt states in the Southeast, Southwest, and West Coast. In 

turn, this migration suggests a relative erosion of the tax base in 

Frost Belt states, which implies that cities in those Etates should be 

hard-pressed to maintain the same relative police salary levels that 

they experienced in the early 1970s. However, our d~saggregated cross 

section results show little or no dnninution of these state-specific 

relative salary levels by 1981. These results suggest that arbitration's 

strongest salary impact may be the protection and maintenance of existing 

relative salary advantages rather than the creation of new advantages. 

Expressed another way, our results suggest that arbitration's greatest 

salary benefit for police officers may be the protection it provides 

against management attempts to hold down the rate of increase in salaries. 

However, this tentative conclusion needs to be assessed with more 

intensive and city-specific ability to pay data than we have been able 
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to obtain.* 

Having concluded that bargaining and arbitration matter, we also 

emphasize that "market" factors appear to matter more. For example, a 

Southern location systematically and relentlessly exerts very strong 

downward pressure on b31aries; our results nnply that if Southern police 

bargained and were protected by arbitration, they still would receive 

cOffip:lratively mooest salaries. Along this geographical dimension, 

police in Western states are p:lid very well simply by virtue of their 

location, and police in cities outside of metropolitan areas are paid 

noticeably less than police in metropolitan areas. Similarly, larger 

cities, cities with higher crnne rates, and city manager cities pay more 

b,an smaller cities, low crime rate cities, and cities headed by mayors. 

Rather unsurprisingly, wealthier cities (measured by per capita income 

and the price of residential housing) and cities which have high manu

facturing wages p:ly more than poorer cities and those with low manufactur

ing wages. In other words, collective bargaining and interest arbitration 

appear to have independent and upward effects on police salaries, but 

there are a host of other factors ~1ich also influence these salaries, 

and some of these other factors are even more important than police 

labor relations arrangements. 

*We did analyze our 1980 and 1981 maxnnum salaries with the incl~ion of 
a TAXPOP variable which measured the annual amount of taxes receIved by 
a city on a per capita basis (i.e., total tax revenues divided b¥ c~ty 
population). The TAXPOP c~fficients nev7r even a~proached statlstlca~ 
significance, which means eIther that polIce salarIes are not syst~atlcal1y 
associated with this measure of ability to p:ly or else that TAXPOP IS 
not a good measure of ability to pay. 



CHAPTER IV 

FRINGE BENEFITS AND TOTAL COMPENSATION 

In the preceding chapter we saw that bargaining and arbitration are 

associated with higher police salaries. However, a substantial share of 

the total cost of employing a police officer is devoted to nonsalary 

items: pensions, different kinds of insurance, paid time off, and a 

wide vadety of pay supplements (unifolJll allowance, court appearance 

pay, standby pay, and so on). Accordingly, in this chapter we examine 

the bnpact of collective bargaining, the availability of arbitration, 

and the use of arbitration on police fringe benefits and total compensation. 

MODEL 

We will use the same analytical model we used in Chapter III tu 

analyze salaries. This model worked well in our salary analyses arrl 

because the sa~e factors which influenced salaries also should influence 

fringes, our model seems equally appropriate for the analysis of fringe 

benefits. 

We will use three measures of fringe benefits as dependent variables 

in this chapter. First, we will use a dollar measure of the fringe 

benefits per police officer (FRNGCOP) paid in each city during each year 

of the 1971-81 period. We CCfOputed this measure by dividing each city's 
.t;-;~ 

annual J;Xllice "fringe benefits" aggregate figure by the number of police 

officers in that city. We obtained these data from the International 

City Management Association, who collected them via annual reJ;Xlrts filed 

by U.S. cities. In this analysis, Ilfringe benefits" is definErl (by the 

leMA) as city contributions to retirement systems and to health, hospital, 
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disability, and life insurance. 

Because this is a relatively narrow definition of fringe benefits, 

we also used as our secooo dependent variable a dollar measure of the 

total compensation per police deparbrnent employee (TOTCOMP) paid in each 

ci ty during each year of the 1971-81 peric..1. We computed this measure 

by adding the total salaries and wages paid in a year to all police 

department employees (not just to sworn officers) with the fringe 

benefits paid to sworn officers aoo with the fringe benefits paid to 

other police department employees to produce a total personnel expenditure 

annual figure. We then divided this total personnel expeoo i ture figure 

by the total number of police department employees (sworn and civilian) 

in that year to produce our TOTCOMP figure. 

The FRNGOOP and TOTCOMP coefficients will enable us to assess the 

bnpact of bargaining and arbitration on the nonsalary portion of police 

compensation. We hypothesize that these bargaining and arbitration 

coefficients will be positive and significant. In addition, comparison 

of these coefficients with the salary coefficients obtained in the 

previous chapter will enable us to deteDnine if police unions have had 

stronger or weaker bnpacts on fringes than on salaries. Because private 

sector unions (Freeman, 1981) and firefighter unions (Ichniowski, 1980) 

have lXlshed up fringes more than wages, we expect that police unions may 

have had stronger percentage bnpact on fringes than on salaries. 

Our t.'I1ird dependent variable will not be a dollar measure, but 

instead a contract index measure of the "fringe benefi ts" and "pay 

supplements" provisions in police contracts. As explained more fully in 

the next chapter, we evaluated and scored all the police contrac~s 
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we collected with a contract scoring index which is designed to measure 

variqus contract provisions on a favorableness to the union scale. This 

contract index is divided into six subindices designed to group together 

the contract provisioilS of a roughly similar type (e.g., working conditions 

provisions, union security provisions, and so on). Two of these subindices 

alre IIfringe benefi tsll and "pay supplements." 

The fringe benefits subindex includes 36 items which measure the 

E!xtent to which police contracts provide retirement, insurance, paid 

bme off (vacations, holidays, various leaves), and related benefits. 

~he pay supplements subindex includes 27 items which measure the extent 

to which police contracts contain provisions which require pay over and 

above the officer I s regular salary: court appearance pay, pvertime pay, 

call-in pay, st~ndby pay, educational incentive pay, severance pay, 

longevity pay, roll call pay, shift differential pay, special assignment 

pay, unifoDn allowance, and so on. The complete subiooices can be 

found in Appendix 11-3. These contract subindex analyses can only be 

perfoDned for 1975-81, for these are the only years for which we collected 

police contracts. 

These contract subindices ~o not tell us how much money a city spent 

on police fringes and pay supplements, but they do tell us about the 

extent to which police contracts contain these kinds of provisions and 

how favorable these provisions are for the unions and their members. As 

a result, these subindex coefficients should be associated with the 

bargaining and arbitration variables in a manner similar to the FRNGOOP 

and TOTCOMP coefficients. 

Accordingly, we will test the usefulness of our analytical model on 
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police fringes with ordinary least squares (OLS) multiple regression 

equations of the following form: 

lnFRNGCOP = BO + BllnPOP + B2lnCRATE 

or + B3DENSITY + B4lnPCI + BslnHOUSE 

lnTOTCOMP + B6PBLACK + BtcMGR + B8ICITY 

or 

lnSUBI 

where 

lm"RNGCOP 

lnTOTCCMP 

lnSUBI 

+ B90PPWAGE + B10NEAST 

+ Bll SOUTH + B.l2WEST + B13CBA 

+ B14ARB + BlsARBUSE 

+ B16PASTUSE + e 

= log of the dollar amount spent on fringe benefits 
(retirew~nt and insurance contributions) per police 
officer in each year, 

= log of the total dollar amount (pay, pay supplements, 
and fringes) spent on each police deparbnent employee 
in each year, 

= log of the fringe benefi ts and pay supplements subindex 
scores in each year, 

and all the other terms are the same as identified in Chapter III. As 

noted, our FRNGCOP and TOTCCMP analyses will span the 1971-81 years, 

while our SUBI analyses will be limited to the 1975-81 period. 

In addition, our model will be expanded in our subindex equations to 

include a bargaining law index variable (BARGLIND). In any analysis of 

contract provisions, it is necessary to control for the influence of 

state bargaining legislation upon the scope of bargaining. In particular, 

increasingly favorable (to the unions) bargaining legislation may 

increase the unions' abilities to negotiate favorable fringe benefit and 

pay supplement items into their contracts·, for these statutes place a 
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stronger and wider duty to bargain upon employers than would exist 

otherwise. As a result, we constructed the BARGLIND variable and 

included it in our subindex equation to ensure that arbitration is not 

credited with the influence of bargaining l~islation upon contract 

terms. (To save space and avoid repetition, a complete rationale for 

and description of the BARGLIND variable is not presented until the 

"Model" section of the next chapter). 

Finally, we will not perform any time series analyses with our 

fringe benefit and total compensation data. As can be seen in subsequent 

tables, relatively few cities supplied this information in 1973 and 

1981. In turn, these missing data seriously reduce the usefulness of 

time series analyses. 

RESULTS 

Table IV-l shows the annual dollar amount of benefi ts per sworn 

police officer and total compensation per police department employee 

paid in bargaining (ca~) and nonbargaining (NonCBA) cities during the 

1971-81 years. This table shows that the total compensation paid per 

employee rose about 115 percent during our eleven year period in both 

bargaining and nonbargaining cities, but tilat fringe benefits rose 227 

percent in t~rgaining cities and 191 percent in nonbargaining cities 

during this same time period. Because cities pay anywhere from five to 

fifteen times as much each year in retirement contributions as they pay 

in insurance premiums, Table IV-l primarily reflects the huge increase 

in police pension costs which has afflicted American cities in the past 

dozen or so years. The figures in Table IV-l also show that fringes and 
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1971 

1972 

1973 

1974 

1975 

1976 

1977 

1978 

1979 

1980 

1981 
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TABLE IV-l 

POLICE OFFICER FRINGE BENEFITS AND POLICE DEPARTMENT 
TOTAL COMPENSATION 

Fringe Benefits Paid Total Compensation Paid Per 
Per SWorn Police Officer Police Department Employee 

CBA NonCBA CBA NonCBA 

$1,722 $1,221 $11,559 $9,255 
(236) (449) (255) (477) 

2,000 1,331 12,621 9,990 
(272) (381) (284) (411) 

2,251 1,472 13,901 10,374 
(165) (174) (107) (119) 

2,522 1,554 14,311 10,958 
(314) (311) (331) (324) 

2,741 1,729 15,183 11,722 
(365) (286) (390) (300) 

3,165 1,946 16,943 13,090 
(414) (265) (442) (277) 

3,696 2,179 18,521 14,116 
(440) (245) (462) (253) 

4,189 2,498 19,838 14,952 
(446) (249) ( 46$3) (258) 

4,651 2,921 21,454 16,358 
(422) (233) (442) (241) 

5,027 3,141 . 23,381 17,538 
(438) (230) (461) (235) 

5,625 3,552 24,891 19,892 
(256) (118) (224) . (105) 

Number of cities in pa~entheses. 
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total compensation are much higher in bargaining than in nonbargaining 

cities. In 1981, total compensation was 25 percent higher in bargaining 

cities, and fringes were 58 percent higher. While the percentage gap in 

total compensation remained stable during this period (it was also 25 

percent in 1971), the percentage gap in fringe benefits widened steadily 

from the 41 percent existing in 1971. 

For comparison purposes, the Table III-l figures (from the preceding 

chapter) showed that during 1971-81 maxbnum salaries increased 89 

percent in bargaining cities and 95 percent in nonbargaining cities. 

When these salary data are compared with the fringe data, it is obvious 

that an increasingly larger share of the police total compensation 

package has ~en allocated to fringes sinc~ 1971. 

Table IV-2 presents the means and standard deviations of 1971 and 

1980 fringe benefits per sworn officer on a state-by-state basis. This 

table ~.Hdicates that police fringes varied dramatically across states at 

both ends of the past decade. Thii~ table also indicates that by 1980 

the availability of arbitration was associated with states whose cities 

pay higher rather than lower fringes: ten arbitration states are in the 

top half of the table, and only three are in the bottom half. However, 

neither Table r.V-l nor IV-2 indicate what roles bargaining and arbitration 

have played in determining the levels of fringe benefits. It is to 

these analyses that we now turn. 

Fringe Benefits (Total) 

Table IV-3 presents the percent coefficients associated with the 

fringe benefits and the rnA, ARB, ARBUSE, and PASTUSE variables in our 
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TABLE IV-2 

AVERAGE FRINGE BENEFITS PER POLICE OFFICER 
BY STATE IN 1971 AND 1980a 

1971 1980 
State X (S.D.) State 

Michigan (41) $2,361 ($1,411) (A) New York (17) 
Wisconsin (18) 2,019 (618) (A) Wisconsin (19) 
New York (21) 1,989 (1,143) (A) Michigan (29) 
Ohio (40) 1,845 (552) California (114) 
California (12l) 1,746 (849) (A) Oregon (5) 
Iowa (16) 1,609 (956) (A) Connecticut (2l) 
Minnesota (20) 1,581 (787) Illinois (41) 
Maryland (5) 1,458 (1,439) (A) Minnesota (22) 
New Jersey (37) 1,447 (943) Idaho (4) 
utah (5) 1,446 (413) (A) Iowa (12) 
Kentucky (6) 1,406 (412) Kansas (8) 
Illinois (50) 1,384 (1,011) Ohio (39) 
Connecticut (25) 1,372 (999) (A) Rhode Island (6) 
Rhode Island (9) 1,263 (687) Maryland (6) 
Indiana (20) 1,232 (1,292) Tennessee (5) 
Washington (18) 1,199 (546) (A) New Jersey (26) 
Kansas (10) 1,174 (756) (A) Washington (11) 
South Carolina (8) 1,167 (359) Kentucky (6) 
Oregon (6) 1,154 (556) Florida (39) 
Arizona (8) 1,023 (292) Arizona (8) 
Nebraska (5) 923 (393) Alabama (9) 
North Dakota (4) 912 (141) Colorado (13) 
Missouri (16) 896 (504) (A) Nebraska (5) 
West Virginia (5) 885 (516) Virginia (17) 
Florida (36 ) 883 (518) Missouri (10) 
Tennessee (8) 860 (549) Louisiana (8) 
New Mexico (5) 814 (396) Indiana (9) 
Idaho (4) 813 (173) Nevada (4) 
Texas (48) 812 (1,072) Mississippi (4) 
Virg inia (18) 777 (410) . (A) Pennsylvania (19) 
Colorado (14) 776 (318) North Carolina (16) 
North Carolina (19) 768 (430) Georgia (8) 
Alabama (14) 752 (404) Texas (39) 
Louisiana (7) 714 (542) West Virginia (4) 
Georgia (10) 682 (625) South Carolina (8) 
Pennsylvania (23) 628 (363) Oklahoma (12) 
Massachusetts (42) 589 (1,119) (A) Massachusetts (18) 
Oklahoma (15) 535 (195) Arkansas (7) 
Mississippi (8) 529 (669) 
P.rkansas (6) 369 (477) 

X (S.D. ) 

$8,794 ($3,250) 
6,901 (996) 
6,393 (2,501) 
6,198 (2,68S) 
5,973 (3,675) 
5,767 (2,548) 
5,544 (2,6l8) 
5,108 (1,644) 
5,026 (2,932) 
4,842 (1,653) 
4,557 (1.,160) 
4,462 (1,483) 
3,962 (1,043) 
3,884 (2,265) 
3,866 (1,846) 
3,857 (1,775) 
3,779 (2,157) 
3,671 (2,107) 
3,538 (1,812) 
3,452 (819) 
3,303 (1,273 ) 
3,220 (1,106) 
3,077 (820) 
3,019 (1,864) 
2,953 (905) 
2,902 (1,336) 
2,852 (2,140) 
2,800 (755) 
2,674 (1,392) 
2,404 (1,324) 
2,370 (979) 
2,308 (635) 
2,295 (816) 
2,282 (914) 
2,095 (1,045) 
2,012 (824) 
1,739 (1,563) 

592 (501) 

(A) IridIcates arbItratIon statei.nUfubers in" parentheses are sample sizes in each 
state; each state needed at least four cities to be included. 

aFring~s a:e defined as city contributions to all retirement systems plus city 
contrIbutIons for health, hospital, disability, and life insurance. 
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analytical model (the results for all the var iables in the model are 

presented in Appendix IV-l for the year 1980). 

Collective bargaining. The pattern of CBA coefficients in the first 

half of Table IV-3 indicates that, after controlling for the influence 

of other factors, bargaining is positively and significantly associated 

with larger fringe benefits. If we omit the 1973 results because of the 

inordinately small sample size, we see that bargaining's association 

with fringes ranged from 18 percent to 33 percent during the years in 

question. A comparison of these CBA coefficients with the CBA coefficients 

on salaries in Table 111-10 (in the preceding chapter) shows that 

bargaining's influence on fringes is much larger than on salaries. 

Depending on the year used for comparison purposes, the fringe coefficients 

are four to eight times larger than the salary coefficients. These CBA 

coefficients in Table IV-3 are strong evidence that police unions 

influence cities to emphasize fringes and r~nce allocate many more 

dollars to fringe contributions than these cities would otherwise. 

Availability of arbitration. The presence of an arbitration statute 

has a less consistent association with fringes than bargaining. Arbitration 

had no significant association with fringes during the early and late 

years in our time period, but had a strongly positive association during 

the middle six years (1974-79). During those six years the ARB coefficients 

ranged between 20 and 30 percent and were statistically significant. 

These coefficients indicated that cities in arbitration states paid 

significantly higher fringe benefits to their officers than did cities 

in other states, ceteris paribus. However, this statistical pattern did 

not exist in 1980 and 1981 (even though the arbitration coefficients are 
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~ ~ CF BI\fG\1N1N:i, AmrIFATICN AWillJIBILl'IY, 
1\N) AmrrnM'ICN (H: CN ERJlU: 13I'iN¥I'IS lIN) '.lOW. CIJ.m£r\TIcif 

&irge lHEfitsb Iaid 'Ibtal Onp:nsatiaF laid 
fer So.a:n Mice OffiCEr (All R:lrk;) fer R:>lice LeplrtrrEnt ~ 

YEAR N CEI\ Am AIHH.: ~ CEA. Am AlU.EE 00Il.S!! 
1971 s84 25.~*** -24.63*' 59.94 ~.10* 12.05*** 2.91 -1.67 -9.44 

(3.00) (1.72) (1.43) (1.72) (5.59) (0.85) (0.19) (1.13) 

1972 510 30.68*** -5.CJ7 15.02 -18.al 11.09*** 5.98** 0.43 -4.61 
(3.15) (0.47) (0.37) (1.25) (6.14) (2.31) (O.~) (1.61) 

1973 181 60.69*** -12.16 17.89 23.47 14.04*** 2.23 -2.74 4.al 
(3.41) (0.69) (O.ll) (0.55) (3.48) (0.49) (0.16) (0.39) 

1974 508 32.52*** 23.53** 14.15 -1.15 9.23*** 11.03*** 0.51 1.48 
(3.71) (2.22) (0.61) (0.09) (4.32) (4.09) (0.09) (0.45) 

1975 545 ll.O9*** 29.74** ~.OO*** 17.93* 9.53*** 11.57*** 5.26 1.76 
(2.99) (2.53) (2.00) (1.68) (3.~) (3.47) (0.86) (0.58) 

lCJ76 586 23.7'Yrl<* 22.62*** 26.57* -10.04* 8.33*** 7.88*** -0.60 0.53 
(3.46) (2.~) (1.00) (1.83) (4.61) (3.57) (0.16) (0.36) 

lCJ77 585 18.93** :l).29*** -O.Ol -0.29 1O.7f)k** 7.77*** 2.00 -0.62 
(2.52) (2.91) (0.01) (0.07) (5.38) (2.CJ7) (0.60) (0.50) 

1978 598 33.66*** ~.65** 3.02 2.~ 11.%*** 11.69*** -3.12 1.04 
(4.83) (2.37) (O.:l) (0.82) (6.10) (4.54) (1.00) (0.CJ7) 

1979 571 24.22*** ~. 7CJkft -3.05 4.94 8.85*** 9.11*** -1.84 1.42 
(3.17) (2.12) (0.25) (1.45) (4.36) (3.45) (0.53) (1.49) 

lSllO 565 31.32*** 14.37 4.66 1.85 8.94*** 9.18*** -3.84 2.44** 
(3.84) (1.39) (0.34) (0.56) (4.07) (3.~) (0.%) (2.50) 

1981 zn 17.88** 13.18 -13.ll 4.16 3.21 8.69*** -6.~ 0.88 
(2.12) (1.23) (0.89) (1.26) (1.44) (2.93) (1.64) (0.%) 

~ p:!rant:ge inp:cts w=re caloilatal fran tha a:s leg ~icialts with t:te fomula % = eB - 1, \ttere B is t:te estirratal 
leg a:et:ficialt. 

~ as ci1¥ antril:uticns tD retirEIlBlt s.ystans am tD h:alth, In:pit:al~ dis3bility, em life ~. 
Thfirm as tDtal S3laries, p:1y a.gllaImts, em frirge b:refits. 

M:ml.ute vallES of t-statistics are in pmnt:tEs:s. 

***Sigriifica1t at tha .Oll.el.a; **Si~iant at tha .05 l.eI.a; "Signifiant at t:te .10 level. (tw>-tai.la3 tEsts) • 
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large and positive for those years). As a result, it appears that 

arb! tration IS availability is no longer assocated with higher fringes .. 

When canparing the ARB coefficients here with those in Table III··10 (in 

the preceding chapter), it appears that the influence of arbitration on 

fringes waned in recent years as it grew stronger on salaries. 

Arbitration use. The use of arbitration appears to have no systematic 

relationship with the dollar amount of fringe benefits. The ARBUSE and 

PASTUSE coefficients are almost never statistically significant, and 

they are never significant in the same direction two years in a row. As 

a result, the associations which do exist between the level of fringe 

benefits and the current or prior use of arbitration seem to be one-time 

relationships rather than a multi-year pattern in a particular direction. 

In turn, we can conclude fran these ARBUSE and PASTUSE coefficients that 

police unions do not obtain higher fringe benefits via the actual use of 

arbitration than they do via negotiations. In other words, just as the 

use of arbitration has had no significant impact on police salaries (see 

Chapter III), it similarly has had no significant impact on police 

fringes. 

other influences. Just as many of the '-market" variables in our 

model significantly influenced police salaries, so do many of them 

influence police fringes. In particular, in most years fringes are 

higher in larger rather than smaller cities, in more densely populated 

rather than less dense cities, in cities with wealthier rather than 

poorer housing, and in cities with a city manager rather than a mayoral 

form of g(wernment. In addition, fringes also are posi t:i.vely associated 

with city crime rates. In the earlier years of our time period {i.e., 
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up thl:ough 1977), fringes are positively associaterl with the l~vel of 

manufacturing wages in each city, but this ass!xiation disappearerl after 

1977 (which is not surprising considering that: our manufacturing wage 

term (OPPWAGE) consists of 1972 wages). 

Most of these associations are in the same direction as those 

reporterl for salaries in the previous chapter. In addition, there are 

some regional fringe patterns which are similar to and different from 

the regional salary patterns identified in Chapter III~ Comparerl with 

ci ties in North Central states, ci ties in the South and Northeast paid 

significantly lower fringes, ceteris paribus. In addition, Western 

cities also paid significantly lower fringes than North Central cities 

during the 1971-73 years and in 1978, but in recent years this difference 

faded into nonsignificance. OUr fringe ana1yses,show that North Central 

cities paid the largest fringes, ceteris paribus, in the country. 

Considering that retirement contributions comprise 80-90 percent of the 

ICMA-definerl fringe benefit variable, our data show that North Central 

cities have the highest police pension costs. 

By far the most powerful explanatory variable in our model was 

Southern location. The SOUTH coefficients in our analyses rangerl from 

-31 percent to -81 percent during our eleven year period, they averagerl 

-53 percent, and they were always highly significant (see Appendix IV-I 

for one year's example) ~ In fact, our SOOTH results were consistently 

the largest coefficients reported in our calculations during our time 

period. These results show rather dramatically tilat, after controlling 

for other influences, Southern cities pay much lower police fringes than 

cities in North Central states. Expressed another way, our data show 
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that Southern cities have much lower police pension costs than North 

Central cities. 

OVerall, our multiple regression fringe benefit equation was highly 

significant in each year of our time period. However, our analytical 

model exp1ainerl less of the variation in police fringes than in salaries. 

We saw in the previous chapter that our model explained 55-70 percent of 

salaries; in this chapter it exp1ainerl 25-33 percent of the variation in 

fringes. In other words, the variables which explain most of the 

variation in police salaries do less well in explaining the variation in 

cities' police retirement contributions. 

Caveat. Finally, we realize that our fringe benefit teon is not 

limiterl strictly to bargaining unit personnel but instead includes city 

contributions to retirement and insurance plans for all ranks of sworn 

police officers. As a result, it is possible that this variable could be 

biased upward by unusually generous retirement and insurance arrangements 

for superior officers. However, the heavy majority of officers in any 

unionized department are in the primary bargaining unit. Perhaps more 

important, city retirement and insurance contributions for police 

management personnel tend to be adjusted in response to retirement and 

insurance adjustments made with the union for bargaining unit personnel, 

rather than vice versa. As a result, we believe that our fringe benefit 

variable accurately measures how police fringes respond to different 

labor relations influences. 
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Fringe Benefits (Separate) 

As noted earlier, our measure of fringe benefits includes city 

contributions to all applicable retirement systems (federal (i.e., 

Social Security), state, local) and to four different kinds of insurance 

coverage (health, hospital, disability, life). In the previous section, 

we analyzed the relationships that bargaining and arbitration have with 

this overall fringe benefits measure. However, this overall analysis 

tells us little about how bargaining or arbitration might be associated 

wi th specific fringe benefi ts. Accordingly, we have decanposed our 

fringe benefit measure into three parts in order to perform a more 

precise analysis. In particular, we have examined bargaining aoo 

arbitration's relationships with (1) city contributions per police 

officer to all retirement,systems, (2) city contributions per police 

off.icer to state and local retirenent systems (i.e., city contributions 

to SOcial Security will be excluded), and (3) total city contributions 

per police officer for the four kioos of insurance. 

Bargaining. The separate retirement and insurance results are 

presented in Table IV-4. These regression coefficients, calculated 

using our standard analytical model, indicate that bargaining has a 

consistently strong and positive association with both retirement 

measures and with insurance. In all three parts of the table the CBA 

coefficients routinely are large (or very large) and highly significant. 

These CBA coefficients are more consistently significant in the retirement 

equations than in the insurance equation, but in all tbree equations the 

CBA coefficients are always positive and differ only in magnitude. 

Consequently, these results clearly indicate that the practice of police 
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YFAR N CBI\ Am AlaS!: PASIt.S!! CB'\ A1.:S AIHm PA9I.l.m CBI\ Am .Amm 00ItEE 
1971 510 15.11*** -48.84*** 73.(15* -98.95*** ]5.14* -52.82*** 79.Z7* -89.5)** 26,66*** 21.62 'iD.95* -82.12** 

(2.07) (3.34) (1.93) (2.64) (1.87) (3.15) (1.85) (2.21) (3.00) (1.47) (1.68) (2.05) 

1972 478 27.16*** -31.25** 89.82 -39.95* 32.22*** -45.28*** 78.91 -29.10 24.42*** 54.79'rl<* -8.43 -1.25 
(3.31) (2.42) (1.58) (1.89) (3.47) (2.99) (1.l3) (1.l3) (2.64) (3.5) (0.23) (0.10) 

1973 309 21.2B* -34.19** 131.66* -38.89 33.58** -52.41*** 100.91 -29.15 ll.16 30.88** -3.42 lB. 00 
(1.84) (2.25) (1.93) (1.52) (2.52) (2.97) (1.45) (1.07) (1.12) (2.25) (0.09) (0.82) 

1974 469 26.71*** 8.26 3.69 1.l3 35.74*** -4.47 3.84 3.32 ll.O6 31.05** -4.62 9.60 
(3.40) (0.89) (0.19) (0.12) (4.03) (0.45) (0.18) (0.27) (1.7) (2.54) (0.19) (0.48) 

1975 :i)4 26.55*** 21.75** -7.77 0.43 40.83*** 2.78 -8.32 -3.72 15.10* 26.36** -22.46 17.45 
(3.47) (2.19) (0.40) (0.05) (4.83) (0.29) (0.41) (0.42) (1.84) (2.29) (1.09) (1.60) 

1976 554 25.99*** 19.Z7** 25.62** -18.73*** 34.00*** 12.~ 13.35 -15.44*** 6.00 22.21** -1.73 8.V 
(4.21) (2.54) (1.96) (3.71) (4.69) (1.54) (0.94) (2.74) (0.94) (2.24) (O.ll) (1.31) 

1977 560 22.56*** 24.71** 10.69 -8.63* 32.00*** 9.5) 9.76 -8.72* ll.94* 5.72 3.~ 6.73 
(3.05) (2.~~ (0.87) (1.89) (3.75) (0.92) (0.73) (1.74) (1.68) (0.62) (0~34) (1.47) ~ 

~ 

1978 574 35.78*** 6.~ 3.56 -0.93 56.38*** -12.72 9.52 -1.68 9.88 lB. 03* -l9.89 10.39** ~ 

(5.05) (0.72) (0.35) (0.27) (6.11) (l.~) (0.76) (0.40) (1.38) (1.76) (1.60) (2~51) 

1979 541 23.97*** 12.18 -2. !Xl 1.00 39.60*** 0.07 ~.16 3.00 10.55 10.82 -3.92 9.04** 
(3.13) (1.21) (0.23) (0.52) (4.37) (0.01) (0.43) (0.79) (1.36) (1.02) (0.29) (2.37) 

1980 542 28.38*** 6.84 -1l.2E 0.68 45.59*** -8.37 -20.56 1.27 17.43** 10.83 17.19 0.59 
(3.39) (0.63) (0.76) (0.2:» (4.57) (0.69) (1.~) (0.34) (2.30) (1.04) (1.19) (0.18) 

1981 333 14.96 26.83* -3.50 0.06 28.21** D.ll -16.44 -D. 97 47.23*** 4.00 -5.19 3.14 
(1.49) (1.91) (0.22) (0.02) (2.53) (0.94) (0. !Xl) (0.24) 95.61) (0.43) (0.43) (1.14) 

a.ne p:!rCm~ :irrprts w=re CEk:u1.atal fran tha a:s 101 cx:efficients with tie fomu1., % = eB - 1, w-ere B is tha e:;tinat:a:l101 a:efficient. 

bState arllocal retirem:nt antrib.Iticm are city eqarlitures J.l=r g,.pm p:>lice offi.ca: to all state arl lo.:al retirErlB1t S}Stats awJ.:iccble 
to p:>1ice officers (i.e., city arl enplC¥E cxnb::ihlticns to tha :fl:d::!ral Sxial 3:oJrity systan are acclu:1:rl) • 

cIn9..n:a'l:e a:nt:r:ihlticns ar:e city e>q;arlitures J.l=r g,.pm fOliCE officEr for h:al.th, In:pital, disability, em lire :ins.D::al:e. 

lb:nlutE vallES of t-statistics are in fBre1th:s:!s. 

***Significrot at tiE .01 ~; ** Significrot at tha .05 leJel; "ltSignificmt at tie .10 level (t:w:>-taile:1 tests). 
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collective bargaining is associated with larger retirement and insurance 

expenditures per officer than would exist otherwise, which in turn is 

consistent with the "ma:1ian voter" explanation of union behavior (Freeman, 

1981), namely, that police unions emphasize the fringe benefit preferences 

of the more senior (or ma:1ian) police officers more than would occur in 

a nonunion situation. 

Arbitration availability. The availability of arbitration appears 

to exert much less influence upon retirement and insurance expenditures 

than bargaining. Of the 33 ARB coefficients in Table IV-4, only 16 are 

statistically significant, and six of these 16 coefficients are negative. 

In partjcular, during 1971-73 the six retirement ARB coefficients are 

strongly negative but not thereafter, and this pattern probably is a 

result of (a) the fact that Pennsylvania (which has very low retirement 

expenditures) is in the ARB category during those years and (b) the fact 

that New York (which has very high retirement expenditures) joined the 

ARB category in 1974. 

Arbitration's availability also seems to have had different ~ssociations 

with different fringes over time. For instance, during 1972-76 the 

insurance ARB coefficients were large and strongly positive, but not 

thereafter (with one exception). Similarly, during 1975-77 and 1981 the 

all retirement ARB coefficients were large and positive, but during 

1978-80 they were insignificant. Further, the state and local retirement 

ARB coefficients were never statistically significant after 1973. These 

two columns of retirement ARB coefficients indicate that the availability 

of arbitration and a city's contributions to the federal Social Security 

system are positively correlated (which we confirmed in a separate and 
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unreported analysis), but that the availability of arbitration by itself 

has not influenced the level of ci ty contributions to state and local 

police retirement systems (i.e., cities in New York, Wisconsin, Michigan, 

and several other arbitration states may hav~ high police retirement 

expenditures, but these high expenditures are not the result of the 

existence of arbitration laws). These ARB results will be confirma:1 in 

a state-by-state examination of fringe benefit expenditures later in 

this chapter. 

Arbitration use. The current use and prior use of arbitration seem 

to have no systematic relationship with retirement and insurance expendi

tures per police officer. The ARBUSE and PASTUSE coefficients are rarely 

significant (e.g., only 15 of these 66 coefficients reach statistical 

significance), and the significant coefficients establish no consistent 

pattern in either direction. These arbitration use results confirm the 

conclusion offered a few pages ago, namely 1 that police unions do not 

obtain higher fringe benefits via the actual use of arbitration than 

they do via negotiations. 

Total Compensation 

The second half of Table rv-3 presents the percent coefficients 

associated with total compensation and the rnA, ARB, ARBUSE, and PASTUSE 

variables in our analytical model. As noted earlier, our TOTCOMP 

measure ,i.ncludes expenditures for all police department employees, and 

as a result it is not limited to expenditures for bargaining unit 

personnel (for police bargaining units typically are limited to sworn 

officers). However, 81-87 percent of police employees in various years 
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are sworn officers, and median sworn officer pay typically is much 

higher than median civilian employee pay in most departments (most 

civilian employees are clericals). In addition, pay adjustments for 

police civilians usually follow the pay adjustments for sworn officers 

rather than vice versa. Consequently, we believe that our 'IO'OCOMP 

variable accurately measures the annual total cost of employing a police 

officer, and the inclusion of police civilian employee costs in this 

variable tend to bias it downward and hence understate any influences 

that bargaining or arbitration might have on total compensation. 

Collecti.ve bargaining. The CBA coefficients in the second half of 

Table IV-3 show that the presence of unionism in a police department is 

associated with significantly higher total compensation costs during the 

1971-80 years. If we disregard the 1973 results due to the very small 

sample size for that year, we see that unionism had an 8-12 percent 

influence on TOTCOMP during this ten year period. When we compare these 

coefficients with the salary CBA coefficients in Table III-lO, we see 

that the TOTCOMP coefficients are several points larger in each year 

than the salary coefficients are for that same year. This comparison pro

vides additional evidence that police unions are associated with larger 

influences on the nonsalary portion of total compensation than on salaries. 

This comparison of salary and total compensation coefficients also 

shows that police bargaining no longer has a statistically significant 

association with maxbnum salaries or total compensation in 1981. 

Availability of arbitration. The presence of an arbitration statute 

is associated with significantly higher total compensation consistently 

throughout the 1974-81 period. During these years arbitration was 
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associated with an approximate 8-12 percent increase in total compensation 

per employee, and these increases are larger than the ARB increases 

associated with salaries reported in Table III-IO. These coefficient 

comparisons indicate that, as with bargaining, arbitration has had a 

greater influence on the nonsalary portions of the total compensation 

package than on salaries. 

Use of arbitration. The actual use of arbitration exhibited no 

significant association with TOTCOMP. Of the 22 ARBUSE and PASTUSE 

coefficients in the second half of Table IV-3, ten are negative, twelve 

are positive, and only one is statistically significant. During the 

1978-81 years, the current users of arbitration paid slightly smaller 

compensation packages than did other cities, but these differences were 

not significant. Just as the actual use of arbitration is not associated 

with salaries or fringes, it is not associated with total compensation. 

Other influences. As wi th salar ies and fringes, several 'tmarket" 

variables influenced total compensation (see Appendix IV-2). Specifically, 

1 t ' l'S hl'gher in larger rather than smaller in most years tota compensa lon 

cities, in wealthier rather than poorer cities (as measured by per 

capita income and the median value of residential housing), in city 

manager rather than mayoral cities, in cities with higher rather than 

lower manufacturing wages, in more densely populated rather than less 

dense cities, and in cities with higher rather than lower crbne rates. 

TOTCOMP is significantly lower in cities outside of metropolitan areas 

than in metro areas. Also, cities in Southern states pay significantly 

lower total compensation than cities in North Central states, but this 

difference is much smaller (i.e., in the -15 to -20 percent range) than 
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that reported for fringe benefits (i.e., -31 to -81 percent). 

Overall, our TOTCOMP equation was highly significant in each year of 

our time period, and in most years a heavy majority of the independent 

variables in the equation were significant. Our analytical model 

explained about 60 percent of the variation in TOTCOMP, which is comnen

surate with the explanatory power of the salary equations in the previous 

chapter and about twice as powerful as the fringe benefit equations. 

State-Specific Effects 

Following the state-specific analysis of salaries performed in 

Olapter III {see Table III-8) , we recalculated the ARB coefficients in 

the fringe benefit and total compensation analyses on a state-by-state 

basis for each of the arbitration states which reported data for at 

least eight cities (i.e., Michigan, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island Wisconsin . , , 
Minnesota, Washington, New York, Massachusetts, Oonnecticut, Iowa, New 

Jersey). These resul ts are presented in Tables IV-5 am IV-6. 

Fringe benefits. The state-by-state ARB coefficients in Table IV-5 

suggest that the availability of arbitration has varied substantially 

across states and, with few exceptions, has had little effect on the 

level of police fringe benefits. Our results show that police fringe 

levels vary dramatically across states in each year, and this variation 

seems about as large at the end of our time period as at the beginning. 

Among the three arbitration states for which we have no "before" 

data (Michigan, Pennsylvania, and Rhode Island), the availability of 

arbitration appears to have had no consistent long-run effect on the 
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level of fringes paid in Pennsylvania and Rhode Island cities. Michigan 

cities pay much higher than average fringes, but they might have been 

doing so before arbitration was implemented. Certainly, the high level 

of Michigan fringes has shown no signs of moderating in recent years 

under the arbitration statute. 

Among the eight arbi tration states for which we have "before" and 

"after" data (Wisconsin, Minnesota, Washington, New York, Massachusetts, 

Oonnecticut, Iowa, and New Jersey), only Wisconsin and New York show any 

consistent before and after differences. Cities in both states paid 

comparatively high fringes before arbitration came along, but the 

Wisconsin and New York coefficients became much larger after arbitration 

took effect in those states. In these two states, then, the level of 

fringe benefits shows a positive and significant association with the 

availability of arbitration. 

However, the resul1:s for th,e other six states in the before and 

after category show no consistent long-term changes associated with the 

emergence and availability of arbitration. When these six states are 

combined with Rhode Island and Pennsylvania, we see that cities in eight 

of the eleven arbitration states in Table IV-5 exhibit no consistent 

relationship between the availability of arbitration and the level of 

police fringe benefits. In turn, these results strongly h~ply that 

police fringes are inf'lv:.:nced much more by umeasured state characteristics 

than by arbitration's availability. 

In addition, it is importanlt to note that collective barga'ining has 

a very strong and positive association with fringes. Further, the CBA 

coefficients in Table IV-5 are very similar to the CBA coefficients in 
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1971 s64 14.00* 34.12* -77.82 62.ll Sl.~** 23.61 -29.95 91.02* -6.56 92.78* 3S.78 Sl.04 

(1.77) (1.71) (1.62) (1.17) 2.19 (1.07) (1.14) (1.82) (0.18) (1.82) (1.44) (1.1S) 1972 523 22.70** 42.68* -213.46*** -3S.19 32.45 1l.23 19.47 -72.03 8.89 ~.OO*** -41.89 (2.42) (1.93) (2.00) (0.55) (1.35) (0.44) (1.34) (0.21) (2.~) (0.85) 1973 lB5 41.06** 37.81 -247.95** -70.00 15.62 -87.09* -23.54 233.11* -44.22 
(2.52) (1.46) (2.31) (0.72) (0.42) (1.68) (0.40) (1.94) (0.68) 1974 524 29.S9*** 61.61*** -36.93 15.03 95.80*** 54.76** -66.66** 220.91*** -6.94 102.S9*** 42.42 
(3.45) (3.ll) (0.86) (0.34) (3.52) (2.39) (2.14) (3.31) (0.19) (3.41) (1.04) 1975 560 25.~*** 53.16** -36.67 16.36 lOS. 83*** 40.33* -56.44** lB6.S1** -S26.~ 17.62 -S9.68 (3.13) (2.53) (0.79) (0.35) (3.89) (1.91) (2.18) (2.72) (4.91) (0,43) (1.21) 1976 603 19.60*** 42.48*** -63.46 -15.52 101.96*** 35.68** -46.54** 95.66** -197.07*** 2.81 62.94*** -lB. 61 Eefore 
(3.11) (2.91) (1.62) (0.45) (S.OO) (2.21) (2.18) (2.35) (3.87) (0.10) (2.85) (0.61) AIbittatioo 1977 609 19.76*** 26.21>* -26.95 34.39 1ll.68*** 19.U -4.00 106.91** -130.~*** 13.91 35.97 9.41 After 
(2.76) (1.75) (0.79) (0.75) (4.61) (1.14) (0.21) (2.43) (2.87) (0.44) (1.56) (0.31) Arbittatioo 33.00*** -37.25 13.48 -15.00 87.70** -109.89** 22.94 40.28** I-' 

1978 619 28.70** 31.72 85.52*** 
-21.69 lJ1 

0'\ 

(S.07) (2.10) (l.ll) (0.77) (4.44) (0.92) (0.85) (2.27) (2.56) (0.73) (1.96) (0.70) 1979 589 27.05*** 25.71* -26.01 31.85 87.'Zl*** 22.69 -30.67 155.28** -94.47* 38.68 ~.58 -2.78 
(3.69) (1.71) (0.62) (0.63) (3.72) (1.31) (1.37) (2.54) (1.00) (0.89) (1.38) (0.00) N10 583 32.27*** 35.43** -39.54 23.75 75.07*** 6.00 -29.52 U8.~ -101.31 41.00 22.96 -30.33 
(4.15) (2.07) (0.53) (0.33) (3.S1) (0.41) (1.27) (1.31) (1.21) (0.56) (1.00) (0.43) all 286 16.79** 45.43** -33.27 40.79 88.'Zl*** lB.1» 56.10** 123.78*** li.U*** 68.74*** 46.64** -6.40 
(2.ll) (2.49) (1.25) (1.00) (4.16) (1.01) (2.45) (2.86) (2.77) (2.85) (2.01) (0.39) 

"'n-e l"IXBlt<ge "-_e calaJJatal £ron fre CIS Io;J cmEficiEnls with fre fumuIa % = eB _ 1, .rete B is fre _tal Io;J cmEficiEnt. 

'trin.Je _Is are defirai as city =b:iIU:icns In rel:inmnt <;YSta!s all In lmlth, Inpital, disability, all1iJE inamn:e. 
lhDlut:e vallES of t-statistics are in pmnt:h:s?s. 

***Significmt at t:re .01 ~; **Signific:mt at t:re .05 l£M:l.; *Signifiant at t:re .10 ~ (tw:>-taile:1 tests). 
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YEAR N em MI m 
1971 s64 8.62*** ~.42*** -12.22 

(4.01) (4.12) (1.24) 

1972 523 9.29*** 17.55*** ~.94 

(5.00) (4.24) (0.79) 

1973 185 12.28*** 14.37** -<>.18 
(3.01) (2.16) (0.01) 

1974 524 8.70*** 21.47*** -2.93 
(4.08) (4.63) (0.29) 

1975 560 8.78*** 21.76*** 4.36 
(3.48) (3.48) (0.32) 

1976 603 8.72*** 15.7()kk* 14.99 
(4.~) (4.07) (1.56) 

J:m 609 11.54*** 5.24 ll.~ 
(5.89) (1.35) (1~31) 

. 1978 619 12.78k** 16.28*** 13.35 
(6.69) (4.01) (1.40) 

1979 589 10.66*** 18.93*** 9.85 
(5.41) (4.49) (0.87) 

1980 583 11.00*** 16.44*** 16.31 
(4.75) 3.16) (0.73) 

l.931 2B6 3.48 23.45*** -11.45 
(1.60) (4.81) (1.62) 
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-3.35 11.09** 13.83** -5.04 8.59 9.11 
(0.30) 2.12 (2.48) (0.08) (0.88) (0.92) 

-9.54 10.57** I ll.~*** 4.06 5.28 2.41 
(0.81) (2.33) (2.84) (0.77) (0.62) (0.28) 

-9.77 0.28 8.34 ~.41 29.11* 5.09 
(0.45) (0.03) (0.82) (0.41) (1.83) (0.29) 

4.12 15.45*** 14.87*** 5.37 39.%*** 26.10** 
(0.37) (2.76) (2.78) (0.81) (3.51) (2.41) 

-<>.31 15.23** 13.61** 6.00 36.12** 8.46 
(0.02) (2.27) (2.14) (0.85) (2.37) (0.65) 

-1.09 8.84** 9.36** 4.41 39.32*** 22.35** 
(0.12) (2.05) (2.20) (0.84) (3.96) (2.44) 

1.6.30 15.42*** 9.33** 9.81* 29.:il*** 14.08 
(1.35) (3.11) (2.05) (1.74) (3.05) (1.59) 

14.49 13.15*** 9.23** 9.93* 35.51*** 17.30* 
(1.21) (2.84) (2.06) (1.84) (3.49) (1.76) 

9.91 13.38*** 9.16* 5.15 48.74*** 15.74 
(0.74) (2.58) (1.94) (0.89) (3.74) (1.37) 

18.09 8.72 19.29*** 6.23 54.19** 29.28 
(0.78) (1.59) (3.34) (O.~) (2.09) (1.25) 

-9. a:> 13.22*** 10.00** 3.12 23.12** 2.58 
(0.92) (2.00) (2.15) (0.58) (2.54) (0.30) 

cr IA NJ 
10.~ 7.76 -7.~ 
(1.03) (1.34) (0.81) 

8.74 4.43 2.88 
(1.00) (O.~) (0.33) 

2.82 24.60 9.40 
(0.19) (1.25) (0.59) 

7.66 7.13 17.55* 
(0.79) (1.22) (1. 75) 

-8.43 -14.82** -7.58 
(0.63) (2.01) 

12.33 0.35 
(1.37) (0.07) 

(0.56) 

llB.87** 1£fore 
{2.10} Arbitratim 

9.70 -9.40 11.54 After 
(1.10) (1.61) (1.31) Atbitratim 

7.08 -2.33 5.83 
(0.77) (0.42) (0.64) 

12.27 -2.28 D.07 
(1.09) (0.46) (1.17) 

28.15 -9.82 15.71 
(1.21) (1.38) (0.71) 

5.93 5.65 9.77** 
(1.0'7) (0.99) (2.00) 

a.n-e };elXE1ta]e :inp:cts w=re calculat:eJ fran t:i"B CIS 103 a::efficimts with tre fumula % = eB 
- 1, w-ere B is t:i"B est:irtate:3 103 a::efficimt. 

~tal a:np:nsaticn is defin:rl as rotal salaries, faY s.g;llara1ts, arrl frin:Je l:alafits. 

l!b:Dlute vallES of t-statistics are in pmnth:s:£;. 

***Signific:mt at t:i'E .00leJel; ~ignifiCB1t at tl'e .05 level; 1ISignific:mt at t:i'E .10 leJe1. (oo-taila1 tests). 
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the first half of Table IV-3 and in Table IV-4. As a result, our 

analysis indicates that collective bargaining has a more consistent, 

widespread, and much stronger association with police fringes than does 

the availability of arbitration. 

Total canpensation. We repeated our state-specific analysis using 

total canpensation per police enployee as our depeooent variable, and 

these results are presented in Table IV-6. Al. though the coefficients 

vary substantially across states, they generally indicate that the 

availability of arbitration has had little or no effect on the amount of 

the total compensation package paid to police department employees. 

Among our eleven states, only cities in Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, 

and New York consistently paid significantly higher total canpensation 

than cities elsewhere. However, Wisconsin and Minnesota cities paid 

significantly more before arbitration became available, and the coefficients 

in those states remained large but did not become consistently larger 

after arbitration was implemented. Michigan cities also paid significantly 

higher total canpensation packages since 1971, but our data do not go 

tack far enough to permit a before and after assessment in that state. 

The Table IV-6 results indicate that New York cities are the only 

cities whose total canpensation packages became significantly larger as 

a result of the emergence and availability of arbitration. New York 

adopted an arbitration law in 1974, and the 1974-81 New York coefficients 

are much larger and much more highly significant than the 1971-73 

coefficients in that state. 

The CBA coefficients in Table IV-6 indicate that collective bargaining 

has a more consistent aoo stronger effect on the size of the total 
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compensation package than arbitration's availability. The CBA coefficients 

are in tl1e 8-12 percent range in each year of the 1971-80 period, and 

become nonsignificant only in 1981. This pattern of results is very 

similar to the pattern displayed by the CBA coefficients in the second 

half of Table IV-3. In addition, the fact that the CBA coefficients in 

Table IV-6 are larger than the CBA coefficients in the Chapter III 

salary analyses indicate that bargaining has a stronger impact on 

nonsalary monetary items than it does on salaries themselves. 

Salaries, fringes, and tot~l compensation. A comparison of the 

salary results in Tables 111-4, 111-5, and 111-8 with the fringe benefit 

results in Tables IV-3, IV-4, aoo IV-5 and with the total compensation 

results in Tables IV-3 and IV-6 indicates two very important findings. 

Methodologically, our results show that the availability of arbit~ation 

generally has a strongly positive and significant impact on salaries, 

fringes, and total canpensation when the data are aggregated and analyzed 

on a national basis. However, our disaggregated, fringe-by-fringe, 

state-by-state, and before and after results indicate that arbitration's 

availability has little or no consistent effect on these monetary items 

in most states. For example, our salary analyses iooicated that arbitra-

tion was clearly associated with higher salaries only in Washington; our 

fringe benefit analyses indicated that arbitration was clearly associated 

with larger fringe benefits only in New York and Wisconsin; and our 

total compensation analyses iooicated that arbitration was clearly 

associated with 'larger campensation packages only in New York. In 

addition, arbitration may have contributed to higher salaries in 

Pennsylvania and to higher salaries, fringes, and total compensation in 
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Michigan, but our data for these two states do not go back far enough to 

pennit any before and after analyses and conclusions. In other words, 

arbi tration is impact on police monetary employment comi tions appears to 

depend upon whether the data are analyzed in an aggregated or dis

aggregated manner. 

Substantively, our findings indicate that arbitration's impact 

varies considerably across states. As noted above, cities in only a few 

states paid significantly higher salaries, fringes, or total compensation 

after arbitration's arrival than they did beforeham. In most arbitration 

states, the salary, fringe, and campensation patterns which existed 

before arbitration's arrival seemed to continue after arbitration became 

available. In turn, the modest impact of arbitration in most states 

indicates that over time collective bargaining may have done ~ore to 

push up the components of police pay than arbitration has done. In 

addition, the variation, in salary, fringe, and compensation levels 

across states indicates that police pay is heavily influenced by unmeasured 

state characteristics which have li ttle,. r)~ nothing to do with bargaining 

or arbitration. 

Fringes controlling for compensation. So far we have examined labor 

relations influences on fringes without controlling for total compensation. 

However, if police fringes are positively correlated with police salaries, 

and bargaining or arbitration has a positive impact on salaries, then 

the results in this chapter may be simply the by-product~ of union 

influences on salaries. TO test for this possiblity, we re-estimated 

our Tabl~ IV-3 equations with the inclusion of a total compensation per 

police department employee (sworn plus civilian) variable (In'l'O'.n::CMP) ~ 
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Because total compensation includes fringes we have a simultaneity bias 

due to the presence of fringes on .both sides of the equation. TO 

correct for this proble:n, lnTOTCCMP first will be regressed on the log 

of salaries per police department employee and the other variables in 

our model, and then the instrumented or predicted value of lnTOTCCMP 

will be used in place of the actual value of InTOTCOMP in the InFRNGCOP 

equation. (This instrumental variables technique has been borrowed from 

Freeman (1981).) 

These results are presented in Table IV-7. As expected, there is a 

very strong association between police fringes and TOTCOMP. However, 

the general pattern of results in Table IV-7 is very similar to the 

pattern in Table IV-3: the CBA coefficients are positive and significant 

in almost each year, though the 03A coeffients in Table IV-7 cu:e somewhat 

snaller than those in Table IV-3; the ARE coefficients are a bit less 

influential in Table IV-7 than in Table IV-3; and the ARBUSE and PASTUSE 

coefficients are never consistently significant. Because salaries 

comprise most of the TOTCOMP tenn, Table IV-7 indicates that there is a 

pOsitive relationship between police fringes am salaries. In addition, 

Table IV-7 confirms the results in Tables IV-3, IV-4, and IV-S: controlling 

for levels of total compensation, collective bargaining has a much 

stronger association with police fringes than either the availability or 

the use of arbitration. 

Fringe Benefit and Pay Supplement Subindex Scores 

Table IV-8 shows that fringe benefit and pay supplement provisions 

are more numerous and more favorable to the unions in arbitration states 
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TABLE IV-7 

PERCENTAGE IMPACl'S OF BARGAINING, ARBITRATION 
AVAILABILITY, AND ARBITRATION USE ON TOT~S FRINGE 

BENEFITS, CONTROLLING FO~ 'lD'I'AL C<X-1PENSATIO~ 

Fringe Benefitsb Paid 
Per Sworn Police Officer (All Ranks) 

YEAR N CBA ARB ARBUSE PASTUSE TOTCOMP 
1971 548 16.21* -33.08** 67.85 -55.94 104.42*** 

(1.92) (2.13) (1.60) (1.49) (4.22) 

1972 510 19.71** -13.68 16.39 -14.26 125.99*** 
(2.05) (0.99 ) (0.41) (0.97) (3.47) 

1973 181 44.11*** -22.95 5.29 28.52 165.49*** 
(2.59) (1.21) (0.09) (0.66) (3.18) 

1974 508 21.02** 14.41 13.84 -3.74 159.43*** 
(2.53) (1.39) (0.61) (0.31) (5.18) 

1975 545 23.32*** 22.79* -68.34*** 16.98 49.93*** 
(2.61) (1.92) (2.68) (1.60) (2.73) 

1976 586 19.41*** 21.03** 26.39* -10.68* 54.98*** 
(2.84 ) (2.44) (1.80) (1. 96) (2.61) 

1977 585 9.19 23.94** -2.26 -0.21 131.08*** 
(1.27) (2.36) (0.19) (O.OS) (5.11) 

1978 598 20.32*** 7.52 4.91 2.28 140.51*** 
(3.10) (0.90) (0.50) (0.68) (6.20) 

1979 571 16.43** 8.78 -0.92 3.87 138.81*** 
(2.24) (0.91) (0.08) (1.15) (5.24) 

1980 565 25.82*** 8.59 4.33 0,.64 56.49*** 
(3.25) (0.82) (0.32) (O.20) (2.87) 

1981 277 16.04* 21.45* -11.14 2.64 21.13 
(lo93) (1. 79) (0.76) (0.79) (0.75) 

aThe percentag~ impacts were calculated from the OLS log coefficients wi th the 
formula % =2 - 1, where B is the estimated log coefficient. 

bDefined as city contributions to retirenent systems and to heal th, hospital, 
disability, and life insurance. 

Absolute values of t-statistics are in parentheses. 

***Significant at the .01 level; **Significant at the .05 level; *Significant 
at the .10 level (two-tailed tests). 
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than in other states. While the percentage differences in subindex 

scores in the two types of states declined over time, the absolute 

difference renained rather large throughout the entire time period. 

However, the relatively large standard deviations indicate that there is 

a great deal of variation in these portions of police contracts in both 

arbitration and nonarbitration states. 

Table IV-9 shows how these contract subimex scores are associated 

with the availability and use of arbitration during the 1975-81 period. 

When these two subindices are analyzed separately most of the coefficients 

are insignificant. When they are joined in a canbined "monetary provisions" 

subindex, the availability of arbitration (ARB) is consistently associated 

with significantly higher contract subindex scores. These ARB coefficients 

are smaller during the 1978-81 years thap during 1975-77, am thus the 

contract score advantage associated with arbitration seems to be declining. 

In contrast, the ARBUSE and PASTUSE coefficients exhibit no more consistent 

connections with the canbined monetary subindex than with the two 

separate subindices. The ARBUSE term is negative and barely significant 

in 1975; after that it exhibits no pattern at all. The PASTUSE term is 

always negative and is significant at the beginning and em of our time 

period; these results indicate that prior users of arbitration may have 

been trying to catch up to the contract provisions obtained by thtair 

peers in other cities. 

An important explanatory variable is the bargaining law index term 

(BARGLIND). The BARGLIND coefficients are positive am highly significant 

in every year except 1977. These coefficients mean that in 1980, for 

instance, the canbined monetary subindex score improved by 3.39 percent 
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TABLE IV-8 

AVERAGE FRINGE AND PP.Y SUPPLEMENT SUBINDEX SCORES 

FRINGE BENEFITS PAY SUPPLEMENTS 

YEAR N X S.D. X S.D. 

1975 205 86.4 45.0 66.4 37.1 
Arb 99 103.3 37.3 83.5 32.3 
NonArb 106 70.7 46.1 50.4 34.2 

1976 312 86.5 44.6 65.9 37.4 
Arb 131 108.3 37.6 87.6 32.1 
NonArb 181 70.7 42.6 50.3 33.0 

1977 367 92.9 45.6 71.2 36.1 
Arb 196 112.0 40.0 88.0 29.8 
NonArb 171 70.9 41.7 52.0 33.2 

1978 406 100.4 44.5 77 .8 33.3 
Arb 219 117.0 40.5 92.1 26.9 
NonArb. 187 81.0 41.1 61.0 32.3 

1979 413 105.7 45.0 80.6 33.6 
Arb 220 121.8 40.7 94.9 26.0 
NonArb 193 87.3 42.8 64.3 33.9 

1980 436 112.1 45.0 84.1 32.5 
124.9 42.4 96.1 26.8 Arb 235 

NonArb 201 97.2 43.4 70.1 33.0 

1981 461 116.8 43.6 88.0 31.1 
Arb 242 128.7 41.1 100.2 27.2 
NonArb 219 103.7 42.5 74.6 29.6 
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for each advancement from one bargaining law category to the next on our 

six category index (see our description of the index in Chapter V). 

Because the reference category for this variable is states with no 

police bargaining legislation, and because most of the states which have 

bargaining laws are clustered in the top two categories in our index, 

the BARGLIND coeff~cients in Table IV-9 indicate that having a highly 

favorable (to the unions) bargaining law is associated with much larger 

subindex scores compared to the subindex scores in states with no 

bargaining law. Further, these significant BARGLIND coefficients allow 

us to have increased confidence in our ARB, ARBUSE, and PASTUSE results, 

for the inclusion of the BARGLIND variable in our equations ensures that 

the arbitration terms do not pick up and report the influence of favorable 

bargaining legis~ation (which exists ,in all of our arbitration states). 

In sum, our analysis of the monetary provisions in police contracts 

generally confirms our aggregate analysis of the dollar amounts spent on 

fringe benefits and total compensation: the availability of arbitration 

is associated with higher amounts of these dependent variables, while 

the current and past use of arbitration has no consistent association 

with any of these measures. 

Finally, after comparing our dollar analyses (Tables IV-I, 2, 3, 

4, 5, 6, and 7) with our subindex analyses (Tables IV-8 and 9), we 

believe that the analyses of the actual dollars paid by cities for 

police fringes and compensation provide much more useful information 

than the analyses of contract subindex scores. We express this preference 

because the contract scoring index may give the same score to contract 

provisions which have widely different funding requirements. For 
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N:m1ut:e vallES of t-statistics are in pmnt:lE:a:s. 
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example, consider two police noncontributory pension plans, one of which 

requires a $3000 annual contribution by the city for each officer and 

the other requiring a $6000 contribution. The second plan is twice as 

expensive as the first, but on Our' contract scoring index both plans 

would receive ten points because both are noncontributory. Stffiilarly, 

insurance plans can vary widel}' in cost, but these differences cannot be 

captured in our scoring index. As a result, we recorrmend that dollar 

cost data rather than our contract subindices be used to assess the 

imp:ict of bargaining and arbitration upon the monetary terms of POlice 

employment relations. 

Salaries and Fringes 

Other research has shown that wages and fringes in the private 

sector are POSitively correlated; thus, high-wage Gompanies also tend to 

p:iy high fringes, and vice versa (Freeman, 1981). To see if the same 

phenomenon exists in the police industry, we correlated the maximun 

patrol officeJ: salary in each city with that city's fringe benefit 

expenditures per POlice officer. The results of this correlational 

analysis are presented in Table IV-IO. 

The correlation coefficients in Table IV-IO tell us the extent to 

which cities with high salaries also pay high fringes and cities with 

low salaries also pay low fringes. These coefficients indicate that in 

fact police salaries and frir~es are positively correlated in a very 

significant manner. In other words, American cities exhibit a "rich get 

richer" tendency: cities which pay high police salaries also provide ," 
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TABT...E IV-I0 

ONS BE'lWEEN MAXIMUM PATROL OFFICER ZERO~i::~ ~~~~E BENEFITS PER POLICE OFFICER 

Cities in Cities in 
All Nonarbitration Arbitration 

YEAR Citie~ States States 

1971 .422*** .422*** .445*** 
(746) (673) (73) 

1972 .469*** .448*** .596*** 
(706) (622) (84) 

1973 .425*** .442*** .367*** 
(369) (289) (80) 

1974 .368*** .430*** • 244*** 
(661) (509) (152) 

1975 .402*** .471*** .313*** 
(686) (506) (180) 

1976 .456*** .543*** • 304*** 
(714) (515) (199) 

1977 .489*** .547*** .307*** 
(706) (479) (227) 

1978 .453*** .544*** .252*** 
(722) (497) (225) 

1979 .451*** .511*** .275*** 
(681) (468) (213) 

1980 .447*** .525*** .286*** 
(693) (469) (224) 

1981 .408*** .549*** .154* 
(390) (268) (122) 

Sample sizes in parentheses. 

***, 'f' t at the .01 level; **Significant at the .05 level; 
Slgn11can the .10 level (two-tailed tests). *Significant at 
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generous fringes, and cities with low salaries provide mcncst fringes. 

What is more interesting is the comparison between cities in arbitra-

tien and nonarbitration states. By comparing the correlation coefficients 

in the second and third collItlns of the table, we see that the posi ti ve 

salary-fringe associati.on is much tighter outside of arbitration states 

than within them. What this pattern means is that cities in nonarbitra-

tion states almost always pay similar level of salaries or fringes 

(Le., ~ the salary and the fringes will be high, medium, or low), 

while cities in arbitration states are somewhat less likely to do so. 

Although salaries and fringes are positively correlated in arbitration 

cities, the strength of this correlation is weaker than in other states • 

In other words, there is a greater tendency for cities in arbitration 

states to balance relatively high wages with relatively low fringes (and 

vice versa) than exists in cities which do not have access to arbitration • 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

First, our analyses show that collective bargaining has had a very 

large and strongly positive association with police fringe benefits 

during the entire 1971-81 period. The CBA percentage coefficients in 

the fringe analyses are much larger than in the salary ~nd total compensa

tion analyses, which suggests that police unions may be systematically 

influencing cities to contribute larger amounts of money to fringes than 

these cities would contribute otherwise. Our results indicate that 
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fringe benefit expenditures are one-fifth to one-third (20-33 percent) 

higher in unionized cities than in nonunion cities, ceteris paribus. 

Because 80-90 percent of our fringe benefit measure is composed of 

retirement contributions (with tile balance consisting of various 

insurance contributions), our results strongly suggest that unionized 

police officers prefer that a larger share of their total compensation 

p:lckage be devoted to retirement and insurance benefits than would occur 

in the absence of police unions. This finding is very consistent with 

the results of studies which have investigated the impacts of private 

sector unions (Freemanl 1981) and firefighter unions (Ichniowski, 1980) 

on the wage and fringe components of the total compensation p:lckage. In 

turn, our results are quite consistent with the ''median voter" explanation 

of union behavior, namely, that police unions emphasize the compensation 

preferences of the more senior (or median) police officers more than 

v~uld occur in a nonunion situation with its individual bargaining. 

Second, our analyses show that collective bargaining increases the 

total cost of employing a police officera During the 1971-80 years, 

unionized cities paid 8-12 percent more in total compensation per police 

department employee than nonunion cities paid, ceteris -paribus. This 

difference disappeared in our 1981 data, which may indicate that (a) 

unionized cities no longer p:ly more due to unionism by itself, or (b) 

such a large proportion of all police departments have become unionized 

that spillover effects have made accurate union-nonunion comp:lrisons 

rather difficult, or (c) the small sample size for 1981 somehow affected 

the results. Considering that the CBA coefficients in the 1981 maximum 

salary analyses in Chapter III also were not significant, item (a) ~~ 
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to be the most likely explanation. 

Third, our analyses of arbitration's availability contain results 

which will please both arbitration proponents and opponents. Our 

aggregated data show that the availability of arbitration had a sub

stantial positive t .• pact on fringe benefits (i.e., 20-30 percent) during 

the 1974-79 years but had little or no effect on fringes either before 

or after those years, and that the availability of arbitration had an 8-

12 percent positive impact on total compensation during the 1974-81 

period. However, our disaggregated fringe-by-fringe and state-by-state 

analyses showed that arbitration seemed to be unequivocally associatGd 

with higher fringe benefits only in New York and Wisconsin cities and 

possibly in Michigan ci ties, and that arbi tration seemed to be unequivocally 

associated with larger total compensation packages only in New York 

cities and possibly in Michl'gan cl'tl'es. I th d ' n 0 er wor s, our fr lnge-by-

fringe and state-by-state results strongly suggest that in most states 

arbitration has had little effect on the general levels of fringe 

benefits and total compensation or on speCific fringe benefits, and this 

conclusion is very similar to the conclusion suggested by the state-by

state analyses of salaries in the preceding chapter. 

Fourth, our analyses of the use of arbitration (again, defined as 

using the arbitration procedure to receive &, award on'any issue) 

indicate that neither the current use nor the prior use of arbitration 

has had any systematic and consistent association with the level of 

total fringe benefits, the level of specific fringes, or the level of 

total compensation. These nonimp:lcts are very similar to the non.Unp:lct 

of the use of arbitration on salaries discovered in the preceding chapter. 
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Fifth, our contract subindex analyses showed that there was a much 

greater prevalence of fringe benefits and pay supplement provisions in 

police contracts in arbitration states compared to nonarbitration 

states, especially during the 1975-79 years. This :cesult is consistent 

with the results of the aggregated analyses of fringe benefits and total 

compensation, and it also is consistent with the results of our complete 

contract index analyses presented in the next chapter. However, can

parisons between our dollar analyses and contract score analyses should 

be made carefully, for our contract index may not yield much useful 

information about the actual dollar cost of various retirement and 

insurance contract provisions. 

Sixth, our focus in this chapter on bargaining, arbitration avail

ability, and arbitration use should not obscure the fact that, as with 

salaries, police fringes and total compensation are influenced by a wide 

variety of "market" variables. OUr results" show, for example, that 

fringe benefits and total compensation levels are significantlY higher, 

during most years of the 1971-81 period, in larger cities, in wealthier 
·t· ~~. 

cities, in cities with higher reported crime rates, in cities with a 

ci ty manager form of goverrment, and in cities located in North Central 

states. In particular, our analyses shaw that there are some strong 

regional effects on total compensation and especially on fringe benefits: 

North Central cities tended to pay ~a highest fringes and total compen-

sation, and Southern cities generally paid the lowest. Combined with 

our salary results from the preced.ing chapter, our findings suggest that 

snall nonunion police departments in the South pay the lowest sal?ries, 

fringes, and total compensation in the nation. 
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Finally, we saw that police salaries and fringes are positively 

correlated all across the country. However, this correlation is much 

stronger among cities which do not have access to arbitration than it is 

among those who do. 
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OiAPTER V 

CONTRACTS 

In the two preceding chapters we saw that arbitration is positively 

associated with higher police salaries and fringe benefits. However, 

cities and police unions negotiate and arbitrate over much mor.e than pay 

and fringes. As a result, in this chapter we will examine how arbitration 

has affected the shape am substance of the police collective bargaining 

agreements, or contracts, negotiated aroum the country. 

MODEL 

Evaluation of Contracts 

For decades union-management contracts languished as urrler-researched 

sources of information about collective bargaining. Most researchers, 

when measuring union impacts on management, followed one of two approaches: 

they focussed only on wages, which could be quantitatively measured, and 

essentially ignored all the other items in union contracts; or, they 

qualitatively examined selected nonwage items in a case study fashion. 

Both approaches provided very useful information, but neither method 

p:rmi tted precise analyses and canparisons of contractual employment 

terms across large numbers of union-management relationships. 

This deficiency was remedied during the 1970s by the work of Tan 

Kochan and his colleagues, who developed a method to analyze the substance 

and determinants of union-management contJ:acts across large nunbers of 

bargaining units with almost the same pre~ision as exists in union wage 

analyses (for example, see Kochan and Wheeler, 1975; Kochan and Block, 

1977; Kochan, et. a1., 1979). This mef;hod is relatively straightforward 
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and involves three key steps: (I) the collection of the desired union 

contracts; (2) the development of a contract scoring index, which is an 

instrument for eValuating the items in union contracts on a favorableness

to-the-union scale or index; and (3) the actual scoring of the colle.cted 

contracts with the contract scoring index. 

The centerpiece of this analytical method is the contract scoring 

index. These indices can be developed in a variety of shapes and can be 

tailored to fit the union-management circumstances of the occupation or 

industry being studied. For example, contract indices have been developed 

, f' ht contracts (Kochan and Wheeler, 1975), manufacturing to evaluate f1re 19 er 

contracts (Kochan and Block, 1977), local government contracts (Gerhart, 

1976), and teacher contracts (Delaney, 1983b). The three essential 

features of any index are that it (a) lists a wide variety of contract 

items, (b) ranks the possible forms or options within each item on a 

favorableness-to-the-union scale, and (c) assigns point values to the 

various options of each item (usually, options which are more favorable 

to the union have higher point values than options which are less 

favorable). After the contract index bas ~en developed, the contract 

scorers search through each contract and assign point values to the 

various contractual items based on the values listed in the index. 

The actual contract scoring index which we developed and used is 

reproduced in Append1x I- • _ , 3 Our l'ndr->X included 130 items, each of which 

was scored on a scale of zero points for the option least favorable to 

the union, ten points for the option most favorable to the union, and 

intermediate points, for intermediate options. As can be seen by inspecting 

the index in Appendix I-3, some items were scored on a straightforward 
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no provision/some provision basis {i.e., eitber zero points or ten 

points} while other items had several options. Using our scoring index, 

a police contract which contained all 130 items specified in our index 

would have recei ved a total of 1300 points if each item received the 

maximum of ten points. In fact, our highest contract score was 783.4 

points. 

An inspection of our iroex reveals that we weighted all the conb:act 

prov~sions equally (for no item can receive more than ten points). This 

means, for instance, that grievance arbitration and the union's right to 

free,' bulletin board are equally important in our scoring scheme. 

No po boor relations practitioner or observer would seriously argue 

that in fact these two provisions are equally important to police 

unions, or that all the items in our index are equally valuable items 

for police unions to negotiate into their contracts, and we wholeheartedly 

agree with this view. However, we have no reliable information about 

how American police unions evaluate the importance or worth of all these 

items relative to each other, nor do we have the resources to obtain 

such information. Further, it is quite likely that different police 

unions in diferent cities and states would evaluate these items differently. 

As a result, we had no choice but to assign an equal weight to each 

provision, for any differential weighting scheme we could devise would 

be hopelessly arbitrary and misleading. 

Because of the large number of provisions in our total index, our 

equal weighting scheme should provide an accurate portrayal of contracts 

which are more and less favorable to the unions in our sample. However, 

this accuracy may be reduced somewhat ~or one or more of the several 

,.-------"---~ 
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subindices (working conditions, individual security, union security, 

equity, fringe benefits, pay supple~ents and intrusion into managerial 

prerogatives) because of the relatively small number of items in each 

subindex. As a result, we believe ~,at our results from the total 

contract analyses are more reliable than the results from our subindex 

analyses. 

There are three features of our contract irrlex evaluation methodology 

which should be noted. First, our equal weighting scheme creates a bias 

in favor of contracts which contain large numbers of provisions, even if 

these provisions are not especially favorable to the unions. Consequently, 

it is theoretically possible that a police union could negotiate a short 

contract with a few items (such as staffing, shift assignment, transfer, 

layoff, maintenance of starrlards, limited management rights, and grievance 

arbitration provisions) which give the union an exceptionally strong 

voice in departr~\ental operations, and yet the contract could receive a 

low scor~. We do not believe that this theoretical possibility is very 

likely to occur, however, because previous research (Feuille, Hendricks, 

Kahn, 1981) has indicated that contr~ct scores are positively correlated 

wi th other measures of union power" 

Second, our contract index may not measure and score every single 

provision in each contract we have collected. If union and managanent 

representatives have negotiated items which are not included in our 

index, these items will not be scored. As a result, our index may omit 

same imPortant contractual provisions fram subsequent analyses. Third, 

our index is not designed to pick up and record all changes in contract 

language. Instead, the index is designed to identify only those 
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changes which are clearly more favorable or less favorable to the union. 

Even with these three features, we believe our contract scoring 

index is extremely well sui ted for this research. It contains many more 

items than earlier indices (for example, one index used to score firefighter 

contracts contained 54 items (Kochan and Wheeler, 1975», so it should 

enable us to perform comprehensive analyses of police contracts. In 

addition, it has been tailored to fit the specific circumstances of 

police collective bargaining, with the result that many of the items in 

the index (e.g., type of sidearm carried, armament in squad cars, 

firearms qualification provision, etc.) are unique to the police industry 

(and hence would be unlikely to be included in a more general so))ring 

index designed to score contracts across numerous occupations.) 

All of the contracts and awards we collected were scored by one of 

three contract scorers during the July 1982 - May 1983 period. To 

ensure consistency, the scorers underwent a rigorous three week training 

program in the use of the index. By the end of that period all three 

scorers evaluated contract items in an almost perfectly consistent 

manner, with one exception. The exception was maintenance of standards 

clauses, which were all scored by one scorer. In addition, all the 

contracts and awards from within a single state were scored by the same 

scorer to ensure that any state-specific bargaining patterns were 

evaluated consistently. 

Determinants 

In our contract analyses we will use an analytical model which is 

1 
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similar to the mooels we used in our analyses of salaries am fringes. 

Because salaries, fringes, and other contract items are bargained 

sbnultaneously at the negotiation table or addressed simultaneously in 

an arbitration award, the factors which influenced pay and fringes also 

might have influenced other contractual provisions. Consequently, we 

will include all the city and region characteristics identified earlier 

(population, density, crbne rate, per capita income, median value of 

housing, percent black, form of goverrm€'nt, nonmetropolitan location, 

average manufacturing wage, and region of the country). Because in 

private sector contracts wage am nonwage contract terms are positively 

correlated (Kochan, 1980; Feuille, Hendricks, and Kahn, 1981), we expect 

that these variables will be positively or negatively associated with 

contract scores in the same manner that these variables were positively 

or negatively associated wit~ salaries in Chapter III. 

The analyses in this chapter necessarily must be limited to the 

bargaining cities sample, for there are no nonunion contracts in nonbargain-

ing cities which we can IJse as a control group. As a result, we cannot 

use our bargaining variable (CBA) to identify the bnpact of bargaining 

on contract scores. Instead, we will use our length of the bargaining 

relationship term (CBAGE) to measure the effect that bargaining longevity 

has on contract terms. Because a police union should be able to negotiate 

a larger number of more favorable terms into a contract as it has 

increased opportunities to do so, we expect that CBAGE will be positively 

associated with contract scores. 

In our contract score determination mooel, it is bnperative to 

control for the influence of state bargaining legislation which affects 
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police. In general, police unions whose bargaining rights are statutorily 

guaranteed should be able to negotiate more favorable contracts than 

police unions in states which provide no statutory bargaining protection. 

This disparity should occur because ~~rgaining legislation usually 

places an obligation on management to negotiate over all the subjects 

which exist within the scope of bargaining specified in the leg'islation, 

whereas management has no corresponding statutory obligation to bargain 

over the same range of subjects in states without bargaining l~islation. 

In oodition, we know that differ.'ent state bargaining statutes may 

have different bnpacts on both the range of subjects over which management 

is obligated to bargain and the depth or intensity of management's 

bargaining obligation. In particular, employers in ''meet and confer" 

law states have a legal obligation to discuss employment terms with 

their unions, while employers in "duty to bargain" states have a legal 

obligation to negotiate employment terms to a conclusion with their 

unions. The extent of the employers' "legal obligation is weaker in meet 

and confer states than in duty to bargain states (though the practical 

difference may be small), but employers under either type of law have a 

more substantial bargaining obligation than when no law exists. 

In addition, state legislatures have regulated the scope of bargaining 

in three ways~ First, sane states have specified a "lallmry list" of 

subjects over which a bargaining obligation exists, which means that 

employers,have no legal obligation to bargain over the subjects not 

included in the list. Secooo, sane states have said that the scope of 

bargaining incl udes "wages, hours, and other teIlllS and conditions of 

employment" and then simultaneously listed specific exclusions from this 
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scope, such as pension provisions, civil service requiranents, and so 

forth. Third, other states have established the potentially widest 

scope o:E bargaining by specifying it to inclooe "wages, hours, and other 

terms and conditions of anplo~ent" without any statutory exclusions 

(i.e., ,as done in the National Iabor Relations lIct). 

As a result, we have constructed a bargaining law index variable 

(BARGLIND) to ca,pture the influence of the different scope of bargaining 
• 

requirements in police bargaining legislation. This index term has six 

categories, arranged in ascending order of increasingly stronger scope 

requirE!r\ents: 

1. Meet and confer states with laundry list scope; 

2. Meet and confer states with specific lbnitations on the scope; 

3. Meet and confer states ,with no specific lbnitations on the 
scope; 

4. Duty to bargain states with laundry list scope; 

5. Duty to bargain states with specific lbnitations on the scope; 

6. Duty to bargain states with no specific ltmitations on the 
scope. 

The inclusion of this bargaining law index will enable us to measure 

the impact that different types of bargaining legislation have on the 

shape of police contracts. In turn, this tenn should ensure that the 

arbi t:ration variables do not pick up and report any effects due to the 

statutory protection of bargaining. Because the reference category for 

the BARGLIND variable is states with no bargaining legislation, we 

expec:t the BARGLIND term to be positively related to the favorableness 

(to the union) of police contracts. SUch positive BARGLIND coefficients 

would mean that police unions are able to negotiate more favorable 
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contracts as the statutory scope of bargaining becomes stronger. 

Finally, we will include the same arbitration availability (ARB), 

current arbitration use (ARBUSE), and prior arbitration use (PASTUSE) 

variables identified in the two previous chapters to measure whatever 

effects arbitration might have had on police contracts. Following the 

pattern of results identified in the two preceding chapters, we expect 

the ARB coefficients to be positive and significant, and the ARBUSE and 

PASTUSE coefficients to have little or np bnpact. 

Accordingly, we will test the usefulness of this analytical model 

with ordinary least squares eOLS) multiple regression equations of the 

following form: 

In'ICI = 

or 

lnSUBI 

where 

+ B 4 In~I + B5 InHOUSE + B6 PBLACK 

+ B7 CMGR + Ba ICITY + Bg OPPWAGE 

+ BIO NEAST + Bll SOUTH + B12 WEST 

+ B13 CBAGE + B14 BARGLIND + B15 ARB 

+ BIG ARBUSE + Bl7 PASTUSE + e 

= In'ICI log of the total contract index score in each year 

InSUBI = log of the various contract subindex scores in each year 

CBAGE = age of the bargaining relationship in years 

BARGLIND = an index variable which categorizes police bargaining 
legislation into: 
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1. Meet and confer state with "laumry list" scope 
(District of Columbia 1975-79), 

2. Meet am confer states with specific lbnitations on 
the scope (california, Kansas), 

3. Meet am confer states with no specific lbnitations 
on the scope (Oklahoma), . 

4. Duty to bargain states with "laumry list" scope (Iowa 
Nevada), ' 

5. Duty to bargain states with specific 1bnitations on 
the ~ope. (Alaska, Connecticut, Delaware, Florida, 
Hawall, Minnesota, New Hampshire, New York, Vermont), 

6. Duty to bargain states with no specific lbnitations 
on the scope (District of Colun~ia 1980-81 Maine 
Massachusetts, Mic~igan, Montana, Nebraska: New J~rsey, 
Oregon, Pennsyl vanla, Rhode Islam, South Dakota 
Washington, Wisconsin) , ' 

and all the other terms are the same as identified in earlier chapters. 

Our analyses will be Ibnited to the years 1975-81, for these are the 

years for which we collected contracts and awards. 

RESULTS 

Table V-I presents the total contract scores and several subindex 

scores for the 1975-81 period. All of these contracts cover the bargaining 

units which contain patrol officers (plus, in same cities, one or more 

superior officer ranks); there are no superior officer-only contracts in 

this sample. 'Ibis listing of averages (or means) am standard df::orviations 

shows that during this period the average contract bnproved about 93 

points (or 25 percent) cn our favorableness-to-the-union scoring scale. 

However, 

indicate 

the stamalt'd deviation remainerl rather large. These data 

that over tbne police unions have steadily bargainerl more 

favorable contracts but that these contracts still vary a great deal in 
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their favorableness to the union. For instance, the 1981 coefficient of 

variation of these contract scores is 27.9 ~~rcent while the 1981 

coefficient of variation of maxbnum salaries is 18.1 percent (as discussed 

in Chapter III, the coefficient of variation is a measure of dispersion 

which is calculated by dividing the standard deviation by the mean). In 

other words, in 1981 contract scores varied much more than maxbnum 

salaries. 

The scores in·Table 1 also show that the index and subindex scores 

in contracts from arbitration states are generally much larger than in 

contracts from states without arbi tration. However, thi.s advantage in 

favor of arbitration has steadily declinerl over time: in 197,5, contracts 

from arbitration states scored 47 percent higher (136 points) on our 

total index than the contracts from other states, and by 1981 this 

difference had declined to 28 percent (or 110 points). In other 

words, over time contracts in both types of states steadily became more 

favorable to the unions, and the rate of increase was faster in nonarbitra-

tion states. As a result, it appears that over time police contracts 

are slowly becoming more similar across all states. 

Our subindex scores also aemonstraterl some interesting patterns 

(keep in mind that because we analyzed the fringe benefits and poly 

supplements subindices in the preceding chapter we will not re-ana1yze 

them here). In particular, the working conditions, individual setCuri ty, 

equity, and management prerogatives subindices increased in strength 

during our time period in both arbitration am nonarbitration sta1ces, 

though the large standard deviations indicate that same contracts scored 

qui te well on these subindices while others scored qui te poorly. In 

--- -- --- -- .... 1 _____________ .~--~----"-------
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contrast, the average union security subindex score remained almost 

unchanged during our time period. 

The figures in Table V-2 confirm that aver,age contract scores are 

higher in arbitration states than in other states. This table presents 

the average total contract scores and standard deviations across the 

cities in those 22 states from which we had collected four or more 

contracts. The availability of arbitration may not guarantee the 

inclusion of a large number of favorable (to the union) contract provi-

sions I but it certainly seems to help. As can be seen, nine of the 

first eleven states had arbitration laws. Together, Tables V-1 and V-2 

strongly suggest that arbitration has an effect on the favorableness of 

union contracts, and we now turn to our multivariate analyses in order 

to isolate arbitration's impact. 

Total Contract Scores 

Table V-3 presents the results of our analyses of the influence of 

bargaining age, bargaining law, arbitration availability, and arbitration 

use on total contract scores (the canplete results of this analysis for 

1981 are presented in Appendix V-1). The first half of the table 

presents the percent coefficients associated with our five variables of 

inte~est, and the second half of the table presents the contract index 

points associated with these percentages. 

Length of the bargaining relationship. We expected that the CBAGE 

coefficients would be significantly positive, for police unions should 

be able to bargain more favorable contracts as they acquire increased 
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YEA.q N X S.D. X S.D. X S.D. X S.D. X S.D. X S.D. 
-

1975 205 356.0 147.5 31..5 17.2 :;D. 2 21..7 Sl.9 IB.7 69.6 46.3 64.1 38.2 
Arb 99 426.6 119.3 38.B 16.7 V.B 23.0 85.B 2O.B 87.5 38.1 00.3 35.9 
N:narb 106 2X}.0 141.0 24.7 14.6 13.1 17.7 78.3 15.7 52.9 47.2 48.9 33.9 

1976 312 356.0 147.7 31.B 17.6 20.6 20.7 Bl.5 18.5 69.6 47.B 63.9 38.2 
Arb 131 442.3 116.3 40.2 16.7 29.1 17.9 85.5 21..1 91.7 36.6 83.2 34.6 
N:narb IBl 293.6 136.3 25.B 15.6 14.5 21.4 78.6 15.B 53.7 48.6 49.9 34.5 

1977 :£7 378.4 147.1 34.1 17.9 22.9 21..0 82.0 19.2 75.4 47.B 69.3 38.6 
Arb 196 453.2 1ll.0 41.1 17.0 29.4 20.7 ~.6 21..0 %.0 34.4 ~.7 33.0 
N::mrb 171 292.6 136.3 26.0 15.4 15.4 IB.9 76.6 15.3 51..7 SO.l 49.2 34.6 

1978 406 404Q5 138.1 36.2 17.9 25.6 21..1 83.0 19.5 Bl.5 46.0 74.9 37.2 
Arb ~J9 469.B l04.B 41.9 16.7 31.5 20.6 87.7 2O.B 99.5 32.0 89.5 )).9 
N::n~ 187 328.1 133.2 29.4 16.B 18.B 19.5 77.5 16.3 ro.3 93.B 57.B 36.B I-' 

00 
C'l 

1979 413 41B.B 136.B 37.1 17.6 26.8 20.9 83.5 20.0 85.1 44.9 77.6 37.0 
Arb 220 4Blel 1.04.7 42.5 16.5 31.5 20.4 88.3 21..5 102.0 32.1 ~.9 ?/J.7 
tbru:h 193 347.8 134.8 30.8 16.8 21.5 20.3 77.9 26.7 65.9 49.5 62.4 37.B 

1!m 436 434.9 133.3 39.2 17.1 29.0 20.9 83.5 20.0 88.0 44.6 00.4 36.3 
Arb 235 487.4 109.6 !i2..7 16.3 32.6 20.6 88.2 21..7 103.0 33.3 91.6 31.B 
N::mrb 201 373.5 132.5 32.9 16.7 24.B 20.5 78.1 16.1 ]).4 49.4 67.3 37.0 

1$1 461 449.2 125.4 39.2 16.9 )).5 20.3 83.0 20.7 91.8 42.3 83.2 34.4 
Arb 242 931.5 101.0 43.5 16.2 33.8 20.1 88.5 22.1 106.8 29.7 94.5 29.5 
N:mrb 219 391.5 124.5 34.5 16.5 26.7 20.0 76.8 17.1 75.2 47.6 70.7 35.2 

1961 'Ibtal Il'lBc R:t"ge: 124.8 to 783.4 [Dints. 

\ 

.. 
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TABLE V-2 

1981 AVERAGE TOTAL CONTRACT SCORFS BY STATE 

State Average Standard 
Deviation 

(A) Michigan (26) 633.3 68.4 
(A) Connecticut (16) 568.1 93.1 
(A) Oregon (6) 547.7 58.4 

Nevada (4) 500.0 136.9 
(A) Iowa (15) 498.6 80.4 
(A) New Jersey (35) 495.8 90.1 

Montana (5) 493.8 42.6 
(A) Rhode Island (7) 491.7 51.4 
(A) New York (32) 490.9 77.8 
(A) Massachusetts (42) 487.8 73.3 
(A) Minnesota (18) 479.9 52.6 

Florida (23) 475.2 81.4 
(A) Washington (9) 472.6 58.0 

Ohio (22) 459.6 136.1 
Texas (5) 459.0 95.0 
Oklahoma (6) 441.3 60.5 

(A) Wisconsin (14) 429.0 94.9 
Illinois (26) 425.5 102.4 

(A) Pennsylvania (19) 403.7 133.4 
Colorado (4) 395.0 142.5 
Iooiana (9) 353.7 126.4 
cal ifornia (90 ) 322.5 109.9 

(A) indicates arbitration state; numbers in parentheses are cities 
for which we have 1981 contracts; each state needed at least four 
contracts to be included. 
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However, in the presence of the other variables 
f 

in our model CBAGE contributed very little to contract strength. In 

1975, for example, each additional year of bargaining added 4.8 points 

to the typical contract, but by 1981 each additional year added less 

than one point (arrl this amount was not statistically significant). The 

CBAGE coefficients might well be strongly positive if s~ of the other 

variables were removed, for our Table V-I descriptive statistics showed 

that as time passes police contracts have beco~~ clearly more favorable 

to the unions. Be that as it may, our Table V-3 results show that a 

lengthi~r bargaining relationship by itself does not contribute signifi

cantly t·j:> the favorableness of police union contracts. 

Bargiiining legislation. In contrast, the BARGLIND coefficients are 

almost uniformly significant and positive. These coefficients mean that 

in 1980, for example, each incremental advancement fram one bargaining 

law category to the next in our bargaining law index was associated with 

an app;oxlinate two percent (or eight point) improvement in the strength 

of police contracts. In other words, as bargaining legislation places 

upon employers a stronger duty to bargain obligation involving a wider 

scope of negotiations, police unions are able to bargain more favorable 

contracts. Because our bargaining law bdex has six categories and the 

reference (or excluded) category is "no law," our 1980 results imply 

that police unions in the states with the strongest bargaining laws are 

able to bargain contracts which are several percentage points more 

favorable than the contracts negotiated by police unions in states with 

no bargaining legislation, ceteris paribus. 

We recognize that there are some potential problems interpreting the 
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MK!IS CF NUl'llW'ICN AVAIIllBILl'lY, 
a.mN!' lEJ~, l'lD mIrn lm CN CINIRrCr J.NE( s.:mES 

~ INE{ OOINIS 

YEAA N c:BIG': EWG:.JID Am AlRl:'E PlBII:.m (B.IIG: EWG.OO Am -
1975 194 0.95 4.32*** 38.96*** -20.99* -17.83*** 4.8** 12.7'"<* 91.9*** 

(1.16) (3.78) (3.78) (1.71) (3.lB) (2.01) (3.~) (3.59) 

1976 ~1 0.92 2.93*** 33.83*** -5.11 -12.04*** 4.3** 8.6*** 92.2*** 
(1.39) (3.11) (3.87) (0.63) (2.SS) (2.22) (3.14) (4.14) 

NTl 347 0.84* 0.61 61.Z7*** 5.15 -7.~*** 3.5** 2.7 150.6*** 
(1.73) (0.53) (4.51.) (0.76) (2.82) (2.29) (0.74) (4.53) 

1.978 381 0.76* 3.36*** 23.40** 6.40 -5.61** 3.3** 12.2*** 67.8** 
(1.70) (3.52) (2.31) (1.17) (2.71) (2.23) (3.91) (2.25) 

1979 ~ 0.82* 2.~*** 23.55** 2.03 -2.61. 3.2** lD.7*** 73.7** 
(1.89) (3.22) (2.47) (0035) (1.62) (2.13) (3.45) (2.48) 

~ 3~ 0.28 2.13** 17.34* 3.11 -1.52 1.4 8.2*** 59.1** 
(0.71) (2.36) (1.88) (0.56) (1.01) (0.99) (2.58) (1.96) 

~1' 422 0.02 1.68** 18.$** 5.lB -2.56** 0.6 7.4** 64.5** 
(0.06) (1.17) (2.39) (1.00) (2.21) (0.46) (2.56) (2.35) 

fNOAV mIUl!W 

19tH 422 0.00 -6.50 40.14*** 5.~ -2.20* 0.'18 -16.2 129.7'"<* 
(0.02) (1.10) (5.78) (1.09) (1.89) (0.37) (0.75) (5.87) 

a.n-e pao:nt:ge a:efficiB'lts are ca10ilatm with t:te fionrula % = eB -1, W:'ere B is t:te CIS 103 a:efficimt. 

N:mlute valu:s of t-statistics are in pmnt:h:!s?s. 

***Si<pifica1t at t:i'e .01 level, 
**Sicpifica1t at tte .05 ~, 
*Si~ficmt at t:i'e .lD ~ (t:w>-tllla:l tEsts) • 

AlRl:'E 

-52.0 
(1.59) 

-10.3 
(0.44) 

28.5 
(I.T 

22.0 
(1.25) 

6.3 
(0.32) 

8.8 
(0.45) 

18.1· 
(1.02) 

18.4 
(1.03) 

.. 

1 

-~1 

EMll.S!: 

-51.0*** 
(3.36) 

-36.9*** 
(3.16) 

-26.5*** 
(3.09) 

-17.1** 
(2.55) 

-8.4 
(1.50) 

-5.1 
(0.97) I-' 

co 
1.0 

-9.2** 
(2.14) 

-7.9* 
(1.82) 
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results associated with our BARGLIND variable. For example, the use of 

. such an index variable requires the assumption that the difference 

between any two legislative catego.ries in the index is the same as the 

difference betweeen any other two legislative categories (i.e., that the 

differences across all the categories are equal). In fact, it is 

possible that most of the results reported in the BARGLIND coefficients 

reflect a difference between categories four and five or five and six 

(for it is categories five and six in which most states fall). If this 

is the case, our bargaining law index variable may be unnecessarily 

complicated and might even be obscuring the influence of bargaining 

legislation in general. 

To test for the possibility that some kind of bargaining legislation 

is more nnportant than the differences across various types of bargaining 

laws, we re-estimated our 1981 regression after replacing the BARGLIND 

variable with a BAR~ dummy variable which had a value of one for each 

city in a state with any kind of bargaining legislation and zero for 

each city in a state with no police bargaining legislation. 

The BARGLAW results are repor ted in the last row of Table V-3, and 

they are troubling. The BARGLAW coefficient is negative though insignifi-

cant, which means that police unions in states with protective bargaining 

legislation bargain either the same or less favorable contracts than 

police unions in states without such statutory protectivn. Not only 

does this result contradict the BARGLIND results, it is not very 

believable. It suggests that police unions are no better off when they 

acquire a legally guaranteed right to bargain, and hence it ~"Uggests 

that police union lobbying for bargaining legislation has been a waste 
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of time. Neither of these implications makes much sense. 

In addition, the use of the BARGLAW variable more than doubles the 

magnitude of the arbitration availability (ARB) term (from 19 percent to 

40 percent). Because almost all the arbitration states ranked high on 

our bargaining law index (i.e., almost all the arbitration states were 

in the two top index categories), and because the BARGLAW dlll111Y variable 

cannot differentiate among bargaining statutes with differing degrees of 

strength, the inclusion of BAR~W in the equation seems to transfer 

some of the influence of particularly favorable (to the union) bargaining 

legislation to the arbitration availability term. 

Consequently, the BAR~ term does not appear to have done an 

effecti ve :job of measuring the influence of different types of bargaining 

legislation. Further, BARGLAW appears to assign a stronger influence to 

arbitration's availability than is warranted. As a result, we believe 

that the results generated with the BARGLIND variable provide more 

accurate measures of the influence of bargaining legislation and of 

arbi tration on the favorab1E!neSS of police contracts than does the use 

of the BARGLAW term. 

Methodologically, the contrast between our BARGLIND and BAR~ 

results provide.a cautionary note. These different results clearly show 

that our findings in this chapter are sensitive to the specification of . 

our analytical model, and alternative specifications might yield results 

different than those presented here. Consequently, 01Jr findings should 

be interpreted with this methodological warning in mind. 

Arbitration availability. The ARB term is stron<,;rly positive in each 

year of our time period, and the ARB coefficients indicate that police 
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contracts in arbitration states are 17 to 61 percent more favorable to 

the unions than po1:lce contracts in nonarbi tration states during the 

various yea~s, aftel: controlling for the influences of other factors. 

Further, the ARB cOf:!fficients are much stronger than the bargaining age, 

bargaining law indeliC, and arbitration use coefficients. Hence, the 

Table V-3 results indicate that arbitration's presence contributes much 

more to police contl:act strength than the longevity of the bargaining 

relationship or the actual use of arbitration. 

Arbitration use" In six of the seven years the current arbitration 

use (ARBUSE) coefficients are not significantly different from zero, 

which means that the police unions which arbitrate (on any issue) in a 

given year do not ~lve more favorable contracts than those who negotiate. 

However, the previo\~ arbitral use (PASTUSE) coefficients are always 

negative and are si9!nificantly negative in five of the seven years. 

This means that in a. given year police unions which have actually used 

arbitration in prior years have less favorable contracts than those who 

negotiated their own contracts during those previous years. In tum, 

the consistently negative PASTUSE coefficients plus the negative ARBUSE 

coefficients for 1975-76 indicate that same polic~ unions with comparatively 

less favorable contralcts apparently have used arbitration in an attempt 

to catch up to their more favorably situated peers in other cities. 

Other influences. The results for the complete model in 1981 are 

presented in Appeooix V-I. These coefficients reveal that several 

other factors have strong associations with police contract strength: 

police unions in larg~~ cities have more favorable contracts than in 

smaller cities, police! unions in poorer cities have more favorable l , 
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contracts than in wealthier cities (which is the exact opposite oft our 

salary result), police unions in cities with high manufacturing wages 

have much more favorable contracts than in cities with low manufacturing 

wages, and police unions in cities in Western states have slubstantially 

less favorable contracts than police unions located in North Central 

cities. These patterns also apply during the 1975-80 period. In 

addition, police unions in cities with higher crime rates had more 

favorable contracts during the 1975-78 and 1980 years. 

Our total contract estimation equations are highly significant for 

each year, and about half of the variables in our model are also signifi

cant in each year. As a result, our model seems to be correctly specified. 

In addition, our model explains 30 percent to 48 percent of the variation 

in contract scores in various years. Interestingly, the amount of 

explained variation declines over time. Further, our analytical model 

explains less of the variation in contract scores than it explains of 

the variation in patrol officer salaries, but this is to be expected 

given the artifical nature of our contract scoring index. 

In sum, police contract scores are positively associated with 

supportive bargaining legislation and the availability of arbitration, 

and are positively and negatively associated with a variety of ''market'' 

factors. 

Subindex Scores 

As noted in the preceding chapter, we have divided our total contract 

index into several subindices. In ~..be preceding chapter we exanined the 
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impact of arbitration on the monetary subindices (fringe benefitts and 

pay supplements); in this chapter we examine the impact of arbitration 

on the nonmonetary subindices of working conditions, individual security, 

union security, equity, and intrusion into management prerogatives. 

However, before we present and discuss our results it is necessary to 

describe the purpose of and content of these subindices. 

OUr contract subindices are designed to measure the different kinds 

of provisions which are included in police contracts. Following the 

categorizations developed by Kochan and Block (1977), we grouped all of 

our total contract index items into six categories: the frin~e benefits 

and pay supplements categories examined in Chapter IV, and the four 

nonmonetary categories of working conditions, individual se~~ity, union 

security and equity. As can be seen in Appendix II-3, the working 

conditions (W:) subindex includes 18 scheduling, equir:ment, and other 

items which affect the actual on-the-job conditions of work. Many of 

these ~ items are police-specific, such as the eight different provisions 

regarding firearms and the use of force. 

The individual security (IS) subindex includes 11 items which affect 

the individual officer's ability to transfer, select shifts or vacations, 

or be protected from layoffs. Not surprisingly, a majority of the IS 

items involve the use of seniority to make personnel decisions. 

The union security (US) subindex contains 19 i terns which affect the 

institutional strength or security of the union and union representatives 

in the workplace. These items include recognition, dues checkoff, time 

and space for union business, and no strike clauses. It is worth noting 

that the degree of ccxnpulsory union support or manbership (i.e., open 
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shop, maintenance of membership, agency shop, or union shop) is only one 

item in this subindex. In addition, the us subindex also includes a 

managenent rights clause (which, of course, is reverse scored). 

The equity (EQ) subindex contains 19 items which affect the ability 

of the individual officerS? arrl the union to be protected from adverse 

managerial actions and to seek redress from such actions. Eight of 

these items involve grievance procedures! and the remainder deal with 

such topics as performance appraisal~ inter~~l investigations, discipline, 

and rule change procedures. 

These four subindices plus the subindices examined in the previous 

chapter together are both exclusive and exhaustive: each item in the 

total contract index appears in only one subirrlex, arrl these six subindices 

contain all the items in the total index. We recognize that the specifica-

tion of particular items in one subindex or another is somewhat arbitrary~ 

for some items arguably could be placed in different subirrlices (for 

example, the grievance procedure items could be placed in the IS or US 

subindices almost as well as in the EQ subindex). However, we believe 

that, on balance, each of the items in each subindex is directly related 

b: the theme expressed in the title of that subindex. As a result, our 

subir~icss provide us with a method to determine if arbitration enables 

unions to obtain particular types of contract provisions. 

We also constructed an intrusion into management prerogatives (MFI) 

subindex. This subindex contains 31 it~ which directly limit managene..1"lt's 

discretion or flexibility to do such things as assign officers to jobs, 

require unscheduled work, ch:mge personnel practices, impose discipline, 

and regulate the issuance arrl use of weapons. The MPI is a cross-over 
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or hybrid subindex, in that all of its items also exist in one or 

another of the six subindices described earlier. However, we believe 

that the MPI provides a better measure of the extent to which police 

,~ntract language directly constrains rnanagenent's unilateral freedom to 

manage than is provided by the other six subirrlices. 

We recognize that all of the items in any union contract pose some 

direct or indirect constraint upon °managenent, for the employer is 

obligated to honor all contractual provisions, and presumably few of 

these provisions would exist in a nonunion workplace. We believe that 

our total contract index is an excellent device for measuring all of the 

various kinds of items which police unions might negotiate, but we ,also 

believe that our MPI subindex provides a better measure of the extent to 

which police contracts directly constrain managenent's discretion to 

allocate and discipline enployees. As with the other six subirrlices, 

higher MPI scores indicate contract language which is increasingly 

favorable to the unions. 

Results. The results of our subindex analyses are presented in 

Table V-4. The coefficients in this table represent the percentage 

difference in the various subirrlex scores urrler the ARB, ARBUSE, and 

PASTUSE conditions compared to the subindex scores of police contracts 

in nonarbitration states, controlling for the influence of the other 

variables in our model. 

The Table V-4 results must be interpreted with great caution, for 

the relatively small nunber of itens in each subindex means that relatively 

minor differences between contracts in arbitration arrl nonarbitration 

states can generate unusually large percentage coefficients in our 
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regression analyses. For example, our results indicate that in 1975 the 

EQ subindex in arbitration state contracts was 1925 percent ( !) greater 

than in contracts negotiated in nonarbj,tration states, ceteris paribus. 

Coefficients of this magnitude are difficult to interpret; in this 

instance, it means that 1975 police contracts in nonarbitration states 

had far fewer or weaker equity provisions in them than did contracts in 

arbitration states. 

Similarly, same of these very large coefficientz are not statistically 

significant. For example, in 1976 the IS subindices in arbitration 

state contracts were 268 percent larger than the IS subiooices in 

contracts negotiated in other states, but this huge p:rcentage difference 

was not statistically significant. This huge but nonsignificant difference 

means that there is so much variation in the strength of the IS subindex 

across our sample of contracts that we can draw no statistical conclusion 

for 1976. There are lWI.-ny large but nonsignificant percentage coefficients 

in Table V-4, and they must be interpreted carefully. 

witt'"} these warnings in mind, Table V-4 supports a variety of conclusions. 

Most noticeably, location in an arbitration state apparently made a 

difference on three of the four subindices during the 1975-77 period, 

but during the 1978-81 period this difference disappeared. By 1980, 

arb.itration's availability no longer is associated with any statistically 

significant differences in the strength of the four primary subindices. 

In addition, the use of arbitration in any given year (ARBUSE) seems to 

make no significant difference with any of our subindices. However, the 

use of arbitration in previous years (PASTUSE) seems to be associated 

with significantly weaker we and EQ subindices during the first half of 
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our time period but not during the second half. This finding implies 

that during the earlier part of our period the unions who actually used 

arbitration did so (at least in part) to catch up with the we and EQ 

terms negotiated by their peers in other cities, and by 1980-81 the 

previous users of arbitration had indeed caught up. 

Union security. As we saw in Table V-I and in the preceding chapter, 

five of six primary subindices consistently grew in strength during our 

1975-81 periodQ Tne single exception ~o this trend occurred with the 

union security subindex, for its average score in 1981 was almost 

identical to its average score in 1975. 

The results in Table V-4 are consistent with this earlier finding, 

for the US coefficients appear impervious to the availability and use of 

arbitration throughout the 1975-81 period. In particular, the US 

coefficients are much smaller than the coefficients for the other 

subindices. When combined with the Table V-I results, these findings 

imply that police unions obtain a degree of institutional security not 

long after bargaining is established which appears to remain relatively 

fixed for several years thereafter. There undoubtedly are individual 

exceptions to this conclusion, but in general the union security subir:dex 

is the only subindex whose average score does not improve over time ~

irrespective of arbitration's presence or absence. 

Management prerogatives~ The contrast between the coefficients for 

our four prbnary subindices and our hybrid management prerogatives 

subindex is striking. The ARB coefficients in the MPI equations are 

positive and statistically significant in each year; these results 

indicate, for instance, that during the 1918-81 years police contracts 
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~ N Am AlH.EE I:l\SIl.ffi Am AlHm 00f@ Am AI.US!: PASItm Am ARIm J?ASllH.: Am Am.m Pf1SIlEE 

1975 194 46.81*** -20.31 -25.03*** 866.~**-48. 94 -26.91 7.00 -8.04 -5.41* 1925. 70***-428.14 ~.00***71.00*** -31.05 
(3.05) (1.14) (2.99) (2.31) (0.32) (0.41) (1.33) (1.18) (1.74) (2.88) (1.24) (3.~) (3.35) (1.32) 

1976 291 TI.07*** -10.58 -16.51*** 268.47 13.04 -35.65 2.74 -0. <Xi -3.'lJ 404.25* -41.55 -302.65***52.41*** -8.75 
(2.00) (0.08) (2.59) (1.52) (0.14) (0.68) (0.58) (0.13) (1.33) (1.93) (0.39) (3.17) (3.15) (0.59) 

N77 347 ?Jj.CJ7** 0.03 -8.53** 866.lO!t 0.16 -12.01 6.91 14.61*** -4.7}!r* 815.13** 8.32 -122.60***89.82k** 3.64 
(1.96) (0.00) (1.~) (l.ffi) (0.00) (0.36) (0.94) (3.00) (2.53) (1.85) (O.ll) (2.59) (3.45) 90.31) 

1978 381 ll.16 -1.74 -4.89 163.48 32.14 -'lJ.65 7.'lJ 3.23 -1.09 227.00 22.01 -72.77***33.74* 10.35 
(0.70) (0.20) (1.43) (0.95) (0.47) (1.07) (1.07) (0.83) (0.74) (1.27) (O.TI) (2.64) (1.74) (2.02) 

1979 386 3.38 1.90 -2.63 129.70 -38.61 -3.29 9.68 -2.59 -0.02 277.5:)* 10.38 -33.42* 34.64* -0.69 
(0.24) (0.20) (1.00) (0.91) (0.53) (0.19) (1.48) (0.61) (0.02) (1.62) (0.18) {I. 88) (1.86) (0. <Xi) 

1980 ~ -8.63 -1.4i -1.56 175.94 4.82 -3.16 5.60 -1.03 0.13 142.69 54.16 -20.15 33.94* 9.19 
(0.64) (0.17) (0.68) (1.2l) (0.09) (O.2l) (0.87) (0.25) (0.12) (1.09) (0.84) (1.29) (1.89) (0.88) 

1981 422 4.54 8.08 -3.66* 158.00 -38.79 1.23 3.55 3.36 0.00 44.41 23.2l -ll.57 33.03** S.CJ7 
(0.37) (1.01) (1.91) (1.34) (0.72) . (O.ll) (0.56) (0.83) (0.00) (0.55) (0.48) (1.04) (2.13) (1.00) 

~ p:m:l:n~ CXEfficialts are ca1ail.ata::l with t::l"E fomula % = eB 
-1, W'Ere B is tl'e <IS leg CXEfficimt. 

1b:Dlute vallES of t-statistics are in prr61l:ha92S. 

***Significalt at t::l"E .01 ~, 
**SignifiCB1t at t::l"E .05 ~, 
*Signif:iccl1t at t::l"E .10 1eJel. (ht.t>-tail.OO t:e:;ts). 
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-34.43*** 
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-25.33*** 
(3.22) 

-15.45*** 
(3.00) 

-13.02*** 
(3.31) 

-5.95* 
(1.93) 

-4.54* 
(1.65) 

-4.47** 
(2.08) 
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1.0 
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in arbitration states consistently scored about 33-34 percent higher on 

the MPI subindex than police contracts in other states, even after 

controlling for the influence of other factors. The ARBUSE coefficients 

are never significant (which matches the pattern established with the 

other subindices), but the PASTUSE coefficients are negative and signifi-

cant in each year. The negative PASTUSE coefficients mean that police 

unions which actually went to arbitration prior to the year in question 

had contracts with weaker MPI provisions than police unions which had 

never used arbitration (in both arbitration and nonarbitration states); 

presumably, the unions which did use arbitration might have r~n trying 

to catch up to the MPI provisions obtainoo by their peers in other 

cities. 

The Table V-4 results do not show that arbitratiori causes police 

contracts to contain more provisions which directly limit managerial 

discretion, for it is possible that police contracts in arbitration 

states would have scored high on the MPI subindex even if these states 

never adopted arbitration. Similarly, the absence of any pre-I975 

police contracts in our data set has prevented us from doing the kind of 

"before and after" analysis we did with salaries and fringes. However, 

the table shows that arbitration is unequivocally associated with higher 

MPI scores (which reflect a greater number of ~W.I provisions, MPI 

provisions which are more rather than less favorable to the union, or 

both). Further, although the MPI differences between arbitration and 

nonarbitration states are smaller in 1981 than in 1975, the arbitration 

advantage shows no sign of disappearing (i.e., it is as large in 1981 as 

it was in 1978). 
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Managers naturally are opposed to contract tenns which directly limit 

their ability to allocate, direct, assign, and discipline anployees, and 

the high MPI scores in arbitration state contracts offer a partial 

explanation for managerial opposition to arbitration laws. To the extent 

that these more restrictive contract provisions are associated with the 

presence of a statutory arbitration procedure, it is natural to attribute 

causality of the fonner to the latter. 

We note that ~ have not collected any data about the actual use or 

application of these managerial prerogative restrictions in u.s. police 

departments. Consequently, there is nothing in this chapter which says 

or implies that these MPI provisions prevent managanent from assigning 

the right officer to the right job, or from deploying the ~ecessary 

number of officers during the high-crime hours, or from disciplining 

errant officers, and so on. In other words, we have not collected any 

data about the actual operation of personnel practices in-police departments. 

As a result, our contract analyses do not permit us (or anybody else) to 

conclude that arb~tration leads directly to contract provisions which 

haoocuff police managanent. 

However, we have collected several years of crime rate aoo clearance 

rate data, and in the next chapter we will examine how these output 

measures are affected by unionization and arbitration. 

Other influences. The other explanatory factors identified earlier 

in the t~tal contra~t analyses also operate in a similar fashion in the 

subindex analyses: subindex scores are higher in larger cities than in 

smaller cities, are higher in poorer cities than in wealthier cities, are 

higher in cities with higher rather than lower manufacturing wages, and 
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are lower in Western ci ties than elsewhere. As wi th our total contract 

equations, our subindex equations are highly significant for each year. 

In addition, as would be expected, our analysis explains less of the 

variation in subindex scores than in the total contract scores. Our 

model explains from 10 percent to 40 percent of the variation in particular 

subindices in particular years, and, as with the total index, the amount 

of explained variation declines rather steadily during our 1975-81 

period. This relatively modest explanatory power is not surprising 

considering both the artificial nature of our subiooices and the fact 

that there is a "restricted range" associated with each subindex. 

Grievance Procedures and Grievance Arbitration 

A central feature of American collective bargaining agreements in 

the private sector is the aLmost universal inclusion of a grievance 

pr()Cedure cuLminating in biooing arbitration. The widespread existence 

of grievance arbitration in private sector contracts reflects the 

quid pro quO whereby unions have relinquished their right to strike over 

contract interpretation disputes in return for the anp10yers' promise to 

arbitrate such disputes. 

However, grievance arbitration is not nearly so widespread in the 

police industry. FOr instance, in 429 contracts in effect in 1981, only 

364 had any type of grievance procedure, and only 298 ha~ a grievance 

procedure which cuLminated in grievance arbitration. This pattern is 

not surprising; presumably it reflects the fact that municipal anployers 

have little incentive to agree to grievance arbitration (for police 
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unions have no right to strike to offer as a quid pro quo) and the fact 

that police officers usually are covered by a civil service appeals 

procedure which is independent of any negotiated grievance procedures. 

Because of this pattern, we used our analytical model, somewhat 

modified, to esti .. :nate the existence of a grievance procedure, the 

existence of grievance arbitration, and thEI strength of the grievance 

procedure from the union I s point of view (as measured by our grievance 

procedure (GPI) subindex score). We deleted our bargaining law index 

(BARGLIND) variable and substituted three ot:her bargaining law dUlllly 

variables: BARGLAW to measure the presence o.r absence of any kind of 

bargaining law; GPLAW to measure the presencE~ or absence of a provision 

in the bargaining law requiring the negotiation of a grievance procedure 

or explicitly listing a grievance procedure in the sco~ of bargaining; 

and GALAW to measure the presence or absence Clf a pro·l.rision in the 

bargaining law which requires grievance arbi triStion. Because some 

states have grievance-specific requirements in their bargaining statutes, 

these three dummy variables are more appropriate than our BARGLIND 

variable used earlier. To keep the n1.lIlber of independent 'Variables down 

to a reasonable nWlber, we also deleted the ICITY, OPPNAGE, DENSITY, 

HOUSE, and PBLACK variables used earlier. In addition, the very limited 

number of items in our grievance procedure subindex caused us to delete 

the arbitration use terms and focus primarily on location in an arbitration 

state. 

Consequently, we used an analytical model of the following form: 
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(1) PROBGP BO + Bl In POP + B2 InPCI 

(2) PROBGARB = 

(3) GPI 

+ B3 InCRATE + B4 O1GR + BS SOUTH 

+ B6 Nl;;AST + B7 WEST + B8 CBAGE 

where 

PROBGP 

PROBGARB 

GPI 

CBAGE 

BARGLAW 

GPL~ 

+ B9 Bru~GLAW + B10 GPLAW + Bll GALAW 

+ B12 ARB + e 

= the presence of a contractual grievance procedure 
(grievance procedure in contract = 1; no procedure = 0) 

= the presence of a g'rievance procedure culminating in 
arbitration (binding arbitration is final step = 1; 
any other final step = 0) 

= the strength of the grievance procedure from the union 
point of view 

= age of bargaining relationship (in years) 

= a dummy variable = 1 in states that have police 
bargaining la~~ which do not explicitly mention grievance 
procedures (except that in equation (2) GPL~ is also 
inclooed here) 

= (in equations (1) and (3) only) a durnmy variable = 1 
if the police bargaining law requires the negotiation 
of a grievance procedure or explicitly lists a grievance 
procedure in the scope of bargaining 

= (in equation (2) only) a dummy variable = 1 if the 
police bargaining law requires grievance arbitration 

and the other variables are as defined earlier. 

Because equations (1) and (2) have dichotomous dependent variables 

----------------. 

(the presence or absence of a grievance procedure and grievance al:bitration) , 

ordinary least squares (OLS) multiple regression estimation is inappropriate. 

Consequently, equations (1) and (2) are probit estimations; derivatives 

of the probit coefficients measure the approximate percentage impact 
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that each independent variable has on the probability that the "average" 

police contract contains a grievance procedure or grievance arbitration, 

respectively. In contrast, equation (3) is an OLS multiple regression 

estimation of the standard form, and these coefficients measure the 

approximate impact that each indepement variable has on the stren.gth 

(i.e., number of GPI points) of the grievance procedures which do exist. 

Our estimations for 1975 and 1981 are reported in Table V-5 (space 

constraints prevent us from reporting the results for each year of the 

1975-81 period). Each equation is strongly significant (this was true 

for each equation in all intervening years), though equation (3) explains 

only a small portion of the total variation in the strength of these 

grievance procedures. 

Only a few environmental inf~uences are consistently statistically 

significant over time. City size is positively associated with one or 

more of the depement variables in both 1975 and 1981 (and in each 

intervening year as well). A Western location is negatively and strongly 

associated with all three dependent variables in both 1975 and 1981 (and 

in each intervening year as well) canparoo to a North Central location. 

This is the only consistent am strong regional effect. Rather unsurpris-

ingly, the presence of a bargaining law which requires that police 

contracts contain grievance arbitration is positively and strongly 

associated with the presence of grievance arbitration in 1975 and 1981 

(and in each intervening year). 

Most of the remaining variables are never significant or else their 

early significance disappears over time. For instance, the age of the 

bargaining relationship makes no difference in 1975 or 1981 (or in any 
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TABLE V-5 

INFLUENCES ON POLICE GRIEVANCE PROCEDURES 

1975 1981 

PROBGP PROBGARB 
Intercept -.216 3.14 

(0.12) . (1.57) 

InCRATE 

1nPOP 

InPC! 

~.GE 

NEAST 

SOUTH 

WEST 

CMGR 

GPLAW 

.423*** 
(3.57) 

-.059 
(1.20) 

.278 
(1.35) 

-.007 
(0.57) 

-.130 
(0.91) 

-.253 
(1.28) 

-.628*** 
(4.48) 

-.221** 
(2.28) 

.168 
(1.08) . 

BARGLAW .218 
(1.43) 

ARB .364*** 

-2 x 109-
likelihood 

{3.36} 

ratio 80.1** 

F 
2 'R 

N 197 

-.176 
(1.41) 

.128** 
(2.04) 

-.613*** 
(2a63) 

-.005 
(0.39) 

-.198 
(1.49) 

-.213 
(0.98) 

-.291** 
(1.96) 

.089 
(0.90) 

.528** 
(2.32) 

.390** 
(2.34) 

.153 
(1.37) 

36.4** 

138 

OLS 
GPI 

23.35 
(0.40) 

-2.27 
(0.69) 

4.33*** 
(2.69) 

-4.14 
(0.62) 

0.29 
(0.87) 

-2.06 
(0.66) 

-0.48 
(0.07) 

-9.51** 
(2.33) 

7.24*** 
(2.63) 

4.83 
(0.95) 

-0.74 
(0.14) 

6.12* 
(1.69) 

2.5** 

.11 

138 

PROBITa 
PROBGP PROBGARB 
-.459 -1.44 

(0.45) (1.18) 

.061 
(0.97) 

.068** 
(2.13) 

.019 
(0.17) 

-.004 
(0.74) 

-.076 
(0.73) 

.206* 
(1.86) 

-.138* 
(1.68) 

-.029 
(0.49) 

-.120 
(1.14) 

-.090 
(1.14:' 

.426*** 
(4.13) 

117.9** 

429 

.009 
(0.13) 

.012 
(0.40) 

.173 
(1.25) 

-.009* 
(1.67) 

-.297* 
(1. 86) 

.076 
(0.72) 

-.152 
(1.55) 

-.049 
(0.82) 

.280** 
(1.97) 

.059 
(0.66) 

.616*** 
(4.02) 

117.2** 

364 

OLS 
GPI 

-25.03 
(0.81) 

2.13 
(1.20) 

1.30* 
(1.65) 

7.81** 
(2.25) 

-0.24 
(1.61) 

-2.20 
(1.21) 

3.79 
(1.24) 

-6.54*** 
(2.70) 

1.14 
(0.78) 

-4.04 
(1.36) 

-4.86* 
(1.82) 

13.50*** 
(5.17) 

8.7** 

.19 

364 

Absolute (asymptotlC) t-statlstlcs ln parentheses for the OLS {problt) 
equations. 

aThe probit coefficients presented are the derivatives calculatoo at the 
mean of the dependent variables. 

***Significant at the .01 level; **Significant at the .05 level; 
*Significant at the .10 level (two-tailed tests). 
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intervening year); the city manager form of goverrment ceased having an 

impact after 1977; and the presence of an ordinary barga.ining law or a 

bargaining law which requires a grievance procedure no longer (i.e., by 

1981) makes a difference. Similarly, the crime rate and the wealth of 'a 

ci ty have no consistent impact over time. 

The strongest envirormental influence is the presence of an interest 

arbitration statute covering police. These ARB coefficients are strongly 

positive on all three dependent variables in almost every year during 

the 1975-81 period. By 1981 the presence of such a statute, controlling 

for other influences, was associated with a 43 percent increase in the 

probability that a police contract contained a grievance procedure, with 

a 62 percent increase in the probability that such a procedure culminated 

in griev~ce arbitration, and with an increase of 13.5 points in the 

strength of the procedure (i .e., one full starrlard deviation) • 

Table V-6 demonstrates more visibly the difference that location in 

an interest arbitration state can make to police unions and managements. 

These results show that by 1981 police contracts in interest arbitration 

states almost always contained a grievance procedure culminating in 

arbitration. However, police contracts in other states are much less 

likely to have a grievance procedure or grievance arbitration. For 

example, police contracts in interest arbitration states are more than 

twice as likely (42.8 percent vs. 94.6 percent) to contain grievance 

arbitration as police contracts negotiated elsewhere. 

We were unable to determine if our interest arbitration variable is 

measuring some "pure" .impact of interest arbitration's availability or 

is acting as a proxy for same urmeasured police bargaining characteristics 

2 

\ 
:t 
cI •. 

--------". 

'.mBf..E ~ 

INl1RESI' llffil'JPATICN A.~ Gm.v'R-rn RUE:l.lRES 

N.ni:er: ffe:o:nt) N.nter (R=m:a1t) A~ 
N.Itter of of o::nt:rcd:s Wi t:h of 1?J:o:l3:i.n:es Wi t:h CPI 

YEEr Cl:nt:ra:±s Grievarx::e Pro:ain:e Grievcn::e Arbitraticn s:cre 

N:rmDitratioo 
StatEs 

1975 101 53 (52.5%) 30 (56.6%) 46.8 
1976 171 88 (51.5) 53 (ro.2) 48.0 
1977 166 00 (48.2) 48 (ro.O) 47.9 
1978 181 102 (56.4) 63 (61.8) 48.2 
1979 187 116 (62.0) 70 (ro.3) 47.6 

1980 192 129 (67.2) 78 (ro.5) 47.5 
1981 208 148 (71.2) 89 (ro.l) 47.T-

lIrbitratioo 
States 

1975 % 85 (88.5%) 75 (88.2%) 52.9 
1976 124 115 (92.7) 100 (86.9) 53.6 
19Tt 187 176 (94.1) 154 (87.5) 53.6 
1978 208 201 (96.6) 178 (88.6) 53.3 

1979 207 200 (96.6) 183 (91.5) 54.3 
1980 213 ~ (95.8) 193 (94.6) 55.5 
1981 221 216 (CJl.7) ~ (96.8) 56.~ 

~ ]$1, t:iE st:arrlard cSriatico of t:l'l: G'I s:ore in rmarbitratioo states W3S 

15.7 !;Dints Wri1e in aIbitratico statEs it \as 9.8 p:>ints. 
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in these interest arbi tration states. However, we can say that the 

existence of a state interest arbitration statute is a convenient 

shorthand indicator of the almost universal existence of grievance 

procedures am grievance arbitration h, the police contracts in that 

state. When this pattern is canbine1 with our earlier fimings that 

police unions in interest arbitration states have more favorable contracts 

generally, our analyses indicate that police officers am their unions 

in arbitration states are in a much stronger position to cP31lenge or 

appeal managerial decisions than police unions in other states. 

Time Series Results 

We saw in Chapter III that our OLS cross section analyses perform 

each year's observations independently of all the other years am use 

all of the data available in each year. Consequently, the OLS cross 

section results may not provide an especially accurate portrait of how 

bargaining or arbitration has affected outcanes in the ~ group of 

cities over tbne. 

Accordingly, we have analyzed total contract scores in the same 

group of cities over a multi-year period using generalize1 least squares 

(GLS) poole1 cross section time series analysis. We discovere1 118 

cities for which we had contract scores in each year of the 1976-81 

period, am these are the cities we used -in this time series analysis. 

This is a small portion of all the cities for which we had sane contract 

data (especially during the more recent years) , but the neErl for canplete 

contract information in each year substantially reduced the size of our 

tbne series sample. 
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TABLE V-7 

1976-81 TIME SERIES ANALYSIS OF ARBITRATION'S AVAILABILITY ON TOTAL 
C'ONTRACT OCORES (PERCENT) a 

N 

708b 
(1l8 x 6) 

ARB 

79.71*** 
(6.20) 

ARBTREND 

-6.35*** 
(9.11) 

TREND 

7.71*** 
(5.58) 

CBAGE 

0.70 
CO. 64) 

BARGLIND 

1.51 
(1.53) 

aThese percentage coefficients were calculated using the formula % = eB-l, 
where B is the GLS log coefficient. 

b 38.6 percent of these observations occurred in arbitration cities. 

Absolute value of t-statistics in parentheses. 

***Significant at the .01 level; 
**Significant at the .05 level; 
*Significant at the .10 level (two-taile1 tests). 
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Our time series results are presented in Table V-7, and they confirm 

our cross section analyses. Our ARB coefficient is huge and significant; 

it means that ear.h year contracts in arbitration cities scored an 

average of 79. '7 percent higher on our contract scoring index than the 

contracts negotiated in nonarbitration cities, ceteris paribus. This is 

a much larger percentage than the cross section coefficients presented 

in Table V-3 for the ARB variable; the discrepancy suggests that there 

may be a substantial difference between the 118 cities in our time 

series analysis and the 300-400 cities included in our earlier cross 

section analysis. 

The two time trend variables present some particularly interesting 

results. The TREND coefficient indicates that each year the contracts 

in all 118 cities improved an average of 7.71 percent on our" scoring 

index. However, the ARBTREND coefficient indicates that each year the 

contracts in the arbitration cities lost an average of 6.35 percent of 

their advantage over the cont~acts in the nonarbitration cities. 

Expressed another way, these two variables indicate that while all 

contracts became more favorable to the unions over time, the contracts 

in nonarbitration cities improved at a faster rate than contracts in 

arbitration cities. This result is hardly surprising when we consider 

how much better (for the unions) the contracts are in arbitration 

cities. 

In our time series analysis, we used the analytical merlel identified 

in the early part of this chapter, except that we deleted the ARBUSE and 

PASTUSE terms and substi tuted the CBAGE and two time treoo var iables in 

their place. We have inclLrled in Table V-7 the results on two of our 
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control variables, CBAGE and BARGLIND. These two coefficients are 

positive (as expected) but insignificant, which means that the age of 

the bargaining relationship and a favorable (to the unions) bargaining 

law contributed ~ost nothing to improved contract scores in this group 

of 118 cities after controlling for arbitration and the general upward 

trend in contract scores (and the other influences in our mooel) ~ 

These time series results are generally consistent with our descriptive 

and cross section results. The positive time trend coefficient is 

consistent with the descriptive data in Table V-I; the negative ARBTREND 

coefficient is consistent with the Table V-I figures which show that 

contract scores are improving at a faster rate outside of arbitration 

states than in them; the huge ARB coefficient differs not in direction 

but only in magnitude from the results portrayed in Tables V-I and V-3; 

and the age of the bargaining relationship (CBAGE) term contributes 

little in both the cross section and time series results. The only 

apparent inconsistency is the contribution of the bargaining law index 

variable, which was positive and significant in the larger cross section 

samples but was positive and insignificant in the smaller time series 

sample. It is possible that BARGLIND's fade into insignificance in the 

time series analysis occurred primarily because of the much smaller 

sample size. 

COntract Scores and Salaries 

Correlations. In Chapter IV we correlated salaries and fringe 

benefits to see if they were differentially associated in arbitration 



and nonarbitration cities. Here we do a sbnilar correlation of salaries 

and total contract scores to see how they are associated where arbitration 

is and is not available. 

Our correlation results are contained in Table V-8. When all the 

cities (for which data are available) are grouped together, there is 

always a negative correlation between maxbnum patrol officer salary and 

total contract score, though in four of the seven years this association 

is insignificant. However, when the cities are grouped into arbitration 
~ 

and nonarbitration categories, ti1e correlation coefficients differ 
, 

dramatically. In cities located in nonarbitration states, there is a i 
J 

negative and significant correlation between salaries and contract 
I, 
~ -

scores ip each year, while at the same time there is a posi ti ve and 

significant correlation in arbitration cities (except for 1981). 
'I 1 
P 

J~ 

These results indicate that salaries and contract provisions may be 
T 

I 

substituted or traded off for each other where arbitration is not I' 
0.4", 

available, and thus in nonarbi tration state~ we can find high salaries 

coexisting with relatively unfavorable (to the unions) contracts, and 

"'~ 

)i 
JL 

"1-

vice versa. However, the positive correlation coefficients for arbitration H 
'I' 'I' 
J ~ 

cities indicate that such substitutions are rarely made; instead, high 
",. 

salaries tend to coexist with high contract scores (and vice versa). !J \ 

The resul' '. Table V-8 are consistent with previous investigations 

of the r(. . .:..t.:;&1ip between wage and nonwage bargaining outcomes in both ~ 
. 
: 

I 

. 

the pub) i,e; tmd private sectors. In a study of Canadian municipalities, ~ 
Andezson (1979) found a negative but insignificant correlation (r=-.02) 

between wages and contract scores (for contracts covering all groups of 

city workers, including police officers). Our results in the first 
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TABLE V-8 

ZERO-oRDER CORRELATIONS BE'IWEEN MAXIMUM PATROL 
OFFICER SALARY AND TOTAL CONTRACT INDEX S:::ORE 

Cities in Cities in 
All Nonarbitration Arbitration Year Cities States States 

1975 -.022 -.207* .247** 
(143) (73) (70) 

1976 -.146** -.463*** .314*** 
(234) (137) (97) 

1977 -.163*** -.364*** .186** 
(252) (132) (120) 

1978 -.096 -.274*** .252*** 
(282) (148) (134) 

1979 -.030 ~.149* .194** 
(278) (146) (132) 

1980 -.039 -.187** .244*** 
(297) (149! (148) 

1981 -.173*** -.303*** .145 
(282) (157) (125) 

Sample sizes are in paren theses. 

***Significant at the .01 level; 
**Significant at the .05 level; 
*Significant at the .10 level (two-tailed test) • 
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column of Table V-8 are roughly consistent with his, for we also found 

negative but weak correlations in our sample. 

In two private sector studies (Feui11e, Hendricks, and Kahn, 1981; 

and Kochan, 1980), researchers foum strongly positive and significant 

correlations (r=.51 and .59, respectively) between wag~ rates and 

contract scores across numerous private sector industries. These two 

studies suggest that private sector unions use whatever strike-based 

bargaining 

contracts: 

power they have to bargain consistent levels of wages and 

unions with ample t~rgaining power have bargained high 

wages and good contracts, while weak unions have negotiated modest wages 

and modest contracts. 

Our results in the second am third columns of Table V-8 suggest 

that arbitration may provide police unions with a source of power which 

is similar to the power that. the right to strike gives to many private 

sector unions. The consistently posi tive coefficients in arbitration 

cities suggest that police unions in arbitration states do not need· to 

trade off good contracts to get high payor high pay to get good contracts. 

Instead, they can use (or threaten to use) the arbitration procedure to 

get both. 

We do not want to overinterpret these results, for we have seen in 

this and earlier chapters that the presence of arbitration does not 

guarantee high wages, good fringes, aoo favorable contracts. Nevertheless, 

the contrast between the correlation coefficients in arbitration aoo 

nonarbitration states is striking and may be one of the most fmpcirtant 

findings of our research. This Table V-8 comparison suggests that 

arbitration enables police unions to simultaneously obtain a range 
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of favorable wage and nonwage terms for their members that police unions 

police unions in nonarbitration states simply cannot match. In turn, 

Table V-8 may offer a very important reason why police unions have 

lobbied so vigorously for arbitration laws and why municipal management 

has worked against such statutes. 

Tradeoffs. However, the Table V-8 correlation coefficients do not 

tell us if arbitration is directly associated with the positive correla-

tions between contract scores and salaries or if these Table V-8 results 

occur for some other reasons. Accordingly, we have borro~ an analytical 

technique used elsewhere to isolate arbitration's influence. 

Following an analysis of the relationships between contract scores 

and wage rates in the private manufacturing sector (Feui1le, Hendricks, 

and Kahn, 1981), we have selected those ci ties for which we have 1975-81 

contract score ~ salary data (plus the necessary independent variable 

information). We then analyzed the rel~tionships between contract 

scores and maximum patrol officer salaries in these cities with three 

OLS multiple regression equations. The dependent v~riab1e in the first 

equation was In'I'RADEOFF, which was meas~red as the log of the total 

contract score in that city minus the log of the maximum patrol officer 

salary in that city (lnTCI - InMAXSAL). The ARB regression coefficients 

in this first equation will tell us if arbitration "tilts" the emplo~ent 

package toward better contracts or higher salaries. Because such a 

tilt, or tradeoff, could occur as a result of an increase in one variable 

or a decrease in the other, the Second and third equations will measure 

arbitration's influence separately on the log of total contract scores 

(lnTCI) and on the log of maximlln patrol officer salaries (1nMAXSAr.). .~ 
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TABLE V-9 

CONTRACT SCORE-SALARY TRADEOFFSa 
InTel - InMAXSAL InTel 1nMAXSAL 

-.~ 

YEAR N ARB CBAGE BARGLlND ARB CBAGE BARGLIND ARB CBAGE BARGLIND 1975 134 35.43** 1.67* 3.46** 40.86*** 1.61* 3.86*** 4.02 -0.07 0.38 (2.56) (1.68) (2.31) (2.98) (1.66) (2.65) (1.28) (0.26) (l.00) 1976 222 40.10*** 1.46* 0.99 43.19*** 1.59* 1.67 2.20 0.12 0.67** (3.60) (1.67) (0.86) (3.88) (1.83) (1.46) (0.86) (0.51) (2.16) 1977 241 60.87*** 1.62** -0.18 71.16*** 1.72** 0.20 6.40* 0.10 0.39 (3.70) (2.24) (0.13) (4.31) (2.46) (0.15) (1. 73) (0.51) (0.97) 1978 269 26.10** 0.44 2.13* 27.98** 0.70 2.75** 1.49 0.26 0.60* (2.05) (0.68) (1. 76) (2.26) (1.10) (2.34) (0.44) (1.34) (1.70) 1979 267 24.89** 0.04 0.82 28.94** 0.40 1.60 3.24 0.35** 0.77** (2.03) (0.08) (0.72) (2.36) (0.70) (1.42) (0.94) (1.99) (2.19) 1980 276 36.19***-0.25 -0.80 30.93** 0.02 0.55 -4.02 0.26 1.35*** (2.62) (0.42) (0.64) (2.34) (0.03) (0.46) (1.04) (1.38) (3.39) 1981 261 10.88 -0.81 0.93 15.07 -0.59 1.71* 3.78 0.22 0.77** (1.03) (1.55) (0.86) (1.47) (1.19) (1.67) (1.17) (1.36) (2.28) 

a
The 

percentage coefficients are calculated with the formula % = eB -1, where B is the OIS log coefficient. 

Absolute values of t-statistics are in parentheses. 

***Significant at the .01 level, **Significant at the .05 1ev~1, *Significant at the .10 level (two-tailed tests). 
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All three equations will include all the independent variables specified 

at the beginning of this chapter. 

The ARB results of this tradeoff analysis are presented in Table 

V-9. In addition, this' table also presents the regression coefficients 

for two other potential explanations for these tradeoffs: the length of 

the bargaining relationship (CBAGE), and the strength of police bargaining 

legislation (BARGLIND). The ARB coefficients in the tradeoff equation 

(In'lCI - lnMAXSAL) are large, positive, and significant, which means 

that (among this sample) cities in arbitration states have police 

anployment packages which are tilted toward better (to the unions) 

contracts than occurs in cities in nonarbitration states. The pattern 

of large, positive, and significant ARB coefficients in the contract 

score equation (In'lCI) and insignificant coefficients in the salary 

equation (lnMAXSAL) indicates that this tilt occurs because of higher 

contract scores rather ~an lower salaries in arbitration cities. In 

fact, Table V-9 indicates that among these cities contract scores ara 

much higher where arbitration is available but that arbitration's 

availability has no relationship with salaries. Interestingly, the 1981 

ARB coefficients in the tradeoff and contract score equations are not 

significant (though they remain positive and reasonably large). 

The 1975-77 CBAGE coefficients are positive and significant in the 

tradeoff and contract score equations, which means that during those 

years each additional year of bargaining added a bit more than 1.5 

percentage points to each contract, ceteris paribus. Ho\~ver, the 

length of the bargaining relationship by itself added nothing to 1978-81 

contract scores. In addition, the BARGLIND coefficients are only 
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occasionally significant in the first two equations but are consistently 

positive and significant in the salary equation, which indicates that 

cities in states with more supportive police bargaining legislation pay 

higher salaries than cities in states with less supportive legislation 

. tIl) However, neither the CBAGE nor the BARGLIND (or no legislatlon a a • 

coefficients were as helpful in explaining the relationships between 

contract ~~res and salaries as were the ARB coefficients. 

Similarly, the current usa (ARBUSE) and prior use (PASTUSE) of 

a:rbi tration had little influence on these relationships. Of 21 ARBUSE 

coefficients (three equations times seven years); none were statistically 

significant. Of 21 PASTUSE coefficient.s, 13 were not significant, seven 

were negative and significant (in various InTl~EOFF and InTCI equations), 

and one was positive and significant (in the InMAXSAL equation). These 

PASTUSE coefficients indicate that in some years sane police unions have 

used arbitration to catch up to the contract provisions obtained by 

their peers in other cities. 

ARBUSE, and PASTUSR coefficients in Table Taken together, our ARB, 

V-9 confirm our earlier findings, namely, that it is the availability 

rather than the uSe of arbitration which influences the outcomes of 

police union-managenent bargaining relationships. In addition, these 

Table V-9 coefficients confirm the earlier findings from this chapter 

and the findings from the disaggregated analyses in Olapter III, namely, 

that arbitration's availability has a strong association with better (to 

the unions) contract scores but has little or no association with 

maximum patrol officer salaries. Further, these Table V-9 coefficients 

confirm that police unions in arbitration cities do not need to accept 
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lower llaries in order to obtain better contracts (or vice versa) as 

police unions in nonarbitration cities might need to do. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

In OUY two preceding chapters we saw that arbitration's impact upon 

salaries and fringe benefits depends, at least in part, on the research 

methods used to make the assessments. No such ambiguity exists in this 

chapter, however, for arbitration is associated with higher contract 

scores no matter what research methods are used. 

For instance, our descriptive stath;t,ics show that total contract 

scores in arbitration states regularly average more than 100 points 

higher than contract scores in other states. Our cross section analyses 

show that, after controlling for the influences of other factors, total 

contract scores are 18-40 percent higher in arbitration states than 

elsewhere among our larger sample, and our time series analysis shows 

that these scores are about, 80 percent higher in arbitration states 

among our smaller sample of cities. Similarly, grievance procedures in 

police contracts are much more fully developed in arbitration states 

than elsewhere, and in particular grievance arbitration almost always 

exists in police contracts where interest arbitration exists but is much 

spottier elsewhere. Further, most of our subindex scores are larger in 

arbitration states than in other states, and our intrusion into managerial 

prerogatives (MPI) subindex is much stronger in arbitration states than 

elsewhere. As a result, police unions in arbitration states are in a 
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much stronger position to challenge or appeal managerial decisions than 

police unions in other states. 

An especially interesting finding is that police unions in cities 

where arbitration is available do not need to trade off high salaries to 

get good contracts (or vice versa) as police unions in other cities 

appear to do. In other words, police unions in arbitration cities 

apparently are able to obtain both favorable contracts and adequate 

salaries to a much greater extent than police unions in other cities. 

Our arbitration use analyses confirm the results obtainerl in the two 

preceding chapters: the actual use of arbitration in any particular 

year does not produce better (to the union) contracts than are produced 

via the negotiation process. In fact, sowe of our arbitration use 

results, especially the PASTUSE coefficients, suggest that over time the 

actual users of arbitration teoo to be t:hose unions with less favorable 

contracts who apparently are using arbitration to catch up to the 

provisions obtainerl by their peers in other cities. 

After having emphasizerl how much more favorable to the unions these 

contracts are in arbi tration states, it is important to note tha t the 

favorableness of police contracts is increasing at a faster rate in 

nonarbitration states than where arbitration is available. If the 1976-

81 trends we identifierl in our time series analysis continue into the 

future, our results imply that eventually police contracts in all states 

will be equally favorable to the unions. However, given the huge 

absolute advantage that presently favors contracts in arbitration 

states, "eventually" is many years away. 

In sum, police contracts in cities where arbitration is available 
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are much more favorable to the unions than where arbitration is absent. 

Due to the limited size of our sample of contracts, we have been unable 

to do the kind of "before" and "after" analyses we performerl on salaries 

and fringe benefits. As a result, it is possible that the favorable 

contracts in arbitration states might have occurred in any case (i.e., 

even if arbitration had never cane along). We believe this occurrence 

is unlikely, however, for the two most likely explanations for such a 

result -- the increasing age of the bargaining relationship and the 

increasing favorableness of bargaining legislation -- were much less 

useful in explaining why high contract scores existed than was the 

availability of arbitration. 

Finally, we have emphasizerl that the more fully developed contracts 

in arbitration cities have enabled police unions in those cities to 

mount stronger challenges to police management than unions in other 

cities ostensibly can do. We also emphasize, though, that we have 

neither collected nor presented any data about the day-to-day interactions 

between police unions and police managers. In addition, police bargaining 

and arbitration may have forced management to specify and protect 

managerial prerogatives in a clearer and less ambiguous manner than 

might have occurred under civil service regulations (i.e., union pressure 

might have forced management to act in a more managerial fashion than 

might have occurred otherwise). Consequently, our analyses am results 

in this chapter canno~ be used as evidence that police unions in arbitration 

states actually ~ve restricted, obstructed, or interfered with police 

management's ability to manage any more than have police unions in other 

cities. However, we have assessed the impacts of unionization aoo 
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arbitration on police employment (of both sworn officers and civilians), 

total police costs, crime rates, and clearance rates. It is to those 

assessments that we now turn. 
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OiAPl'ER VI 

PRODUCTIVITY 

In previous chapters we have investigated the possibility that 

interest arbitration has increased police unions' abilities to bargain 

for more favorable employment conditions. There appears to be sane 

evidence in favor of this proposition when employment conditions are 

measured by salary levels, fringe levels, or contract language. In 

turn, these changes in contract provisions can be expected to elicit 

some long run responses from both police officers and management. I~or 

example, higher salaries typically are associated with lower turnover. 

If more experienced officers are more efficient, we might anticipate a 

positive association between officer productivity and arbitration since 

arbitration might indirectly reduce turnover. On the other hand, 

arbitration might yield more restrictive work rules than would have 

occurred in its absence. These work rules could reduce management's 

ability to effectively manage officers. Thus, arbitration could be 

associated with reduced officer productivity. 

, In this chapter we study the indirect influence of arbitration on 

"policing." '!be direct influence occurs when arbi tra tion alters contract 

provisions (wages, fringes, work rules, grievance p~~cedures, etc.). 

The indirect influence occurs when these contract provisions yield 

officer and managerial responses which in turn affect officer productivity. 

While this arbitration-productivity connection is a totally unexplored 

area, its roots lie in two fairly extensive literatures. First, the 

impact of unions on producti vi ty has d~awn considerable attention in the 

private sector. This impact is analytically similar to an arbitration 

impact. Second, police productivity has been the subject of a nl.lllber of 
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studies, al though none of these studies has focusSe:l (to be consistent) 

on a union or arbitration llnpact. We therefore begin this chapter with 

a short review of the previous approaches in these two areas. 

After our review of these literatures, we present our empirical 

model. we then provide our empirical results and conclude with a 

discussion of the llnplications of our findings. 

UNIONS AND PRODUCTIVITY 

There has been a long debate about the llnpact of unions on productivity 

which continues to this day. Bl:'own and Medoff (1978) provide one of the 

better discussions of the opposing influences which generate this 

controversy. The analytical model which they use is qui te sllnple. 

Unions are seen to influence working conditions through the negotiation 

of particular contract provisions. These contract provisions in turn 

lead to worker and managerial resporlses which generate productivity 

changes. The controversy arises not so much from the direct impact of 

unions on contract provisions but rather from different evaluations of 

the net effect of these provisions on management and workers and ultimately 

on productivity. To umerstand this controversy, it is worthwhile to 

enumerate some of the potential indirect effects of unions on productivity 

through contract provisions. 

Brown and Medoff identify several potentially positive influences of 

unions on productivity. First, unions can re:luce turnover by providing 

better working conditions. Re:luctions in b~rnover can improve productivity 

by increasing investment in training and reducing costs associated with 
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hiring and training of new workers. Second, unions can posi ti vely 

influence the workers' perceptions of their jobs. Besides improving 

material rewards, unions can negotiate grievance and seniority provisions 

which potentially reduce unilateral decision making by management and 

can also reduce worker canpetition with each other. These changes might 

improve worker motivation and morale, which in turn might lead to higher 

productivity. Finally, unions might open a "channel of comnunication" 

between workers and management which yields work rule changes which 

llnprove productivity. 

Brown and Medoff also point out some potentially negative llnpacts. 

First, work rules are often associated with reductions rather than 

increases in productivity. Examples include over-staffing requirenents, 

loose production standards, and provisions which limit technological 

change. Second, provisions wh~ch reduce management ability to efficiently 

allocate, promote, or hire more qual ified workers can also reduce 

productivity. Thus, senior:ity clauses and grievance provisions could 

have the opposi te effects as those hypothesized above • 
. 

Since there is no theoretical reason for anticipating that one of 

these positive or negative influences dominates the others, the llnpact 

of unions on productivity is largely an empirical question. Studies 

carri~ out at Harvard during the past several years (e;g. Brown and 

Medoff, 1978 and Clark, 1980) tend to find that unions increase productivity 

in the private sector. 

Studies of public sector unions provide mixe:l results. Perry (1979) 

llnplies a reduction in productivity among school teachers based on a 

qualitative assessment of contract provisions in nine school districts. 
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Hall and carroll (l973), on the other hand fo··~ " , wu lncreasas in class 

size associated with unionizatl"on. Th ey hypothesized a trade-off 

between wages and working conditions. Salkever (l982) lattempted to 

disentangle the wage effects of unionizatl"on from non-wage effects on 

total costs in hospitals. He fouOO that roughly two-thirds of cost 

increases associated with " unlons were attributable to non-wage nnpacts. 

He concluded that hospital administrators had been unable to react to 

. unionization with measures to increase productivity. Three possible 

explanations were hypothesized: (l) incentives were weak due to third 

p3rty p3yers; (2) substitution possibilities for union workers were 

lhnited; (3) hospital administrators lacked the informatl"on necessary to 

achieve productivity gains. P" 11 lna y, Ehrenburg, Sherman, am Schwarz 

~ n lke other studies (1983) studied productivity in ~'~lic librarl"es. U I" 

ey were also unable to find they fouOO no effect of unions on wages. Th 

any evidence of a union nnpact on productivity. 

Arbitration can influence productivity" ba" ln slcally the same way 

hypothesized for collective bargaining. By" lncreasing union power to 

bargain for better contract provisions, "t 1 can enhance any positive or 

negative influence on productivity Pr " • eVlOUS emplrlcal work on bargaining's 

hnpact, however, gives very little basis for anticip3ting the direction 

of this llnp3ct (if it exists at all) in law enforcement. Thus, arbitration's 

Unpact, like the bargaining nnpact, is an empirical question. 

MEASUREMENT OB.m:TlVES AND CONCEPTS 

The analytical model we develop in the subsequent two sections of 
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this chapter may be difficult to follow and absorb by those observers 

unaccustomed to formal economic analysis. Accordingly, readers who do 

not wish to wade through a lengbhy series of equations will find a 

qualitative sunmary of our model in this section, after which they may 

skip to the "Data Sources" section several p3ges hence. In contrast, 

readers who prefer equations are advised to skip this section and 

proceed directly to the "police Productivity" section which follows • 

In this chapter we have two objectives. First, we want to know if 

police collective ~~rgaining and interest arbitration have an bnpact on 

the "inputs" recessary to deliver a given burrlle of police services. 

Because police services are delivered in a very labor intensive manner, 

and because data on the nonlabor components of policing are rather 

scarce, we will examine bargaining and arbitration's impacts on the 

following two inputs: the mmber of sworn police officers, and the 

number of civilian police employees. In addition, we will examine 

bargaining and arbitration's nnpacts on total police department expenses. 

Second, we want to know if police bargaining and arbitration have an 

nnpact on the "outputs" of the police system. "Safety" is the ultimate 

output of any police department, but safety is not directly measurable • 

However, we can and will measure two safety-related outputs, reported 

crbne rates (an inverse measure of output) and the ratios of crimes 

cleared by arrests (clearances, a direct measure of output). 

In our input analyses we know that the nu:nber of officers and 

employees and the total expenses will vary tremendously across cities 

(e.g., a small low-crime city will rank much lower on all three input 

measures than will a large high-crbne city). consequently, for our 

~----~------~ -~- -- ~ -
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input analyses to be useful we must control for the different levels of 

police services provided. We do this by controlling for the number of 

reported index crimes (the eight major or index crbnes included in the 

FB I I S Uni form Cr irne Reports: murder, manslaughter, rape, robbery, 

assault, burglary, larceny, auto theft), the number of cr~es cleared by 

arrests (clearances), and three other city c~racteristics (population, 

population density, percentage minorl'ty). In so do' lng, we are assll'lling 

that the crimes and clearances Q3ta accurately represent the level of 

police law enforcement services delivered and that the three city 

characteristics accurately proxy the level of other police services 

delivered (such as traffic control, order mainter.ance, social services, 

and so on). Finally, we know that the salary levels of police officers 

and civilian employees ff t th may a ec e danand for them (i .eo:, the number 

that a city can afford to hire), so we must include these salaries in 

our input analyses. In sum, we believe that in any city the numbers of 

police officers and civilian employees and the total cost of police 

operations will be affected by the salary of police officers, the salary 

of police civilian employees, population, population density, percent 

minority, the amount of reported crime, the number of crimes cleared by 

arrests, police bargaining, and the availability of interest arbitration. 

As we mentioned earlier, police bargaining and arbitration may have 

opposing effects on these three inputs. On the one hand, we saw in 

earlier chapters that police unions have negotiated and arbitrated 

increasingly favorable contracts. If these contracts restrict management's 

ability to deploy officers to meet the demands for police services, a 

city may feel compelled to hire more officers and/or civilians to 
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deliver a given burole of police services. On the other hand, we also 

saw in earlier chapters that police unions have negotiated and arbitrated 

higher salaries and more fringe benefits for their members. 'rhis may 

cause cities to employ fewer officers, especially if they can substitute 

lower-priced civilians for higher-priced officers wherever possible in 

the production process (e.g., for p3perwork processing, fingerprinting, 

crime analysis, and so on). 

On the basis of previous research in labor econanics (Brown and 

Medoff, 1978) and in police labor relations (Juris and Feuille, 1973), 

we expect that police bargaining will be associated with reduced demand 

for police officers and increased demand for police civilian employees. 

This reduction in officers and increase in civilians should occur 

primarily because of the substitution of low-cost labor for high-cost 

labor. Because arbitration also has been seen to exert upward pressure . 
on police salaries, we expect that arbitration similarly will be associated 

with fewer officers and more civilians. However, we are unsure what net 

effects bargaining and arbitration will hav'e on total expenses. Higher 

salaries will push up total expenses r but the substi tution of low-cost 

labor for high-cost labor may reduce total expenses. 

In our output analyses we know that crime and clearance rates also 

may vary tremendously across cities. Consequently, for our output 

analyses to be useful we must control for numerous city characteristics 

(see Appendices VI-4 and VI-5). We also must control for the number of 

police officers and police civilian employees, for crime and clearance . . 
rates certainly may be affected by the number of police employees 

available to "fight crime." Expressed another way, we need to control 
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for several city characteristics and for the number of police department 

E!rI.ployees in order to isolate any indepeooent effects that bargaining 

and arbitration might have on crime and clearance rates. 

Because there is so little previous research on this topic, .~ are 

unsure what to expect in our output analyses. It is difficult to 

establish causal connections among police bargaining, arbi tration, am 

crime rates. It is theor~tic,ally possible that the higher salaries am 

potentially restrictive contract language negotiated am arbitrated by 

police unions have affected the occurrence of cl.'imes, but it is not very 

plausible. Similarly, it is difficult to demonstrate how police ba~gaining 

and arbitration are causally related to clearance rates. For instance, 

higher salaries am greater contractual protections may lead to higher 

quality police officers, which in turn may lead to increased clearance 

rates. However, higher salaries also may lead to fewer officers, which 

may cause clearance rates to decline. As a result of these uncertainties, 

we make no predictions about how bargaining and arbitration might be 

related to crime and clearance rates. 

As this discussion implies, we are analyzing police productivity in 

the same way that economists analyze productivity generally - by using a 

ratio of outputs (in this case, crimes and clearances) to inputs (in 

this case, the numbers of police officers am civilian employees). For 

example, if Factory A produces 1000 widgets per hour with 80 wo~~eks, 

and Factory B produces 1000 widgets per hour with 100 workers, Factory A 

and its workers clearly are more productive. Alternatively, if Factory 

A and Factory Beach p.roduce 1000 widgets per hour with the same number 

of workers, am then Factory A reduces its workforce but still manages 
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to produce 1000 widgets per hour, Factory A am its workers have become 

more productive than Factory B. Note that these productivity assessments 

use only ratios of outputs to inputs and do not involve measurements of 

technology, equipnent, raw materials, work practices, or work habi ts in 

either factory. Similarly, in this chapter's police productivity 

analyses, we are substi tuting annual output measures of crimes and 

clearances for the number of widgets produced per hour, we are substi tuting 

annual input measures of the numbers of police ofiicers am civilian 

employees for the number of workers employed per hour, and we are 

cantroll ing for the levels of output (in the input analyses) and the 

levels of input (in the output analyses) rather than simply dividing 

inputs into outputs. 

As a result, readers should note that our productivity analyses are 

limited to assessing the relationships between these specific police 

outputs and inputs across three types of cities: those with nonunion 

police departments, those with unionized police who bargain without 

access to Drbitratioll, aoo those with unionized police who bargain with 

access to arbitration. We have no data regarding assigI1llent and deployment 

practices or work patterns within police departments (i.e., we did not 

examine such things as the number of officers assigned to a car, the 

deployment of officers across shifts, the ratio of detectives to uniformed 
., ..... 

officers, the percentages of officers patrolling the streets versus 

p3trolling station house desks, the amount of time necessary to canplete 

arrest am report-writing procedures, am so on). Similarly, we have 

not assessed how fast, smart, eager, aggressive, diligent, or efficient 

individual officers are in the performance of their duties. Consequently, 
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the organizational production practices and individual work habits which 

are featured in popular discussions of Ifproductivity" fOL11\ ~ part of 

the assessment of police productivity presented in this chapter. 

Instead, our focus is strictly on ratios of outputs to inputs (and vice 

versa) rather than on particular work practices (i.e., our measures of 

police productivity may be very different from police management's 

measures of productivity). 

Finally, we are aware that our use of crimes an:] clearances in these 

productivity analyses treat police officers as "crime fighters." At the 

same time, we also are aware that there is no consensus in the police 

industry or in society generally about the appropriate role of police 

officers. Are they primarily crime fighters? Order maintainers? 

Providers of social services? Citizens may be very worried about crUne, 

and media por'traya.Ls of police emphasize their law enforcanent activities, 

yet only a snall minority of the average patrol officer's work tUne is 

devoted to actual law enforcement tasks (e.g., responses to anergency 

calls of crimes in progress, actual investigation of crUnes and apprehension 

of suspects, processing arrested suspects, an:] so on; Goldstein, 1977) e 

In fact, the heavy majority of the average officer'S Work time is spent 

performing a variety of order mairrtenarx:e and social services (e.g., 

traffic and parking control, providing directions, aiding destitute 

parsons, intervening in domestic disturbances, random patrolling, and so 

forth) Q However, we have no data whatsoever about these aspects of 

police work. Accordingly, our productivity analyses of the police as 

crime fighters does not reflect any decision by us that law enforcanent 

work is the most important fun<?tion performErl by police officers. 
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Instead, the use of crimes and clearances in these analyses reflect the 

fact that these data are readily available while non-law enforcanent 

data are not. 

POLICE PRODUCTIVITY 

A great deal of the original interest l'n studYl'ng l' od" po lce pr UCt.lvlty 

was generated by attempts to determine how crime might be deterred. 

These attempts naturally led to a focus on resource allocation problans 

(how much should society spend on police protection, corrections, or 

social programs to re::iuce crime?) which form the basis for standard 

economic analysis. Thus, much of the research on police productivity 

has been carried out wi thin economic models of crime. These models 

range from models of individual decisions to commit crimes (see Becker, 

1968) to models of the choice mechanism for public goods (see Borcherding 

and Deacon, 1972 and Bergstrom and Goodman, 1973). Since we cannot 

possibly do justice to the entire field of research in this area, we 

will begin this section with a simplified model of crime and deterrence 

and focus on issues which we believe are important in measuring police 

productivity. 

For simplicity detbe a social welfare function, U, over "safety", 

S, and ot~er goods and services, G, 

SW = U{S,G) (1) 

The objective of the government is to maximize this function subject to 

constraints of resources available to produce S and G and subject to the 

"production functions l' which translate these resources into the ultimate 



outputs S and G. If "income", Y, is used as our measure of total 

resource availability in dollars, the first constraint becomes 

Y=PG+WL (2) 

where P is a vector of prices for goo1s and services, W is a vector of 

prices for "safety producing" inputs and L is a vector of safety inputs. 

L could include police officers, jooges, am capital in the law enforcement 

system as well as social programs designed to roouce crime. Ignoring 

the goods and services side of the picture, the secom constraint is the 

production function which translates L into safety, 

S = f(L). (3) 

Within this merlel it is clear that the optimal amount of resources 

which should be allocated to producing safety depends on the value of 

safety relative to other goods and the costs of achieving safety. If we 

want to solve the allocation problem of how many resources to allocate 

to the production of safety I we would need to know the social welfare 

function (1), the safety "production function" (3), am the resource 

constraint (2). Since the social welfare flmction is not observable, 

this task cannot be directly accomplished. However, it is possible to 

estimate how t.'I1e danand for safety inputs (which can be derive:3 from 

this system) varies with community characteristics (see, e.g., Phillips 

and Votey, 1977). 

A simpler task is to restrict our attention to the safety subcomponent 

and within this component to law enforcement. We assume that society 

has solved the allocation problem of how many resources to allocate to 

generating safety and within this sector of how many rQsources to 

allocate to law enforcement as o~sed to other methods of producing 
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safety (e.g. social programs, prisons, the criminal judicial system, 

etc.). The problem faced by police departments is therefore to maximize 

safety subject to a cost constraint and the law enforcement safety 

production function, e.g. 

Max S = S (OF) 

subject to OF = geL) 

am C = W.L 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

where safety, S, is a declining function of the vector of offenses, OF, 

comnitted by category (e.g. murders, rapes, auto thefts, etc.), C is the 

cost of crime prevention, and the number of various types of offenses is a 

declining function of the law enforcement input vector L (e.g., g/ L < 0). 

A nunber of important merleling and measurement issues occur wi thin 

this simple merlel. The first relates to the police objective function. 

Some authors have argued that police are primarily concerned with 

clearance rates for reported crimes as opposed to crime rates themselves. 

In its purest form this would require that society's welfare is a 

function of "revenge" rather than safety. However, safety can still be 

incorporated as long as the number of crimes, OF, is a function of 

clearance rates, CR. Thus, 

OF = f(CR,X) 

CR = h(L) 

u = U(CR) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

and police departments seek to maximize (9) subj~:!Ct to (8) and (6) and 

where X is a vector of exogenous factors influencing th<:": nurnber of 

crimes. There are numerous examples of stooies implicitly following the 
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system implied by (4)-(6) which analyze crime rates (OF/population __ 

see, e.g., Ehrlich, 1972) while many others have used clearance rates 

(CR/OF _- see, e.g., Votey and Phillips, 1975). What's more, many of 

the clearance rate studies also model clearances as a function of crimes 

CR = i (L,OF) (10) 

Some authors argue that it is harder to clear crimes when there are a 

large number of them. Some argue the reverse -- as the number of crimes 

increases it is easier to clear a higher percentage (Darrough & Heineke, 

1979 label this the "fisheries" argument). On the surface, it is 

unclear whether either measure of police performance is totally accurate. 

Police spend a great deal of time in activities unrelated to solving 

crimes. Unfortunately, measures of these non-law enforcanent activities 

are not typically available for a cross-section of cities. Because we 

are restricted to using FBI data on clearance and crime rates, it seems 

logical to model the police objective as a function of both, e.g. 

Max U = U(CR,OF). (11) 

That is, police seek to reduce crime rates not only through irlcreasing 

clearance rates, but also through other activities which directly reduce 

crime. In our rneasuranent of police productivity, we therefore include 

both measures of clearances and crimes as "outputs" of the policing 

process. 

A second issue in this model involves the specification of the 

vectors of the arguments in the police objective function and in the 

production function. Some studies have examined single components of 

these vectors, e.g. murder rates or murder conviction rates (see Phillips 

and Votey, 1981, ch. 11) or have estimated separate equations for 
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several crime categories (e.g. Ehrlich, 1972 or Mathieson and Passe11, 

1976). The prob1an with this approach is that it ignores the joint 

nature of the production process. An alternative strategy is to combine 

the diverse categories into a single value, for e~amp1e the aggregate 

solution rate (e.g. Olar;man, Hirsch and Sonenb1un, 1975 or Ehrlich, 

1973). This assumes that the value of solving a murder is the same as 

the value of solving an auto theft -- a highly unrealistic assumption. 

It also makes highly unrealistic assumptions about the production 

process. Some authors have attanpted to finesse this problan either by 

using weights determined by the time police spend on the activity 

(Walzer, 1972) or determined by estimates of the loss involved with a 

particular crime (Darrough and Heineke, 1979). 

The joint product problem is very difficult to handle when studies 

estimate police production functions (e.g. (5) or (8) above). Most of 

the literature on police productivity falls into this categor3. Thus 

separate equations by crime.category or single aggregate equations are 

estimated. While both approaches are probably incorrect, the separate 

equation approach in Ol:r opinion seems preferable to a single measure of 

output such as an aggregate crime or solution rate. Aggregate statistics 

tend to be dominated by a few cate.gories (e.g., auto thefts) which 

probably do not reflect their true weights in societ¥'s trade-off 

function. 

Under fairly mild regularity conditions, McFadden (1970) has shown 

that a multiproduct cost function can be used to describe the technological 

structure of the firm in the same way as the production function. This 

duali ty between cost and production functions is very useful because 
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multiple outputs are easily handled in the cost function context. Let 

C = C(y,W) (12) 

be the dual cost function defined over the vector of Y outputs (crimes 

and clearances) and the vector W of input prices. If police are assumed 

to minimize cost for a given output vector, we can apply Shepard's 

(1953) Lemma to give cost minimizing factor danands as a function of the 

partial derivatives of the cost function with respect to input prices: 

Li = c/ wi. (13) 

In empirical work, the system of equations defined by (12) and (13) 

is estimated with (13) usually defined in "share equation" form (either 

shares of individual inputs or outputs in total cost). Unfortunately, 

data available on police departments provide good information on wages 

and employment but not on capital or depreciation (capital outlays 

during a given year are available, but this is not the same thing.) As 

a consequence, both production function work and cost function estimates 

have assumed a single input, labor. Share equations for inputs cannot 

be estimated, since they are unity by definition. Darrough and Heineke 

(1979) were able to solve this problem by using "prices" for outputs. 

They assigned prices to clearance rates based on the average value 

stolen for four property crimes and lumped crimes against the person in 

a fifth category. By assuming that property crimes and other crimes 

were "separcble" in the productio.n function, they could estimate (12) 

and four share equations corre~ponding to (13). This technique rests on 

the assumption that the "prices" for outputs can be accurately captured 

in this way. 

A final issue within this model is the data used to measure police 
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performance. There are a number of possible measures of this performance, 

including arrest ratios, clearance rates, complaint rates, conviction 

rates, etc. Since clearance rates and crime rates (complaint rates) are 

the most widely available, they are almost universally used in productivity 

studies. The problems involved with these two statistics are widely 

known. Unintentioned problems occur, for example, because far fewer 

offenses are repor ted than actually cornni tted • Problems al so occur due 

to the time frame of reporting. Offenses cleared by arrest in a given 

year do not necessarily correspond to offenses cornnitted within that 

year~ Thus clearance ratios may be overstated in some years and 

understated in others. Intentional problems also occur due to 

buil t-in incentives flDr police departments to "fudge" the data. 

"Crimes" which are easily solved may be reported even when the "crime" 

is marginal; alternatively, crimes with no likely solution may be 

ignored. 

The bias in using these crime statistics is difficult to determine. 

Phillips and Votey (1981, ch. 7) conclude that useful information can be 

obtained from these series. We have nothing to add to their analysis. 

In additiont we have no reason to believe that reporting errors vary 

systematically with either arbitration or unionization, which are the 

major foci of this work. The reader should bear i!~ ,nind, however, that 

measurement errors will tend to lead to inefficient results at a minimum 

and possible bias. 

EMPIRICAL MODEL 

Following previous literature on police performance, we take two 
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approaches to the measurement of the nnpact of bargaining and arbitration 

on productivity. First, we use the cost function approach to estimate 

factor demand equations and total cost equations. Second, we estimate 

"production function - like" equations for individual crnne rate and 

clearance rate categories. 

We assume that police departments act to minimize cost for a vector 

of outputs Y and this vector reflects the trade-offs which the COfimunity 

dictates. Specifically, we hypothesize a cost function of the following 

form: 

(14) 

where ARB is a dummy variable for arbitration, CBA is a dummy variable 

for unionization, and other variables have been defined above. Taking 

logs we have 

InC = alnW + a lnL + L PInY + ~ ARB + BCBA (15) 

Applying the log version of Shepard's Lemma yields input demand equations 

lnLi = ai lnWi + L a i lnWj +LjajlnLj 

+ L PInY + ~ ARB + BCBA j ~ i (16) 

Affixing a classical disturbance term to (15) and (16) yields the 

form for initial estimation equationse Since we have no data on capital 

or its price, we use only two inputs: number of police officers and 

number of civilian personnel in the department. 

As we noted above, the vector Y of outputs is assumed to include both 

clearances and crimes (an inverse measure of output). We include these 

measures for the eight major FBI crime categories. Finally, we proxy 

all other police se~vices with four variables: population, percent?ge 
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minority, per capita income, and population density. We assume that 

these three capture differences in the levels of these services across 

departments. Our final estimation equations are therefore 

= at lnWl + a~ lnW2 + at lnLl + a~ lnL2 

the following: 

where 

lnC 

(17) 

(18) 

16 3 
3 3 3 L P li'lY. lnL2 = a l InWl + a 2 lnW2 + al lnLl + j=l j J 

4 
+ ~ 3ARB + B3CBA + R~l 11 ~ lnXR + u 

C = total cost of police operations 

Ll = number of police officers 

L2 = number of civilians 

Wi' = salary of police officers 

W2 = salary of civilians 

(19) 

·Y. = number of clearanCes for j=l t~ 8 and n~r of 
J crimes for j=9 to 16 for the elght FBI maJor 

crime categories (murder, manslaughter, rape, 
robbery, assault, burglary, larceny, auto theft) 

Xl = population 

X2 = percent minority 

X3 = population density (population divided by square miles) 

X4 = per capita income 
e,u, u = error terms 

Since we found previously that bargaining and arbitration may increase 

the wage levels of police, we also estimate equation (18) excluding the 

wage in an attempt to measure the total nnpact of these two variables. 
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It is possible that either bargaining or arbitration alters the mix 

of civilians and police officers and cl~nges expenditures for a given 

level of service, but that basic levels of olltput remain unchange:1. To 

investigate this possibility we also estimate separate equations for 

each "output" for the eight clearance and eight crime rates8 These 

equations take the following form: 

where 

lnYi - (l4 lnLl + (ll 1 L lt n 4 InX, +.!. 4 ARB 
- 11' 2' n2+'l" J'I'. , ,1 J= 1, J 1 

x, = 
J 

+ B~ CBA + e' 1 I i = 1 to 16 (20) 

vector ?f community c9ara?ter.istics including income, 
populatIon, percent mInorIty, population density, 
percent of population over 25 with a high school 
education, percent of population older than 65 
and regional dummy variables, , 

y, 
1 = clearance ratios for i = 1 to 8 and crime rates for 

i = 9 to 16. 

We have included a number of additional community characteristics in 

this "prod t' fu t'" ' uc lon nc lon eq~~tlon to measure factors which may influence 

police productivity. Following pr~vious work, we have also standardized 

for population in this equation by measuring inputs and crUne on a per 

capita basis and clearances as clearance rates. 

DATA SOURCES 

Data on policing "outputs" (reported crimes and crimes cleare:1 by 

arrest) are available yearly from 1971 to 1980 from th~ FBI tapes. 

While finer detail is available for some of the eight major crbne 

categories, we have chosen to use totals for each category (e.g. total 
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assaults as opposed to number of assaults with a gun, number of assaults 

with a knife, etc.). Arson, which was added as a major crime category 

in 1979, was not reported on the ~"BI tapes. 

Some of the cities had no reported crimes in a category, no crimes 

cleared by arrest in a category, or they lacked both in a given year. 

Rather than exclude these cities fran the input demand equations, we 

have set any zeros equal to a small number (.0001) in these regressions. 

We have followed the same procedure in the crime rate equations. 

However, clearance rates cannot be computed when there are no crimes in 

a category. We have therefore restricted these regressions to cities 

which had at least one crime in the given category. The sample sizes 

therefore differ considerably for these categories. 

Data on policing "inputs" are available from two sources: the 

International City Management Association (leMA) data and the Department 

of Justice's Expenditure and Employment data (hereafter EE). leMA data 

are available for approximately 600-700 of the cities in our sample for 

1971-1981. They provide information on total number of police, total 

number of civilians, minimum and maximum p:ltrol officer salaries, total 

salaries and wages, total frin3e benefits, total capital outlays, and 

other expenditures. We have USf..:>(i the maximum salary measure for police 

wages. However, no data a:re given on civilian wages. In the leMA 

regressi~ns, we proxy these civilian wages by the average manufacturing 

wage in the community. Since this is a crude measure at best, measures 

of demand elasticities fot: civilians should be' treated with caution. 

Total cost was measured aSI the sum of salaries and wages, benefits, 

capital outlays, 'and all other expenditures. 
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EE data are available for 1971 to 1979 for approxbnately 1000 cities 

in our sample. Data are available for the number of full time employees, 

p3.rt time employees, and associated payrolls for October of each year. 

Data are also available for the full year concerning operation expendi-

tures, capl a ou ays, n 1 s. v 't 1 tl and be ef't Unf""rtunately, "employees" 

includes both police officers and civilian personnel. Thus, workers 

both included and excluded from the bargaining unit are lumped together. 

This allows us to measure only a single i~put and a single wage for that 

input. We use only full time employees because no data are available to 

measure an equivalent part time salary. Full time average salary is 

used a.3 our proxy for the \-Tclge. Since any bargaining arbitration impact 

will tend to be diluted by the inclusion of non-bargaining unit personnel, 

regressions using these data should be treated cautiously. We have 

reported results using these data primarily because of the increased 

sample sizes which are available. We have used these data only for the 

input equations. The I~A data were used exclusively for the crime and 

clearance rate regressions. Total cost was measured as the sum of 

operating expenses, capital outlays am benefits in the EE regressions. 

Beginning in 1978, the EE data report full am part time employees 

and payrolls separately for "sworn" and "nonsworn" personnel. "SWorn" 

personnel are the approxlinate equivalent of police officers in the leMA 

data; "notlsworn" personnel are the approxiI-nate equivalent of civilians. 

These data are potentially "better" than either the IQ1A data or the 

data for previous years. We th~refore report regressions using these 

data separately from the remainder of the EE regressions. A few cities 

reported no non-sworn personnel. We have excluded them in this analysis. 
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Data on community characteristics (other than population) are 

measured at a single point in time (1970 or 1972) am were taken from 

the 1977 County and city Data Book. 

RESULTS: INPUTS AND TOTAL COST 

Empirical results for estimation of the total cost equation (17) and 

the input demand equations (18 and 19) are provided in Tables VI-I and 

VI-2 for results based on'the IQ1A police data and in Tables VI-3 and 

VI-4 for the EE data. Results for the arbitration availability variable 

(ARB), the bargaining variable (CBA) and the wage variable (MAXSAL or 

AVGSAL) are reported in the tables with results for the remaining 

variables in the regressions reported in Appendix Tables VI-I, VI-2, and 

VI-3 for selected yearse 

Police Officers 

Estimation results for the demand for police officers controlling 

for wage levels, number of civilians (or non-sworn personnel) and their 

wage levels, and levels of outputs (number of crimes and number of 

clearances by arrest) are given in Tables VI-I and VI-3. Between 1971 

and 1973, arbitration apparently had no significant impact on number of 

police. However, bargaining was associated with a larger number of 

police controlling for output am :",ages. This effect ranged fra~n 6 to 

10.6 percent in cities with bargaining but without arbitration. Since 

bargaining increases wages and increased wages reduce demanD for police, 

we would anticipate that this bargaining imp3.ct would decrease when the 
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TABLE VI-I 

PERCENTAGE IMPAcrS OF BARGAINING AND ARBITRATION ON 
NUMBER OF POLICE OFFICERS: IeMA DATA 1971-80a 

Includins Wase Measure Excludins Wase Measure 

YEAR N ARB CBA MAXSAL ARB CBA 

1971 646 -7.7 10.6*** -38.3*** -7.1 8.6*** 
(1.32) (4.04) (3.86) (1.47) (3.28) 

1972 584 4.7 6.9** -41.8** 3.5 5.0* 
(1.05) (2.48) (3.84) (0.76) (1. 81) 

1973 575 -2.9 6.0** -30.9*** -2.8 4.2 
(.74) (2.00) (2.83) (0.72) (1.41) 

1974 573 13.3*** 4.2 -65.5*** 13.7*** 0.8 
(3.21) (1. 28) (4.89) (3.20) (0.06) 

1975 616 14.0*** 2.0 -44.1*** 15.0*** -0.8 
(3.97) (0.74) (4.24) (4.24) (0.33) 

1976 663 16.4*** -1.6 -53.0*** 16.5*** -5.1** 
(5.24) (0.64) (5.67) (5.10) (2.00) 

1977 636 16.2*** -1.6 -49.3*** 17.0*** -5.8** 
(5.36) (0.59) (5.28) (5.41) (2.15) 

1978 654 16.1*** -3.6 -41.8*** 17.0*** -7.6*** 
(5.32) (1.35) (4.92) (5.61) (2.92) 

1979 625 24.7*** -8.0*** -30.9***. 25.0*** -9.8*** 
(7.37) (2.85) (3.28) (7.43) (3.44) 

1980 627 12.5*** -9.2*** -52.5*** 21.1*** -11.5*** 
(6.48) (3.03) (5.70) (6.37) (4.04) 

aThe percentage coefficients are calculated with the formula % = eB - 1, 
where B is the OLB log coefficient. 

Absolute values of t-statistics in parentheses. 

***Significant at the .01 level, 
**Significant at the .05 level, 
*Significant at the .10 level (two-tailed tests). 
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TABLE VI-2 

PERCENTAGE IMPACTS OF BARGAINING AND ARBITRATION ON 
TOTAL EXPENSE AND NUMBER OF CIVILIANS: leMA DATA 1971-80a 

Total Expense __ N.::..l!tlber of Civilians 
YEAR N ARB CBA N ARB cBA 

1971 600 -0.4 12.4*** 646 -13.0 0.3 
(0.06) (3.16) (1.04) (0.05) 

1972 544 -0.1 4.7 584 2.5 1.4 
(0.02) (1.18 (0.25) (0.23) 

~ ,I 
u '. 1973 197 1.9 7.7* 574 -16.2* -83.3*** 

(0.35) (1. 76) (1.81) (9.77) 

1974 517 11.4*** 5.9*** 573 -20.6** -4.4 
(3.48) (2.38) (2.37) (0.68) 

1975 544 11.1*** 3.4 616 -34.5*** -1.5 
(3.18) (1.22) (3.95) (0.24) 

1976 596 7.4** 4.9* 663 -25.9*** 4.5 
(2.37) (1.92) (3.15) (0.72) 

1977 571 4.6** 7.7*** 636 -30.6*** 16.9** 
(2.25) (3.89) (3.93) (2.44) 

1978 594 6.3** 8.0*** 654 -48.0*** 17.9* 
(2.10) (2.85) (5.94) (2.62) 

1979 568 6.0** 7.3*** 625 -40.6*** 17.1*** 
(2.52) (3.5) (5.25) (2.87) 

1980 619 8.3** 5.0 627 -34.3*** 10.0* 
(2.35) (L63) (4.92) (1. 73) 

aThe percentage coefficients are calculated with the formula % = eB - 1, 
where B is the OLB log coefficient. 

Absolute values of t-statistics in parentheses. 

***Significan~ at the .01 level, 
**Significant at the .05 level, 
*Significant at the .10 level ( two ... ta iled tests). 
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TABLE VI-3 

PERCENTAGE IMPACTS OF BARGAINING AND ARBITRATION ON INPUTS AND EXPENSES: EE DATA 1978-79a 

Number FT Sworn Police Number FT Sworn Police Number FT Non-Sworn Total Expenses 
YEAR N ARB CBA AVGSAL ARB CBA ARB CBA ARB CBA 

1978 820 24.5*** -3.2 -43.6*** 24.1*** -9.1*** -39.0*** 7.9 -3.9* 13.9*** 
(8.11) (1.41) (8.83) (8.00) (3.95) (6.09) (1.43) (1. 81l (6.5) 

1979 776 29.6*** -5.9** -49.0*** 29.6*** -12.4*** -48.1**k 7.9 -1.0 6.7*** 
(11.77) (2.59) (7.13) (11.26) (5.32) (19.23) (1.49) (0.53) (3.61) 

aThe percentage coefficients are calculated with the formula % = eB - 1, where B is the OLB log coefficient. 

Absolute values of t-statistics in parentheses. 

***Significant at the .01 level, 
**Significant at the .05 level, 
*Significant at the .10 level (two-tailed tests). 
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~ n-HCIS CF EAfG\1NnG llN) P-Jm'lRlfl'ICN CN 
NJvBER CF EUL TIM!: EMKDYEE3 llN) 'ltJmL 
~: EE mm 1!J71-TF 

N.nb:!r of Fl' Etrpl0}e3S 'Ibtal EKp:Ises 

In::iu:lin3 ~ EKt::.l.u:1irlJ ~ 
mR N Am c:B\ AVIJPL Am rnA. Am 

1971 Tl4 5.2 8.3*** -95.B*** 3.6 3.4 2.5 
(1.00) (2.58) (9.00) (0.69) (1.03) (0.58) 

1972 783 -4.2 4.6 -75.4*** -1.7 ~.2 4.7 
(0.89) (1.45) (7.11) (0.36) (0.07) (1.15) 

1973 847 ~.1 0.7 ~3.1*** ~.5 -4.1 7.3* 
(0.02) (0.23) (6.35) (0.12) (1.29) (1.94) 

1974 9.1*** -2.5 -70.1*** 9.5** -7.7** 7.(Yrit 
(2.64) (0.93) (7.48) (2.68) (2.74) (2.34) 

1975 890 13. .. 9*** -2.1 -55.0*** 15.0*** -7.1** 900*** 
(3.94\) (0.75) (6.00) (4.24) (20'46) (2.97) 

1976 898 9.B*** -2.3 -44.2*** 10.5**7' ~.4** 4.9 
(2.82) (0.79) (21.53) (3.03) (2.14) (1.66) 

19T1 871 14.9*** -2.3 -25.4*** 14.7*** -5.6* . 12.2*** 
(3.97) (0.70) (5.71) (3.81) (1.64) (3.71) 

a.rtE p::rcaII:.a:}= c:xEfficialt:s are calculat:eJ with the fbmula % = eB 
- 1, 

\\tete B is the a:s leg c:xEfficia1t. 

A1:rolut:e vallES of t-statistics in pmnt:h=s:s. 

***Significant at the .01 le.iel, 
**Significant at the .05 le.iel, 
*Significant at the .10 level (tw:>-tailerl tEsts) • 

c:B\ 

7.4** 
(2.63) 

4.4 
(1.59) 

0.9 
(0.33) 

0.1 
(0.04) 

-3.1 
(I.:!» 

-3.4 
(1.27) 

0.2 
(0.07) 
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regressions are re-estimated excluding the wage variable. This result 

occurs. The union estimated ~pact falls in each year and is no longer 

significant in 1973. 

A different pattern emerges in 1974 and ocintinues through 1980. 

During this time period arbitration is associated with a greater number 

of police officers. Moreover, the percentage estimates of this impact 

are quite large, ranging from 13.3 percent in 1974 to 24.7 percent in 

1979 using the IeMA data (Table VI-I) or 29.6 percent using the EE data 

(Table VI-3). Like the ~pact of bargaining we would a.nticipate that 

the arbitration ~pact ~yould fall when wage is excluded from the 

regression if arbitration is associated with higher salaries. This 

result does not occur. The ~pact of arbitration on number of police 

remains largely unchangerl ~Jhen the wage variable is excluded. The 

~pact of bargaining also changes during this perioo. From 1976 through 

1980 the impact of bargaining is negative (measurerl in the regression 

excluding wage level). This ~pact primarily reflects the decrease in 

demand for the police officers associated with bargaining's higher 

salary levels. In 1979 and 1980, unions are actually associated with 

significantly lower demand'even after including the wage level. It is 

possible that this simply reflects higher union benefits not captured by 

the wage variable or higher productivity among unionizerl police not 

covered by arbitration. 

These results suggest that bargaining is associated with hi(~er 

productivity for police officers since a smaller number are required for 

given output levels controlling t:or salary level, and that arbitration 

is associated with lower productivity for police officers since a larger 
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nunIDer are required for given output levels controlling for salary level. 

This arbitration result cannot be explainerl by the exclusion of fringe 

benefits since arbitration is associated with higher benefit levels (see 

Chapter IV) and higher benefits should reduce the demand for police. 

Civilians 

We know that during the 1971-81 decade when police bargaining and 

arbitration increased ~apidly, civilians as a percentage of all police 

department employees increased from an average of 13 percent in 1971 to 

19 percent in 1981 among the 600-700 cities reporting these data to the 

IeMA. However, these descriptive statistics tell us little about how 

bargaining and arbitration directly might have affected the demand for 

police civilians and police officers. 

Demands for civilians and police officers are related tl1rough two 

effects. First, factors which affect output will influence both demands 

through an "output effect." Thus, factors which increase police wages 

will tend to increase total costs and reduce output. They would then 

reduce demand for both police and civl'll'ans. Sec nd f ' o , actors WhlCh 

increase the cost of one input will cause a substitution toward the 

other. Thus, if bargaining or arbitration ,increases police officer 

wages and does not increase civilian wages, we anticipate that police 

unions will increase the demand for civilians through the "substitution 

effect" to the extent that civilians can be substi tuterl for officers in 

the production process. 

When we control for output (i.e., crimes and clearances) in input 

demand equations, we el~inate any "output effect" which might indirectly 
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influence demand. Thus, factors which increase the demand for police 

should decrease the demand for civilians and vice versa (b~~ough the 

substi tution effect). We therefore anticipate some off-setting decrease 

in daBand for civilians due to arbi tration and an increase in demand for 

civilians due to bargaining based on our police officer results. 

Estimation results for the demand for civilians (non-sworn personnel) 

controlling for wage levels, number of police officers (sw?rn personnel) 

and their wage levels, and levels of "outputs" are given in Tables VI-2 

and VI-3. These results support our expectations. Beginning in 1974, 

arbitration is associated with substantial roouctions in civilian 

personnel. Estimates of these roouctions range from 20.6 percent to 

48 percent in the IeMA based regressions with similar results for 1978-

79 in the EE based estbnates. Results for bargaining are not quite as 

clear cut. Significant increases in the demand for civilians do not 

occur until 1977 in the IeMA data. What's more, the IeMA and EE data 

provide different results since the estimated union impact is smaller 

and insignificant in the EE data. However, the point estbnates are 

still positive, indicating a probable substitution effect due to 

bargaining. 

Taken with the results for police officers, the Tables VI-I, VI-2, 

and VI-3 results seem to indicate that both bargaining and arbitration 

shift the "mix" of police officer - civilian "inputs" which are used to 

achieve given output levels. Bargaining decreases the number of officers 

and increases the number of civilians. Arbitration has the opposite 

effect. Thus, bargaining is associated with an increase in officer 

productivity and decrease in civilian productivity with the reverse for 
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arbitration. The bargaining effect could be predicted on the basis of 

previously researchoo union impacts on wages and employment. The 

arbitration effect, however, cannot be so easily explained. 

Total Costs and Total Employment 

Estimates of the impact of bargaining and arbitration on total full 

time employment based on the EE data are provided in Table VI-4. While 

these data suffer from a number of problems (which were outlined above), 

they do serve as a check on the results in the previous two sections. 

The results are quite consistent with the previous findings. Arbitration 

is associated with increases in total employees from 1974 to 1977. 

Although arbitration decreases the number of civilians by a larger 

pe~centage than it increases the number of officers, the number of 

officers is much larger. Thus, the total ef~ect is positive. Bargaining 

is estimated to have no significant effect on total employment when the 

average wage is included, and a significant negative effect when the 

average wage is excluded. 

The impact of bargaining and arbitration on total costs is estimated 

controlling for levels of outputs and inputs and the prices of those 

inputs. Results for the total cost regressions are presented in Tables 

VI-2, 3, and 4. We have labeled these results "total expense" to 

emphasize the fact that measures of capital costs are not accurately 

represented. These results represent a unique experiment. While all 

the independent variables are treated as if they were exogenous, we l:lave 

some evidence that all are influencoo to some degree by bargaining and 

arbitration. Thus, these results C'cnswer the following question: Does 
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bargaj.ning or arbitration increase or decrease total expenses above aoo 

beyond any influence which it might have on output levels, input levels, 

or wages? Since this really ellininates any impact through either 

productivity or wage rates, we expect that the results will primarily 

capture unmeasured costs associated with bargaining and arbitration. If 

such costs exist, they will probably be due to increased fringe benefits 

to the extent that benefits are a higher proportion of total labor costs 

urrler bargaining or arbitration. In the Iom data, the results might 

also capture any bargaining or arbitration spillover to civilian wages 

since our measure of civilian wage levels (the average manufacturing 

wage) would not be expected to pick up this phenomenon. 

Thes~ arguments suggest that the coefficients for ba~gaining and 

arbitration should be either positive or zero in these regressions. The 

results seem to confirm these expectations~ Beginning in 1974, the leMA 

regressions (Table VI-2) yield total expenses costs associated with both 

bargaining and arbitration. The increases range fram three to eleven 

percent. The EE regressions give conflicting re'3ults. On the one hand, 

regressions using total full tbne employment and average wages (Table 

VI-4) yield positive significant coefficients for arbitration for 1973, 

1974, 1975 and 1977 and no significant bargaining tmpact. On the other 

hand, regressions controlling for number of officers aoo civilians and 

their average wages separately (Table VI-3) yield positive significant 

coefficients for bargaining and negative or insignificant coefficients 

for arbitration for 1978 and 1979. On balance, we believe that these 

results provide tentative support for the hypothesis that both bargaining 

and arbitration increase total costs. 
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RESULTS: OUTPUTS 

The total effect of bargaining and arbitration on police deparbnent 

"performance" will be the sum of the two oWQsing bnpacts on police and 

1 It l'S possl'ble that these two linpacts will offset 
civilian per sonne • 

FAch other. To consider this possibility, we have estimated output 

equations as specified in equation (20). 
As we have noted above, this 

estbnation assumes perfect separability in the production process. 

, assumptl'on on our estlinates is unknown, these 
Because the linpact of thlS 

results must be viewed with considerable cau~ion. 

Empirical results for crime rates for the eight major crline categories 

are found in Table VI-5; clearance rate results are found in Table VI-6. 

These tables report the coefficients for the arbitration (ARB) and 

. bargaining (CBA) variables while the full regression results (for 1980) 

are presented in a separate Appendix VI-4. We interpret crime rates as 

f f t Therefore, negative coefficients in Table 
inverse meaSures 0 sa e y. --

VI-5 indicate increased productivity. Clearance rates are direct 

measures of police ability to "solve" cr:i.rnes. Therefore, positive 

coefficients in Table VI-6 indicate increased productivity. As noted 

above, the clea~ance regressions used only the sub sample of cities which 

actually had crimes reported in that category. 

The results for crline rates (Table VI-5) provide a fairly consistent 

picture. 
Arbitration availability and bargaining are often significantly 

associated with crbne rates. 
Where they are significant, bargaining is 

almost always associatea with increased productivity (i.e., lower crime 

rates) while arbitration is associated with decreased productivity 

(i.e., higher crbne rates). Like the results on input demands and 
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BARGAINING, ARBITRATION, AND REPORTED CRIME RATES (PERCENTSa ) 

Murder Manslaughter Rape Robbery 

YEAR N ARB CBA ARB CBA ARB CBA ARB CBA -
1971 646 -6.3 -4.7 -1.6 -24.5* -2.0 20.8 2.8 20.9 

(1.02) (0.40) (0.26) (1.86) (0.29) (1.43) (0.36) (1.28) 

1972 584 -16.8*** 2.9 -20.8*** 7.3 6.6 4.7 26.4*** -37.7*** 
(2.72) (0.31) (2.78) (0.63) (0.99) (0.42) (3.16) (2.60) 

1973 575 -19.1*** 16.3* -4.7 -6.6 17.7** -23.5** 23.9*** -18.5* 
(2.69) (1. 72) (0.65) (0.67) (2.33) (2.27) (2.82) (1.67) 

1974 573 -.30 -3.5 -9.8 6.1 24.1*** -20.1*** -20.9*** -29.3*** 
(0.05) (0.43) (1.37) (0.69) (3.18) (2.13) (2.68) (2.86) 

1975 616 -6.3 .10 3.9 -15.3 26.9*** -21.9*** 40.5*** -49.0*** N 
01 

(1.02) (0.01) (0.56) (1. 71) (3.45) (2.33) (5.07) (4.81) -...l 

1976 663 -7.1 -13.0* 2.0 -1.0 38.0*** -39.7*** 42.2*** -62.9*** 
(1.13) (1.72) (0.32) (0.14) (4.88) (4.34) (5.33) (6.34) 

1977 636 13.7** -17.7*** 6.0 3.6 43.1*** -47.4*** 51.4*** -80.0*** 
(2.00) (2.33) (0.S8) (0.49) (4.90) (4.91) (6.01) (7.84) 

1978 654 9.1 -1.0 8.6 -2.7 29.8*** -54.5*** 52.2*** -82.2*** 
(1.38) (0.14) (1.17) (0.35) (3.90) (5.88) (6.46) (8.33) 

1979 625 7.3 -24.9*** -5.1 8.0 35.8*** -58.3*** 57.5*** -79.7*** 
(1.08) (2.88) (0.69) (0.93) (4.43) (5.88) (6.58) (7.61) 

1980 627 17.1** -24.2*** -6.9 10.3 32.6** -62.4*** 65.2*** -81.3*** 
(2c47) (3.10) (0.93) (1.23) (4.03) (6.30) (7.28) (7.83) 

r - ~ r [ 
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TABLE VI-5 (cont.) ~ 

BARGAINING, ARBITRATION, AND REPORTED eRn.1E RATES (PERCENTSa) 

Assault Bur91arl Larcenl 'Auto Theft 

YEAR N ARB CBA ARB CBA ARB CBA ARB CBA -
1971 646 -23.4** 42.6** 7.4 1.6 -.40 6.7 5.2 -4.9 

(2.47) (2.15) (1.54) (0.18) (0.09) (0.77) (0.91) (0.44) 

1972 584 -1. 7 -27.6* 16.9*** -17.7** 6.6 3.9 12.4** -35.7*** 
(0.20) (1. 71) (3.63) (2.30) (1.56) (0.56) (2.05) (3.24) 

1973 575 -0.20 -33.9** 15.3*** -5.9 6.3 7.9 18.4*** -11.1 
(0.02) (2.54) (3.30) (0.98) (1.56) (1.43) (2.9~) (1.35) 

1974 573 16.0* -38.0*** 15.8*** -14.6** 6.9* 0 11.7** 0.10 
(1.90) (3.25) (3.50) (2.56) (1. 68) . (0) (1. 98) (0.01) 

1975 616 16.0** -30.7*** 23.1*** -24.4*** 9.2** -e.3* 19.5*** 5.3 
(2.06) (3.01) (5.20) (4.36) (2.44) (1. 78) (3.18) (.754) 

1976 663 20.3*** -45.1*** 25.9*** -31.0*** 6.9** -5.2 26.2*** -6.9 
(2.76) (4.77) (5.61) (5.63) (2.03) (1.31) (4.40) (1.08) tv 

lJ1 
OJ 

1977 636 15.5** -35.5*** 21.7** -26.1*** 7.0 -9.3* 19.0*** -5.7 
(2.06) (4.00) (3.92) (4.30) (1.55) (1.85) (3.35) (0.98) 

1978 654 11.6 -23.4*** 27.9*** -34.2*** 4.6 -5.7 26.1*** -13.2** 
(1.55) (2.66) (5.59) (6.13) (1.32) (1.49) (4.73) (2.30) 

1979 625 17.0** -23.6*** 24.0*** -32.1*** 10.0** -6.2 25.7*** -12.8*** 
(2.31) (2.79) (4.89) (5.56) . (2.57) (1.46) (4.87) (2.31) 

1980 627 11.4 -21.3** 17.9*** -19.0*** 5.3 -3.3 27.6*** -18.9*** 
(1.54) (2.51) (4.13) (4.05) (1.37) (0.76) (5.08) (3.26) 

aThepercentage coefficients are calculated with the fonnula % = eB - 1, where B is the OLS log coefficient. 

Absolute values of t-statistics in parentheses. 

***Significant at the .01 level, 
**Significant at the .05 level, 
*Significant at the .10 level (two-tailoo tests). 
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BAlG\1N1N:3, lIml'IRATICN, lH) CIF.l\Rl\N:E Rl\'lES ~) 

M.nJ:B: l-mlliujlta: ~ RHery 

YEl\R lim CPA N Am CPA N Am CPA N Am CPA N - - -
1971 3.5 26.9 504 0.8 36.9 389 -48.1 33.5 583 -25.5* -26.6 646 

(0.15) (0.57) (0.02) (0.46) (1.76) (0.69) (1.72) (0.89) 

1972 -16.4 -24.4 449 --40.4 -38.0 3!i) 21.7 -21.7 546 -3.7* -33.6 582 
(0. ill) (0.51) (0.99) (0.56) (0.93) (0.55) (0.24) (1.15) 

1973 -9.5 -21.2 448 '51.4* -13.0 341 -l9.5 -41.8 545 -25.4 -72.6** 576 
(0.37) (0.55) (1.94) (0.25) (0.79) (1.16) (1.52) (2.76) 

1974 3.6 38.5 444 41.1 -86.8 344 68.7** -46.5 546 5.0 -15.6 572 
(0.l3) (0.91) (1.07) (1.47) (2.21) (1.213) (0.73) (1.69) 

1975 -SO.4* -0.4 475 22.9 -168.1*** 
.... " .. 

9.2 -36.9 584 -14.2 -3.1 616 N 
U1 

(1.71) (0.01) (0.65) (2.9) (0.41) (1.~) (1.29) (0.24) 1.0 

1976 -15.0 -134.7*** SOl 2.1 -00.4 24.4 -122.3*** 629 -3.6 -5.1 664 
(0.54) (2.73) {0.06) (1.37) (1.05) (3.32) (0.213) (0.35) 

1977 -9.0 -9.9 494 40.9 25.2 279 -~.4 ~.1 604 32.7** -48.4*** 637 
(0.29) (0.29) (0.74) (0.44) (0.84) (0.25) (0.21) (2.69) 

1978 5.6 -5.4 498 -2:16.5* '-242.1* 125 4.7 2.8 634 -17.5* -16.7 655 
(0.24) (O.~) (1.00) (1.79) (0.21) (O.ll) (1.71) (1.48) 

1979 25.4 -136.1*** 491 -37.6* 55.4** ll2 14.5 -70.9** 613 6.1 -29.4 628 
(0.92) (2.'51) (1.95) (2.33) (0.68) (2.41) (0.45) (1.79) 

1980 20.7 -18.5 492 -177.3 300.7* 92 14.7 -26.2 604 -10.3 -1.7 6Zl 
(0.76) (0.58) (1.17) (1. iU) (0.67) (1.04) (O.8?) (0.14) 
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.0 -1 I As=a.llt B..1rglary I:aro:nt . Auto '1h::ft 

YE1\R Am CB\ N Am CBI\ N Am em N Am CBI\ N 
1971 11.4 -23.4 638 1.6 -6.9 646 -46.8*** 55.0*** 646 -4.0 -7.1 646 

(l.64) (1.63) (0.26) (0.57) (5.33) (3.17) (0.44) (0.40) 

1972 6.2 -~.7 583 -3.1 -4.5 586 -67.0*** 101.4*** 584 -24.7** -4.2 r:J37 
(0.82) (1.53) (0.55) (0.48) (6.66) (5.51) (2.48) (0.28) 

1973 .90 -26.1*** 568 .80 -D.7* 575 -18.7*** 19.1** 575 -8.9 -1.5 575 
(0.16) (3.09) (0.14) (1.71) (3.00) (2.30) (0.93) (0.12) 

1974 .~ -4.6 572 .90 -5.1 573 -5.8 6.9 573 3.5 -1.9 573 
(0.12) (0.83) (0.17) (0.74) (1.05) (0.97) (0.43) (0.19) 

1975 -2.7 -12.1* 616 -7.8 -12.9* 616 -10.9** 7.0 616 -.60 -22.5* 616 
(0.49) (1.68) (1.39) (1.83) (1.98) (1.06) (0.07) (1.00) 

1976 -1.5 -7.1 664 -6.9 -8.3 664 -9.3* -4.9 664 -21.3** 2.1 664 
(0.37) (1.44) P~29) (1.33) (1.85) (0.86) (2.05) (0.19) 

IV 

1977 -2.5 -7.3 637 -1.9 -18.8** 635 -4.2 -11.4 636 10.5 -28.5** 637 
en 
0 

(0.42) (1.11) (0.30) (2.53) (0.66) (1.61) (0.94) (2.16) 

1978 8.0 -15.8** 655 -.10 -14.8** 654 .~ -5.3 655 -4.7 -23.2** 655 
(1.22) (2.10) (0.02) (2.03) (0.05) (1.37) (0.54) (2.~) 

1979 4.0 -14.9** 627 -.10 -9.5 628 -3.6 -8.2 627 -1.4 -29.1** 627 
(0.00) (2.53) (0.02) (1.34) (0.69) (1.39) (0.15) (2.41) 

1980 3.4*** -7.0 626 .~ -7.8 627 -5.1 0.3 627 -5.4 -6.8 627 
(4.71) (0.90) (0.03) (1.00) (0.79) (0.04) (0.51) (0.57) 

~ p:rca1ta:Je a:efficimts are 031oilata::l with tie fomu1a % = eB - 1, WEre B is tie a:.s 10] crefficimt. 

Al:::s:llut:e vallES of t-statistics in p3J:mt:h=s:s. 

***Signif:ia:mt at tie .011.evel., 
**Signifiant at tie .05 1.evel., 
*Si«pificant at tie .10 1.evel. (oo-taila:] tests). 
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costs, this pattern is most consistent beginning in 1973 or 1974. The 

strongest results appear for rape, robbery, assault, burglary, and auto 

theft. Some evidence for a similar pattern occurs for murder and 

larceny. Almost all results for manslaughter are insignificant. 

The results for clearance rates (Table Vl-6) were very disappointing. 

Many of the regressions were insignificant with R2s ranging from .02 to 

.14 (see Appendix VI-4). Since all the explanatory variables taken 

together often could not explain a significant portion of the variation 

in clearance rates, the sizable number of insignificant results for 

arbitration and bargaining reported in Table Vl-6 are not surprising. 

Moreover, lnany of the coefficients are highly unstable from year to 

year v For example, bargaining is associated with a 242% decrease in 

clearance rates for manslaughter in 1978 and a 55% increase in the rates 

the following year. Significant coefficients appear much more often for 

n mos c:ases, rgaining is associated bargaining than arbi tratl' on. I t ba 

with decreased clearance rates. This suggests a reduction in productivity, 

which is opposite to the result for crirne rates. However, for the 

:reasons just mentioned we are unwl'lll' ng' to conclude that ' th ba " , el er rgalnlng 

or arbitration has had any consistent effect on clearance rates. 

SrM1ARY AND CONCLUSION 

Given all the data problems associated with,measuring police pro

ductivity and the (sometimes) conflicting results which we have obtained, 

we emphasize that our conclusions are limited and tentative. However, 

our Chapter Vl analyses have produced some interesting results which in 
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turn suggest some tentative conclusions and some directions for future 

research. 

We have found that both bargaining and arbitration typically 'are 

associated with increased costs in operating a police department. These 

results are quite consistent with our earlier findings of bargaining 

and/or arbitration's positive impacts on salaries and fringe benefits. 

In contrast, our measurements of productivity, whether through the use 

of input equations oc output equations, indicate that bargaining and 

arbitration have opposite results. Bargaining is associated with more 

productive police officers, less productive civilians, and mOrE! pro

ductivity overall when productivity is measured by crime rates. Arbitra

tion is associated with less productive police officers, more productive 

civilians, and less productivity overall when productivity is measured 

by crime rates. Keep in mind that because we have measured productivity 

strictly as a ratio of selected outputs to selected inputs, our results 

do not necessarily show that bargaining de8Brtments have more efficient 

work practices while arbitration departments have less efficient work 

practices. 

Our input results (in Tables Vl-l through Vl-4), however, are 

consistent with a ''managerial response" hypothesis. More specifically, 

these results suggest that management responds to the increasing costs 

generated by bargain,ing by substituting less expensive civilians (and 

possibly capital goods such as cars and other equipment) for more 

expensive sworn officers. This substitution leads to increased pro

ductivity (as we have defined it) for sworn officers, either because 

there are fewer of them to perform the same amount of work or because 
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they are assigned in a more effectl've manner (' t l.e., 0 street jobs 
rather than to desk J'obs). In cont t f 

ras, or same reason(s) managements 

in bargaining cities in arbitration states apparently do not make these 

substitutions. 
We are unable to tell if arbitration somehow directly 

prevents these substitutions or if arbitratl'on ' 
lS an unwitting proxy for 

some unmeasured state or city characterl'stl'CS. f b' 1- ar ltration in fact 

does have this direct impact, it may occur because arbitration enables 

police unions in arbitration states to resist trading off higher salaries 

and benefits for more efficient staffing practices as police unions in 

nonarbitration states might have done. 

In our output analyses (Tables VI-S and VI-6), ~~ are unsure why 

bargaining and arbitration's assoc'iations with crime rates differ from 

each other, why these associations vary so much fram year to year, and 

why these associations exist with some crimes but not others. Because 

the statistically significant C8A and ARB coefficients in Table VI-S 

usually have opposing signs, these results indicate that bargaining is 

associated with substantially fewer ted 
repor rapes, robberies, assaults, 

burglaries, and auto thefts onll l'n b't t' nonar 1 ra lon states (i.e., in 
arbitration states the CBA and ARB results 

tend to cancel each other) • 

On the one hand, bargaining may contribute to a more effective managerial 

response against certain types of crimes, while arbitration may neg?te 

the bargaining influence. On the other hand, bargaining by itself 

somehow may be associated with lower crime rates for reasons beyond 

those examined in this research, while arbitration similarly may be 

associated unwittingly with higher crime rates. 
Because we have insUffi

cient data to explain how or why police barg~ining by itself should lead 
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\ to fewer crimes while arbitration should cancel this effect, we cannot 

demonstrate that the first explanation is the more likely of the two. 

In contrast, neither bargaining nor arbitration appears to have any 

systematic association with clearance rates. Although our clearance 

rate measurements have little explanatory power, they suggest that 

bargaining and arbitration neither help nor hinder the efforts of police 

departments to clear crimes by arrests. In addition, the juxtaposition 

of the crime and clearance results presents a somewhat puzzling picture. 

The police presumably exercise little direct control over the initial 

reporting of crimes, yet bargaining and arbitration are systematically 

associated with several reported crime rates~ In contrast, the police 

theoretically exercise considerable control over the clearance of crimes 

via arrests, yet bargaining and arbitration have no systematic association 

with clearance rates. 

It is important to note that, because arbi tratioln departments also 

bargain (we have treated the few nonunion departments in arbitration 

states as if they were in nonarbitration states), the net effects of 

bargaining and arbitraticrl (compared to nonunion departments) should be 

determined by adding the coefficients for C8A and ARB in the various 

tables in this chapter. Because the C8A and ARB coefficients in both 

the input and output analyses usually have opposite signs their sum is 

often not significantly different than zero (i.e., the bargaining effect 

in one direction often is cancelled by an arbitration effect in the 

opposite direction). As an example, the Table VI-5 results indicate 

that crime rates in unionized departments in arbitration states are 

about the same as crime rates in nonunion departments in nonarbitration 
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states. As a result, both nonunion and arbitration departments are 

associated with higher crime rates than unionized departments in nonarbi

tration states. In turn, this pattern of results suggests that arbitration 

does not cause higher crime rates. 

Finally, it is important to note -- once again -- that our research 

focus on productivity has been a limited one. We have not examined 

actual work practices (deployment, patrolling, response times, arrest 

and arrest processing methods, report writing, breaks, and so on), and 

we have not examined any data representing the non-law enforcement work 

(traffic control, order maintenance, social services, etc.) which 

constitutes 80-90 percent of the average police officer's work time. 

When this narrow focus is combined with the data interpretation warnings 

offered earlier, the conclusions we have reached in this chapter are 

tentative indeed. Accordingly, this chapter's analyses and results 

should be used as guides for future research rather than as definitive 

answers. 
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CHAPTER VII 

DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS, AND ROCOf-MENDATIONS 

Report authors often use their final chdpter as a place to summarize 

the findings presented in earlier chapters. Because we have used the 

first chapter of this report as an executive summary, and because we 

have included topic-specific summaries at me end of most chapters, we 

SL~ no need to summarize our findings a third time. Instead, we will 

use this final chapter to discuss and draw conclusions from our findings 

and offer suggestions for future research. The connecting theme among 

this chapter's topics is the need for a careful and wide-ranging assessment 

of bargaining and arbitration's numerous costs and benefits in c~der to 

render an informed verdict about bargaining, arbitration, and their 

impacts. 

FORM vs. FUNcrION 

Constitutionality and Acceptability 

As we noted in our opening chapter, state appellate courts have ruled 

again and again that state interest arbitration laws are constitutionally 

permissible. Similarly, we are unaware of any state arbitration law 

which has been directly repealed or allowerl to expire. Further, the 

willingness of states to adopt such statutes continues to the present, 

as Ohio implented an arbi tration law covering police and firefi,ghters in 

1983. In other words, arbitration is and continues to be a consitutional 

ar~ acceptable mechanism for the resolution of public sector negotiating 

disputes. Consequently, we believe that normative assessments of 
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arbitration are more usefully made on the basis of how well or poorly 

arbitration works in practice rather than on how consistent or incon-

sistent arbitration is with some abstract form of representative govern-

ment portrayed in a legal brief. As a result, in the following pages we 

assess some of the practical implications of our research results. 

Functional Costs and Benefits 

Following an earlier analysis (Feuille, 1979), we may identify three 

sets of benefits and two sets of costs which arbitration imposes. WE:' 

can then use these benefits and costs as a framework with which to 

discuss and assess the findings in this report. 

Protect.or of the public interest. As noted in Chapter I, other 
• 

researchers (Ichniowski, 1982; Olson" et al., 1981; Wheeler 1975) have 

shown that the presence of an arbitration law substantially reduces 

strikes. If we assume that the public needs and wants to be protected 

from police strikes, we must conclude that police arbitration laws have 

done an excellent job of protecting the public interest. 

Regulator of interest group conflict. A related benefit is arbi t.r:a

tion's ability to absorb interest group conflict between public managers 

and public employees. Arbitration!s finality means that it can be used 

to make b~nding and enforceable decisions which resolve the conflicting 

claims advanced by managers and employees. As a result, arbitration can 

regulate and absorb the competing interest group pressures which might 

otherwise lead to strikes or other disruptions. In so doing, arbitration 

contributes to political and social stability (although, other than 

counting strikes, it is not clear how to measure the stability that 
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arbitration helps create). 

Guardian of employee interests. By definition, compulsory interest 

arbitration places unions and employers at the bargaining table in 

positions of approximately equal strength, for either side can say "no" 

to the other side's demands and put their case in front of an arbitrator 

who is obligated to issue a "fair" or "balanced" award. As we saw in 

our Chapter III conceptual discussion, this feature of arbitration 

should make the procedure work to the advantage of e 1jJloyees who do not 

have the right to strike, for it eliminates the employer's ability to 

implement its own desired terms. If arbitration in fact works in this 

manner, we should see that arbitration enables police unions to obtain 

more favorable terms than they are able to obtain where arbitration is 

unavailable, ceteris paribus. OUr findings indicate that arbitration 

indeed does protect employee interests, a point to which we shall 

return. 

Inhibitor of representative government. Arbitration allows for 

public resources to be allocated in a relatively private manner by a 

nonelected third party who is only indirectly accountable for his or her 

decisions. Even though this delegation of authority is constitutionally 

permissible, it may be politically undesirable because it reduces public 

officials ' accountability for the allocation of scarce public resources. 

However, this cost of arbitration is very difficult to measure empiri

cally; instead, it is based upon a strongly normative view of how public 

allocation decisions should be,made (Horton, 1975). In turn, this 

normative view invites contrary normative expression on behalf of 

arbitration (Krislov, 1977), and there is no known empirical formula for 
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deciding which of these views is more correct. 

Inhibitor of genuine collective bargaining. Critics of arbitration 

assert that arbitration has a "chilling effect" upon the parties' 

efforts to negotiate an agreement, and over. time has a "narcotic effect" 

as the parties habitually rely upon arbitrators to resolve their disagree

ments. The considerable debate over arbitration's actual :impact on 

bargaining is influenced by personal preferences (Thompson and cairnie, 

1973; Feuille, 1975; Thompson and cairnie, 1975) and by the research 

methods used to perform these assessments (Kochan and Baderschneider, 

1978; Butler and Ehrenberg, 1981; Kochan and Baderschneider, 1981; J. 

Anderson, 1981a). The evidence seans to indicate that most of the t:ime 

bargaining remains a viable process in the presence of arbitration, but 

there is no doubt that in sane jurisdictions arbitration has weakened 

the parties' incentives to address and resolve their disagreements at 

the bargaining table. 

FUNCTIONAL IMPACTS . 

Our research results allow us to say little or nothing about arbitra-

tion's bnpact upon the incentives to negotiate, upon arbitration's 

functional canpatibility with our form of representative democratic 

government, or upon the extent to which arbitration prevents strikes 

which otherwise might occur. However, our results do permit us to offer 

'a variety of conclusions about how arbitration has affected the existence 

of police collective bargaining, guarded the employment interests of 

police officers, and affected the costs of delivering police services. 
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Existence of Pclice Collective Bargaining 

As we saw in Table 1-3 in Chapter I, we were able to identify the 

1981 police bargaining status of 1,015 cities over 25,000 population. 

Of these cities, 388 were in arbitration states, and 382 (or 98.5 

percent) bargained with the police. The other 627 cities were in 

nonarbitration states, and 315 (or 50.2 percent) bargained with the 

pOlice. We do not need to perform a statistical test to see that the 

incidence of police collective bargaining is significantly higher where 

arbitration exists than where it does not. 

Although there are reasons to believe that police collective bargain-

ing would be more widespread in the arbitration states even if they had 

no arbitration laws (because of the lengthy history of police bargaining 

" 
in those states, and because most of them statutorily protected police 

bargaining rights long before arbitration came along) , arbitration 

nevertheless is associated with the almost universal existence of police 

bargaining. This association is easy to understand, for police officers 

need to bargain in order to ~rticipate in the arbitration process. 

More specifically, police officers need to bargain to convince management 

that inadequate (to the union) offers will result in the use of the 

arbitration procedure. Given this incentive to unionize and bargain, 

the surprising thing is not that police bargaining exists in 98.5 

percent of the identified cities in arbitration states; rather, it is 

that six cities in those states still (in 1981) do not bargain! 

Guarding Employee Interests 

The data examined in Chapters III, IV, and V indicate that arbitra-

------..111 _____ ---'- __ 
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tion is associated with higher police salaries and more favorable (to 

the union) contracts. While the magnitude of these associations varies 

according to the research methods used, these associations are almost 

uniformly positive. In addition, our data ShO\,l that police collective 

bargaining by itself also is associated with higher salaries and fringes. 

Consequently, our analyses indicate that police officers enjoy advantageous 

employment terms due to collective bargaining and that they receive ev.en 

more advantageous terms when they bargain under an arbitration statute. 

In short, our results indicate that both collective bargaining and 

interest arbitration do an effective job of guarding the employment 

interests of police officers. 

However, there is an important qualification to this conclusion: 

our disaggregated, state-specific findings indicate that arbitration's 

impact may vary from state to state. For example, if arbitration always 

and everywhere pushed up salaries and fringes, we would expect to find 

that police salaries and fringes in arbitration states have become ever 

more similar over time within each state and across all the arbitration 

states. However, we found that very little of these intrastate or 

interstate levelling effects had occurred. Instead, by 1981 the levels 

of salaries, fringes, and contract scores varied substantially both 

within and across the arbitration states. Fu th f th r er, many 0 e compara-

tively high salary and fringe benefits levels associated with arbitration 

also existed before arbit~ation was implemented (i.e., arbitration did 

not cause the high salaries and benefits in these states). Accordingly, 

it appears that arbitration's impacts may be much less monolithic than 

'are COIllIlonly supposed, and hence arbitration may do a better job of 
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guarding employee interests in some states (and even in sane cities) 

than in othersv 

These state-specific results, when combined with our arbitration use 

results, suggest perhaps the most important conclusion of this study; 

namely, that arbitration's greatest value to police officers and their 

unions may be its ability to prevent employees from being disadvantaged 

by management during the bargaining process. One example of this kind 

of "insurance" against loss is the fact that most of the ARBUSE coeffi-

cients in Chapters III, IV, and V were negative, which indicates that 

the actual users of the arbitral process tend to be those unions whose 

salaries, fringes, or contracts are sanewhat less favorable than in 

other cities. This finding implies that these unions are using arbitra-

tion to overcome management's unwillingness to offer terms the unions 

can accept. 

A second example of this insurance is the fact that through 1981 the 

relative levels of salaries and fringes in almost all the arbitration 

states showed no sign of decline. When we consider that most of our 

arbitration cities are in the Frost Belt states which have been 

experiencing losses of people and jobs to other part:s of the country, we 

might expect that this relative erosion of the tax base would exert 

downward pressure on the rate of increase in salaries and fringes that 

these cities could payor would pay. However, our state-specific 

resul ts indicate that no such dampening of salaries Ol.' fringes has 

occurred in these arbitration states,' and our time series resul ts 

indicate that salaries have increased faster in arbitration states than 

elsewhere. 

---=::..------------------------------------'~~---~--------~~-- ------ -- ... 
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Further, our aggregate cross section results show that arbitration's 

influence on salaries has gotten larger, not smaller, during the 1978-81 

years. In short, arbitration may have cane into existence in several 

states which already enjoyed relatively high salaries and fringes, but 

it appears to have done an excellent job of maintaining (and perhaps 

even widening) these compensation advantages. 

OUr analyses indicate that arbitration'S largest effect is on the 

union's ability to obtain favorable contract provisions, for the magnitude 

of the ARB coefficients in Chapter V (contracts) generally were larger 

than in Chapters III (salaries) and IV (fringes). In addition to 

arbitration's very strong association with total contract scores, 

arbitration had a very stror~ association with the items which constitute 

our intrusion into managerial prerogatives (MPI) subindex and also a 

very strong association with grievance procedure provisions (esper-ially 

grievance arbitration). These results indicate that police officers in 

arbitration states have much stro~er contractual protections than their 

colleagues in other states. In turn, these contractual protections 

enable police officers and their unions in arbitration states to challenge 

and appeal managerial decisions from a much stronger position than can 

their peers elsewhere. In other W'Ords, our results show that police 

officers and their unions in arbitration states have obtained a larger 

"voice" in police department operations than they would have otherwise. 

When all these results are examined, we must conclude that arbitration 

has done a good job of guarding employee interests. Those police 

officers covered by arbitration laws appear to be better paid and have a 

stronger voice in departmental affairs than those who are not covered. 
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In addition, arbitration's effects exist independently of whatever 

effects bargaining by itself has had. In other W'Ords, police officers 

who bargain collectively are better off than those who do not, and those 

who bargain under arbitration laws are even better off. 

These r.esults should be pleasing to police unionists and to anyone 

else who believes that police should bargain from positions of equal 

strength with management. In contrast, these results should be dishearten

ing to municipal managers and to anyone else who believes that collectiye 

bargaining or interest arbitration (or both) are inappropriate in the 

police service. We have no illusions that any of our results will cause 

people to change their normative views about police bargaining and 

arbitration, for previous experience (Kochan, 1978) suggests that 

opponents and proponents of bargaining and especially arbitration will 

selecti vely use those findings in this report which will help them 

advocate their causes and will ignore the rest. However, a complete 

evaluation of bargaining and arbitration requires that their effects on 

the delivery of police services al~o be consid~red. 

The Delivery of Police Services 

Level and mix of police emploj'lllent. OUr Chapter VI analyses showed 

that bargaining tilts police emploj'lllent away from sworn officers and 

toward civilian employees, and that arbitration has the opposite effect. 

Because there 'are so many more sworn officers than civilian employees in 

each department, and because the ARB coefficients generally are larger 

than the CBA coefficients, the net effects on unionized police departments 
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in arbitration states are a higher level of total police employment and 

a shift in the mix of police employment toward sworn officers and away 

from civilians (compared to nonunion departments in nonarbitration 

states). In other words, management appears to respond to bargaining's 

higher salaries and benefits by substituting lower priced civilians for 

higher priced officers, but arbitration somehow negates this response. 

Monetary costs. Both bargaining and arbitration are associated with 

increases in the cost of delivering police services. Chapters III and 

IV showed that police pay and fringes are higher where bargaining and 

arbitIation exist than where they do not. Chapter VI showed that total 

police expenses are higher in bargaining cities and in arbitration 

cities even after controlling for the influences of higher salaries and 

nunbers of employees. Taken together, our findings suggest: that bargain

ing and especially arbitration increase the monetary cost of delivering 

a given bundle of police services to the community. 

Ability to manage. As noted above, police unions in . arbitration 

states have negotiated contract language which is more favorable (to the 

unions) than the language negotiated by their peers in other states. We 

collected no police operations data, though, so we cannot translate 

the3e higher contract scores directly into a precise impa9t upon police 

management's ability to manage the police department on a day-to-day 

basi$~ However, we did examine the possibility that crime rates and 

clearance rates have been affected by bargaining and arbitration, and 

our results are intriguing. 

Our Chapter VI analyses showed that reported rates of rape, robbery, 

assault, and burglary are consistently and significantly negatively 
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associated with the presence of police bargaining during the 1971-80 

period, and murder and auto theft rates are negatively associated with 

bargaining in about half of those years. This means that when we 

control for the influence of numerous city characteristics and regional 

patterns, there are fewer of these crimes reported in bargaining cities 

than in nonbargaining cities. In fact, whenever there is a significant 

association bet~~n a reported crime rate and bargaining (see Table VI-

5), this association is almost always negative •. However, just the , 
opposi te is true for arbitration: there are significantly higher rates 

of rape, robbery, assault, burglary, and auto theft reported in unionized 

cities located in arbitration states than in unionized cities elsewhere 

(again, after controlling for the influence of city characteristics and 

regional location). Taken together, these results indicate that unionized 

cities in arbitration states experience about the same amounts of 

reported crimes as do nonunion cities in nonarbitration states (i.e., 

arbitration apparently negates bargaining's association with lower crime 

rates) • 

Do these results indicate that bargaining somehow causes police 

managers to organize and deliver police services in a more effective 

manner but that arbitration somehow cancels this bargaining effect? 

Alternativelyv do the Chapter VI regression coefficients simply report 

coincidental associations between bargaining and arbitration and rer,,.orted 

crime rates? As ano~,er alternative, do bargaining and arbitration 

somehow serve as unintended proxies for unmeasured city or state character-

istics which influence police employment, costs, and reported crime 

rates? In particular, are there systematic differences between arbitration 
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and nonarbitration states (or regions) which may be the actual causes of 

the different bargaining and arbitration results? 

We may label these three potential explanations the "managerial 

response" theory, the "coincidence" theory, and the "location" theory of 

police bargaining and arbitration's ~pacts. We will not consider the 

coincidence theory any further, for there is nothing to consider. 

However, the other two potential explanations deserve scrutiny. 

The centerpiece of the managerial response explanation lies with 

bargaining and arbitration's opposite bnpacts on the number of police 

officers and the number of police civilian employees. OUr data show 

that management reacts to bargaining by hiring fewer sworn officers and 

more civilians, but that arbitration reverses these civilianization 

efforts and results in more officers and fewer civilians. We know that 

most police civilian employees work in clerical and communication 

technician jobs (i.e., they handle paperwork, answer the phone, dispatch 

calls, and so on). If management uses civilians to replace sworn 

officers in these kinds of jobs and then assigns the officers to street 

duty (i.e., to the patrol or detective divisions), it is possible that 

bargaining induces managers to deliver law enforcement services in a 

more effective manner than they would otherwise. In tum, this increased 

effectiveness (i.e., more sworn officers on the street) may result in 

fewer crbnes being reported. However, we emphasize that this line of 

reasoning is highly speculative, for we have collected no data about 

police deployment and assignment practices nor have we examined the 

actual ~plementation of any civilianization programs. Further, this 

line of reasoning is constructed upon the assumption that the reorganiza-
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tion of police services can have a substantial effect on the commission 

and reporting of crimes in a city. 

In contrast to our bargaining results, our arbitration results 

indicate that arbitration is associated with more sworn officers, fewer 

civilians, and a negation of bargaining's association with lower crbne 

rates. In turn, these results suggest that the presence of arbitration 

somehow restricts the effective delivery of police services. One 

possible explanation is the higher level of restrictive contract language 

in arbitration states tha~ elsewhere; another is that arbitrators have 

issued awards which restrict management's ability to organize police 

services in a more effective manner (our arbitration award analyses are 

not yet sufficiently refined to empirically test this second possibility). 

However, this line of reasoning also is highly speculative, for we have 

collected no data about police deployment ~d assignment practices in 

arbitration cities. Further, this line of reasoning is constructed upon 

.the assumption that arbitration by itself can be a dominant influence on 

how police departments organize themselves, am this is a tenuous 

assumption. 

Before anyone concludes that arbitration is contributing to a crime 

wave in those states where arbitration exists, it is important to note 

that __ because arbitration am bargaining almost always exist together 

__ the bargaining ~ arbitration results tend to cancel each other. In 

other words, our data indicate that the reported crime rates in bargaining 

pll~ arbitration cities. are similar to the levels and rates in nonunion . 

plus nonarbitration cities. 

Again, we empha'size that these interpretations of bargaining and 
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arbitration's bmpacts are speculative, for we have been unable to 

empirically examine the actual mechanisms or processes through which the 

statistically significant relationships in Chapter VI might have been 

bmplemented. In addition, our clearance rate analyses -(see Table VI-6) 

produced primarily non-results: the bargaining and arbitration coeffi

cients were rarely significant, they were often bmplausibly large and 

scmetimes changoo direction from one year to the next, and the overall 

equations explained only a tiny amount of the variation in clearance 

rates across cities. The police presumably exercise much more direct 

control over the clearance of crbmes by arrests than they do over the 

reporting of crimes, yet clearance rates seem bmpervious to bargaining 

and arbitration while several crbme rates appear to be highly influenced 

by them. Accordingly, this ''managerial response" explanation is appro

priately considered as a subject for future research rather than as a 

conclusive explanation. 

Alternatively, it is possible that there are systematic differences 

in police department staffing practices and in reported crbme patterns 

across arbitration and nonarbitration states. In Chapter I we saw that 

the vast majority of the arbitration cities are locatoo in ten states in 

the Northeast and Upper Midwest (Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, 

New York, NeW Jersey, Pennsylvania, Michigan, Wisconsin, Iowa, and 

Minnesota). We also saw that the vast majority of the bargaining cities 

outside of arbitration states are locatoo in Illinois, Ohio, Florida, 

and especially california. If there are any systematic differences in 

police staffing practices and in reported crime patterns across these 

two groups of states, then the Chapter VI analyses may b~ reporting 
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bargaining and arbitration results which are spurious because these 

differences exist for other reason.s. In particular, califOl:nia has such 

a large number of cities in the bargaining without arbitration sample 

that systematically different staffing and crime patterns in that state 

alone could have producoo t.l-te CBA coefficients in Chapter VI~ 

However, we emphasize that this locational interpretation is just as 

specUlative as the effective management explanation just discussed. We 

have no data to indicate that the police practices and cr.ime patterns 

are significantly different in the 14 states just mentioned. Further, 

even if sane of these state practices or patterns are significantly 

different we have no ready explanation for why they exist. 

In short, we have done a much better job of indentifying statisti

cally significant relationships between bargaining or arbitration and 

police employment, costs, and crime levels than ~ have of explaining 

what these relationships mean or why they exist. We hope that future 

research will be more illuminating. 

Costs and Benefits 

Earlier we identified two tangible benefits which arbitration 

provides: it prevents strikes, and it enables police officers to bargain 

from a position of equal strength with management. We also identified 

one tangible cost associated with arbitration: it sometimes weakens the 

incentive to bargain. (Our emphasis here is on tangible costs and 

benefits, which means we are ignoring the intangible (i.e., unmeasurable) 

costs and benefits associated with greater or lesser amounts of political 

stability and political pluralism.) 
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In this report we have documented what sane people would identify as 

another tangible benefit of arbi tra'l:ion: it induces more collective 

bargaining than would occur otherwise. However, the vast majority of 

our research results have documented what some people would identify as 

a very tangible cost of arbitration: it increases the cost of delivering 

police services. Our results show that arbitration is associated with 

higher salaries, higher police department costs, and more restrictiv.E! 

contract language (though our resul ts are less clear about whether or 

not arbitration actually caused all of these things to occur).. In other 

words, the consistent theme running through Chapters III, IV, V, apr.J VI 

is that the price arbitration imposes for preventing strikes, fostering 

collective bargaining, and equalizing union and management bargaining 

strength may be higher than previously believe::l. This conclusion is 

strengthened by the fact that arbitration's influence on salaries, 

costs, and contract provisions has occurred in addition to Hhatever 

impact bargaining by itself has had on these outcomes. 

There is nothing in this conclusion which is meant to suggest that 

arbitration is a bad thing. As with mediation, factfinding, and the 

right to strike, arbitration represents a value judgment abOl1t: how 

negotiating impasses ought to be resolve::l. Because there is no formula 

which can accurately measure whether these labor relations value joogments 

are good, bad, or indifferent, we have not attempted to determine 

whether arbitration per se is wise or unwise public policy. Instead, we 

have analyzed some of the consequences of arbitration, and our analyses 

show that arbitration's benefits may come at a higher cost than previously 

identified. In turn, policy makers should decide whether these higher 
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or unacceptable price to pay for fewer costs represent an acceptable 

, and equalization of bargaining strikes, more colle~tive bargainIng, 

power. 

11 the analyses in this Fina y, report have danonstrated that it is 

~pacts by simply comparing arbitrated inappropriate to test arbitration's 

Consequently, we hope that and negotiated outcomes in the same state. 

1 ' type· "During this report will eliminate statements of the fol OWIng • 

arbitration state, arbitrated wages increased an the past year in this 

average of 6.7 percent while negotiated wages increased 6.8 percent. 

Therefore, arbitration had no effect on wages during this past year." 

\ 

RESFARCH ROCCM-tENDATIONS 

ts with the conclusion It is customary to close most research repor 

eded II and this report is no exception. We that "more research is ne , 
. t . areas 

are five methodological and substantIve OpIC believe that there 

benefI't greatly from additional research. which would 

Longitudinal analyses. Most union impact studies are done at a 

single point in time. In contrast, our examination of the 1971-81 years 

(for salaries and fringes) and the 1975-81 years (for contract provisions) 

Me believe that our time series results offer an is highly unusual. "' 
, 1 ts and we believe interesting comparison with our cross sectIon resu , 

t · ific analyses' are particularly informative. our before and after sta e-spec 

analyses have danonstrated the value of longituIn short, we believe our 

. nd hope that other researchers dinal examinations of union lntpacts, a we 
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will use this approach. In pa.rticu1ar, the history of public sector 

interest arbitration in this country indicates that a definitive before 

and after analysis of arbitration would require salary, fringe, and 

contract data back to 1965. Obviously, analyses of anp10yment conditions 

going back that far can only be done on a longitudinal basis. 

State-specific analy~;es. OUr aggregated analyses suggest very 

substantial arbitration effects, but our disaggregated state-specific 

analyses suggest that arbitration's influence may be rather modest. In 

addition, the~e is information in each of Chapters III, IV, V, and VI 

which indicates that arbitration's impacts may be less uniform across 

states than previously believed. As a result, there is a clear need for 

very intensive examinations of how arbitration h~s worked in irrlividual 

states. These intensive studies would profit especially from (a) more 

complete state-by-state data than we have been able to obtain and (b) an 

examination of how procedural differences in arbitration arrangements 

might have affected outcomes. As can be seen in Table 1-4, we were 

unable to obtain canplete 1980 information from any state, and the same 

can be said for the other years in our time period. Consequently, the 

possibility ranains that more canplete data would have led to different 

results. Similarly, J. Anderson (1981b) has shown how the actual 

operation of the Canadian federal government's arbitration procedure can 

affect how the parties use it and possibly the outcomes associated with 

it. As a result, such an analysis could be usefully performed in the 

states included in this study. 

Bargaining, arbitration, and police employment. OUr results show 

that management has responded to police bargaining in a time-honored 
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manner: bargaining is associated with higher salaries and fringes, so 

management has substituted lower priced civilians for higher priced 

officers. As a result, in bargaining cities there ~Ie fewer officers 

and more civilians, ceteris paribus, than in nonunion cities. Arbitration 

also is associated with higher salaries, so we expect that arbitration 

similarly would lead to substitutions of lower priced civilians in place 

of higher priced officers. Instead, arbitration seems to have precisely 

the opposite effect: more officers and fewer civilians. 

As with most of our results, we cannot be certain if bargaining and 

arbitration are actually causing these changes in the mix of police 

department employees or if bargaining and arbitration are simply reporting 

employment changes which occurred for other reasons. Accordingly, an 

intensive examination of the employment mix in different police departments 

should isolate the direct arrl indirect effects that bargaining and 

arbi tration have had on the kinds of personnel that police departments 

have used to perform particular jobs and funct:ions. 

Contract provisions and police practices. We have shown that police 

contracts contain more favorable (to unions) language i~ arbitration 

states than elsewhere, but we have been unable to determine what impacts 

the presence of this language has had on day-to-day police operations 

and practices. A very informative research effort would be the analysis 

of police deparbnent operations in nonunion, bargaining without arbitration, 

and bargaining with arbitration cities, paying particular attention to 

how police contract provisions have been used to affect management 

decisions. This kind of intensive and city-specific data would be quite 

expensi ve to obtain, but such a study would be one of the very few (and 
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perhaps the only one) to carefully measure how collective bargaining and 

interest arbitration have directly affected management's day-to-day 

ability to manage the delivery of police services. In addition, this 

type of research is necessary to fully umerstam the relationships 

discussed in the next paragraph. 

Labor relations, crimes, and clearances. Similarly, research should 

focus on the associations we identified in Chapter VI between crime 

rates, bargaining, and arbitration. These fimings are potentially the 

most controversial in the entire report am are certainly the most 

difficult to explain. After identifying the negative association 

between bargaining and selected crime rates and the positive association 

between arbitration and some crime rates, we admit that we are not sure 

what these statistical relationships mean. If bargaining and arbitration 

are simply inadvertent proxies for urmeasured city characteristics which 

are the real factors exerting the influences on crime l:'ates, we are 

unable to explain what these.city characteristics are and why they are 

associated in one direction with bargaining and in the opposite direction 

with arbitration. However, if bargaining and arbitration are actually 

causing these crime rates to be lower and higher, respectively, we are 

unable to explain why or how these labor relations arrangements are 

having such impacts on crimes (and on same crimes and not others). As a 

result, an intensive examination of the reasons for these reported 

relationships among bargaining, arbitration, and crimes should yield 

same interesting and useful findings. Such a study should also attempt 

to explain why crimes are associated with bargaining and arbitration but 

clearances are not. 
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A final word. Most good research efforts should generate more 

questions than they answer, and we hope that this report has done the 

same. Arbitration's impacts on bargaining outcomes have been researched 

very sparingly compared to its impacts on the bargaining process, and 

this report is a useful step toward a fuller assessment of what difference 

arbitration makes. We realize that arbitration evokes strongly positive 

and strongly negative opinions from most members of the labor relations 

cornnuni ty, and all these people ought to be able to fim something in 

this report with which they can disagree. What is more important than 

any disagreements, though, is the impetus that this report provides 

toward more complete examinations of collective bargaining and interest 

arbitration in the public sector. If this report helps to spur such 

it will have made a contribution that goes beyom the merits 

the results presented on the previous pages. 
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APPENDIX I-I 

POLICE COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AND INTERE~T ARBITRATION 

Please answer the following questions, ev~ if you do not have a 
collective bargaining relationship with a police employee organization. 
Please note that no individual municipality or respondent will be 
identified; the anonymity of your answers is guaranteed$ Also, all 
questions apply to police organizations representing patrol officers and 
not to any separate superior officer organizations. 

1. Name of municipality: --------------------------------------------
2. Does your municipality have a bargaining, negotiating, or meet-and-

confer arrangement with a police employee organization representing 
patrol officers which results in a written contract, agreement, or 
memorandum of understanding? 

Yes 
---No 

3. If yes, what was the first year your municipality signed such 
wri tten contract, agreement, or memorandum with the police? 

Year ----
4. If yes, how many written contracts, agreements, or rnemorama has 

your municipality signed with the police? 

----- contracts, agreements, or rnemorama 

5. Is your municipality covered by a compulsory interest arbitration 
procedure which mandates that arbitration be used to resolve negotiating 
impasses? (check one) 

No 
----yes, as a result of state law 

---- Yes, as a result of city charter provision or local ordinance 
____ yes, as a result of an agreement with the police employee organization 

6. If yes, in what year was this arbitration procedure first made available? 

Year ----
7. If yes, how many times has your municipali ty and police employee 

organization received a written interest arbitration award to 
resolve negotiating impasses during the period since this arbitration 
procedure was made available? 

times If so, in what year(s): ---- -------------------------
8. Have the police in your municipality gone on strike? 

No ----____ Yes If so, in what year(s) : _______________ _ 

Please send this completed form plus your 1975-1981 police collective 
bargaining agreements (if any) and interest arbitration awatds (if any) to: 

Professor Peter Feuille 
Institute of Labor and Industrial P~lations. 

University of Illinois 
504 East Armory Avenue 

Champaign, Illinois 61820 

THANK YOU very much for your cooperation, am please be assured of 
the anonymi ty of your responses. 
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APPENDIX 1-2 

DATA SOURCES 

The main data sources used in this project are cited below. Following 

each reference is a list of the specific data item(s) it contains. 

I. City Characteristics Data 

A. Interuniversity Consortium for Political and Social Research 

(ICPSR) made available a magnetic tape containing all the infor

mation printed in U.S. Bureau of the Census, County and City Data 

Book, 1977 (Washington, D.C.: GPO,1980). The variables taken 

from this tape include: FIPS SMSA number, FIPS State nunber, city 

land area, percent of city population over 65, percent of city 

population that is black, percent of city population over 18, 

percent of the city population above age 25 that have less than 5 

years of education, percent of city population above age 25 that 

have a high school education or above, city median value of housing, 

and city average manufacturing wage (note that these data are 

available only at one point in time between 1970 and 1976). 

B. Certain city data are collected on a yearly or bi-yearly basis 

for the detennination of revenue sharing expenditures. These 

data were taken from U.S. Department of the Treasury, Office of 
, 

Revenue Sharing, Final State and Local Data Elellents, General 

Revenue Sharing Entitlement Periods 3-13, 1971~8~ (Washington, 

D.C. : GPO). The variables obtained here include city population, 

city per capita income, city intergovernmental transfers, and 

city adjusted local tax revenue. 
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II • Cr ime Data 

Unpublished data for 1971-1980 were obtained from the Federal 

Bureau of Investigation (FBI). The FBI data inclooe the number of 

cr imes and clearances in each city for murder, manslaughter, rape, 

robbery, assault, burglary, larceny, and auto theft. Information on the 

number of police officers assaulted and killed was also gathered for 

these years. 

III. Police Data 

Two main sources of police employment and expenditure data were used. 

A. Under the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968, 

as amended, the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration and 

the National Bureau of Justice Statistics collected selected 

data for virtually all u.S. cities ove]: 25,000 population. 

CUrrently, data for 1971-1979 are available on tape from the 

ICPSR. These tapes include city data on full time and part 

time police employment, police payroll, police fringe benefi ts 

expenditures, police operations, and capital outlay expenditures. 

Data on selected intergovernmental transfer expenditures for 

police services are also available on the tapes. 

B. For many years the International City Management Association 

(IQw1A) has conducted annual surveys of police employment and 

expenditure levels in U.S. cities. We obtained data from these 

surveys covering the 1970-81 period. The information includes 

the number of uniformed and civilian police employees, the 

length of the police work week, the starting and maximum salary 
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for a patrol officer, the nuniber of years to the maxUnum step, 

the amount of longevity pay that accrues to patrol officers, 

the total salary expenditure for police employees, capital 

outlay and other police expenditures, social security expenditures, 

retirement expenditures, health and life insurance expenditures, 

the metropolitan status of each city, the form of goverlT!leIlt in 

each city, and regional location codes for each city. 

IV. Legal Data 

Data on the collective bargaining and arbitration law status of the 

states were obtained from Bureau of National Affairs, ,Government Employee 

Relations Report (GERR), Reference File (Washington, D.C.: BNA). 

V. Collective Bargaining Data 

We undertook a special survey of ci ties and supplenente:l our responses 

with data provided by Dr. Casey Ichniowski of the National Bureau of 

Economic Research. In a small number of cases infonnation was obtained 

from individual state public employment relations board and s~te 

leagues of cities. These sources yielded information on whether individual 

citiBS bargained with t~eir patrol officers, the length of time that the 

bargaining relationship has existed, whether and when a city experienced 

a strike by police officers, whether and when the police bargaining unit 

was covered by a compulsory arbitration statute, a'1d whether am when 

compulsory arbitration was used to resolve an impasse in police bargaining. 

These data were used to generate information on the number of cities in 

each state that bargain with tl1eir police officers. 
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As a part of our survey we obtained collective bargaining agreements 

and arbitration awards covering patrol officers during the 1975-81 

period. These agreements and awards were scored according to the 

instruments shown in other appeooices of this report. We supplemented 

the information returned to us with agreements and awards gathered at 

public employment relations boards in several states. 

Vl. Private Sector Unionism Data 

Data on the percent of private sector employees that belong to 

unions by state and SMSA location were obtained from Richard B. Freeman 

and James L. Maloff, "New Estimates of Private Sector Unionism in the 

United states," Industrial and Labor Relations Review, 32, 2 (January 

1979),143-174. 

VlI. Construction of Regional Variables 

We followed the Census Bureau Classification Codes for Regions: 

NORTHEAST 

SOUTH 

= Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, 
New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, 
and Vermont 

= Alabama, Arkansas, Delaware, District of Columbia, 
Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland, 
Mississippi, North Carolina, Oklahoma, South 
Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia, am West 
Virginia 

NORTH CENTRAL = Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, 
Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota, 
Ohio, South Dakota, and Wisconsin 

WEST = Alaska, Arizona, California, Colorado, Hawaii, 
Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, Oregon, 
Utah, Washington, and Wyoming 
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VIII. Other Factors 

states that require or specifically list a grievance procedure in 

their bargaining laws include Alaska, l)elaware, Florida, Minnesota, New 

Jersey, Oklahoma, Oregon, and Pennsylvania. 

Alaska, Florida, Minnesota, and Pennsylvania specifically require 

grievance ar.bitration. 

The following states require police negotiating in~sses to be 

resolved by binding arbitration (effective date of statute is in 

parentheses): Alaska (1972), Connecticut (1975), District of Columbia 

(1980), Iowa (effective in 1975 for 1976 contracts), Maine--for non-cost 

items only (1974), Massachusetts (effective in 1974, repealed effective 

1981), Michigan (1979), Minnesota (1973), Nebraska (1969), New Jersey 

(1977), New York (1974), Oregon (1973), Pennsylvania (1968), Rhode 

Island (1968), Washington (1973), and Wisconsin (1972). 

IX. Treatment of Missing Data 

The 1981 crime rate, population, and per capita incane data were not 

available. As a result, we used the 1980 values of these variables in 

the 1981 equations. 

Some city characteristics data were not available. In these cases 

we used data for the county or SMSA that a city was located in as a 

proxy for the missing information. 
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APPENDIX 1-3 

POLICE CONTRACT SCORING INSTRUMENT 
(130 items--1300 possible points) 

IDRKING CONDITIONS SUBINDEX 
(18 items--180 possible points) 

Length of WOrk Week 

o = no provision 
3.33 = more than 40 hours 
6.67 = 40 hours 

10 = less than 40 hours 

Holiday Work 

o = no provision 
10 = same provision 

Staffing (MPI) 

o = no provision 
5 = some provision without minimum levels specified 

10 = minimum levels specified 

Length of Work Day 

o = no provision 
3.33 = more than 8 hours 
6.67 = 8 hours 

10 = less than 8 hours 

Roll call 

o = roll call attendance required before start of shift 
5 = no provision 

10 = roll call attendance occurs during shift 

Type of Sidearm carried (MPI) 

o = no provision 
10 = same provision 

Type of krmuni tion Used (MPI.) 

o = no provision 
10 = some provision 

(MPI) indicates an item that also is included in the intrusion into 
management prerogatives subindex. 



Armament in Squad cars (MPI) 

o = no provision 
10 = some provision 

Armament Off Duty 

o = no provision 
5 = some provision 
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10 = do not have to carry weapon while off dutYI or paid to carry 

Some other Special Fquipnent (MPI) 

o = no provision 
10 = some provision which requires that management provide 

special equipnent 

Use of Arms/Deadly Force (MPI) 

o = no provision 
10 = some provision 

Use of Less-Than-Deadly Force (MPI) -

o = no provision 
10 = some provision 

Firearm Review Board (MPI) 

o = no provision 
10 = some provision 

Firearm Qualification 

o = no provision 
10 = some provision 

Pay Periods 

o = no provision 
10 = some provision 

Facilities at Station (lockers, etc.) 

o = no provision 
10 = some provision 

Shift Excrli;inge (MPI) 

o = no provision 
3.33 = permission of management required 
6.67 = notification to management required 

10 = provision allows shift exchange without notification 
to or aR;>roval from management 
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Residency Requirement 

o = some provision requiring residency in the employing 
jurisdiction 

3.33 = no reference 
6.67 = provision allowing residency outside of the employing 

jurisdiction but within a stated radius 
10 = provision allowing residency wherever the employee chooses 

PAY SUPPLEMENTS SUBINDEX 
(27 items--270 possible points) 

Overtime Pay (MPI) 

o = no provision 
3.33 = straight payor straight compensatory time off 
6.67 = 1 1/2 pay (cash or compensatory time off) 

10 = double time pay (cash or compensatory time off) 

Choice of OVertime Compensation ($ or time off) (MPI) 

o = management decides or mutual decision 
10 = employee decides 

Court Ap~~arance Pay (MPI) 

o = no provision 
2.5 = 2 hours or less minimum 

5 = 2.1 to 3 hours minimum 
7.5 = 3.1 to 4 hours minimum 
10 = more than 4 hours minimum 

Court Appearance Pay Rate 

o = no provision 
3.33 = straight payor compensatory time off 
6.67 = 1 1/2 payor compensatory time off 

10 = more than 1 1/2 pcly or cornpansatory time off 

Standby Pay (MPI) 

o = no provision 
5 = flat amount 

10 = amount increases with the length of the standby period 

call-In Pay (MPI) 

o = no provision 
2 = flat pay; less than hourly rate 
4 = 2 hours or less minimum 
6 = 2.1 to 3 hours minimum 
8 = 3.1 to 4 hours minimum 

10 = more than 4 hours minimum 

IT _________ • ____ , ___ -,,'-" __ .~i.i_~ _____ ...-......-___ ""-.. _______ ~~_~A'_______________ 
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Vacation Pay at Separation 

o = no provision 
5 = some provision, limiting the amount of pay 

10 = pay for all unused days 

Sick Leave Pay at Non-retirement Separation 

o = no provision 
5 = same provision with limit on amount 

10 = payment for all unused sick days 

Pay for Sick Leave upon Retiranent 

o = no provision 
5 = some provision with limit on amount 

10 = payment for all unused sick days 

Education Incentive Pay 

o = no provision 
5 = one time bonus for completion of educational program 

10 = increase in salary for completion of educational program 

Pay for Out of Title WOrk 

o = no provision 
5 = payment after some minimll1l nunber of days on the job 

10 = pay with no minimllI\ nunber of days required 

Severance Payor Benefit 

o = no provision 
10 = some provision 

Death Benefit 

o = no provision 
10 = some provision 

Tuition Assistance 

o = no provision 
5 = assistance provided for police-related courses or with 

management approval 
10 = assistance for any courses 

Private Jobs 

o = no provision 
3.33 = provision allows employees to take private jobs 
6.67 = provision establishes minimllI\ pay rates for private jobs 

10 = provision establishes minimllI\ pay rates and an allocation 
system 
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Meal Allowance 

o = no provision 
10 = same provision 

Ini tial Clothing Allowance 

o = no provision 
3.33 = $250 or less 
6.67 = $251 to $400 
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10 = more than $400 or furnished 

Clothing Allowance (Annual) 

o = no provision 
3.33 = $250 or less 
6.67 = $251 to $400 

10 = more than $400 or furnished 

Rf;!placement of Equipnent 

o = no provision . 
5 = provision which provides for replacement of equlpment damaged 

while on duty, with a 1 imi t on the amount . 
10 = provision which provides for full replacement of equlpment 

damaged whi Ie on duty 

Longevity Pay Eligibility (first year longevity pay begins) 

0 = no provision 
2.5 = 15 years or more 

5 = 10 to 14 years 
7.5 = 5 to 9 years 
10 = less than 5 years 

Longevity Pay MaximllI\ Amount (Annual) 

o = no provision 
2 = some provision 
4 = $499 or less 
6 = $500 to $999 
8 = $1,000 to $1,999 

10 = $2,000 or more 

Roll call Pay 

o = no reference 
10 = same provision 

Cost of Living Allowance 

o = no provision 
5 = some provision with a limit 

10 = unlimited provision 
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Travel Allowance for Requl'red D t' ( u les e.g., court appearances) 

o = no provision 
10 = some provision 

Shift Differential 

o = no provision 
10 = some provision 

Special Assignment Pay 

o = no provision 
10 = same provision 

Other Extra Pay 

o = no provision(s) 
10 = some provision(s) 

INDIVIDUAL SECURITY SUBINDEX 
(11 items--ll0 possible points) 

Vacancies - Promotions (MPI) 

o = no provision 
3.33 = same prov~s~on ~at does not mention seniority 
6.67 : sam7 p:ovlslon Wlth seniority as a factor 

10 - senIorlty governs 

Shift Assigrunent (MPI) 

o 
3.33 
6.67 

10 

= no provision 
= same provision that does not mention seniority 
= pro~is~on including seniority as one factor 
= senlorlty governs 

Posting and Bidding Provision for Vacancies and Assignments 

o = no provision 
10 = some provision 

Involuntary Transfers (MPI) 

o = no provision or a provision allowing management to make 
changes at its discretion 

~.33 = some provision that d07s not,mention seniority 
.67 = seniority is a factor ln asslgnment changes 
10 = seniority governs 
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Transfer Procedure (Voluntary Transfers) (MPI) 

o = no provision 
3.33 = same provision that does not mention seniority 
6.67 = provision including seniority as one factor 

10 = seniority governs 

Layoff Proce1ure (MPI) 

o = no provision 
3.33 = some provision that does not mention seniority 
6.67 = provision including seniority as one factor 

10 = seniority governs 

Justification for Layoff (MPI) 

o = no reference or layoffs are part of management's rights 
5 = specific circumstances are specifie1 that allow layoffs 

10 = the standard of "necessi ty" is use1 to justify layoffs 

Recall fram Layoff Procedure 

o = no provision 
5 = some provision 

10 = provision stating that last laid off is first recalle1 

Safety Provision 

o = no provision 
10 = some provision 

Maintenance of Standards (MPI) 

o = no provision 
1.25 .- sane provision exists covering limited subjects 

2.5 = sane provision exists covering all subjects 
3.75 = union must ~ notified before changes may be made (for limited 

subjects) 
5 = union must be notified before any changes may be made 

6.25 = a meeting or consultation must occur before changes may be 
made (limited subjects) 

7.5 = a meeting or consultation must occur before any changes may 
be made 

8.75 = changes must be negotiated (limited subjects) 
10 = any cr~nges must be negotiated 

Vacation Selection 

o = no provision 
3.33 = same provision that does not mention seniority 
6.67 = provision including seniority as one factor 

10 = seniority governs 
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UNION SECURITY SUBINDEX 
(19 items--190 possible points) 

Bargaining Agent Exclusive Recognition 

o = no provision 
10 = some provision 

Contract Duration 

o = continuous 
5 = 4 years or more 

10 = 1-3 years 

Checkoff 

o 
3.33 
6.67 

10 

= no reference 
= voluntary 
= automatic, unless employee objects 
= mandatory 

Union Security 

o = nO,reference or "open shop" 
3.33 = maIntenance of membership 
6.67 = ag~cy shop or fair share agreement 

10 = unIon shop 

Pay Parity 

o = no refereI1ICe 
10 = parity with firefighters 

Financial Information Provided to Union 

o = no reference 
10 = some provision 

Bulletin Board 

o = no reference 
5 =.employer may regulate 

10 = ~aterials allowed without editing 

Savings Clause 

o = no reference· 
10 = some provision 

Released Time for Union Business 

o = no reference 
3.33 = time off for grievances 
6.67 : t~me off for gr~evances and negotiations 

10 - tIme off for grIevances, negotiations and other business 
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Office Space for Union Officer(s) or Steward(s) 

o = no reference 
10 = some provision 

Union Leave for Meetings and Conventions 

o = no reference 
2 = some provision, deducting time from sick or personal leave 
4 = '1-3 daI~ 
6 = 4-9 days 
8 = 10-15 days 

10 = more than 15 days 

Bargaining Unit 

o = no reference 
1.25 = patrol officers; an additional 1.25 points is added for each 

separate group included in addition to patrol officers (e.g., 
corporals, sergeants, lieutenants, captains, dispatchers/ 
communications technicians, parking control agents, clerical; 
,does not include detectives/plain clothes) [maximum of 10 
points1 

Union Use of Facilities During Nonwork Time 

o = no reference 
10 = some provision 

Management Rights (MPI) 

o = exhaustive, comprehensive (Type I) clause that is not subject 
to grievance procedure 

2.5 = comprehensive clause (Type II) that is implicitly subject to 
the grievance procedure 

5 = less comprehen~ive clause (Type III) that is implicitly subject 
to the grievance procedure 

7.5 = clause uses "residual rights" language (Type IV), does not 
fall into other categories, or no provision 

10 = clause specifically states that management rights may be subject 
to grievance or negotiation 

No strike: General Clause 

o = nQ strikes; union will act to prevent or eliminate stoppages 
5 = no strikes without a mention of union responsibility 

10 = no referenc~ 

No Strike: Definition of Strike [coded only if contract has a no 
strike clause, otherwise = 101 

o = a "strike" is specifically deflne3 in the clause 
10 ~. no definition or no reference 
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No Strike: Discipline of Strikers [coded only if contract has a no 
strike clause, otherwise = 10] 

o = clause explicitly states that "striking" employees may be 
disciplined or discharged 

10 = no reference 

Zipper Clause 

o = provision states that both parties have had unlimited rights 
bargain and waive all rights to further bargaining for the 
duration of the contract 

5 = same other, less restrictive provision 
10 = no provision 

SUbcontracting 

o = contract explicitly recognizes management's right to 
subcontract 

to 

3.33 = contract implicitly allows management to subcontract 
6.67 = "management retains all customary rights" clause (i.e., only 

~eneral language in rnanagemen't rights clause could address the 
lSsue) 

10 = no reference 

mUITY SUBINDEX 
(19 items--190 possible points) 

Evaluation of Employees (Performance Appraisal) (MPI) 

o = no reference 
3.33 = some provision 
6.67 = provision providing employee the opportunity to SL~ 

evaluation 
10 = provision allows employee to respond/object to evaluation 

Employee Access to Personnel File 

o = no reference 
5 = some,P70vision allowing employee access 

10 = provlslon allows employee to respond 

Investigati ve Bill of Rights (internal affairs:i' (MP!) 

o = no provisinn 
5 = partial miranda rights 

10 = full miranda rights (remain silent, representation) 

Nondiscrimination 

o = no reference 
10 = some provision 
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Grievance Definition (MPI) 

o = no provision 
2.5 = grievances are narrowly defined; specific items are explicitly 

excluded from the grievance procedure 
5 = grievances are disputes arising fram the contract's terms and 

conditions 
7.5 = grievances are disputes arising fram the contract, personnel 

policies, or other aspects of work 
10 = grievances are not specifically defined in the grievance 

procedure 

Grievance Procedure: Representation by Union 
[equals zero if there i~ no grievance procedure] 

o = no reference 
5 = no union representation prior to arbitration 

10 = union representation occurs prior to arbitration 

Grievance Time Limits at Initial Step 

o = no reference 
3.33 = 5 days or less 
6.67 = 6 to 10 days 

10 = more than 10 days 

Employer Response to Grievances 
[equals zero if there is no grievance procedure] 

o = procedure does not require an employer to respond within a 
particular number of days 

5 = grievance is denied if employer does not respond within a 
stated time period 

10 = grievance is sustained if employer does not respond within a 
stated time period 

Grievance Procedure (final step) (MPI) 

o = no reference 
2 = police chief 
4 = local official or council 
6 = civil service officer or police commission 
8 = advisory arbitration or factfinding 

10 = binding arbitration 

Limits on Arbitration 

o = certain types of grievances are not subject to arbitration 
10 = all grievances may go to arbitration 
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Lbnits on Arbitrator 

o = arbitrator is specifically lbni ted beyond normal (cannot amend 
contract, etc.) constraints-e.g., lbnits on amount of back pay 
that may be awarded, etc. 

10 = arbitrator faces only normal Ibnitations (cannot amend contract) 

Cost of Arbitration 

o = loser pays or no reference 
5 = cost is divided equally 

10 = management pays 

Civil Service and Third-Party Entities 

o = no reference or the power of the third-party is not 
dbninished by the contract 

10 = some provision 

Disciplinary Procedures (MPI) 

0 = no reference 
5 = some provision without "j ust cause" or "cause" 

terminology 
10 = some provision with "just cause" or "cause" 

terminology 

Rules Changes (MPI) 

o = management solely promulgates rules, or no reference 
5 = changes in rules must be posted in advance 

10 = changes in rules may be challenged by union in meeting or 
through grievance procedure 

Review of Discipline (MPI) 

o = no reference 
5 = appeal to local officials or civil service or police 

corrmission 
10 = appeal to grievance procedure 

Specification of Discipline (MPI) 

o = no provision 
10 = some provision which restricts management's range of 

disciplinary op~ions 

Officer Rights in Citizen Complaint Procedure 

o = no provision 
10 = some provision 
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Union-Management Conmittee 

o = no provision 
5 = some provision to recannend changes 

10 = some provision to mandate c~nges 

FRINGE BENEFITS SUBINDEX 
(36 items--360 possible points) 

Den't:al Insurance (employee) 

o = no reference 
3.33 = employee pays total amount 
6.67 = employee pays part 

10 = employer pays total amount 

Dental Insurance (family plan) 

o = no reference 
3.33 = employee pays total amount 
6.67 = employee pays part 

10 = employer pays total amount 

Disability Insurance ("income protection") 

o = no reference 
3.33 = employee pays total amount 
6.67 = employee pays part 

10 = employer pays total amount 

l~alth Insurance (employee) 

o = no reference 
3.33 = employee pays total amount 
6.67 = employee pays part 

10 = employer pays total amount 

Health Insurance (family plan) 

o = no reference 
3.33 = employee pays total amount 
6.67 = employee pays part 

10 = employer pays total amount 

Life Insurance 

o = no reference 
3.33 = employee pays total amount 
6.67 = employee pays part 

10 = employer pays total amount 



Visual Insurance (employee) 

o = no reference 
3.33 = employee pays total 
6.67 = employee pays part 

10 = employer pays total 

Visual Insurance (family plan) 

o = no reference 
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amount 

amount 

3.33 = employee pays total amount 
6.67 = employee pays part 

10 = employer pays total amount 

WOrker's Compensation 

o = no reference 
10 = some provision 

False Arrest Insurance 

o = no reference 
10 = some provision 

Additional Insurance Protection (e.g., prepaid legal, etc.) 

o = no additional povision(s) 
10 = some additional provision 

Vacation Accun1ulation 

o = no reference 
10 = same provision 

,Number of Holidays 

o = no provision 
2.5 = 9 days or less 

5 = 9.1 - 10.9 days 
7.5 = 11 - 12.9 days 
10 = 13 days or more 

Vacation Policy 

o = no provision 
2.5 = 1-2 weeks after 1 year 

5 = 2.1 to 3 weeks after 1 year 
7.5 = 3.1 to 4 weeks after 1 year 

10 = more than 4 weeks after 1 year 
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Maximum Vacation 

o = no provision or no increase for length of service 
2 = 3 weeks or less 
4 = 3.1 to 4 weeks 
6 = 4.1 to 5 weeks 
8 = 5.1 to 6 weeks 

10 = more than 6 weeks 

Sick Leave 

o = no reference 
2.5 = 12 days or less per year 

5 = 13 to 15 days per year 
7.5 = 16 - 17 days per year 
10 = more than 17 days p:r year (inclUding unlimited) 

Sick Leave: Proof of Illness 

0 = contract requires some 
5 = no reference 

evidence of illness to use sick leave 

10 = no proof is require:3 

Sick Leave: Advance Notice 

o = contract requires employee to give notice if he/she 'will be 
absent on a scheduled work day 

5 = no reference 
10 = no notice is required 

Maxirmxll Accumulation of Sick r.eave 

o = no provision for accumUlation 
2.5 = 100 days or less 

5 = 101-149 days 
7.5 = 150-199 days 
10 = 200 days or more (including unlimited) 

Sick Leave Bank 

o = no reference 
10 = some provision 

Extende:3 Leave 

o = no reference 
10 = some provision 

Personal Leave -- Amount 

0 = no prOV1Slon or tied to sick leave 
2.5 .. 1-2 days per year 

5 = 3 days per year 
7.5 = 4 days per year 
10 = 5 or more days per year 

~ 
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Personal Leave -- Notification 

o = prior approval of management is required 
5 = no reference or more than 1 day notice is required 

10 = less than 1 day notice is'required 

Bereavement Leave 

o = no provision of deduction from sick leave 
3.33 = 3 days or less 
6.67 = 4 days 

10 = 5 days or more 

Bereavement Leave Coverage 

o = inmediate family (father, mother, spouse, children, in-law, 
brother, sister, grandparents) 

10 = linmediate family plus others 

Civil Leave (jury duty, subpoena, etc.) 

o = no reference 
10 = same provision 

Parental Leave 

o = no reference 
10 = sane provision 

Educational Leave 

o = no reference 
10 = same provision 

Military!VISTA/Public Service Leave 

o = no reference 
10 = same provision 

Religious Leave 

o = no reference 
10 = same provision 

Parking Facilities 

o = no reference 
10 = employer will attempt to provide adequate parking facilities 

Laundry and Dry Cleaning 

o = no reference 
10 = same provision 
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Family Illness Leave 

o = no reference 
10 = some provision 
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Disability Leave (line of duty--if different from sick leave) 

o = no provision 
5 = leave with a limit 

10 = unlimited 

Pensions 

o = ,no reference (or if provision shows contributions are 
established by law or administratively) 

5 = contributory plan 
10 = noncontributory plan 

Selection of Training Course by Employee (MPI) 

o ='no provision or employee had no prerogative to select course(s) 
5 = opportunities posted, but management makes final decision 

10 = employee had discretion in selection 

(MP!) indicates an item that also is included in the intrusion into 
management prerogatives subindex 
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Intrus~on Into Management Prerogatives Subindex 
(31 ltems 310 possible points) 

Staffing 
Other Sfecial Equit:ment 
Shift Exchange 
OVertime Pay 
Clloice of OVertime Payor Time Off 
Court Appearance Pay 
call-In Pay 
Standby Pay 
Vacancies - Promotion 
Shift Assignment 
Transfer 
Layoff Proce1ure 
Ju~tification for Layoff 
Malntenance of Standards 
Management Rights 
Evaluation of Employees 
Grievance Proce1ure (final step) 
Disciplinary Proce1ures 
Review of Discipline 
Bill of Rights 
Grievance Definition 
Selection of Training Course 
Specification of Discipline 
InVOluntary Transfers 
Type of Sideann carried 
Type of lmnuni tion Used 
Annarnent in Squad cars 
Use of Anns/Deadly Force 
Use of Less-Than-Deadly Force 
Firearm Review Board 
Rules Olanges 

Grievance Procedure Subindex 
(8 i tems-80 possible points) 

Grievance Definition 
Representation by Union 
Time Limits 
Employer ResPOnse 
Final Step .. 
Limits on Arbitration 
Limits on Arbitrator 
Cost of Arbitration 
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Personnel Allocation Subindex (measures the extent the union has 
negotiated restrictions on management's ability to allocate or 
assign personnel to jobs) 
(13 items--130 possible points) 

Staffing 
Shift Exchange 
overtime Pay 
Clloice of OVertime Payor Time Off 
Court Appearance Pay 
call-In Pay 
Standby Pay 
Vacancies - Promotions Procedure 
Shift Assignment 
Transfer Provision 
Involuntary Transfers 
Layoff Procedure 
SUbcontracting 

Disciplinary Protection Subindex 
(4 items--40 possible points) 

Bill of Rights (internal investigations) 
Review of Discipline 
Disciplinary ~rocedures 
Specification of Discipline 

Law Enforcement pOlicy Subindex (measures the extent the union has 
negotiated language which affects the performance of police-specific 
duties) 
(9 items-90 possible points) 

Type of Sideann carried 
Type of Amnuni tion Used 
Armament in Squad cars 
Fireann P.-view Board 
Use of ~ns/Deadly Force 
Use of LeSS-Than-Deadly Force 
Officer Rights in Citizen Complaint Procedure 
Union-Management Committee 
Residency Requirements 
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APPENDIX 1-4 

ARBITRATION AWARD SCORING FORM 

Page 1 of ---
City Name ------------------------------ Date Read ---

FIPS State Code ----------------------
ICMA City Number _________ _ 

Years that arbitration award is effective 19 Scorer 

TYPE OF ARBITRATION USED 

Conventional; i.e., the neutral hears the parties' axgunents and 
formulates a binding outcome on the issues in question (codes: 
1 = on all issues; 2 = on some issues). 

Final Offer Arbitration with package selection" i.ee, the neutral 
hears the parties argunents and must choose ~ final offer 
(covering all disputed issues) of the party that is most reasonable 
(codes: 1 = on all issues; 2 = on same issues). 

Final Offer Arbitration with issue selection; i.e., the arbitrator 
resolves the dispute by choosing the final offer of one of the 
parties for each individual issue in dispute (codes: 1 = on all 
issues; 2 = on some issues). 

ARBITRATION PANEL AND AWARD 

Was, the dispute deci~ed by a single arbitrator or a panel of 
arbltrators? (1 = slngle arbitrator; 2 = three member panel). 

IS.the employer's ability to pay in question in this dispute? 
(1 = yes, 0 = no). 

Number of issues in dispute 

Number of pages in award 

Bargaining agent code (from contract scoring form) 

Name of neutral arbitrator (first, middle initial, last) 
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Page 2 of __ _ 

DIRECTIONS 

1. The p,lrpose of this arbitration award scoring procedure is to 
deternline the extent changes in police contracts occur via arbitration 
awards. As a result, your scoring of these awards must be consistent 
with your scoring of the police contracts. --

a. Each scorer should score the arbitration awards from the same 
cities and states whose police contracts he scored. 

b. Wnen in doubt about how to score an arbitration issue, please 
check back and see how you scored that issue in the contract. 

2. The issues contained in the arbitration awards will be scored in 
exactly the same manner as in the police contracts. Therefore, in 
the forms on the following pages you must list the "issue title" 
exactly as it appears in our contract scoring form. Keep in mind 
that arbitrators may label these issues differently than we Qave, so 
please be prepared to use your best judgment when translating issues 
into our language. 

3. Each arbitration issue will be quantified on a favorableness to the 
union basis using the contract scoring format. 

a. Issues which contain only a no provision/some provision dichotomy 
will be scored "0" or "1," as appropriate. For example, if 
such an issue is already in the contract, each side proposes 
new wording, ~1d the arbitrator awards new wording, the status 
quo, employer's position, union'S position, and arbitrator's 
award each will be scored "1." Obviously, this measuring 
method I'lill not pick up all the changes in these issues, but it 
wi11 pick up the award of new issues and the deletion of 
ex if5ting issues. 

b. Issues which contain multiple scoring options must be very 
carefully assessed. For example, a change in union sec uri ty 
from open shop (status quo = 1) to agency shop (arbitrator's 
award = 3) is easy to score. However, some change proposals or 
awards may not be substantial enough to warrant a change in 
nunbers. For example, even though the union and the employer 
may propose same new wording in an already existing agency shop 
provision, and even though the arbitrator may award same new 
agency shop wording, the status quo, employer's position, 
union's position, and arbitrator's award each would be scored 
"3." 

4. As a complete example, if an issue involved the amnunition used by 
police, its title would be "amnunition, type of". If there was no 
prior provision the "status quo" would be scored as zero. If the 
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Page 3 of ---
union demanded a provision but management refused and sought to keep 
the status quo, then the union's position would be scored "1," 
rnanagem7nt's posi tion wuld be scored "0," and the party-proposing
change 1 tern would be scored "1." If conventional arbi tration was 
used fpr this issue, and the arbitrator inserted an anmunition 
provision in hisjher award, then arbitration type equals "1," and 
arbitrator's award equals "1." 

5. Note that salaries should be treated like most other issues, except 
that annual salary figures must be used instead of 0,1,2 •••• 

a. You must fill out a separate issue form for each occupational 
salary that reaches arbitration (e.g., two forms must be filled 
out if patrol officer salaries and sergeant salaries are 
arbitrated). 

b. ~n case of,salary proposals or awards which provide multiple 
lncreases ln a,year (e .. g., X on July I, Y on January 1, and so 
on), use the flgures proposed or awarded which are in effect 
for increases (or other unusual features). 

c. In case of multi-year salary proposals or awards you must fill 
out a separate issue form for each year (e.g., one for the 
salary on January 2, 1979, another for January 2, 1980, and so 
on). 
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Issue # --- Page of --- ----Issue Title~ ____________________________________________ __ 

status quo prior to arbitration. 
-------employer's arbitration position. 

union's arbitration position. 
-----arbitrator's award. , 

type of arbitration (l=conventional; 2=final offer by package; 
----3=final offer by issue). 

was only one party proposing a change on this item? 
----(O=no, both parties proposed a change; l=yes, only the union; 

2=yes, only management) • 
Ccmnents: 

Issue # ---Issue Title~ ___________________________ ~ ___________________ _ 

status quo prior to arbitration. 
-----employer's arbitration position. 

union's arbitration position. 
----arb i..trator, saward. 

type of arbitration (l=conventional; 2=final offer by package; 
----3=final offer by issue). 

was only one party proposing a change on this i tern? 
----(O=no, both parties proposed a change; l=yes, only the union; 

2=~res, only management) • 
Comnents: 

Issue # ----Issue Title~ ________________________________________________ _ 

status quo prior to arbitration. 
----employer's arbitration position. 

union's arbitration position. 
----arbitrator's award. 

type of arbitration (l=convention?l; 2=final offer by package; 
----3=final offer by issue). 

was only one party proposing a change on this item? 
----(O=no, both parties proposed a change; l=yes, only the union; 

2=yes, only management). 
Ccmnents: 
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~IX 1II-1 

RZ\lU\IN1N'3 AID MINlMM SAUlRIES 
~t V:lriable = In'1ll£AL) 

1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 

6.al8*** 6.262*** 6.391*** 6.3ffl*** 6.482*** 6.229*** 6.6}2*** 6. 853*k* 7.lSX>*** 7.3?fJ*** 7.f12O*** 
(.:;m) (.221) (.n5) (.215) (.21.6) (.224) (.:n» (.21.8) (.215) (.242) (.258) 

.~*** .f1207*** .0220*** .0189*** .0135** .0161** .0205*** .01~** .0226*** .0309*** .0273*** 
(.0058) (.0063) (.0061) (.0060) (.0062) (.0067) (.0066) (.069) (.0064) (.0069) (.0073) 

.!XXXX)9*k* .cxxx)1 *** .CJXX1J7*** .OCXXXJ7*** .rJn'IJ7*** .00<XXl6*** .<XXlOO9*** .r0m9*** .CJXX1J7*** .()XXX)5*** .tlXXX)6*** 
(.CJXX1J1) (.<XXXX>2) (.<XXXX>1) (.OCXXXJ1) (.<XXXX>1) (.<XXXX>1) (.CXXXXl2) (.<XXXX>2) (.<XXXXl2) (.CXXXXl2) (.ooxx:l2) 

.1594*** .1310*** .1019*** .0032** .12:)1*** .l£iJ7*** .1559*** .1606*** .1466*** .l64l*** .a:l1O*** 
(.0330) (.0364) (.0346) (.0358) (.0358) (.0353) (.0315) (.0319) (.0307) (.0350) (.0369) 

.0501*** .0541*** .0433*** .0564*** .0549*** .rrzn** -.0038 -.0035 -.0060* .Olll -.0046 
(.0115) (.0131) (.0130) (.0122) (.0128) (.0134) (.0032) (.0033) (.0033) (.0147) (.0147) 

.1788*** .1772*** .1937*** .1965*** .1916*** .a:l50*** .0251** .0242** .0288*** .0204** .0156 
(.0265) (.0289) (.0287) (.0278) (.0284) (.0281) (.0099) (.0103) (.00J8) (.0103) (.0103) 

-.0687*** -.0671*** -.0710*** -.CJ723*** -.0593*** -.rE70*** -.0582*** -.0708*** -.0773*** -.(X)39*** -.0794*** 
(.0144) (.0159) (.0151) (.0154) (.0156) (.0155) (.0142) (.0146) (.0147) (.0172) (.0275) 

.0332*** .0330*** .~*** .0162) .0230** .~* .0lSO .0133 .0194* .0101 .0340*** 
(.0100) .0107) (.0105) (.0105) (.0104) (.0107) (.0104) (.0109) (.0106) (.0118) (.121.) 

.1195*** .1337*** .1444*** .1746*** .1427*** .U43*** .1064*** .f£l0*** .0649*** .0346 .0459* 
(.0225) (.0246) (.0236) (.0243) (.0239) (.0239) (.0216) (.0219) (.0210) (.0238) (.0244) 

.(0)4 .CXXX)3 .<XXl6 .<XXl3 -.<XX>2 .(0)4 .<XXl6 .<XX>5 -.<XX>5 -.<XX>4 -.<XXl6 
(.<XX>5) (.<XX>5) (.<XX>5) (.<XX>5) (.<XX>5) (.<XX>5) (.<XX>5) (.<XX>5) (.<XX>5) (.<XX>5) (.<XXl6) 
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AlmDIX III-1 (o::nt.) 

~ AN) MlNIM.M sru:ARIES 
(D2[:arlent \erici:>le = ]rt1INit\L) 

1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 ]976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 ---
tm9r -·.0581*** -.CY527*** -.0525*** -.0559*** -.CX5l9*** -.~*** -.0072*** -.lOU*** -.0789*** -.001l*** -.0051*** 

(.0142) (.0160) (.0152) (.0156) (.0151) (.0l52) (.0139) (.0148) (.0143) (.0159) (.0169) 

-.1214*** -.1048*** -.1156*** -.0022*** -.CJl22*** -.0767*** -.1254*** -.U70*** -.1340*** -.1462*** -.1301*** 
(.0153) (.0161) (.0155) (.0156) (.0155) (.0162) (.0147) (.0151) (.0147) (.0162) (.0168) 

vmr .0357*** .0368*** .0407*** .0349*** .0424*** .0661*** .0667*** .0625*** .0378*** .0636*** .0086*** 
(.0134) (.0142) (.0136) (.0l32) (.0132) (.0137) (.01.26) (.0130) (.0130) (.0143) (.0146) 

.0524*** .0667*** .0660*** .0538*** .0697*1rlt .0028*** .1m3*** .1002*** .0641*** .0678*** .CJSl5*** 
(.0103) (.Oill) (.0106) (.0106) (.0107) (.OlU) (,.Oill) (.0115) (.01l4) (.0125) (.0131) 

F 117.0*** 105.9*** 104.4*** 89.3*** 82.7*** SKl.9*** 94.3*** 83.6*** 71.8*** 59.7*** 66 -*** .0 

If w 
.721 .719 .716 .683 .649 .652 ' .636 • 605 .581 .563 .608 ..... 

-...l 

rf .715 .7l3 .710 .676 .641 .644 .629 .597 .573 .554 .599 

N 603 551 551 552 595 646 716 725 688 616 573 

st:arlan:l eaors in fBt'en~;. ***Signifia:nt at tre .01 ~; 'A*Signifia:nt at t:te .05 ~; *signifia:nt at t:te .lD level 
(tw:>-tailErl tEsts). Ullike fiE figure:; in 'n'b1e llr-3, tie figures rere are 1CXJ cn:fficients. 
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AJ:H!N)IX III-2 

INGJNIN:; 1\N) WOOMM &\£.AA.IES 
(Il::p3 Dent '.6riable = ~) 

1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 l.9OO 1981 

Intera:pt:: 5.fOO*** 5.006*** 5.968*** 5.840*** 5.849*** 5.8lS*** 5.$7*** 6.074*** 6.385*** 6.651*** 6.622**'~ 

(.~1) (.221.) (.~) (.223) (.215) (.220) (.:;00) (.~) (.2ll) (.242) (.252) 

.0304*** .02E7*** .0273*** .0244*** .0231*** .0232*** .0255*** .0244*** .'m*** .0343*** .0336*** 
(.0057) (.0063) (.0061) (.0063) (.0062 (.<XX56) (.0066) (.0064) (.0062) (.0068) (.0071) 

I:aSl'IY .00:1007*** .CXXXXl9*** .(XX)l)f)*** .<XXXlO7*** .CXXXXJ6*** .CXXXXJ6*** .<XXXlO7*** .<XXXlO8*** .<XXXlO7*** .CXXIC06*** .<XXXlO8*** 
(.<XXXlO1) (.00XX>2) (.00)001) (.<XXXlO2) (.<XXXlO1) (.<XXXlO1) (.IlXXX)2) (.00)002) (.<XXX>02) (.00)002) (.0c00)2) 

liCI .1562*** .1523*** .ll58*** .1067*** .1640*** • 1602**'r .1B73*** .1991*** .la54*** .2256*** .226*** 
(.0328) (.0365) (.0346) (.03~j (.0356) (.0347) (.03D) (.0299) (.<001) {.0350) (.0359) 

Iffi?\'lE .(,417*** .0532*** .0416*** .C6l0*** .ffi3O*** .0404*** -.0034 -.0020 -.0072** .0196 .(Xl56 

(.0114) (.0131) (.OUl) (.QUi) (.0128) (.OD2) (.0031) .0031) (.0032) (.0147) (.0l.43) LV 
I-' 
CX) 

.11.26*** .1156*** .Ul7*** .1m3*** .U48*** .D75*** .0162* .0167* .0225** .. 0126 .0150 
(.0263) (.am) (.<mi) (.0288) (.0283) (.0277) (.0099) (.0097) (.0096) (.0103) (.0100) 

-.0699*** -.0703*** -.0784*** -.(8)5*** -.f17l7*** -.0789*** -.0646*** -.0737*** -.C1757*** -.fJl32*** -.0695*** 
(.0143) (.0159) (.OlS) (.OlS9) (.01.55) (.0152) (.0141) (.OD7) (.0144) (.0172) (.01~) 

.0631*** .0596*** .0512*** .0391*** .056*** .0473*** .0492*** .0426 ..... * .ffi49*** .0510*** .C17l5*** 
(.0099) . (.0107) (.0105) (.0108) (.0104) (.0106) (.0103) (.0102) (.0104) (.0ll8) (.0118) 

uo.m .1858*** .1726*** .1947*** .m>*** .l.858*** ,lm*** .L')59'''** .1455*** .1193*** .0743*** .0037*** 
(.0224) (.0247) (.236) (.0251.) (.0238) (.l'l235) (.0215) (.0205) (.0206) (.0238) (.0238) 

.0018*** .0012** .0015*** .00D** .0014*** .00lSb~ .00lS*** .0016*** .CXX>9* .0009 -.(002 
r., 

(.CXX>5) (.CXX>5) (.CXX>5) (.<XX)6) (.CXX>5) (.CXX>5) (.(XK)5) (.0005) (.CXX>5) (m<XX)6) (.0006) .. 
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AIHNJIX III-2 (ant.) 

lWG\lNIN:i J.\N) M\XIM.I1 ~ 
(D:p:rrlent \eriable = ~) 

1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1971 1978 1979 1980 1981 

-.438*** -.0422*** -.0411*** -.05~*** -.0749*** -.0661*** -.0594*** -.CB97*** -.COO5*** -,.0911*** -.0793*** 
. (.0141) (.0160) (.0152) (.0161) (.0151) (.0150) (.0138) (.0139) (.0140) (.0159) (.0165) 

-.1545*** -.1375*** -.1347*** -.1109* .... -.0961*** -.0959*** -.1307*** -.2.164"'** -.2444*** -.Z!I57*** .23~1:H-

(.0152) (.0161) (.0155) (.0162) (.0155) (.0159) (.0146) (.0142) (.0144) (.062) (.0164) 

vmr .0479*** .0511*** .0528*** .0422'.t\-k .0471*** .0650*** .0664*** .0564"''** .02934** .0000**"k .0718*** 
(.0133) (.0143) (.036) (u0l37) (.0131) (.0135) (.0125) (.0122) (.0127) (.0142) (.0142) 

Cl31\ .0504*** .0576*** .a56l*** .0528*** .(x)l8*** .0056*** .0922*** .0058*** .0542*** .0455*** .0344*** 
(.0103) (.OU~) (.01(x) (.0110) (.0107) (.0110) (.OliO) (.0108) (.Olll) (.0125) (~O127) 

F 143.6*** 122.7**!< 122.4*** 103.3*** 1OO.7trlrl< 106.8*** ill. 0*** 108.9*** 89.3*** 68.6*** 75.6*** 

if .7fIJ .748 .748 .714 .693 .fZ7 .671 .666 .633 .5'J7 .637 

If .755 .742 .741 .707 .686 .681 .671 .660 .626 .588 .629 

N flJ3 551 551 552 595 646 716 725 688 616 573 

st:arrla1rl a:rors in rErEnt:tEs:s. ***Significant at tie .01 1e.Ieli **Signifia:nt at tie .05 ~i *Signifiant at tte .10 level 
(oo-tailaJ tests). thlike t.re figt:n:e:; in 'IEb1e 1II-3, the figures lB:e are 1o;J crefficia1t-s. 
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AfFEIDIX III-3 

J:WQININ:; lIN) Aml'IRlfi'ICN AVAIIllBILI'lY IN 1976 

l.rMmJA[, l.rt1Im'IL ~ ln~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

Int:ero:p: 6.1933*** 6.2109*** 5.7697*** 5.79'}9irlt* -229IB.4*** -2ZlO2.u*** -35367.17*** -35040.44*** 
(.2237) (.2235) (.2195) (.2195) (2456.07) (2354.22) (2841.52) (284.$) 

.0158** .01$** .C1}2J*** .2252*** 162.479** 159.525** 282.~2*** Z79.15*** 
(.0067) (.0067) (.0066) (.0066) (73.686) 03.8U} (85.2495) (85.492) 

mBrIY .00XXl6*** .CXX)()()6*** • CXX)()()6*** .CXX)()()6*** .065*** .!Xi5*** .OOIB*** .00)6*** 
(.<XXXXll) (.<XXXXll) (.IXXXX>I) (.IXXXX>I) (.0163) (.0163) (.0lB8) (.0189) 

.1601*** .159*** .1595*** .1582*** 1665.03*** 1649.97*** 1973.21*** 1953.14*** 
(.0352) (.0352) (.0345) (.0346) (386.32) ~.84) (446.95) (448.056) 

.027** .0279** .0395*** .04(Xi*** 252.783* 264.06* 466.681*** 482.696*** w (.0134) (.0134) (.0131) (.0131) (146.86) (146.~) (169.91) (170.23) tv 
0 

.~3*** .~*** .1291*** .132*** 2144.14*** 2168 .. 96*** 1.801.33*** 1841.05*** 
(.0282) (.0282) (.OW) (.0277) (309.~) (309.62) (358.624) (358.61) 

-.!Xi94*** -.!Xi92*** -.002*** -.0016*** -580.89*** -579.78*** -839.746*** -836.11*** 
(.0155) (.0155) (.O152) (.OlS2) (l70.O5) (170.:n5) (196.74) (197.25) 

am .0203* .0198* .048*** .047*** 209.51* ~3.l9* 584.65*** 575.54*** 
(.O107) (.O107) (.0105) (.0105) (117.66) (117".75) (136.12) (136.381) 

rJ-D.m .1286*** .1283*** .1963*** .1957*** 1400.~*** 1478.77*** ~1.44*** 2655.66*** 
(.024) (.024) (.2351) (.0236) (263.09) (263.54) (~.383) (305.244) 

.<XX>6 .0005 .0017*** .0016*** 8.5949 8.0m 2l.~2*** 20. 9I':K)l *** (.00)5) (,,(XX)5) (.<XXl5) (.0005) (5.0066) (5.7937) (6.7178) (6.7104) 
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J\I:HlN)IX 1II-3 (cmt.) 

B.lIlG\INThG AID Aml'IRATIOO AVAITABIU'lY IN 1976 

lrMIN:JAL lrMINiAL lrM'\X.':N.. lrM'\X.':N.. ~ ~ ~ ~ 
- _ CJ752'1rlrlt -.074*** -.CJ762*** -.0743*** -869.65*** -858 .. 2*k* -1104.54*** -1001.85*** (.0156) . (.0157) (.0153) (.0154) (171.74) (171.9) (198.69) (199.1) 
-.0695*** -.0714*** -.0068*** -.0095*** -559.707*** -500.62*** -886.157*** -92.034*** (.0165) (.0164) (.0162) (.0161) (l8O.B) (180.069) (al9.17) (~.562) 

.0756*** .fJT74*** .0769*** .0745*** !m.7*** 970.217*** 1143.55*** 1114.1*** (.0143) (.0143) (.0141) (.0141) (157.55) (157.42) (183. Tn) (182.33) 
.7621*** .0751*** .CEl3*** .0563*** 000.85*** 781.96*** 710.29*** 6!x).21*** (.0115) (.0l19) (.OID) (.Oll7) (126.77) (130.77) (146.56) (151.46) 
.0285** .0358*** 366.14** 525.053*** (.0132) (.013) (145.15) {167.93} w 

N 
I-' CBI\-AlB .0252* .0302** 338.55** 462.56** (.01375) (.0135) (150.74) (174.596) 

F 85.2*** 84.9*** 100.1*** 100.1*** 79.1*** 78.8*** g'/.8*** 97.2*** 
if .6541 .6534 .6m .fHJ7 .6371 .6363 .6847 .6834 
~ .6454 .6457 .6841 .6828 .629 .6283 .6778 .6764 
N 646 646 646 646 646 646 646 '646 

St:arlatd a:::rors in pir61l:l'e:a:;. 

***Si~f:kalt at in! .01 ~; **Significalt at ~ .05 level; *Significalt at ulO ~ (tw>-ta:iJ..ej tEsts). 
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AEHIDIXIII-4 

~ NU Aml'IRA'I'ICN AVAlIlIBILI'IY IN 1981 

:lrMINN. lrMJ:t&L lrM\.'(SA[, 1rf.f\XSAL ~ ~ ~ ~ 

In~ 7.0104*** 7.0175*** 6.0074*** 6.6182*** -24254.5*** -24145,,*H· -41012.02*** -40009. m*** 
(.2557) (.2562) (.245) (.2457) 3745.9) (3754.7) (4m.69) (4306. <Xi) 

ua? .0275*** .0271*** .0339*** .. 0333*** 385.STJ9k** 3OO.03~ 586.74*** 576.W*** 
(.0072) (.0073) (.0<Xi9) (,007) (1<Xi.l5X>2) (106.44) (121.633) (122.07) 

C'flSrIY .000007*** .0000<Xi*** .000009*** .00XXl9*** .<ml*** .CH76*** .1605*** .1601*** 
(.<XXlOO2) (.00)002) (.000002) (.000002) (.0286) (.<mi) (.0327) (.0328) 

.1921*** .193*** .m7*** .2!H7*** Z7OO. 3491*** 'Zl96. 41*** 3777.~*** 3795.76*** 
(.0366) (.0367) (.0351) (.0352) (536.6886) (537.94) (614.74) (616.94) 

-.0J99 -.mu -.0027 -.00J2 -160.7581 -132.83 -74.<Xi4 -27.008 w 
(.0146) (.0146) (.014) (.014) (214.555) (214.5224) (245.756) (246.024) N 

N 

.0123 .013 .0099 .0108 161.~ 173.3IBS 172.895 m.374 
(.0102) (.0102) (.OO~J) (.0098) (149.9403) (150.1317) (171.745) (172.185) 

-.0014*** -.CSJ7*** -.(Jl27*** -.W16*** -ill7.4583*** -liOS.75*** -1241.8*** -V21.B2*** 
(.0173) (.0173) (.0166) (.0166) (253.4453) (253.~) (~.3) (291.27) 

<HR ,,0356*** .0353*** .W4*** .C1T36*** 496.~13*** 491~745*** 1232.18*** 1224.32*** 
(.012) (.012) (.0115) (.0115) . (175.5266) (175.92) (~)1.05) (~)l. 74) 

.0518** .0513** .0928*** .0924*** 923.6485*** 914.93*** l.862.ffi*** 1854.63*** 
(.0242) (.0243) (.0232) . (.0233) (354.8148) (355.69) (4<Xi.41) (407.92) 

Bva< .0004 -.0005 .(X)(X)6 .0000<Xi 2.8181 2.2168 7.215 6.293 
(.00<Xi) (.00J6) (.<XXl6) (.<XXl6) (8.7565) (8.71) (10.0299) (10.058) 
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J'lJ.mVIX III-4 (ant.) 

BI\IGUNOO AID Aml'IFATICN AWilll\BlLI'IY IN 1981 

lrMINlAL lrt1nSAL lrM\XSAL ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
N!AS'T -.1189*** -.1143*** -.l3l9*** -.U73*** -1860.52*** -1789.8*** -2616,,65*** -5259.54*** (.0194) (.0l93) (.0186) (.0185) (284.22l7) (282.62) (325.554) (324.U) 

-.1143*** -.1162*** -.1051*** -.1069*** -1579.65*** -1609.73*** -18l3.66*** -lB48.4*** (.0173) (.0173) (.0166) (.0166) (253.584) (253.88) (~.46) (291.158) 
.1061*** .1045*** .099*** .fRl9*** 1759.1543*** 1733.96*** 1976.39*** 1953.89*** (.0153) (.01.53) (.0146) (.0147) (223.9196) (224.84) (256.48) (257.f}» 

.0467*** .0466*** .0175 .0165 711.1173*** 710.42*** 316,,45 2!J7.m (.0l33) (.0l35) (.0128) !.0129) (195.3747) (l97.29) (223.79) (226.m) 
.C1576*** .rJ:.'¥J7*** 889.91*** 1674.42*** (.0167) (.016) (254.34) (281.018) w 

'" w ffir\'Am .0515*** .0047*** 796.U*** 1578.75*** (.0168) (.0161) (246.44) (282.62) 
F 63.8*** 63.4*** 76.2*** 75.5*** 64.7*** 64.2*** 86.7*** 81.9*** 
If- .6061 .6045 .6481 .6459 .6093 .fJJ75 .6672 .6645 
N S73 S73 S73 573 573 573 573 573 
Starlard ErrOCS in f8renth:s:?s. 

***si~icalt at th9 .01 level; **SignifiCB1t at t:te .05 1e,~; *Signifiartt at .10 level (tw>-taila:1 ta;ts). 
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APPENDIX III-5 

STATE-SPECIFIC SALARY EFFECTS IN 1981 
APPENDIX III-5 (cont.) 

1nMINSAL 1nMAXSAL $MINSAL 
STATE-SPECIFIC SALARY EFFECTS IN 1981 

$MAXSAL 
~ , 

Intercept 6.9939*** 6.5747*** -25,037.72*** -41,825.26*** 
1nMINSAL 1nMAXSAL $MINSAL $MAXSAL 

(.2576) (.2414) (3,763.36) (4,189.34) ICITY -.0788*** -.0677*** -1,061.19*** -1,145.81*** 

LPOP .0299*** .0413*** 426.30*** 728.08*** 
"I (.0171) ( .016) (249.86) (278.15) 
I 

( .0072) (.0068) (105.75} (117.72) DENSITY .000005*** .000006*** .0758** .1016*** 

MI .0726** .112*** 1,212.39*** 2,181.78*** 
, ( .000002) ( .000002) (.0298) ( .0332) 

t ( .0291) (.0273) (425.63) (473.81) 
Q1GR .0395*** .0717*** 555.03*** 1,176.151*** 

RI .1409 .0194 1,595.02 141.28 \ 
(.0122) (.0115) (178.54) (198.75) 

( .1011) ( .0948) (1,477 • 58) (1,644.83) I 

.J 
rnA .0495*** .0219* 748.97*** 399.91* 

IA -.0612 -.0507 -942.98* -1,073.01* -" (.0131) ( .0123) (191.23) (212.93) 
( .0373) ( .035) (545.15) (606.85) \ 

! 

LCRATE .0036 .0048 -78.86 -122.84 
PA .2926*** .2106** 3,777.08*** 3,393.30** ( .0149) ( .0139) (217.43) (242.04) 

( .0897) (.0841) (1,310.59) (1,458.93) 
PBLACK .0006 .0004 1.48 -.1534 

CT .218** .0518 2,435.11* 447.10 (.0006) ( .0006) (8.76) (9.75) 
(.0881) (.0826) (1,287.09) (1,432.77) ..,-

i WEST •• 0879*** .82*** 1,479.07*** 1,648.26"** 
Wi .0754** .0493 1,206.81** 738.74 ( .0169) '(.0158) (246.68) (274.60) 

( .0335) (.0314) (488.98) (544.33) 
~:" 

SOUTH -.121*** -.1085*** -1,675.02*** -1,880.12*** 
i -.-

NY .2639*** .1427* 3,181.51** 2,320.32 i (.0174) ( .0163) (254.08) (282.84) 

(.0892) ( .0836) (1,303.18) (1,450.69) 
LHOUSE .0756*** .127*** 1,346.97*** 2,500.94*** 

WA .1269*** .1671*** 2,077.08*** 3,275.75*** I (.0262) (.0245) (382.47) (425.76) 

(.0362) (.0339 ) (528.48) (588.29) 
NEAST -.2978*** -.1777** -3,788.78*** -3,009.57** 

"'1;"' 

MN .0269 .1053*** 393.05 2,058.65*** 1 1 
(.0834) (.0782) (1,218.42) (1,356.33) 

( .0311) ( .0292) (454.63) (506.09) 
F 39.9*** 50.5*** 40.7*** 56.1*** 

MA .2268*** .0596 2,659.88** 692.51 I -2 
( .0872) (.0817) (1,274.15) (1,418.38) I R .6202 .6753 .6253 .6982 

NJ .2134** .1899** 2,412.70* 2,945.41** 

I 
N 573 573 573 573 

( .0865) (.811) (1,263.96) (1,407.03) ~ 
OPPWAGE .012 • 0094 156.73 164.08 Standard errors in parentheses • 

(.0101) ( .0094) (146.92) (163.55) 1 
~ '.1 ***Significant at the .01 level; 

LPCI .1674*** .1668*** 2,386~08*** 3,009.37*** **Significant at the .05 level; 
(.0371) ( .0348) (541.99) (603.34) 1 *Significant at .10 level (two-tailed tests) • 

J. 
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APPENDIX III-6 APPENDIX III-6 
TIME SERIES ANALYSIS OF BARGAINING AND ARBITRATION 'T - TIME SERIES ANALYSIS OF BARGAINING AND ARBITRATION 

OLS GLS L OLS Gt.S 
1nMINSAL 1nMAXSAL InMINSAL 1nMAXSAL 1nMINSAL 1nMAXSAL 1nMINSAL 1nMAXSAL 

"[ ----
Intercept 6.3371*** 5.7219*** 5.8116*** 3.7403*** :1 1977 .2864*** .3008*** .1774*** .0303*** 

(.0656) (.0651) ( .085) ( .1424) J" (.0079) (.0079) ( .0064) ( .0045) 

OPPWAGE .1624*** .1014*** .1446*** .0508*** 'l<- 1978 .3389*** .3641*** .2287*** .0896*** 
(.0082) (.0081) ( .0103) ( .0192) J ( .0079) ( .0079) (.0064) (.0045) 

LPOP .0209*** .0276*** .0116*** .0102** 1979 .8738*** .3926*** .2309*** .0217*** 
(.0019) (.0019) (.0025) ( .0046) (.0092) ( .. 0091) (.0079) ( .0056). 

LPCI .1435*** .1758*** .3199*** .7407*** J .. 1980 .4498*** .4745*** .3042*** .0961*** 
(.0105) (.0105) ( .0013) (.0097) (.0093) (.0092) (.0079) (.0057) 

~. 

LHOUSE .1063*** .1598*** .0200*** -.0915*** i 1981 .5334*** .5669*** .3881*** .1895*** 
(.0071) (.0070) ( .0084) (.0133) 

i· (.0093) ( .0092) ( .0080) (.0056) J ... <J • 

LCRATE .0312*** .0352*** .0385*** • 0419*** 
~ CBA .0622*** .0491*** .0496*** .0188*** 

(.0039) (.0039) (~0042) ( .0044) ~ ( .0035) ( .0035) ( .0037) (.0037) 
J 

CMGR .0228*** .0534*** .0034 .0227*** ARB .0250*** .0393*** .0172*** .0140*** 
(.0033) (.0032) ( .0043) (.0082) (.0042) (.0042) (.0043) (.0042) 

i 
i ~, 

.0068*** .0086*** .0066*** 
I 

DENSITY (000) .. 0078*** I 

(.0005) (.0005) ( .0006) (.0009) '" F 1462.4*** 1738.0*** 

PBI.ACK -.00002 .0012*** .0005** .0025*** ,,~ "R2 .8418 .8636 ( 
(.0002) ( .0002) ( .0002) (.0004) .L i 

ICITY -.0699*** -.0742*** -.0600*** -.0470*** N 6588 6588 6588 6588 

( .0047) ( .0047) ( .0061) (.0115) ... ~ -" , I 
1 I 

J~ i" 

NEAST -.0692*** -.0736*** -.0363*** -.0022 
( .0048) ( .0048) (.0060) - (.0108) 

"F 
SOUTH -.0921*** -.1113*** -.1056*** -.1465*** 'I 

I 
! 

( .0050) ( .0049) (.0065) (.0122) 

WEST .0639*** .0659*** .0642*** .0779*** 

1 (.0043) (.0043) (.0056) (.1049) 

1972 .0499*** .0559** 80222*** .0317*** 
( .0065) ( .0064) (.0047) ( .0036) """ I I , 

1973 .0998*** .1107*** .0702*** .0831*** 
I 

( .0065) ( .0065) (.0047) (.0036) Standard errors in parentheses. 
1974 .1254*** .1318*** .0597*** -.0024 I I ***Significant at the .01 level; 

(.0069) (.0068) (.0050) (.0036) **Significant at the .05 level; 

1975 .1984*** .2149*** .1349*** • 0812*** 
*Significant at .10 level ( two-tailed tests) • 

( .0068) ( .0068) (.0050) (.0037) IT I 
1976 .2359*** .2512*** .1389*** .0153*** 

(.0075) ( .0075) ( .0059) ( .0042) 
[I ~ ,-

] 1 
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APPENDIX III-7 
I BARGAINING, ARBITRATION AVAILABILITY, AND ARBITRATION USE IN 1981 .;-

InMINSAL InMAXSAL $MINSAL $MAXSAL 
! 

Intercept 7.0335*** 6.6197*** -23,855 .. 18*** -40,834.85*** I 
\ 

(.2594) (.2516) (3,793.l35) (4,414.51) .n 

LPOP .0249*** .0326*** 350.41*** 562.71*** 
(.0074) ( .0071) (107.79) (125.42) \ 

"-~ ... ~ 

WEST .1096*** .098*** 1,811.72*** 1,950.01*** 
(.0154) (.0149) (225.41) (262.58) T 

; 

OPPWAGE .0136 .011 188.57 201.37 
( .0105) (.0102) (153.38) (178.47) 

ARBUSE -.0273 -.0098 -438.53 -201049 
( .0224) (.0217) (327.28) (380.83) 

LPCI .2046*** .2073*** 2,939.72*** 3,775.99*** 

I (.0377) (.0365) (551.09) (641.25) 

DENSITY .000008*** .000009*** .1164*** .1543*** 
(.000002) (.000002) ( .0301) (.0351) "...,.., 

LCRATE -.0097 .0027 -146.99 -71.31 1 
( .0151) ( .0147) (221.27) (257.47) 

CBA .0448*** .0158 686.61*** 292.04 I (.0134) (.013) (196.68) (228.86) 
ICITY -.0807*** -.0734*** -1,095.59*** -1,246.21*** 

( .0178) (.0173) (260.71) (303.36) 

I CMGR .0309*** .0741*** 421.66** 1,230.21*** I 

(.0123) ( .0119.) (179.28) (208.60) 

NEAST -.1064*** -.1182*** -1,649.59*** -2,351.21*** J (.0199) ( .0193) (290.96) (338.5E, 

PBLACK -.0006 .00007 .2322 4.9S 
( .0006) (.0006) (8.82) (10.26) I 

SOUTH -.1095*** -.104*** -1,511.39*** -1801.98*** 
(.0174) ( .0168) (253.81) (295.34) 

I ARB .0582*** .0867*** 869.71*** 1,578.86*** 
(.0173) (.0167) (252.45) (293.75) 

LHOUSE .0408 .0944*** 778.33** 1,875.71*** 1 (.0248) (.0241) (363.32) (422.76) 

F 58.3*** 67.2*** 59.1*** 72.6*** 

~ .6092 .6429 .6124 .6606 1 
N 553 553 553 553 

'SUffi"dard errors m parentheses. 1 ***Significant at the .01 level; .. 
**Significant at the .05 level; 
*Significant at .10 level (two-tailed tests). ] 
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l.rt1lNW... 

Interaspt 6.9339*** 
(.2585) 

.0253*** 
(.0073) 

.l13*** 
(.0153) 

.0136 
(.0104) 

.0282 
(.0221) 

.~2*** 
(.0375) 

IHSl'IY .000008*** 
(.000002) 

-.0069 
(.015) 

.0215 
(.0191) 

ICl'lY -.0758*** 
(.0177) 

.02!J7** 
(.0122) 
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AH?£IDIXIII-8 

~, Aml'IFA'F.i.~ AWillABILl'IY, CI.mNI' CEiE, lIN) ERlCR lm IN 1981 
(all cities) 

lrt1INJAL l..rM\XSAL :lrM\XSA[, .~ ~ ~L 

6.~5*** 6.4995*** 6.5121*** -25,376.~ -24,719.28*** -43 ,060.88*** 
(.2583) (.2522) (.2527) (3,m.'29) (3,769.'29) (4,413.99) 

.0'lZl*** .0033*** .0326*** 355.17*** 318.62*** 569.01*** 
(.0074) (.ro7l) (.0072) (106.98) (108.06) (125.13) 

.llCYO*** .0%8*** .0954*** 1,873.48*** 1,841.85*** 1,943.00*** 
(.0151) (.0149) (.0148) (222.67) (221.04) (260.46) 

.0139 .Oll7 .0llB 187.50 191.51 2ll.'iU 
(.0104) (.1016) (.0102) (152.00) (151.73) (177,89) 

.0329 .0059 -.006 -469.22 -538.00* -150.88 
(.00222) (.0215) (.0217) (322.06) (323.49) (376.72) 

.1988*** .2101*** .'}JJ75*** 2,945.85*** 2,842.53*** 3,002.66*** 
(.0374) (.3661) (.0366) (547.B3) (546.3» (640.82) 

• CXXJ:JJ7*** .000008*** .OOOOOB*** .1123*** .1072*** .1465*** 
(.000002) (.000002) (.000002) (.2984) (.0299) (.0349) 

-.0029 .0016 .0017 -ffi7.16 -48.27 2.16 
(.0151) (.0146) (.014B) (219.06) (220.92) (256.24) 

.0177 336.12 241.00 
(.01.86) (278.95) (326.3» 

-.0775*** .066*** -.0669*** -1,021.15*** -1,045.59*** -1,121.63*** 
(.0177) (.0173) (.0173) (258.32) (257.88) (302.16) 

.0289** .W22*** .7232*** 406.18** 393.69** 1,197.74*** 
(.0122) (.0119) (.0119) (177.69) (177.41) (207.85) 

.. 

c 

~ 

-42,883. !Xl*** 
(4,421.66) 

563.74*** 
(126.76) 

1,923.21*** 
(259.'29) 

212.36 
(177.99) 

-153.44 w 
(379.47) N 

\.0 

3,766.215*** 
(640.85) 

.1466*** 
(.0351) 

4.00 
(259.16) 

-1,126.77*** 
(3)2.15) 

1,199.61*** 
(200.15) 
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r PmIDIX III-8 (ant.) 
·,1 , 

~, 1IR3l'IRATICN AVAII1\BILI'lY, ~ (ffi, }IN) mKR (ffi IN 1981 
(all cities) 

J~ lrMlNJ/IL J.rMI..'<SAL ~ ~ ~ ~~ $-W<SAL -
~ .0446*** .045*** .0191 .0197 674.00*** 679.'2b*** 341.79 350.32 

(.0132) . (.0132) (.0129) (.0129) (192.89) (192.18) (225.63) (225.44) 

l'I!A9l' -.101*** -.1009*** -.1036*** -.1034*** -1,589.67*** -1,583.81*** -2,112.59*** -2,109. fJ7*** 
(~0187) (.0186) (.0182) (.0182) (m.59) (271.93) (318.~) (318.99) 

.(xx)5 .(0)6 • ()X)! .CXXlO9 2S7 .6225 8.24. 8.15 
(.00J6) (.00)6) (.0016) (.0016) (8.78) (8.82) (10.27) (10.35) 

-.1073*** -.1069*** -.1058*** -.1063*** -1,456.23*** -1,457 .~*** -1,817.69*** -1,824.:l>*** 
(.1715) (.0171) (.1673) (.0167) (:Bl.36) (249.76) (292.~) (292.~) 

.0058*** .0055*** .(08*** .0088*** 96.75*** 89.18*** 158.!X>*** 170.42*** !:i-

(.0021) (.1002) (.0021) (.002) (30.95) (29.48) (36.~) (34.57) w 
w 
0 

.04fJ7** .(1559** .. 105*** .1065*** 928.00** 1,016.29** 2,091.69*** 2,113.06*** 
(.025) (.025) (.0243) (.0244) (364.32) (364.64) (426.16) (427.76) 

.0114** .0011 166.52** 17.19 
(.0057) (.0056) (83.22) (fJ7.63) 

F 55.7*** 56.1*** 63.0*** 62.9* 56.8*** 57.3*** 68.6*** 68.5*** 

If .6137 .6152 .6428 .6422 .6183 .6201 .6622 .6619 

N 553 553 553 553 553 553 553 553 

St:arrlalrl e::rors in pn:~. 

***Significmt at tl'e .01 ~; **SignifiCB1t at tte .05 leiiel; *Significsrt: at .10 .l.e\el (tw>-tlllal tEsts). 
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APPENDIX IV-l 

FRINGE BENEFITS IN 1980 

.LnFRNGCOP $FRNGCOP 
Intercept -3.4694*** -17,179.7*** 

(1.3422) (4,573.2) 
LPOP .1195*** 548.4*** 

(.0387) (131.8) 
Cl1GR .1948*** 376.1* 

(.0655) (4:23.1) 
LPCI -.0121 -94.0 

(.2009) (684.4) 
OPPWAGE .0204 125.8 

( .5623) (191.6) 
DENSITY .00002* 0.1*** 

(.00001) (0.03) 
ICITY .0377 184.8 

( .0972) (331.2) 
['cRATE ~1594* 442.0 

(.0824) (280.8) 
WEST 0.0708 -157.8 

( .,0839) (286.8) 
NEAST 0.3215*** -1,343.6*** 

( .1039) (354.0) 
SOUTH -.4794*** -1,753.7*** 

.~.0927) (315.9) 
PBLACK .0036 20.1* 

(.0032) (10.9) 
InHOUSE .3753*** 1,675.3*** 

(.1398) (476.3) 
CBA .2725*** 791.3*** 

( .0711) (241.9) 
ARB .1344 564.4* 

( .0970) (330.4) 
ARBUSE .0455 51.3 

( .1333) (454.0) 
PASTUSE .0183 159.3 

(.0325) (110.9) 
F 12.8*** 17.0*** 
~ .2524 .3127 
N 565 565 

The first column contains the OLS log coefficients, and the second column 
contains the dollar coefficients. Standard errors are in parentheses. 

***Significant at the .01 level; **Significant at the .05 level; *Significant 
at the .10 level (two-tailed tests). 

" 
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APPENDIX IV-2 I; 
'roTAL COMPENSATION IN 1980 

In'roTCOMP $TO'lCOMP T 0.6618* -62,620.9*** Intercept 
(.3976) (17,337.0) 

LPOP .5939*** 1,745.6*** 
(.0115) (499.6) 

CBA .0856*** 1,479 .. 9 
( .021) (917.1) 

OiGR .0265 -112.9 
( .0194) (345.7) .... " 

LPCI .123** 1,549.6 .....;. 

( .0595) (2,594.6) 

-2,463.1 
...... ARBUSE -.0377 I 

J (.0395) (1,721.3) 
OPPWAGE .0226 454.1 

(.0167) (726.3) ."" , 
DENSITY .00002*** 0.4*** 

(.000003) (0.1) 
~. 

ICITY -.0381 -648.1 i , 
( .0288) (1,255.7) ....... 

LCRATE .0282 814.9 ..... 
i 

( .0244) (1,064.4) 
WEST .0029 23.9 

(.0249) (I ,084.3) I PASTUSE .0241** 1,230.0*** 
(.0096) (420.4) 

NEAST -.1081*** -4,062.4*** IT ( .0308) (1,342.1) 
PBLACK .0005 -7.7 

[ ( .001) (41.4) 
OOUTH -.1933*** -3,321.6*** 

( .0275) (1,197.7) [ ARB .0879*** 2,889.7** 
(.0287) (1,252.5) 

LHOUSE .194*** 5,196.5*** ~ ( .0414) (1,805;6) 
F 40.4*** 11.1*** 

a ~ .5283 .2228 
N 565 565 

~ St")ndard errors in parentheses. 
***Significant at the .01 level; **Significant at the .05 level; *Significant 

at .10 level (two-tailed tests). 
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APPENDIX IV-3 
COMBINED PAY SUPPLEMENTS AND 

FRINGE BENEFIT CONTRAcr SCORES IN 1981 

InMONI MeNI (points) 
Intercept 6.4285*** 283.7162* 

(.9534) (151.7526) 
LPOP .0242 4.3484 

( .0253) (4.0284) 
OiGR .0372 8.0172 

( .0451) (7.182) 
LPCI -.3055** -37.5913 

(.1499) (23.8637) 
ARBUSE .0633 5.8827 

(.0604) (9.61) 
OPPWAGE .4985*** 97.7169*** 

( .1404) (22.3407) 
DENSITY -.0000004 .0002 

( .000005) (.0008) 
ICITY -.0619 -14.8786 

(.0687) (10.9296) 
LCRATE .0838 9.6951 

( .062) (9.8638) 
WEST -.2041*** -33.7726*** 

( .0585) (9.3163) 
PASTUSE -.0322*** -4.5697* 

( .015) (2.393) 
NEAST -.0284 -6.8107 

( .0631) (10.0487) 
PBLACK .0051** -.4393 

(.0022) (.3561) 
SOUTH .0309 3.0305 

(.0919) (14.6316) 
ARB .135* 23.7701* 

(.0771). (12.2731) 
LHOUSE .062 5.9412 

( .0953) (15.164) 
CBAGE .0026 .4126 

(.0046) (.7249) 
BARGLIND .0209** 4.2196*** 

(.0087) (1.3826) 
F 6.2*** 7.9*** 
n2 .1747 .2195 
N 422 422 
Stalidard errors In parentheses. 
***Significant at the .01 level; **Significant'at the .05 level; *Significant 

at .10 level (two-tailed tests). 
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AB?EIDIX V-l 
'IOmL a:.mwcr AID SBIN:E){ s:xRES IN lSlll 

lrtICI 
6.2892*** 
(.7125) 

'ICI (pt:s.) lrW:I lnISI lriEI lnEOI lrM?I 
502.6* 4.7361*** 1.8108 4.8483*** 2.4788 3.7916*** 

(268.7) (1.1738) (.6.9413) (.6089) (6.5788) (1.3118) 

.0552*** 
(.~) 

-.000001 
(.(00)()4) 

-.2466** 
(.1123) 

.()582 
(.0464) 

20.62*** 
(7.16) 

-.00003 
(.00l4) 

-95.12** 
(42.33) 

24.00 
(17.48) 

.3823*** 157 .TI*** 
(.1053) (39.69) 

.0135 -4.67 
(.0513) (l9.34) 

-.0074 0.62 
(.0337) (l2.~) 

.0059 34.48 
(.0714) (26.94) 

-.0019 ~.46 

(~0017) (0.63) 

-.0525 -28.67 
(.(476) (17.95) 

.CHl9 24.63 
(.0743) (28.01) 

-.~*** -82.CB*** 
(.(468) (17.64) 

.0167** 7.42** 
(.0077) (2.91) 

.0002 0.59 
(.0034) (1.29) 

.1736** 64.47** 
(.0727) (27.39) 

.0505 18.11 
(.0467) (17.60) 

-.0253** -9.21** 
(.0114) (4.3» 

11.4*** 

.2% 

12.2*** 

.311 

N 422 422 
stai'rlairl a:rors 10 pm:nti'i§S§S. 

.0518* .1828 
(.0313) (.1850) 

.0lSX) 
(.0162) 

.4644*** .CB70*** 
(.17!)4) (.~) 

.00001 -.00002 .000001 -.00002 -.000003 
(.00001) (.00004) (.<XXXlO3) (.00003) (.(XXXXl7) 

-.4623** -.2383 -.l6l,* -.6634 -.3844* 
(.1849) (1.0935) (.0'J.59) (1.0364) (.2)67) 

.~ .3504 .0168 .Z798 .1055 
(.0764) (.4516) (.03%) (.4200) (.08.53) 

.2542 1.lOO6 02938*** 2.OJ,.9J** ~3758* 
(.1734) (1.0253) (.0099) (.9718) (.l938) 

.(648 .3404 .~ .3528 .0559 
(.0045) (.4997) (.0438) (.4736) (.0344) 

-.1143** -.:me -.Cl538* -.1895 -.0168 
(.0555) (.3281) (.0288) (.3109) (.~) 

.2099* -.0224 .0253 -.ems .2425* 
(.117) (.6959) (.~1O) (.65%) (.l3l5) 

-.0032 -.0027 -.0007 -.0102 -.0012 
(.0028) (.0163) (.0014) (.0155) ($0031) 

-.~*** -.0220 .1844***.~ -.1500* 
(.0784) (.4638) (.0407) (.4395) (.0076) 

-.0251 .9338 .1172* .4301 .2326* 
(.1223) (. 7237) (.~) (.6859) (.l368) 

-.3320*** -.6392 .0783* -1.3704*** -::'193*** 
(.0771) (.4557) (.0400) (.4319) (.00(1) 

0.'2H7** .0454 -.0016 .0063 .0281** 
(.0127) (.0751) (.0066) (.0712) (.0142) 

.0091 -.0119 .0051* -.C125l -.0015 
(.0056) (.0333) (.0029) (.03l5) (.~) 

.0444 .9482 .0349 .~6 .2854** 
(.ll97) (. ~78) (.~) (.6708) (.l338) 

.0777 -.32'78 .0331 .Al88 .0059 
(.769) (.4546) (.0399) (.4309} (.0059) 

-.0359* .0122 .c()()x)3 -.lO95 -.0437** 
(.Olas) (.lllO) (.0097) (.lO52) (.0210) 

5.5*** 

.153 

422 

2.5*** 

.fEl 

422 

4.9*** 

.136 

422 

4.2*** 

.llS 

422 

8.8*** 

.Z39 

422 

***Signifia:rn: at t±"E .01 le\le1., **Signific:mt at t±"E .05 leJel, *Significmt at t±"E .10 leve1. 
(oo-tailm tests). . 

1 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
J 
~ ~ 

I II 
~ 

I 

I 
I 
I 
~ 

variable 

1) Am 

2) CPA 

3) roP 

N..nt:er of 
l:OJj.ce 

.188*** 
(.029) 

-.088*'* 
(.027) 

.743*** 
(.(41) 

4) M\1GAL -.422*** 
(.074) 

5) D:nsity .033* 
(.OlS) 

6) IrI:x:ne .340*** 
(.~) 

7) I£ro:nt .008*** 
Mirority (.001) 

Cl.eru:cn:Es 

8) ~ -.006 

9) M:ns1.atJ:lhter 

1O)Faf;e 

11)Ri:b:!:y 

12) Assault 

13) B..n:glary 

14) I:.aro:!1y 

(.005) 

.009 
(.006) 

-.010 
(.007) 

.074*** 
(.025) 

.023 
(.025) 

-.101** 
(.045) 

.159*** 
(.041) 

.143*** 
(.025) 
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AB?EIDIX VI-l 

N..nt:er of N..nt:er of 
J:blice Ci viJ.iallS 

(~W09=> 

.l91*** 
(.030) 

-.109*** 
(.027) 

.758*** 
(.OO) 

.007 
(.OlS) 

.l91*** 
(.059) 

.010*** 
(.001) 

-.004 
(.006) 

.009 
(.006) 

-.011 
(.007) 

.058** 
(.025) 

.017 
(.025) 

-.091** 
(.046) 

.152*** 
(.043) 

.141*** 
(.026) 

-.295*** 
( .()j() 

.095* 
(.055) 

.634*** 
(.101) 

.341-1."* 
(.155) 

-.057 
(.OTI) 

.253* 
(.133) 

.004 
(.~3) 

.014 
(.011) 

-.0Cfl 
(.012) 

-.(XX) 

(.014) 

.057 
(.051) 

.009* 
(.050) 

.Cl36 
(.092) 

.175** 
(.(85) 

-.031 
(.053) 

.(8)** 
(.034) 

.049 
(.030) 

.170*** 
(.osa) 

.768*** 
(.007) 

.031 
(.021) 

.016 
(.074) 

.000 
(.001) 

.001 
(.006) 

.010 
(.007) 

.001 
(.008) 

.027 
(.028) 

.011 
(.028) 

.025 
(.051) 

-.020 
(.oo) 

.002** 
( .02:9) 
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AmIDIX VI-1 (a:nt:.) 1 

1 APPENDIX VI-2 
I 'I 

roo I:A'm. Ern l!:m 
..:. EE DATA FOR 1977 

Inl:p::ul:t1L N.Iri:er of N.nter of N.ni::er of 'Ibtal. E!q;aB:! 
r 1 I 

variable Rllice t:olice Civillins ..lti J . Independent Number of Full-time Em1210:iees Total Expense 
(excltd::s \<B]e) Variable With Wage Without Wage 

CdItES T .,. 
.j 't ~ 1) ARB .139*** .137*** .115*** , 

'. 

16) Mmk .004 .003 -.(JJ7 -.(JJ7 
\ ( .035) ( .036) ( .031) 

(.005) (,,005) (.010) (.006) _u 
I T 2) CBA -.023 -.054* .002 

17)~ -.006 -.(X)6 .(l)8 -.010 l' I ( .033) ( .033) ( .030) u~ I 

(.006) (.006) (.012) (.007) 
.'j"''";, 

3) POP/lOO,OOO .048*** .048*** .028*** 
lB)Eep: • <XXI -.000 -.010 -.())3 J~ 

i ( .005) ( .005) ( .004) , 
(.005) (.005) (.010) (.005) J~ 

4) Avg. Salary -.234*** .241*** 
19) Rii:a:y -.010 -.007 -.OlB -.001 ( .043) ( .041) 

(.010) (.010) (.020) (.011) 
; 

c"~ ,_-41 

5) Density -~026 -.042** .029 
~) Assault .004 .003 -.047 -.038 

J 
( .020) ( .020) (.018) 

(.021) (.022) (.044) (.025) 
6) Income .371*** . .257*** .444*** 

21) Bltglaty .046* .045* .049 .055* 'T (.071) (.069) ( .066) 
(.025) (.026) (.051) (.028) 1 1 : ' 7) Percent Minority .004*** .005*** .002** 

22)Iarceny -.046 -.047 .043 .003* ( .001) ( .001) ( .001) 
(.021) (.022) (.043) (.024) [ ] Clearances 

23) hltD 'Iteft -.026** -.025** .022 -.005 
(.011) (.011) (.023) (.013) I 

8) Murder -.003 -.003 .002 

I ( .005) ( .006) ( .005) 
24) N..ni:B: of .010 • <XXI .131*** 

Ci. vil:i.cns (.020) (.020) (.023) 9) Manslaughter .005 .001 -.002 

L[ I (.006) ( .006) ( .005) 
25) M:!nlf:a=b.lrinJ -.004 -.020 -.091** .028 

W:ge (1972) (.002) (.022) (.045) (.025) 10) Rape -.008 -.009 -.004 

[I , ( .007) ( .008) (.007) 
26) N..ni:B: of .043 .605*** 

t:01icE (.003) (.046) 11) Robbery .067*** .064*** .038** 

~ 
( .020) ( .020) (.018) 

Clnstant -4.4ll*** -7.024*** -11.895*** -5.738*** v 

~ (.754) (.615) (1.510) (.003) 12) Assault .144*** .142*** .108*** 

rl-
(.033) ( G033) ( .030) 

.9259 .9220 .7886 .~ ~ ~ 

13) Burglary -.044* -.045* -.040* 
N 6Z7 627 627 619 (.024) ( .025) ( .022) 

SbriJarij e:ron:. 10 p3rB1t:i"Es3s. 

~ 14) Larceny .117*** .118*** .105*** ***sigpJ£ic:ciit at til:! .01 ~; , 
f ( .033) ( .033) ( .029) **Significa1t at til:! .os ~; i 

*Signifiant at til:! .10 1EM=J. (oo--tailed tests) • 
1 

~! 15) Auto Theft .344*** .340*** .293*** 
( .023) ( .023) ( .021) 

I I 
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APPENDIX VI-2 (cont.) r ! AEmDIX VI-3 
J~ I' 

I' 
BE DATA FOR 1977 EE mm RR 1979 

T T ! 
Independent Nmtber of Full-time Emp1o,:iees "'~ t IIl¥uEnt l'bri::Er ET s.mn R)lia: l'bri::Er ET ~Q;.;om 'Ibtal~ 

Total Expense variabJ..e; IIctuJiry W3p E!?:::l.ulin;J W3p Ehpl.o}e:s 
Variable ~th Wage Without Wage 

T I 
I} Am .'l59*** .'l59*** -.393*** -.010 

Crimes I i (.022) (.023) (.052) (.019) """;p.t J . 

l6} Murder .010* .010* .001 "']" 2) O?A -.CEil** -.117*** .rJ76 .065*** 
i 

(.005) ( .005) ( .005) l[' (.022) (.022) (.051) (.018) 

17) Manslaughter .001 .004 .006 3) E\::pilatioo .731*** .748*** .479'** .018 
( .006) (.006) ( .005) :; 1 

(.031) (.032) (.003) (.033) 
d~ i 

18) Rape .006 .006 .004 4) N.ni:Er a..om •. 142*** .007*** 
( .006) ( .006) ( .005) (.002) (.029) 

19} Robbery 
.... ~J 

5}~ .004*** .~*** .1Z7*** -.008 -.007 -.007 
( .009) ( .009) ( .008) N:n-San (.016) (.016) (.013) 

20) Assault .015 .015 .031 1 6} A~. a..om -.399*** .740*** .641*** 
(.029) ( .029) ( .026) s:llary (.0Cl6) (.U» (.047) 

21) Burglary .081*** 
1 I 7} A~. l.'b1-S.t.om -.C64* -_195** .109*** .077*** .069*** I 

( .026) ( .025) ( .O22) Silal:y (.037) (.005) (.030) 

22) Larceny -.064*** -.059** -.075*** [ 1 8) D::nsity .055*** .036*** -.w .016 
( .025) ( .025) ( .022) (.014) (.014) (.031) .(.011) 

23) Auto Theft .023** .023** .003 [ I 
9} Irx:me .3)6*** .lll** .~1 .rJ7l* 

( .011) ( .011) (.010) (.048) (.044) (.1].3) (.040) 

25) Fl' Employees .286*** 
IT 

lO)R:!:calt .007*** .CXl9*** .002 .001 

(.018) I Mirnrity (.001) (.001) (.002) (.001) 

Constant -.296 -.812 4.088*** C1.earara:s 
( .591) ( .593) (.529) [ i R2 

11)M.m:let -.001 -.001 .001 -.CXl6* 
.8637 .8590 .9012 (.004) (.004) (.O10) (.003) 

N 871 871 871 ~ 12}~ .CXl6 .CXl6 -.006 -.001 
(.004) (.004) (.CXl9) (.003) 

~ 
A 

standard errors in parentheses. l' 13}R3;;:e -.001 -.(X)8 -.005 -.011** 

***Significant at the .01 level; 
(.007) (.007) (.015) (.005) 

**Si,gnificant at the .05 level; 14) R.i:te:y .040*** .035** .026 -.001 
*Significant at the .10 level (two-tailed tests) • ~ (.015) (.016) (.035) (.012) '. 

~" 

~ 
15) Assault -.OlO -.Da) .(83 .fJZl 

(.024) (.025) (.055) (.019) 

~ 
- ----- -- ""~----'-------
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P~IDIX VI-3 (ant.) 

EE IJm\ KR 1979 

In:tenl:!lt 
variables 

N.nter Fl' s..an Rllice ~ ET ~ Total ~ 
Lrpl.lrlinJ ~ k.1.ulirl] !B;e EtrplCl}'aS -

16) B.mfl.aIy 

17) Iarc:aly 

lB) l\uto '1h:ft 

Cr:im:s 

19)M.mJer 

21.)R3p: 

22)R:ttery 

23) A<5sault 

24) BJtglary 

25)Iarc:aly 

2J5) hIto 'ltsft 

N 

-.050 
(.035) 

.042 
(.036) 

.131*** 
(.020) 

.006 
(.004) 

-.005 
(.004) 

-.004 
(.004) 

.-.001 
(.006) 

.043** 
(.020) 

.1li1*** 
(.016) 

-.053*** 
(.019) 

-.004 
(.<m) 

-4.551*** 
(.400) 

• 9a> 

776 

-.~* 
(.037) 

.1li1 
(.037) 

.123*** 
(.021) 

.007* 
(.004) 

-.005 
(.004) 

-.003 
(.004) 

-.003 
(.007) 

.045** 
(.021) 

.1li9*** 
(.OI7) 

-.049** 
(.(20) 

-.007 
(.(1) 

-6.ll3 
(.464) 

.9438 

776 
st:afuaiij e:rors m tBi'Eilde:es. 
***Signifia:rn: at t:l'E .01leie1.j 
**Signi£icmt at tie .05 1f:!IA:l.; 
*Signifia:l1t at tie .10 1f:!IA:l. (tw:>-tailErl tEsts). 

.114 
(.(lU) 

.028 
(.002) 

-.139*** 
(.048) 

-.(0) 

(.001) 

.(0) 

(.001) 

-.001 
(.001) 

.003 
(.014) 

-.037 
(.046) 

-~a53 
(.038) 

.152*** 
(.044) 

.CXl6 
(.OlB) 

-9.918*** 
(.011) 

.8100 

776 

0.<li8** 
(.028) 

.001 
(.029) 

.034** 
{.01?} 

.002 
(.003) 

.•• (0) 

(.003) 

-.006* 
(.003) 

.(0) 

(.OOS) 

-.C1l:l 
(.016) 

.013 
(.013) 

-.001 
(.016) 

-.002 
(.006) 

4.339*** 
(.410) 

.~O 

776 

I 

J. 
! 

i 
J ~ 

T 
1 

T 
,.1"" 

T 

1 

T 

[ 

l.I 
~ 
~ . 

I \ 

L 
1 : 
I' 

"'t' 
I, 

j ~ 

I 
I 
I , 
~ 
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Crirre Cl.earcn:l::! Crme ClEBrCn:E Crme Cl.emcn::e Crfue Cl.earcn:l::! £ete late 
.158** .188 

(.())4) (.249) 

-.21.7*** -.170 
(.070) (.292) 

N.nter of .~ 
EOlice (.100) 

R:p.li.atioo .175*** 
(.040) 

Irrx:r!t:! -. 4.n3*** 
(.164) 

% Itp. > 65 .07.(.:.··· 
( .ce 

% Mimrity .03&, 
(.003) 

% R:p. > 18 -.012** 
(.006) 

% R:p. > 25 -.006 
wtLS. BiI::. (.033) 

!l;mity 

EEgioo 1 

EEgi.oo2 

EEgioo 3 

EEgioo 4 

EEgioo 5 

EEgi.oo6 

EEgicn7 

.007 
(.009) 

.341*** 
(.094) 

.321*** 
(.021) 

.163* 
(.096) 

.())4 
(.109) 

.m 
(.109) 

-.224* 
(.ll5) 

-.223 
(.140) 

N.Iri:Et R:>lice -.010 
Civilia1s (.047) 

Cl:nst:ant -6.54*** 
(1.83) 

R2 .3459 

N 627 

-.248 
(.419) 

.260* 
(.145) 

-3.81*** 
(. ID) 

~fm!rlr 
-130) 

.JJ9 
,.Oll) 

-.002 
(.028) 

.021 
(.014) 

-.222 
(.17) 

-.~1* 

(.369) 

-.615* 
(.363) 

-.247 
(.367) 

.255 
(.409) 

.~ 
(.410) 

.018 
(.414) 

-.715 
(.492) 

-.134 
(.193) 

26.9*** 
(7.54) 

.1375 

492 

late Fate 
-.eEl -.010 
(.072) (.874) 

.098 
(.(8) 

-.176 
(.114) 

-.632*** 
(.045) 

-.070 
(.l85) 

-.004 
(.009) 

-.002 
(.033) 

.008 
(.007) 

.004 
(.004) 

.009 
(.009) 

-.187* 
(.).07) 

-.006 
(.104) 

-.011 
(.109) 

.135 
(.123) 

-.021 
(.124) 

1.57 
(.~33) 

.569 
(1.45) 

.137 
(.428) 

-.421 
(.310) 

-.288 
(.195) 

-.029 
(.040) 

.095 
(.175) 

-.028 
(.(l)l) 

-.266 
• (.581) 

.604 
{I. 24) 

.495 
{I. 63) 

.991 
(1.17) 

.388 
(1.43) 

.575 
(1.24) 

.422*** 1.58 
(.131) (1.75) 

.383** 1.39 
(.159) (1.75) 

.024 
(.053) 

-3.66* 
(2.00) 

.3268 

627 

-.388 
(.787) 

1.93 
(V. 5) 

.1496 

492 

late late 
.282*** .137 

(.070j (.aJ5) 

-.485*** -.233 
(.em) (.226) 

.116 .159 
(.110) (.324) 

.333*** .266** 
(.044) (.126) 

-.853*** -1.01* 
(.lID) (.S29) 

-.004 .016 
(.008) (.024) 

-.01.81'** .007 
(.003) (.009) 

.015** -.021. 
(.C~)7) (.020) 

.003 .009 
(.(04) (.Oll) 

-~020** -.21.0 
(.009) (.132) 

.184* -.320 
(.103) (.3)1) 

.092 -.m 
(.100) (.:;00) 

.001 --.223 
(.106) (.3)5) 

.ill -.007 
(.ll9) (.342) 

.054 .Ci!7 
(.l2» (.344) 

.Ci!7 -.313 
(.126) (.~1) 

.ax) -.261 
(.154) (.439) 

.252*** -.041 
(.052) (.l:i» 

-2.95 7.88 
(2.00) (5.00) 

.4122 .0434 

627 604 

late late 
.:i>2*** -.098 

(.1li9) (.115) 

-.595*** -.017 
(.076) (.126) 

.469*** 
(.109) 

.:Il6*** 
(.043) 

.263 
(.178) 

-.011 
(.008) 

.023*** 
(.003) 

.014** 
(.007) 

-.015*** 
(.004) 

.038*** 
(.009) 

.em 
(.102) 

.055 
(.099) 

.096 
(.105) 

.048 
(.118) 

.198* 
(.ll9) 

.100 
(.125) 

.099 
(.152) 

-.324* 
(.100) 

.044 
(.072) 

-.247 
(.293) 

.012 
(.014) 

-.003 
(.005) 

.003 
(.011) 

-.007 
(.006) 

-.059 
(.073) 

-.lOS 
(.168) 

.015 
(.164) 

.078 
(.173) 

.191 
(.194) 

.186 
(.197) 

. ill 
(.~) 

-.431* 
(.251) 

.2B3*** .035 
(.051) (.004) 

~.3)*** -.874 
(1.99) (3.25) 

.5629 .0320 

627 627 



Assa.ll.t 
Cr:ine 
R:lte 
.107 
(.~9) 

Cl.eerGn:E 
R:lte 
.033 

(.070) 

-.193** -.068 
(.077) (.76) 

.4Z7*** 
(.109) 

R:pilaticn .ca>* 
(.043) 

Irt::are -.712*** 
(.179) 

% Eq? > 65 .004 
(.008) 

% Mired ty .011*** 
(.003) 

% R:p. > 18 -.009 
(.007) 

% Eq? > 25 -.002 
WlH-S. Bil:. (.004) 

Censi ty .002 

!Egicn1 

Ie3ioo 2 

!Egi.cn5 

(.009) 

-.0CJ6 
{.lO3} 

.011 
(.099) 

.017 
(.105) 

.140 
(.118) 

.044 
. (.ll9) 

.118 
(.125) 

.109 
(.153) 

N.nta: tblice .304 
Civilians (.051) 

6.05*** 
(1.99) 

.2859 
6Zl 

-.253 
(.lO9) 

~.02l 
(.043) 

.1.20 
(.177) 

.010 
(.008) 

.003 
(.003) 

-.007 
(.007) 

.002 
(.036) 

.025 
(.044) 

-.144 
(.1&':;) 

-.170* 
(.099) 

-.())2 

(.105) 

-.104 
(.118) 

-.028 
(.ll9) 

-.034 
(.125) 

-.468*** 
(.152) 

-.021 
(.051) 

-2.~ 
(1.97) 

.02% 
626 

~ errors 10 prra1t:lilS3s. 
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AIHIDIX Vl-4 (ant.) 

amur mm'IOO Em 1$0 

B.ltglal:y 
Crme Cl.emn:E 
Fate R:lte 
.165*** .002 

(.039) (.~9) 

-.174*** 
.(.043) 

.122*** 
(.025) 

-.ZZ7** 
(.101) 

.008 
(.005) 

.101*** 
(.OO2) 

-.007 
(.039) 

-.002 
(.002) 

-.001 
(.005) 

.077 
(.CE8) 

.025 
(.057) 

.029 
(.00) 

.rJ73 
(.~) 

.059 
(.~) 

.OTI 
(.071) 

.014 
(.007) 

.183*** 
(.029) 

-.738 
(1.13) 

.3913 
627 

-.074 
(.075) 

-.253 
(.lO7) 

-.032 
(.043) 

-.2)4 

(.174) 

.017** 
(.008) 

.003 
(.003) 

-.0CJ6 
(.007) 

.002 
(.004) 

-.043 
(.044) 

-.005 
(.<93) 

.012 
(.103) 

.041 
(.ll6) 

.053 
(.1l7) 

-.002 
(.123) 

-.m** 
(.149) 

.018 
(.03» 

-.Z76 
(1.94) 

.0350 
627 

~ 
Cr:irre Cl.earcn:E 
R:lte R:lte 
.052 -.050 

(.038) {.~} 

-.032 
(.042) 

.281ir!* 
(.00) 

.062**''' 
(.024) 

-.447*** 
(.098) 

.003 
(.005) 

.003* 
(.002) 

.002 
(.004) 

.005i.** 
(.002) 

-.024*** 
(.005) 

.002 
(.056) 

.010 
(.055) 

.00l 
(.<B3) 

.1.20* 
(.~) 

.091 
(.~) 

.051. 
(.Cb9) 

.078 
(.(ll4) 

.2»*** 
(.028) 

2.78** 
(1.09) 

.2450 
627 

-.m** 
(.098) 

-.003 
(.039) 

-.175 
(.l6O) 

.012 
(.008) 

.003 
(.003) 

-.015** 
(.006) 

.0CJ6** 
(.003) 

.056 
(.040) 

-.139 
(.092) 

-.039 
(.()I)) 

-.032 
(.095) 

.019 
(.l.(X)} 

.076 
(.1m) 

• 1(6 
(.ill) 

-.482*** 
(.m) 

.101** 
(.046) 

-.475 
(1.78) 

.0073 
627 

• 

Cr:ine Cl.eercn:E 
Rate R:lte 
• 244*** -.053 

(.048) (.lOS) 

-.173*** 
(.055) 

.486*** 
(.075) 

• 172*** 
{.COO} 

.245** 
{.123} 

-.020*** 
(.0CJ6) 

-.003 
(.002) 

.0CJ6 
(.005) 

-.013*** 
(.003) 

.028*** 
(.007) 

.047 
(.071) 

.019 
(.~9) 

-.016 
(.072) 

.079 
(.002) 

.2:>1** 
(.002) 

-.(X)9 

(.006) 

.00) 
(.lOS) 

.l.(X)*** 
(.035) , 

-5.16*** 
(1.38) 

.3!m 
627 

-.066 
(.llS) 

-.432*** 
(.163) 

-.066 
(.~) 

-.~3*** 
(.4l6) 

.025*** 
(.013) 

• 011** 
(.005) 

-.013 
(.010) 

.022*** 
(.005) 

-.199*** 
(.~) 

-.161 
(.153) 

-.175 
(.149) 

-.110 
(.157) 

-.042 
(.177) 

-.057 
(.179) 

.026 
(.188) 

-.649*** 
(.228) 

.2:>2*** 
(.077) 

6.32** 
(2.96) 

• 1162 
627 

***Signifia:nt at t:h: .01 1.eJel; **Signifia:nt at tre .05 l.eJel; *Significcnt at tre .10 l.eJel 
(blD-t:ailal tests) • 
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